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OVERSIGHT OF THE INDIAN CHILD WELFARE
ACT OF 1978

APRIL 25, 1984

U.S. SENATE,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:45 a.m., in room SD

106, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Mark Andrews (chair-
man of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Andrews and Gorton.
Staff present: Paul Alexander, staff director; Peter S. Taylor,

general counsel; Debbie Storey, legislative assistant; Max Richt-
man, minority staff director; Gertrude Wilson, secretary.

Senator ANDREWS. The hearing will come to order.
Today, we are conducting an oversight hearing on one of the

most important pieces of legislation to have been produced by this
committee; the Indian Child Welfare Act.

The purpose of the act is to protect the most valuable resources
of Indian people; their children. This unique legislation, passed in
1978, is Congress effort to address the critical situation, document-
ed by the American Indian Policy Review Commission, of Indian
children in extremely high numbers being placed in adoptive and
foster-care settings with non-Indian families. For many of these
children, the placements effectively terminated their tribal ties and
identity. The vast majority of these placement decisions were being
made by non-Indian social service agencies and courts, without any
viable Indian input.

The Indian Child Welfare Act reinforces tribal jurisdiction over
child-welfare issues, creates preferences for placements with Indian
families where possible, provides a mechanism for Indian participa-
tion in non-Indian judicial settings, and provides for the funding of
Indian family service and child-welfare programs.

Our purpose today is to see how well the program is running,
what improvements can be made in the administration of the pro-
gram, and whether any modification of the original legislation may
now be necessary.

Our first witness this morning is Deputy Assistant Secretary
John Fritz. Welcome back to the committee, Mr. Secretary. We will
be glad to hear from you.

( 1)
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STATEMENT OF' JOHN W. FRITZ, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY
FOR INDIAN AFFAIRS (OPERATIONS), BUREAU OF INDIAN AF-
FAIRS, DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, ACCOMPANIED BY
TED KRENZKE, DIRECTOR OF INDIAN SERVICES, BIA; AND RAY
BUTLER, CHIEF, DIVISION OF SOCIAL SERVICES, BIA
Mr. FRITZ. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. With me today

is Mr. Ted Krenzke, Director of Indian Services for the Bureau of
Indian Affairs, and Mr. Ray Butler, the Chief of the Division of
Social Services,

Senator ANDREWS. Let me assure you, Mr. Secretary, that as
usual your remarks will appear as though given every word in the
record. You may summarize if you want.

Mr. FRITZ. I would like to summarize my remarks in a very brief
fashion. We have worked hard to implement the act. There have
been a number of positive things which have grown out of Con-
gress' intent. We recognize that the ideals that have been ex-
pressed in this actthat is, the protectionof the children, the pro-
tection of the on-going tradition and cultures of the tribes and the
familiesare a critical part of the overall rationale for Congress'
enactment of this legislation in 1978.

We think that, as an organization, we have had some very posi-
tive experiences, and we have had some less positive in terms of
administration and in terms of funding, but I think that, overall,
the position of the Department and the Bureau is that we will, to
the best of our abilities, strive to carry out Congress' intent and
desire for a sensible jurisdictional, as well as a care or custody pro-
gram for the children who are affected by this act. Frankly, we
look forward to continued good relations with this committee and
with the Congress as a whole in evolving the act so that it truly
meets the intent that you put into the la. end we look forward to
the continued positive working relations we have had with the re-
spective tribes, States, families, and other governmental entities
and operations charged with the implementation of the act.

That really concludes my synopsis, sir. We will be pleased to
answer any questions you might have.

Senator ANDREWS. Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary. The
BIA budget reflects two programs for Indian children: the Child
Welfare Assistance Program and the Grant Program under the
Indian Child Welfare Act. What is the difference in these two pro-
grams. Are they comparable to any programs administered by the
Department of Health and Human Services?

Mr. Fiturz. Let me answer the first part of your question, and
then I will throw it over here to Mr. Butler for a response on the
technical part. The assistance program is one of support for the
children, where the grants are focused upon the support services,
that is, upon the organizations and the ancillary-support mecha-
nisms. Maybe Ray would care to expand upon my answer.

Mr. BUTLER. Mr. Chairman, the child-welfare assistance section
of the Bureau's budget is to provide for the cost of care for the chil-
dren that are in foster homes or for the children that are in resi-
dential treatment centers, whereas the Indian Child Welfare Act
Grant Funding Program, under authorization of title II of the act,
is for the service portion of the program which provides the. tribes
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and the Indian organizations with the funding to offer services to
those children and their Indian families.

Senator ANDREWS. Does it provide the funding for general social
services?

Mr. BUTLER. Yes, sir.
Senator ANDREWS. Is it somewhat similar to the programs under

the Social Security Act, providing funds to States?
Mr. BUTLER. Yes, sir, very similar.
Senator ANDREWS. Only in this case, it provides it to the tribes.

Is that correct?
Mr. BUTLER. To the tribes and the Indian organizations. It is very

similar, Mr. Chairman, to what was formerly the IV-A AFDC
foster-care program, which is now title IV-E of the Social Security
Act, and the Indian Child Welfare Act grant funding, comparable
to the title IV-B program of child-welfare services to the States
through the Federal Government.

Senator ANDREWS. There had been some questions about it, and
we wanted to make a complete record and get that on the record
and show how itis indeed and in fact comparable to the program
under the social security system setup.

For the past 4 years, the administration has not requested any
funding for off -reservation programs. All available reports have in-
dicated that the off-reservation programs are successful and have
played an important part in keeping Indian children with their
families, securing good foster placements, or having the child re-
ferred to tribal courts. Do you have any information to indicate to
the contrary?

Mr. FRITZ. Mr. Chairman, no, I do not. I re,call the discussion
that we had before you and with you, both in this committee and
during the appropriations process, regarding the funding of off -res-
ervation programs. It has been one of the more vexing problems
that has faced us as an organization and we who represent the ad-
ministration are faced with a problem of not having an adequate
historical relationship with nonreservation groups, as well as not
having a service organization to deal with these off-reservation or-
ganizations. So, what we have attempted to do over the past sever-
al years is to put the money into the programs which are more
dearly related to our overall mission as we have understood it,
both from historical and practical points of view.

We recognize that Congress' intent was to fund both on-reserva-
tion as well as off-reservation programs. It has just been very diffi-
cult for us to get this activity on stream in a fashion that you
would desire.

Senator ANDREWS. Your prepared statement, Mr. Secretary, jus-
tifies the proposal to zero fund the off-reservation programs on the
grounds that: "they can conceivably receive funding from all other
sources." That is the end of your quote. There were no such funds
available when this act was enacted. Have you conducted any stud-
ies to determine the availability of such alternative funds now?
Have there been some new programs coming into existence out
there of which we are not aware?

Mr. FRITZ. One of the things which has occurred, Mr. Chairman,
is that some of these off-reservation organizations can now receive

10
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funds from United Fund and Community Chest, those types of or-
ganization.

Senator ANDREWS. But no Government program funds?
Mr. FRITZ. Title 20 moneys, I guess, would be available to these

organizations, which the on-reservation groups would not have. But
it is not really a systematic approach, in terms of getting the funds
there on a regular basis.

Senator ANDREWS. The role of tribal courts is clearly important
in the implementation of this act. However, the budget for tribal
courts has remained relatively static since enactment of the act.
Have you conducted any studies, either through the Social Services
Division or the Tribal Government Services Division to determine
the needs of tribal courts in the administration of this act?

Mr. KRENZKE. Mr. Chairman, yes. The Bureau of Indian Affairs
has had some studies that have looked at the needs of tribal courts
around the country, working with the National American Indian
Court Judges Association.

Senator ANDREWS. Since this act was passed?
Mr. KRENZKE. Since this act was passed, yes.
Senator ANDREWS. Can we be provided a copy of the study?
Mr. KRENZKE. We would be pleased to provide that for the

record.
[Subsequent to the hearing the following publication was submit-

ted for the record: "Indian Courts and the Future," report of the
National American Indian Court Judges Association long-range
planning project, Judge Orville N. Olney, project director, David H.
Getches, project planner/coordinator, 1978. The report, which was
prepared under Bureau of Indian Affairs contract No.
K51C14201023, was printed by the U.S. Government Printing
Office, Washington, DC, stock No. 024-002-00065-9 and is retained
in committee files.]

Senator ANDREWS. Some tribes have had difficulty obtaining
funding for foster-care placements made by their tribal courts.
What is the Bureau policy with regard to payment of foster-care
support?

Mr. BUTLER. Mr. Chairman, the child-welfare assistance part of
the Bui eau's budget does provide for the payment of foster care, or
institutional care, where you have a tribal court custody order. It
does so in those States where the State welfare departments gener-
ally do not provide that type of funding. There have been in-
stances, since enactment of the Indian Child Welfare Act, where
certain tribes have petitioned to reassume exclusive jurisdiction
over child-custody proceedings, where some States have resisted
the payment of foster care. In the States of Michigan, Wisconsin,
and, for a short time, in Florida, the respective State welfare de-
partments questioned the authority of tribal court orders in provid
ing for those foster-care payments.

Senator ANDREWS. Is this Bureau policy applicable in all the
States or in only some?

Mr. BUTLER. It is not applicable in all States, sir. It is a supple-
mentary program to the AFDC foster-care program. The States in
which the Bureau provides assistance, are those with significant
Indian populations such as Arizona, New Mexico, Nevada, the Da-
kotas, Idaho, and Minnesota for Red Lake only. However, in a lot

11
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of other States, the State welfare departments are willing and have
been able to pay for the foster care of Indian children.

Senator ANDREWS. In fiscal year 1984, Congress reduced the
funding of the Indian Child Welfare Act grant program from $9.7
million to $8.7 million. The Select Committee on Indian Affairs rec-
ommended, as I recall, funding at $12 million. The funding level
for the various grants appears to have been at a barebones level all
along. From the BIA's perspective, how has this funding reduction
affected the program operations? Have you decreased the number
of the programs funded, or did you simply reduce the level of the
funding provided the grantees?

Mr. FRITZ. Both were affected. We reduced the number as well as
the level of funding. So it has had a deleterious effect on the orga-
nization serving the Indian children.

Senator ANDREWS. You did not request any increase for the on-
reservation program?

Mr. FRITZ. We were trying to hold the line there. The various
competing interests of our budget process really forced our hand
into keeping that at a level, but it has had an impact.

Senator ANDREWS. But it stayed at a relatively constant level, as
I recall it. No, it did not. It went down $1 million. So, in effect, you
made the decision to cut out the off-reservation funding in order to
give you the ability to stay constant on the on-reservation?

Mr. KRENZKE. Mr. Chairman, that is essentially correct. The ad-
ministration's request was to drop the off-reservation funding and
to keep the on-reservation funding at a continuing level. What hap-
pened, however, as a result of the action of the Congress is that
there was a net reduction of $1 million from the previous year, but
we continued to fund both the on-reservation and the off-reserva-
tion programs. So as Mr. Fritz indicated previously, the result of it
was that there has been a cutback, both in some of the numbers of
grants and in the sizes of some of the grants, both to on-reservation
and to off-reservation programs.

Senator ANDREWS. A number of tribes have complained about
the competitive grant process. The BIA regulations provide for
achievement of a minimum score for consideration of a grant but
do not establish either a minimum funding level or criteria for
funding. Could you explain how the grant process works and what
factors you consider in awarding funding?

Mr. BUTLER. Yes, Mr. Chairman. The Bureau's position is that
the grants are funded on a basis of merit and need. We have guide-
lines that have been published in the Federal Register, wherein for
a service area population of 3,000 or less, there is a maximum
grant of $50,000; for a population greater thin 3,000 but less than
15,000, we have a $150,000 maximum grant; and for those with a
service population of 15,000 or more, a maximum $300,000 grant.

In the funding process, for example, if you have a program that
is proposed by an Indian tribe or ar Indian organization that sup-
ports a service population of 1,200, which is under the 3,000 limit,
the merit and need of that proposal will determine the funding
level. A service population of 12,000, of course, would result in an
estimated lesser grant than the maximum $50,000 that is author-
ized under the guidelines.

12
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Senator ANDREWS. Mr. Secretary, we have some questions sub-
mitted by Senator Gorton that we will submit to you for answers in
the record. We may well have some questions from Senator Mel-
cher and some of the other members of the committee. We appreci-
ate your coming today and we appreciate your usual candor in
helping us make a complete record.

Mr. FRiTz. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN W. FRITZ, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SeCRITTARY FOR INDIAN
AFFAIRS (OPERATIONS), BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I am pleased to appear before you
today, on behalf of the Department of the Interior, in order to discuss the imple-
mentation of the Indian Child Welfare Act, enacted into law on November 8, 1978,
as well as to reiterate our experiences with the Act during the intervening years. As
you are aware, the Act was predicated on the concept of protecting the interests of
Indian children, through promotion of security and stability of Indian families and
their governments by the establishment of minimum Federal standards for removal
of Indian children from their families and their subsequent placement in foster or
adoptive homes. These standards were to reflect the unique cultural values of the
community from whence the child came. And finally, tribal governments were to be
provided assistance in the operation of family and child service programs.

This Act embodied the highest ideal of American Indians and Alaskan Natives
within its structure, that is the protection and nurturing of Indian children within
familiar cultural and societal surroundings essential to transmit the ongoing values
of the tribes and the families which make them up. The law was designed in such a
way that we, the mortals who work within the Executive Branch, could and, in fact,
have put them into effect.

From our experiences over the past five years, I think it is safe to say that the
Act is working, maybe not without some hitches, maybe not without some false
starts, maybe not without some desired changes on the part of the families and com-
munities we servebut it is working as can be seen by some obvious, positive re-
sults. We felt that Congress, the tribes, and most importantly, Indian families,
wanted more than simple movement on the part of the Bureaucracy. We felt that
Congress and Indian people wanted to commence the fixing, or at least the amelio-
ration, of longstanding problems which have followed the communities and families
for some time. In some instances, the solutions have been painful, in others we are
still getting started, but in all we have begun to sort through the issues and have
commenced focus on the problem solving aspect of the law.

We are pleased to advise the Committee that we have seen a decline in our Child
Welfare Assistance caseload of foster care and residential care of children, a reduc-
tion of some 300 children this past year, and that trend is continuing into the cur-
rent fiscal year. We attribute this decline to the effectiveness of the Indian Child
and Family Services grant programs in preventing Indian family break-up, and re-
habilitation efforts to maintain Indian family life.

Additionally, tribes have utilized the provision found in Section 109 of Title I of
the Act which authorizes tribes and states to enter mutually acceptable agreements
in providing child welfare services for Indian children. Such agreements minimize
the duplication of service which could diminish the limited resources of both the
tribe and state in the provision of services. To date, 19 tribes have negotiated agree-
ments with their respective states, an effort which has involved 12 states. One land-
mark "agreement" involved the joint efforts of all the tribal representatives in
Oklahoma which res'ilted in the state legislature enacted on April 6, 1982, the
"Oklahoma Indian Child Welfare Act." Further work is being encouraged in this
critical area of tribal/state relations in order to address not only resources utiliza-
tion, but also critical jurisdictional issues.

Also, I am pleased to advise the Committee that we have reinitiated efforts to con-
summate an inter-departmental agreement with the Department of Health and
Human Services, as authorized by Section 203 of Title II of the Act. In January
1984. we detailed a staff member from the Bureau to the Administration for Native
Americans to work full-time in developing such an agreement, and Assistant Secre-
tary Dorcas Hardy personally joined this effort on February 22, 1984. We are con-
vinced this will be a significant effort in attempting to program resources of the two
Departments to meet the divergent needs to both on-reservation and off -reservation
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Indian families and groups, and to increase the awareness and ultimately the re-
sources of the state child welfare services programs through the Federal/State rela-
tionship of the Department of Health and Human Services.

These successes are tempered by lingering issues, some procedural, others sub-
stantive. These include concerns surrounding the Department's analysis and inter-
pretation of Child Custody Proceedings found in Title I of the Act. The Department
published, "Guidelines for State Courts: Indian Child Custody Proceedings," on No-
vember 29, 1979. Although we have no solid data base, empirical experience, based
upon the number of notices received and inquiries for Indian status identification,
indicates that states are becoming increasingly cognizant of the requirements of the
Act as set forth in our guidelines.

Recently, a thoughtful report prepared by Attorney Susan Work Haney on behalf
of the Oklahoma Indian Legal Services reported that state courts have begun to
gradually define the statutory interpretation of the Act. The courts have focused
.:rimarils upon issues involving constitutionality of the Act, applicability of the Act,
burden of proof it termination proceedings, qualifications of expert witnesses, the
definition of India:. Custodian, application of placement preferences, and the mean-
ing of "good cause not to transfer a child custody case from state to tribal court.
Other issues raised concern appointment of Counsel for Indian parents and full
faith and credit for tribal court proceedings.

The interpretive issues are of a critical nature and merit continued observation
from the Congress, the Administration and other commentators as the Act contin-
ues to evolve. A bright spot in this realm however, is that pursuant to Section 108 of
Title I, we have had ten (10) tribes petition to reassume jurisdiction over Child Cus-
tody Proceedings, nine (9) of which have been approved and one (1) is undergoing
legal review.

A more vexing problem has been that of administering the Indian Child and
Family Programs under Title II of the Act. The Administration has consistently
supported grants to on-reservation organizations based on merit and need. The Ap-
propriation Committees have agreed with this approach. Obviously, we think that
the position of funding cases based on merit and need is essential and necessary
since we have followed such a guideline since the inception of the Federal Register
announcements. Although during the past several years, many Indian tribes and
other organizations receiving resources pursuant to Title II would have the Depart-
ment seek additional funds in order to fully fund grant proposals which have met
the approval criteria, that truly is unachievable in this age of Federal Budget con-
straints.

It can be arved that every program funded by Federal dollars could use more
fiscal support, but almost all fail to receive the money desired. This occurs, of neces-
sity, because the Federal government, like a family, must live within an established
budget. Therefore, the Department has sought a workable, prudent budget for these
grants and it has further sought to make the delivery system more efficient and less
burdensome in order to get more dollars through the system and into the hands of
service organizations and tribes. Because of these budget constraints, we hve pro-
posed to discontinue the funding of off -reservation organizations as we consider our
primary responsibility to be to Indian tribes. However, this proposal has put the
Bureau at odds with the Congress which has seen fit to restore the funds for the off-
reservation programs. Nevertheless, it is essential is.o keep in mind what that pro-
posal focused on: simply, to fund tribal programs, the principal thrust of Bureau ac-
tivity, at a fair, reasonable, and prudent levelnot to the specific detriment of off -
reservation programs since they can conceivably receive funding from alternative
sources. This dichotomy between funding and administering programs for the two
types of locales must be addressed rationally and openly in order for the respective
programs to plan for the future.

However, for the Committee's edification, over the past four (4) years, 1980-1983
(the FY 1984 grant application process is not yet completed with some 40 appeals
remaining to be adjudicated), we have approved over 600 grants. Indian tribes ac-
count 2 percent of the grants and 74.6 percent of the funding, while the off-
reservi ,ndian organizations account for 23.8 percent of the grants and 25.4 per-
cent of . .unding; this ratio has remained relatively constant over this period.

Finally, we would like to conclude by stating that the Department's Office of the
Inspector General audited the program, reviewing 129 grant programs in four of the
Bureau's area offices covering the years 1980, 1981, and 1982. The audit report,
issued December 27, 1982, found no disallowed or questionable costs, but offered
three program recommendations: (1) Improve the grant review process to assure
that need is established as a prerequisite to award; (2) develop a more elaborate
monitoring checklist of grant performance; and (3) maintain a listing or data base of
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other Fed PrI and state funding programs. These recommendations closely paral-
leled the -ings and recommendations of an independent assessment issued Sep-
tember u L981, which was completed under a Bureau contract. That assessment
provided an external review and study for potential administrati' improvements in
the program. As a result of the 1981 analysis and other considerations, we published
and promulgated revised regulations on Septl.rnber 10, 1982, to provide improved ad-
ministration of the program. As a result of these regulatory changes and the lack of
significant programmatic problems, the Inspector General's Audit was cleared
March 31, 1983, after only three months suggesting a well managed program. On
January 11, 1984, further proposed regulatory revisions were published to update
the administration of the grant programs. Our previous experience in evaluating
grant proposals has been utilized to provide for a :3-year conditional approval there-
by removing the annual review and submission obstacle of Indian tribes and Indian
organizations which have reapplied yearly.

All of these actions, both the positive and the less positive, simply serve to reiter-
ate the Bureau and the Department's position, that is, Congress intent and desire
for a sensible jurisdictional and care/custody program for Indian children is being
carried out. We look forward to continued good relations in the evolution of the Act
with affected tribes, states, families, and governmental agencies charged with the
Act's implementation.

This concludes my prepared statement, and I will be pleased to respond to any
questions the Committee may have.

Senator ANDREWS. Our next witness will be Casimer Wichlacz,
Deputy Commissioner of the Administration for Native Americans,
Department of HHS. It is good to have you here, Mr. Commission-
er. We will be glad to hear your testimony, which you may summa-
rize in any way you wish.

STATEMENT OF CASIMER WICHLACZ, DEPUTY COMMISSIONER,
ADMINISTRATION FOR NATIVE AMERICANS, DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES; ACCOMPANIED BY LOUISE
ZOKAN-DELOS REYES. SENIOR INDIAN CHILD WELFARE SPE-
CIALIST, BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS; FRANK FERRO, DEPUTY
ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER, ADMINISTRATION FOR CHILDREN,
YOUTH AND FAMILIES, MIS; AND DAVID A. RUST, DIRECTOR,
OFFICE OF POLICY AND LEGISLATION, HHS
Mr. WICHLACZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to

present an overview of the activities within the Office of Human
Development Services that support the Indian Child Welfare Act of
1978. Accompanying me this morning are several colleagues from
the Department of Health and Human Services. On my left is
David Rust, the Director of the Office of Policy and Legislation; on
my right is Mr. Frank Ferro, the Deputy Associate Commissioner
for the Administration for Children, Youth and Families; and to
his right is Louise Zokan-Delos Reyes, who is on detail to the Ad-
ministration for Native Americans as a senior Indian welfare spe-
cialist from the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

The basic mission of the Office of Human Development Services
within the Department of Health and Human Services is to reduce
dependency among various populations through programs that
foster the optimal development of individuals and families. The
provision of services to prevent, reduce and eliminate dependency
emphasizes a balance between social and economic development in
local communities. Within the framework of promoting self-suffi-
ciency, the Office of Human Development Services addresses the
child welfare concerns of American Indian families and children
primarily through the Administration for Children, Youth and

Li
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Families [ACYF[ and the Administration for Native Americans
[ANA].

The Administration for Children, Youth and Families supports
programs and activities designed to improve the quality of life for
children, youth and their families. Primary emphasis is on develop-
ing better services for vulnerable child populations and meeting
the developmental needs of low-income preschool children. For ex-
ample, in fiscal year 1983, the Head Start program funded 93
Indian Head Start projects, which served 13,435 Indian children at
a funding level of $33,364,319. In fiscal year 1984, the Head Start
program will be expanded, and additional Indian children are ex-
pected to be served.

The ACYF also administers the Child Welfare Services program
authorized under title IV-B of the Social Security Act. This pro-
gram assists State public welfare agencies in establishing, extend-
ing and strengthening child welfare sei vcies to enable children to
remain in their homes under the care of their parents or, where
that is not possible, to provide alternate permanent homes for
them.

Under section 428 of the Social Security Act, beginning in fiscal
year 1983, grants were awarded directly to eligible Indian tribes
meeting the child welfare plan requirements of the law. In fiscal
year 1983, grants totaling $242,780 were made to 23 Indian tribes
in nine States. In fiscal year 1984, we anticipate that additional
Indian tribes will be eligible and will apply for funds for fiscal year
1984 and future years.

In addressing Indian ..hild welfare this year, the focus will be on
improved implementation of Public Law 96-272, the Adoption As-
sistance and Child Welfare Act of 1980, and the problem of frag-
mented State and Federal f'inding. Through this effort, we intend
to increase preventis servi:es and permanency planning and im-
prove coordination of child welfare planning and delivery of child
welfare services with tribes and States.

The Admi -_stration for Native Americans promotes social and
economic self-sufficiency for American Indians, Alaskan Natives,
and Native Hawaiians through competitively awarded grants. Its
social development goal focuses on increasing Indian self-determi-
nation in delivering social services and is interrelated with its
other goals of economic development and governance. In regard to
governance, the primary role of Indian tribal governments and
their cultural and social standards in child custody and placement
proceedings is recognized as being instrumental in preventing the
break-up of Indian families.

The Administration for Native Americans' strategy for address-
ing Indian child welfare concerns includes social and economic de-
velopment grants; replication of innovative techniques and pro-
gram concepts, referred to as technology transfer efforts; Federal
coordination; and advocacy.

The Administration for Native Americans funds social and eco-
nomic development projects that will make the greatest impact in
promoting self-sufficiency. The most recent program announce-
ments for financial assistance for these projects articulate the
measures and results expected in the social development area. Ex-
amples of the types of outcomes in the area of child welfare include

1t
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the assumption . introl of planning and delivering social services
on Indian reserv,,tions by Indian tribes and Indian organizations in

off-reservation areas; increase in Indian children adopted or placed
in permanent homes in compliance with the Indian Child Welfare
Act, who would otherwise be in foster-care institutions; increase in
Indian children returning to their own homes from foster care; in-
crease in number of developmentally-disabled Indian children
served by appropriate agencies, including adoption; and decrease in
general-assistance welfare caseload and Aid to Families with De-
pendent Children caseloads in Indian country.

We believe it is important for all agencies involved in services to
cooperate and coordinate. Here are a few examples within the
Office of Human Development Services, which represents the coop-
eration of the Administration for Native Americans and the Ad-
ministration for Children, Youth and Families.

A project by the American Indian Law Center offers tribes tech-
nical assistance in the area of permanency planning, which previ-
ously had been targeted only to States. Permanency planning is the
ietermination of each child's future in the best interest of that
child. For example, this may involve preventing family break-up,

the return of children to their homes, where possible, and the
placement of children unable to return to home to a permanent-
home arrangement other than an institutional setting. This is not
only in the best interest of the children, but it is also cost-effective
and reduces dependency.

Another project, the National American Indian Court Judges As-

sociation, is assisting in the tribal development of locally-deter-

mined and culturally-specific approaches to enhancing parenting
skills. These services are designed to assist tribes in strengthening
family life and preventing the break up of families. The project in-
cludes the Ponca Tribe of Oklahoma, the Eastern Band of Chero-
kee, Zuni Pueblo in New Mexico, and the Fort Belknap Tribe in

Montana.
The Blackfeet Community College is conducting another project

designed to prevent fetal alcohol syndrome among Plains Indians.
This model is designed to reduce the number of fetal alcohol syn-
drome affected infants born on the reservation. In addition, it will

promote curricula changes in health courses at local colleges and

the high school level. The overall result of this project will be to
reduce the developmental and educational problems stemming

from this severe defect.
The Office of Human Development Services also plays a role in

policy development, advocacy for Indian families, implementation
and modification of statutes or regulations which provide incen-

tives for strengthening tribal governments. Fiscal incentives, such

as title IV-B of the Social Security Act, enable tribes to take direct
responsibility for providing social services. In addition, the joint
planning process under this program is perhaps the most signifi-

cant component of the program. The joint planning process links

the Department and the Indian tribes on a government-to-govern-
ment basis in the technical development and improvement of child
welfare services.

Another advocacy effort of the Department is the development of
legislation for title XX direct funding to Indian tribes, submitted to
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Congress on April 27, 1983. Direct funding under the title XX
social services block grant will provide tribes a basis for ongoing
funds, in addition to discretionary moneys. Direct funding under
the social services block grant is also expected to be a major re-
source for Indian tribes to support their own child welfare services.
Although not yet acted on by the Congress, this amendment will
continue to be pursued by the Department.

The Office of Human Development Services also coordinates with
other Federal agencies to improve Indian child welfare services.
Support has been provided to enhance the relationship between
tribes and States through cooperative efforts with the Bureau of
Indian Affairs, the Administration for Native Americans, and the
Commission on State-Tribal Relations. The Commission works to
improve State and tribal intergovernmental relations through iden-
tification of productive elements in State-tribal relationships and to
develop a framework for new ones.

The Commission grew out of work done by the National Confer-
ence of State Legislatures, the National Congress of American Indi-
ans, the National Tribal Chairmen's Association, and the American
Indian Law Center. Experience suggests that this cooperation leads
to significant results. For example, the Sisseton-Wahpeton Tribe
has entered into a cooperative child welfare agreement with the
State of South Dakota. Through this cooperative effort, the child
welfare case load has declined by 56 percent since 1981.

At the Federal level, the senior Indian child welfare specialist
from the Bureau of Indian Affairs, who is accompanying me this
morning, is currently working with the Office of Human Develop-
ment Services to assist in designing a coherent and comprehensive
plan for Indian child welfare services for both agencies. This initia-
tive will coordinate the resources and activities of the Administra-
tion for Native Americans, the Administration for Children, Youth
and Families, and the Bureau of Indian Affairs. This effort will be
results-oriented and will establish a framework for measuring
change and progress.

In summary, the Office of Human Development Services' ap-
proach to improving Indian child welfare services involves coordi-
nating Federal efforts and supporting Indian tribes in implement-
ing those services that best meet their needs. Included in this effort
is our support for State and tribal agreements which facilitate the
delivery of tribal child welfare services. This approach, we believe,
can best address the problems which result in the break up of
Indian families and can best protect the interests of Indian chil-
dren and promote the stability and security of Indian tribes and
families.

I appreciate this opportunity to appear before the committee. I
will be happy to answer any questions you may have at this time.

Senator ANDREWS. Thank you, Mr. Commissioner. The December
1982 inspector general's report from the Department of the Interior
indicated that your department had conducted a 3-year study, enti-
tled "Indian Family Support Project." Can you supply this commit-
tee with a copy of that study?

Mr. WICHLACZ. Mr. Chairman, I am not specifically familiar with
that study. I will look into it, and I will be happy to provide it to
the committee.

.37-608 0 84 - 2
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Senator ANDREWS. But you are sure where it is in the archives,
and you can find it and send it on the committee?

Mr. WICHLACZ. This is the first I have heard of it, Mr. Chairman.
I will do my very best to provide it to you.

Senator ANDREWS. I think that is great when our committee staff
knows more about what you have been doing in your department
than you do.

Mr. WICHLACZ. I believe you said it was a Department of the In-
terior IG report, sir.

Senator ANDREWS. Sure, But any time an IG report concerns the
department that I am responsible for, I would make certain I knew
where it was and what it says. So if you can pick it up and send it
on to us, it will be helpful

Mr. WICHLACZ. Yes, sir.
[Subsequent to the hearing the report was supplied for the record

and is retained in committee files.]
Senator ANDREWS. In the 97th Congress, legislation was enacted

to provide funding of some programs to Indian tribes through a
block grant process. Have you developed any information on the
extent to which the tribes have been able to utilize funds for child
welfare through these programs; and if so, what have you found?

Mr. WICHLACZ. The block grants that Indian tribe's are eligible
for, which include the low-income energy assistance program and
the community services block grant, do not have a specific child
welfare focus. I do not know that we have any specific information
on any child welfare-related activities conducted under these block
grants.

Senator ANDREWS. In other words, to the best of your knowledge,
there are no block grant programs available to the tribes having to
do with child welfare?

Mr. WICHLACZ. At this time, that is correct, Mr. Chairmar. As I
mentioned, we have proposed direct funding under the Social Serv-
ices Block Grant-

Senator ANDREWS. But there are none available at this time?
Mr. WICHLACZ. Not as a block grant, sir.
Senator ANDREWS. Thank you. Your statement indicates that less

than $250,000 was received by tribes under section 428 of the Social
Security Act. How are these funds allocated to the tribes? Is it on a
formula basis?

Mr. WICHLACZ. Yes, the allocation is on a formula basis, based on
population and weighted on a poverty factor. For Indian tribes, we
use the maximum poverty factor allowable under the statute for
States or territories on the assumption that most reservations rep-
resent a population that is generally poor.

Senator ANDREWS. Of the actual amount of $242,000, how much
money was allocated to the Navajo Tribe?

Mr. FERRO. Approximately $160,000 was allocated to the Navajo
Tribe.

Senator ANDREWS. $160,000 out of $242,000?
Mr. FERRO. In the three States where they reside.
Senator ANDREWS. Then you had about $90,000 to allocate to the

other 22 tribes?
Mr. FERRO. Yes.
Senator ANDREWS. How do you justify that?

1'
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Mr. FERRO. It was based upon the formula utilized. The formula
utilized to determine allotments to the eligible Indian tribes is the
same that is used to make allocations to the States: that is, popula-
tion under age 21 and poverty. That was the determination that
was made in the proposed regulation, published in the Federal Reg-
ister, and the final rules that were published on May 23, 1983.

Senator ANDREWS. With respect to the study ANA is undertak-
ing, what is your plan of operations, and what is your time frame
for completing the study?

Mr, WICHLACZ. I believe the study referred to, Mr. Chairman, is
the agreement we have with the Bureau of Indian Affairs to have
the senior child welfare specialist working on detail with our de-
partment. This is anticipated to be a 1-year detail, and we are
working currently at the staff level with the Department of the In-
terior, the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and within the Office of
Human Development Services to develop an action plan that in-
volves several components. One of the components will be to identi-
fy those projects, activities, and findings from research, demonstra-
tion and evaluation efforts that would be of some use and interest
to Indian tribes and Indian organizations in this area and to ensure
the maximum availability of that to those to whom it might be
helpful. That is one aspect of it.

The other aspect is coordinating our funding and our program
development activities. As we look forward to our program an-
nouncements and our current funding activities in fiscal year 1984
and anticipating our plans for 1985, we saw this would be an oppor-
tunity for us to do greater coordination of our respective resources
and program interests, where they and we have an overlapping in-
terest.

The third effort is a very assertive effort to implement the sec-
tion 428 of the Social Security Act, with direct funding of title IV-
B, which I mentioned, Probably more effective than the money,
perhaps, is the joint planning effort that this involves in our de-
partment with the Indian tribes. We think that this link to the
tribes on a routine basis, having them as part of a network that
previously statutes like title IV-B only connected the States to, will
have a very significant impact in improving services to Indian chil-
dren and their families.

Senator ANDREWS. When did the detail start?
Mr. WICHLACZ. It started on January 3, Mr. Chairman, of this

year, and we anticipate it going to 1 year from that date.
Senator ANDREWS. So you are not going to complete the study

until January of next year?
Mr. WICHLACZ. I would not characterize it, Mr. Chairman, as a

study so much as a process of coordinating our Federal efforts in
the area of Indian child welfare services.

Senator ANDREWS. Do you expect to develop any legislative pro-
posals?

Mr. WICHLACZ. We certainly will be examining legislative and
budget issues, Mr. Chairman. At this time, there would be no spe-
cific legislative issues that we have on the agenda.

Senator ANDREWS. Unless you develop legislative proposals out of
this study, are you not just spinning your wheels?
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Mr. WICHLACZ. Mr. Chairman, I would like to think that we are
doing a very important effort, in terms of coordinating Federal re-
sources that have been allocated in various programs to ensure
that they meet the intent of Congress to work together in a mutu-
ally-reinforcing way for the impact as intended for the Indian chil-
dren and families in support of the tribes. I think that there is
more that we can do in this area, and I think this has been a great
opportunity that has had the support of the highest level of policy-
makers in the two departments, the two assistant secretaries and
throughout the departments, to work in this direction.

I think that is the intent, as described under the Indian Child
Welfare Act, of the Department of Health and Human Services and
the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

Senator ANDREWS. Have you made any preliminary determina-
tions with respect to the eligibility of Indian tribes for programs
under the Administration for Children, Youth and Families; and if
so, what have you found out so far?

Mr. FERRO. If I understand the question, Mr. Chairman, eligible
tribes are those tribes which provide child welfare services directly
and under contract with the BIA for those services that were pro-
vided in the past or would have been provided by the BIA. I hope I
have answered your question.

Senator ANDREWS. I just wanted to find out if you had made any
preliminary determinations on this eligibility, and I guess you have
not.

Mr. FERRO. Well, we have. In fiscal year 1983, 89 tribes were po-
tentially eligible. In fiscal year 1984 thus far, 97 tribes are poten-
tially eligible, although that number may increase.

Senator ANDREWS. If you would like to expand on that for the
record later on, you certainly may.

Has the Department developed any statistics on rates of place-
ment of Indian children in foster or adoptive settings in compari-
son to the general population?

Mr. WICHLACZ. Yes, Mr. Chairman. We have had some statistics
that we have developed based on 1980 data of children in State
placement.

Senator ANDREWS. What have you found out?
Mr. WICHLACZ. Our best estimate currently is that the Indian

placement rate overall in the Nation is higher than that of the
non-Indian rate by a significant degree.

Senator ANDREWS. I would suspect that, but by what general
figure is "a significant degree?"

Mr. WICHLACZ. Our best estimate, Mr. Chairman, is about five
times the overall rate.

Senator ANDREWS. That is pretty significant.
Mr. WICHLACZ. Yes, sir.
Senator ANDREWS. Can you provide the details for the record?
Mr. WICHI.ACZ. Yes, Mr. Chairman. We would be happy to do

that.
[Subsequent to the hearing the following information was applied

for the record:
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ADMINISTRATION FOR NATIVE AMERICANS

OUT OF HOME PLACEMENT RATE, INDIAN CHILDREN COMPARED TO GENERAL
POPULATION, 1980

In 1980, American Indian Children were placed out of home at a rate nearly five
times greater than that for all children in tl.e United States.

This fact is derived in the following manner from data published by the U.S. De-
partment of Health and Human Services, Office of Civil Rights, 1980 Children and
Youth Referral Survey (September, 1981), and the U.S. Census (PC-S0-1-C).

Number Symbol

Ind.an children placed by State agencies . 5,475
Indian children placed by BIA 3.300

Total 8,715 (A)
Total American Indian population (including Eskimos, Aleuts) 1,418.195 (13)

Rate of out of home placement of Indian children to total Indian population (A) 4. (B) = (C) 6.18744 (C)
All children placed by State agencies (including Indians) 301,943 (0)
Total U S. population 226,504,825 (E)
Rate of out of home placement of all children to total population (D)+ (E) = (F) 11.33305 (F)
Comparison of placement rate for Indian children to placement rate for all children in United States 4.64-1 (G)

(C) (G)

'Per 1,000

Senator ANDREWS. In 1980, Congress enacted the Adoption As-
sistance and Child Welfare Act. This act included provisions of ben-
efits to Indian tribes on placements through tribal courts. To what
extent are Indian tribes or their tribal courts participating under
this act?

Mr. FERRO. The act has two parts, Mr. Chairman: title IV-E,
which is the Foster Care and Adoption Assistance Maintenance
Program, and title IV-B, which is the Child Welfare Services Pro-
gram. The title IV-E Foster Care and Adoption Assistance Pro-
gram replaced the title IV-A Foster Care Program, which did not
have an adoption assistance provision in it. Up until Public Law
96-272, there was no Federal fiscal participation in adoption assist-
ance.

Those funds are available only to States under the title IV-E au-
thority, and the States are defined as the 50 States and the District
of Columbia. Therefore, tribes are not eligible entities to receive
title IV-E foster care or adoption assistance funds. However, tribes
can receive those funds under an agreement with the State, and
there have been such agreements, I believealthough I would not
swear to it at the momententered into between States and some
tribes. But that is definitely a possibility. It is something that is
permissible, both under the statute and the regulations.

Senator ANDREWS. It is permissible, but there is no defined stat-
ute that would, in effect, give priority to the tribes where five
times the number of these adoptions per unit of population is going
on. So it is just if the States wish to give the tribal courts a little
extra assistance, they might, you are saying?

Mr. FERRO. Well, it is not just the tribal courts; it is the tribes.
Yes, you are correct, sir.

Senator ANDREWS. So there is no clear channel defined?
Mr. FERRO. Absolutely not. That would require a legislative

change.
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Senator ANDREWS. Section 203 of the Indian Child Welfare Act
specifically provided for agreements between the Secretary of HEW
and the Secretary of the Interior in support of Indian child and
family services programs. Would that not solve this dividing of the
channel, and what efforts have been made by the two Departments
to enter into agreement?

Mr. WICHLACZ. Mr. Chairman, the agreement that we have is not
a formal interagency agreement. Currently, it is working as I de-
scribed earlier, under a three-pronged approach to improving child
welfare services. We have had other agreements on specific
projects, such as the one I mentioned with the Commission on
State-Tribal Relations, on which we have had coordinated funding
in our efforts for specific projects.

Senator ANDREWS. But this is an act that was passed in 1978. We
are talking about 6 years later.

Mr. WICHLACZ. There are many activities that we have coordinat-
ed on a routine basis with the Bureau of Indian Affairs. At the
time the statute was enacted, the Indian Child Welfare Act, for ex-
ample, there was no provision under title IV-B for Indian tribes to
receive direct funding. Congress, under Public Law 96-272, made it
permissive, and our department made it a routine process by policy
and regulations and enacted direct funding.

Senator ANDREWS. You are correct: Congress made it permissive,
but we did provide for these agreements between HEW and the
Secretary of the Interior because Congress perceived some 6 years
ago the challenge that we had in those fields. Now, are there any
legal barriers to such agreements?

Mr. WICHLACZ. Mr. Chairman, I know of no legal barrier. I think
we have the authority within the Indian Child Welfare Act, as well
as other statutes that are supportive and permissive of interagency
cooperation and agreement.

Senator ANDREWS. Thank you, Mr. Commissioner.
[Subsequent to the hearing the following material was received

t'or the record. Testimony resumes on p. 51.1
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Office of
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES Human Development Semen

RECEnzo .1Jg 4

AdminstiatIon tot WitIVII kneticans
Washington DC 20201

XT 2 6 ;982

MEMORANDUM TO: Regional Administrators
Regions I-X

THRU: Teresa Hawkes, Direct 11
Office of Program Coo d a
and Review

FROM: Commissioner
Administration for Native Americans

SUBJECT: Indian Adoption Issues

Attached for your information is a staff paper prepared by the
Administration for Native Americans for the Assistant Secretary
for Human Development Services. I thought that it may be of
interest to you by way of background for the Indian adoption
elements that were included in the HDS FY 1963 proposed
Discretionary Funds Plan (Federal Register, September 23,
1982). Also, Indian adoptr6Wigiues will be specifically
considered 4n the national HDS adoption initiative that is
being developed.

I hope that the information in the paper and attachments will
be of interest to you. One of the attachments, Attachment 8,
is being updated by the Commission on Tribal-State Relations.
At such time that an updated report on the implementation of
the Indian Child Welfare Act by the States is available, I
will forward it to you. The survey date mentioned in the
paper is from the 1980 national survey conducted by the Office
of Civil Rights, Department of Health and Human Services
(2 volumes).

Please consider that this is an internal staff paper and it is
not intended for external release.

Attachment

/7 A. David Lester

/67..
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Moe of
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES Kenn Develoorreof Sorrels

August 10, 1982

MEMORANDUM TO: Dorcas R. Hardy
Assistant Secretary

for Human Development Services

THRUt

FROM

SUBJECT:

ES

Adroinwormion for HMOs A.7drifiet%
Vow Norm DC 20201

Commissioner
Administration for Native Americans

Indian Adoption Issues

This is the additional information that you requested regarding
the problems in the area of Indian adoptions.

The exceedingly high incidence of Indian Childien separated
from their families in comparison to the population at large
has continually surfaced as the critical problem in Indian
child welfare matters. ANA analyzed the 1980 survey data
on child placements with respect to Indian and non-Indian
placement rates by State. The Indian Child placement rate
by State is provided in Attachment A. The States are ranked
from highest to lowest ratio of Indian to non-Indian placements.
For example, South Dakota is top on the list with an Indian
placement rate that is 27 (rounded to the next whole number)
times that of the non-Indian placement rate. As previously
mentioned, these figures are an undercount of the number of
Indian children in placements. The data does not include
the BIA child welfare caseload and tribal placements. These
statistics reflect the States' child welfare system for.1980.
There are a significant number of Children in this group of
Indian children in out-of-home placement that are potential
candidates. The 1980 survey data however limited, does
provide reliable national data that can be used by IDS for
targeting.

2
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The passage of the Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978 (ICWA)
Public Law 95-608, was intended to prevent the break up ofIndian families. Perhaps the most significant feature ofthis legislat.lon is the recognition of the primary role of
Indian tribal government and Indian cultural and social
standards in the proceedings of child custody and placement.
ICWA established State standards for the placement of Indian
children in foster and adoptive homes. Indian children are
to some extent moving from Sate child welfare systems under
ICWA to the custody of the tribes. A problem in this area
is that few Indian tribal codes effectively address adoptions.
The lack of tribal adoption codes tends to support the
continued build up of Indian children in out-of-home placements
at the Reservation level. In the absence of any program
initiatives, the ICWA may result in simply the transfer of
the problem rather than a solution. Attached is a status
report (Attachment 3) on the implementation of ICWA from
the perspective of the States.

Another significant Federal law that can have a positive impact
in the area of Indian adoptions is the Adoption Assistance
and Child Welfare Act of 1980, Public Law 96-272. This Act
specifically authorizes direct funding to Indian tribes under
Title IV-s of the Social Security Act. Indian tribes,
however, cannot apply under Title IV-8 until final regulations
for P.L. 96-272 are published.

To address the problems in the area of Indian adoptions,
ANA recommends the utilization of the FY'83 discretionary
funds process to include the following:

1. A national effort to assist Indian tribes
in the development find implementation of
Indian tribal codes on adoption. This
effort is expected to reduce the numbers
of Indian children in foster homes and other
out-of-home placements by facilitating the
adoption of Indian children through tribal
courts.

2. Challenge grants to those Indian tribes
operating their own child welfare services
to reduce the number of Indian children
inappropriately in placement. This includes
the application of permanency planning, case
reviews and comprehensive emergency services
techniques. This is consistent with the HHS
policy articulated in the NPRM to implement
P.L. 96-272. The eligible tribes for these
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challenge grants should be the same that

will become available under Title IV-11

when final rules are issued.

3. Challenge grants to States for the
implementation of Title I of ICWA. The
development of cooperative processes
between States and Indian tribes for the
disposition and management of child custody,
jurisdiction and service matters should be

the focus of this effort. A positive working
relationship between States and Indian tribes
is needed to protect the best interests of

Indian children.

Caution must be taken to the sensitive nature inherent in the

return of 7ndian children to their tribes by the States in

support of Title I of ICWA. It is important to avoid putting

pressures on States to "dump" children on tribes who lack

the structures and resources to handle these child welfare

matters. Financial reasons alone, in a period of budget

constraints have the potential of rrrividing institutional

incentives for blindly reducing the Indian child welfare

caseload in State agencies pursuant to Title I. "Dumping"

children in fact would only serve to transfer the problem

rather than to offer a solution.

I look forward to discussing this Kith you at your convenience.

Attachments
i6/

A. David Lester
1,
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ADMINISTRATION FOR NATIVE AMERICANS
COMPARISON OF PLACEMENTS OF

INDIAN VS. NON-INDIAN CHILDREN
STATE (1980)

ATTACHMENT_"A*

Rate of
Indian
Placement

Indian Non-Indian Compared to
Placements Placements Non-Indian
Per 1000 Per 1000 Placements*
Population Population

South Dakota 11.20 0.42 26.67
North Dakota 7.14 0.55 12.98
Minnesota 20.21 1.68 12.03
Utah 9.50 0.81 11.73
Nebraska 16.96 1.61 10.53
Alaska 8.37 0.88 9.51
South Carolina 10.07 1.10 9.15
Maine 14.92 1.75 8.53
Arizona 1.20 0.77 8.31
Iowa 7.88 0.97 8.12
Wyoming 5.47 0.79 6.92
Washington 6.66 1.06 6.28
Wisconsin 8.24 1.32 6.24
Montana 5.10 0.85 6.00
Massachusetts 7.36 1.67 4.41
Idaho 3.52 0.84 4.19
Illinois 4.12 1.00 4.12
Oregon 7.40 1.94 3.81
Mississippi 3.40 0.94 3.62
Colorado 4.65 1.44 3.23
North Carolina 3.68 1.43 2.57
Michigan 2.97 1.16 2.56

Oklahoma 1.52 0.63 2.41
Hawaii 1.44 0.61 2.36
Vermont 3.05 1.50 2.03

California 2.22 1.15 1.93
New Hampshire 2.22 1.43 1.55

Connecticut 1.98 1.32 1.50
Kansas 2.47 1.69 1.46
New Mexico 1.29 0.95 1.36

Texas 0.65 0.48 1.35
Indiana 2.4. 1.89 1.28

Florida 1.19 1.02 1.17
New York 2.66 2.32 1.15

Maryland 1.99 1.77 1.12

Ohio 1.80 1.64 1.10

Arkansas 0.64 0.59 1.08

Alabama 1.45 1.37 1.06

2
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Rats of
Indian
Placement

Indian Non-Indian Compared to
Placements Placements Non-Indian
Per 1000 Per 1000 Placements*
Population Population

Missouri 1.46 1.52 0.96

Nevada 1.13 1.21 0.93

Georgia 0.92 1.09 0.84

Pennsylvania 0.95 1.24 0.77

Louisiana 0.75 1.25 0.60

Virginia 0.75 1.58 0.47

West Virginia 0.62 1.36 0.46

New Jersey 0.36 1.40 0.26

Tennessee 0.20 0.94 0.21

Kentucky 0 1.34 --

Rhode Island 0 1.73 --

Delaware 0 1.78 ..

*For a ample in South Dakota, the rate of Indian placements is about

27 times greater than non-Indian placements.
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1980 Population Totals for American Indians, Eskimos,

RANK STATE

and Aleuts

TOTAL

1 California 201,311
2 Oklahoma 169,464
3 AxiSCra 152,857
4 New Mexico 104,777
5 North Carolina 64,635
6 Alaska 64,047
7 Washington 60,771
8 South Dakota 45,101
9 Texas 40,074

10 Michigan 40,038
11 New York 38,732
12 Montana 37,270
13 Minnesota 35,026
14 Wisconsin 29,497
15 Oregon 27,309
16 North Dakota 20,157
17 Florida 19,316
18 Utah 19,256
19 Colorado 18,059
20 Illinois 16,271
21 Kansas 15,371
22 Nevada 13,304
23 Missouri 12,319
24 Ohio 12,240
25 Louisiana 12,064
26 Idaho 1C,521
27 Pennsylvania 9,459
28 Arkansas 9,411
29 .Virginia 9,336
30 Nebraska 9,197
31 New Jersey 8,394
32 Maryland 8,021
33 Indiana 7,835
34 Massachusetts 7,743
35 Georgia 7,619
36 Alabama 7,561
37 Wyoming 7,125
38 Mississippi 6;180
39 South Carolina 5,758
40 Iowa 5,453
41 Tennessee 5,103
42 Connecticut 4,533
43 Maine 4,087
44 Kentucky 3,610
45 Rhode Island 2,898
46 Hawaii 2,778
47 West Virginia 1,610
48 New Hampshire 1,352
49 Delaware 1,330
50 District of Columbia 1,031
51 Vermont 984
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ATTACHMENT 'II"

STATE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE INDIAN CHILD WELFARE ACT

1. ALABAMA

The State has not implemented ICWA.

2. ALASKA

Within the State of Alaska, there are over 200 villages
and other native groups that are federally recognized,
while there are over 280 federally recognized tribal
groups in the lower 48. Immediately following enactment
of ICWA, the Division of Family and Youth Services adopted
an ICWA section in their program manual. An updated
revision of this program manual is scheduled for publication

this fall. The State Courts have not adopted rules on
ICWA but the State plans to revise the children's court
rules and it is anticipated that ICWA will be included.
A tribal-state agreement is currently in the beginning
stages of negotiations between the North Pacific Rim
Native Association and the Alaska Department of Health

and Social Services.

3. ARIZONA

Implementation of ICWA has been a joint process between
the twenty (20)tribes and the Arizona Department of Economic
Security (ADES), including: extensive training sessions
with tribal, Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) and ADES
staff; individual meetings with each Arizona tribe;
identification of all Indian children in the state foster
care system; publication of an "Indian Child Welfare
Resource Directory" (which includes the names of all
Arizona tribes, ADES Local Offices, Tribal and State Court
Judges, written referral and notification procedures for
the state and tribe, copies of model petitions for transfer
of jurisdiction, etc.); and, development of tribal-state
(Inter - Governmental) agreements on ICWA. See A.R.S.
11-952, Inter-governmental Agreements and Contracts, for
Arizona's statutory requirements for Inter-Governmental
Agreements (IGAs). Arizona state law requires that
children may only be placed in "licensed or approved"

foster homes or institutions (when state allocated funds

are used for foster care payments); therefore, an ICWA
IGA could only be developed with those tribes that have
developed foster home licensing/approval standards. At

the present time, three reservations have developed such

Abstract of information collected by Commission on Tribal-
State Relations of the Association of State Legislators and
includes information through September 1981.
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standards: Gila River Indian Community, Salt River
Indian Community, and Fort McDowell. Salt River has
presented a negotiated ICWA IGA to the tribal council
for approval, and Gila River and tort McDowell are in
the process of doing so. It is anticipated that these
agreements will be signed by October, 1981.

ADES has also rewritten internal agency operating
procedures to specifically delineate responsibilities
of workers in regard to Indian children served by the
Department. ADES is in the process of developing a
videotape presentation entitled: 'The 1978 Indian
Child Welfare Act: Arizona's Perspective" for use in
training staff about ICWA and for public relations
purposes. Atthis time, there are no plans to issue
state court rules on ICWA.

4. ARKANSAS

No ICWA agreement is in effect in Arkansas. ICWA
administrative procedures and policy have been developed
and implemented for foster care and adoption by the
Division of Social Services, Department of Human Services.

5. CALIFORNIA

An ICWA agreement will probably be considered as soon as
a tribe (or consortium of tribes) reassumes exclusive
jurisdiction under ICWA (California is a P.L. 83-280 state).
Administrative procedures have been adopted for adoption
and foster care ICWA cases in two separate publications.
The state does not plan to draft ICWA court rules.

6. COLORADO

In July, 1981, the State executed'ICWA agreements with
the Ute Mountain Tribe and the Southern Ute Tribe. Court
rules on ICWA have not been issued, nor are there plans
to issue such rules in the near future. The Department
of Social Services is in favor of promoting adoption of
special regulations for foster care pre-adoptive placement
of Indian children, and plans to seek promulgation of
these rules as soon as possible.

7. CONNECTICUT

There are only state-recognized tribes in Connecticut,
no federally recognized; therefore, there are no plans
to issue court rules or social service procedures.
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B. DELAWARE

There are no federally recognized tribes in Delaware.
The Nanticoke Indian Tribe was officially recognized
by Delaware in 1922. The Tribe has had no problem in
resolving related issues within the Nanticoke community
and has no plans for implementing ICWA through an
agreement with the state.

9. FLORIDA

The State of Florida and the Seminole Tribe finalized an
interim ICWA agreement in March, 1980. The agreement
outlines their resolution to identified problem:, i.e.,
jurisdiction, foster :are licensing and payment of foster
ca.e.; Neither the State Courts nor State Health and
Rehabilitative Services have issued rules on ICWA.

10 GEORGIA

There are no federally recognized tribes in Georgia;
therefore, the state has not entered into an ICWA
agreement with a tribe. No social service procedures
on IOWA have been issued.

11. HAWAII

There are no federally recognized tribes in Hawaii and
the Indian population is not large enough to warrant
enactment of special ICWA court rules or special social

service procedures. There are no plans to adopt any
special rules or procedures on ICWA.

12. IDAHO

In 1977, a pre-ICWA agreement was executed by the
Department of Health and Welfare, Region VI, and the
Shoshone-Bansack Tribes of the Fort Hall Reservation.
This agreement established procedures for handling child
protection cases, as well as recognized the need for
cooperation and coordination and the need to preserve
the integrity of the Tribes' culture. The agreement
was negotiated as a result of the volume of Indian
children involved in Child Welfare services in Region VI.

ICWA agreements with other tribes in Idaho have not been
negotiated but there have been continuous work efforts
between the Department of Health and Welfare staff,
Tribal Social Services and Bureau of Indian Affairs
officials. The Department of Health and Welfare is in
the process of drafting a social services policies and
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procedures manual to be promulgated through the
Administrative Procedures Act. These procedures will
serve as a formal guide in implementing the intent of
ICWA. The Tribal Court Administrator of the Shoshone-
Bannock Tribes of the Port Hall Reservation developed
an ICWA reference manual for participants in a March,
1981, statewide conference.

13. ILLINOIS

There are no federally recognized tribes in Illinois
but there is an Indian population of some 18,000,
centered in Chicago. The Department of Children and
Family Services has issued regulations to be followed
in ICWA cases.

14. INDIANA

There are no federally recognized tribes within Indiana's
geographical boundaries. The Department of Public
Welfare, Division of Child welfare/Social Services has
provided information on ICWA to 92 county welfare
departments and private licensed child welfare agencies.
Additional information regarding the ICWA is being
included in the Child Welfare/Social Services manual
to be issued in early 1982. There are no plans for
adoption of court rules.

15 IOWA

There is one (1) federally recognized tribe, Sac i Fox
of the Mississippi, in Iowa and the Indian population
is a small percentage of the total population. There
are no plans for a tribal-state agreement on ICWA. The
Department of Social Services adopted a policy and
procedures for ICWA in a chapter of the 1980 Employee's
Manual. The problems encountered in implementation of
ICWA includes: payment of foster care board in transfer
cases; response from tribes after notice on cases,
miscommunication (between the tribe and state) in
placement orders; and determination of membership of
eligibility of membership of Indian children.

16. KANSAS

The Department of Social and Rehabilitative Services
is adopting written procedures for implementation of
ICWA, which support the efforts of a consortium formed
by the four federally recognized tribes in Kansas to
develop a child welfare system. The Kansas Legislature
will be considering a proposed major revision of the
Kansas Juvenile Code, which refers to ICWA.

37-608 0 - 84 - 3
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17. KENTUCKY

There are no federally recognized tribes in Kentucky,
and the occasion for families of federally recognised
tribes to be before the State Court would be extremely
rare; there is no plan for issuing rules for state
courts. The Department of Human Resources would handle
any rare situation involving ICWA on a case by case basis.

18. LOUISIANA

The state has not executed an ICWA agreement with any
tribe but plans have been made to meet in the near
future to discuss ICWA and to determine the need for
such agreements.

19. MAINE

There are three (3) federally recognized tribes in Maine
and negotiations on an ICWA agreement are in the initial
stages with the Penobscot Tribe. The Department of Human
Services is currently following an informal ICWA policy
on ICWA cases but a formal policy will be issued in late
fall. During their orientation, social workers are
provided with relevant information on ICWA. There are
currently no plans to enact court rules on ICWA.

20. MARYLAND

There are no federally recognized tribes and no plans
for any tribal-state agreements. The State Courts and
the Social Service Department are aware of ICWA and
have not encountered any problems in its implementation.
The Maryland Commission on Indian Affairs and the
Baltimore American Indian Center have been helpful
to state and local social service departments, as well
as Indian families dealing with ICWA.

21. MASSACHUSETTS

No response.

22. MICHIGAN

There are no plans to negotiate a tribal-state agreement,
to enact court rules or to adopt social service
procedures on ICWA.
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23. MINNESOTA

There are eleven (11) reservations. and all but one, Red
Lake Chippewas, falls within-P:L. 83-280 jurisdiction
as Minnesota was a mandatory 280 state. The state
has executed ICWA agreements with the Minnesota Chippewa
Tribe (six reservations) and the Minnesota Sioux Tribe
(three reservations). The Department of Public Welfare
has issued Instructional Bulletins on ICWA for County
Welfare Boards, Human Services Boards, Voluntary Child-
Placing Agencies, County Commissioner Boards and County
Attorneys. The State Courts have not issued special
rules on ICWA, nor are there plans to do so. The,
biggest problem in implementation was dealing with the
issue of subject matter jurisdiction and its affects
on the State's jurisdiction under P.L. 83-280. Resolution
to this issue was addressed in the tribal-state ICWA
agreements.

24. MISSISSIPPI

No response.

25. MISSOURI

Within Missouri's geographical boundaries, there are no
federally recognized tribes in the state and the Indian
population is a small percentage of the total. There
are no plans for any tribal-state agreements, courts
rules or social service procedures on ICWA.

26. MONTANA

There are seven (7) reservations in Montana and the state
is currently negotiating an ICWA agreement with the
Flathead Tribe and Blackfeet Tribe. The Department of
Social and Rehabilitation Services currently handles
ICWA cases based on informal rules but the Social
Services Bureau plans to formalize their rules in their
manual by late fall. There are no plans to issue rules
for state courts on ICWA.

27. NEBRASKA

There are three federally recognized tribes in Nebraska,
a P.L. 83-280 state, and one tribe, Omaha, has petitioned
to reassume exclusive jurisdiction pursuant to ICWA. The
issue of tribal-state ICWA agreements is currently under
discussion but legislative barriers may prevent such
agreements. The Department of Welfare has not promulgated
regulations on ICWA but there is an existing regulation
that recognizes tribal court orders for foster care (AFDC).
The State Courts are aware of ICWA but specific plans for
rules have not been made.
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28. NEVADA

Although there are no formal ICWA agreements with the
four (4) Indian social services agencies or the tribes
in Nevada, it is the policy of the Welfare Division
to refer a child covered by ICWA to the appropriate
Indian social service agency. The Department of Human
Resources, Welfare Division, has developed formal
procedures to be followed in handling ICWA cases. These
procedures are included in the Social Services Manual.

29. NEW HEMPSNIRE

No respOnse.

30. NEW JERSEY

There are no federally recognized tribes in New Jersey;
therefore, there are no plans to negotiate a tribal-

state ICWA agreement. There are no plans to enact court
rules or social service procedures but steps have been
taken to inform the appropriate Court or Department of

Human Services official/worker, i.e., Administrative
Office of the Courts, Interstate Liaison, Staff of
Division of Youth and Family Services. Plans indicate
that ICWA "State Court Guidelines" or applicable federal
law, which ever is more advantage for the child, will
be followed in any ICWA case in New Jersey.

31. NEW MEXICO

The New Mexico Supreme Court has not adopted, nor is it
presently contemplating the adoption of, rules on ICWA

but the Human Services Department has established informal
procedures for handling ICWA cases. Formal procedures are
currently being drafted. The State and the Mescalero
Apache and Navajo Tribes have initiated negotiation steps

for an ICWA agreement. The State Legislature has amended
the Children's Code to conform to notice requirements of

ICWA.

32. NEW YORK

There are nine (9) Indian reservations in New York. The

state has not executed any tribal-state ICWA agreements
but some feasibility studies have been completed. The

Department of Social Services hopes to fund a demonstration
project to develop a child welfare program for the Seneca

Nation of Indians. Additionally, it has begun discussion
with the Iroquois Nations into the feasibility of tribal -

state implementation of ICWA. Funding has been the major
problem in tribal implementation of ICWA.
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33. NORTH CAROLINA

There is one (1) federally recognised tribe, Eastern
Band of Cherokee, and several state-recognised tribes
in North Carolina. There are no plans to adopt court
rules on ICWA but the Department of Social Services
will be adopting formal ICWA procedures in the near
future. The state executed an agreement with the Eastern
Band in January, 1981, but this was not the first child
welfare agreement with the tribe.

34. NORTH DAKOTA

There are no ICWA tribal-state agreements but pre-ICWA
foster care tribal-state agreements continue to be
effective. There are no plans to adopt ICWA Court
rules or social service procedures.

35. OHIO

There are no federally recognised tribes in Ohio; therefore,
an ICWA tribal-state agreement is not planned. The Supreme
Court of Ohio does not plan to issue any'rules on ICWA
but the Department of Public Welfare, Division of Social
Services, plans to issue guidelines and promulgate rules
on ICWA. These guidelines are currently in draft form
but should be released in late- fall as part of a child
welfare manual.

36. OKLAHOMA

Oklahoma has thirty-seven (37) federally recognized tribes
within its geocraphical boundaries and at this time,
there are no fc..rmal ICWA tribal-state agreements. The
Department of Human Services has been working closely with
the various tribes; a great deal of cooperative training
among the Department o2 Human Services; the Bureau of
Indian Affairs (BIA), the CFR (Code of Federal Regulations)
Court, and the tribes has been going on since the effective
date of ICWA. More legal questions have developed over
the adoption section of the Act than any other and parts
of the Act have been challenged in the State Courts. ...

37. OREGON

An ICWA tribal-state agreement has not been executed
with any tribe but the Children's Services Division of
the Department of Human Resources plans to initiate
negotiations in the near future. The Children's Services
Division will publish their final ICWA Administrative
Rules by the end of September, 1981, and these rules
include the requirements relative to tribal-state
agreements. There are no plans to enact Court rules on
ICWA.
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38. PENNSYLVANIA

Within Pennsylvania's geographical boundaries, there are
no federally recognized tribes and only a small percvntage
of the total population is Indian. !!either the Pennsylvania
Supreme Court nor the Department of Public Welfare have
adopted rules or procedures on ICWA but all the Courts
have received information on ICWA and are to provide the
Court Administrative Office with required information
for reports to the Secretary of Interior. Also, there
are no plans for tribal-state agreements.

39. RHODE ISLAND

There are no federally recognized tribes in Rhode Island
but the Narragansett Tribe'has petitioned for acknowledge-

ment. There are no plans for negotiating a tribal-state
ICWA agreement. The Rhode Island Supreme Court has not
issued any rules on ICWA nor are there any plans and
the Department of Children and Rehabilitation Services
and Their Families does not plan to adopt any procedures.

40. SOUTH CAROLINA

An ICWA agreement is not planned as there are no federally
recognized tribes in South Carolina. There are no plans
for adopting formal court: rules. The Children and Family
Services Division of the Department of Social Services
will he working with their Legal Services Division to

implement formal ICWA policy and procedures.

41. SOUTH DAKOTA

There are no plans for an. ICWA tribal-state agreement
or social service procedures. Recent South Dakota
Supreme Court decisions have referred to ICWA 'State
Court Guidelines" but the Court has not adopted formal

ICWA rules. Some Circuit Court Judges use informal
arrangements with the South Dakota tribes and these
arrangements seem to be working.

42. TENNESSEE

Within Tennessee's geographical boundaries, there are

no federally recognized tribes; therefore, an ICWA
tribal-state agreement has not been considered. The
Tennessee Supreme Court does not plan to issue rules on

ICWA nor doas Department of Human Services plan to issue

administrative procedures.
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43. TEXAS

Status information not provided.

44. UTAH

An ICWA tribal-state agreement has not been enacted but
negotiations are underway with the Ute Tribe at Ft. Duchesne.
ICWA provisions are being included along with boundary
designations, fishing and hunting, and imposition of sales
taxes. The Utah Board of Juvenile Court Judges is
considering the possibility of ICWA rules. The Division
of Family Services has adopted regulation VP/C 235 in
relation to state protection service intervention in
ICWA cases.

45. VERMONT

There are no federally recognised tribes in Vermont but
the Ahenakis Tribe has petitioned for acknowledgment.
There are no plans to adopt ICWA Court rules or social
service procedures.

46. VIRGINIA

There are no federally recognized tribes in Virginia
but the Rappahannock Tribe has petitioned for acknowledg-
ment. An.ICWA tribal-state agreement is not being
considered nor will it be for quite some time. There
are no plans for court rules or social service procedures
on ICWA; however, the internal "Central Office Procedures
Regarding Native Americ6n Indian and Alaskan Eskimo
Children For Whom Adoption is the Goal" is followed by
the Department of Welfare and all ICWA cases are referred
to the Division of Social.Services, Department of Welfare
to assist in following these internal procedures and
to assure compliance with the intent of the Act.

47. WASHINGTON

Region I, Department of Social and Health Service (DSHS),
executed an ICWA agreement with the Spokane Tribe in
March, 1981, and negotiations are nearing completion
with the Colville Tribe. Other tribal-state ICWA
agreements are planned but negotiations have not been
initiated. .Washington Indian child welfare statutes and
administrative procedures predates ICWA and in this
unprecedented move, the state set up by Local Indian
Child Welfare Advisory Committees. In October of 1980,
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DSHS updated their Indian Affairs Policy to restate
their commitment in terms of planning and service
delivery to tribes in Washington. DBMS has adopted
ICWA administrative rules Di the Washington Administrative
Code and these rules have been proceduralised in the
caseworkers Manual G (Internal desk book). Court rules
on ICWA are in the process of review and implementation.

48. WEST VIRGINIA

Within West Virginia's geographical boundaries, there
are no federally recognised tribes and the Indian
population is a small percentage of the total population.
There are no plans for enactment of court rules or for

negotiation of a tribal-state agreement. The Department
of Welfare has no plans for adopting social service
procedures on ICWA.

49. WISCONSIN

There are eleven (11) reservations in Wisconsin but there
has not been negotiations of an ICWA tribal-state
agreement. The Youth Policy and Law Center developed a
chapter on ICWA for the Department of Health and Social
Services' Handbook on Implementing the Wisconsin Children's
Code. This Handbook was drafted for use by court and
health and social services personnel. There are no plans
for enactment of court rules.

50. WYOMING

There is only one (1) reservation, the Wind River Reservation,
in Wyoming, and there are no plans to negotiate a tribal-
state agreement with Wind River. The State Division of
Public Assistance and Social Services (D-PASS) has no
plans to issue ICWA procedures and the enactment of court
rules have not been planned.
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CHILD WELFARE RESEARCH NOTES $7 May 1984

Race and Ethnicity of Children in State Foster Care Systems

The foster care component of the States' child welfare systems
addresses the needs of the community's most vulnerable families and
children. Progress has beer made in the past several years in
substantially reducing both the number of children in foster care as
well as reducing the average amount of time such children are
receiving foster care services (CHILD WELFARE RESEARCH NOTES B1).
However, there continues to be a shift in the racial and ethnic
composition of the children in the States' foster acre systems.

In 1945, at the time that World War II was coming to a close, the
percentage of minority children in the foster care system was 17%.
This proportion has increased until by 1982 it was estimated that
47% were minority children, with Black children comprising 80% of
all minority children.

In 1980, the Office for Civil Rights conducted a national study of
the racial and ethnic characteristics of children in foster care on
a county basis (OCR). Subsequently, as part of the Voluntary
Cooperative information System (VCIS) data collection efforts by the
American Public Welfare Association, data for 1982 were obtained
from the participating States. These data have been used for a
comparative analysis of the number of children in State foster care
systems by race and ethnicity as shown in Table 1.

To adjust for population differences, the total State's population
under 21 years was used to obtain the point prevalence rate (Rate)
of children in foster care. The Rate is the number of children in
foster care on a single day divided by the total number of children
in the State less than 21 years. To eliminate the decimal point,
this quotient is multiplied by 10,000. Thus a Rate of 33 indicates
that 33 children per 10,000 children are in foster care on a single
day. The higher the Rate, the more children in foster care on a
single day.

To facilitate comparisons, the distributions of Rates were divided
into five equal parts, 20% of the States in each part, and a
quintile score (0) assigned. A quintile score of 5 indicates that
the State is part of the group of States with the 20% highest Rates,
a quintile score of 1 was given to 20% of the States with the lowest
Rates. A similar quintile scoring was computed for the actual
number of children in foster care as shown in Tables 2-5.
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Indian Children

With the passage of the Indian Child Welfare Act of 1970 and the
Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act of 1980 there has been a
directed effort to improve child welfare services for American
Indian children. State agencies may be assigned custody and
placement responsibility for Indian children by State or Indian
courts. The number of Indian children in State operated foster care
systems, the total number of Indian children less than 21 years, and
the Rates are shown in Table 2.

The number of Indian children in State foster care systems varies
from 0 to 622. There are 13 States with 100 or more Indian children
in the State's foster care system: the largest number of Indian
children in a State's foster care system is 622, in Minnesota.
Arizona and New Mexico, which have large numbers of Indian children IC

less than 21 years, have very low Rates, 10 and 13 respectively.
These figures do not include the Indian children in foster care
under the supervision of the Indian Tribal Organizations or private
arrangements. Consequently, the reported State figure undercounts
Indian children in foster care which may account for the low Rates
in some States with large numbers of Indian children.

Black Children

Black children are the largest minority group in State foster care
systems and, as shown in Table 3, they vary from 5 to 15,898
children in foster care in the respective States. Rhode Island,
District of Columbia, New York, Ohio, New Jersey,* Massachusetts,
Indiana, Kansas, Delaware, Minnesota and Colorado have Rates that

exceed 120. Texas, Mississippi, Arkansas, Tennessee, Florida, and
South Carolina, each with over 100,000 Black children less than 21

years, are in the lowest Rate quintile. The 15,898 Black children
in New York is the largest racial or ethnic group in foster care in

any one State.

The large numbers and Rates of Black children in State foster care
systems may be due to the following factors:

o As the Black population migrated to the urban areas seeking
employment, after World War II, Black children entered the
foster care system at much faster rates than White children
and this pattern continues.

o Beginning in the 1960s, there was an increase in the number
of Slack children living in female-headed, single-parent
families and this pattern continues.
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o During this period, Black children left the foster care
system at a slower rate than White children resulting in an
increase in the proportion of Black children in the foster
care system with longer average duration of time in
placement and this pattern continues.

This pattern may account for Jenkins' (1984) finding, based on the
1980 OCR data, that for 14 of the largest cities there were 77%
minority children in foster care, including 63% Black, compared with
the 42% minority children, 33% Black, for all the States.

Hispanic Children

The Hispanic children have the lowest Rates among the three minority
groups as shown in Table 1. The number of Hispanic children in
State foster care systems varies from 0 to 5,211 as shown in
Table 4. The Rate for the Hispanic children living in the Northeast
(Puerto Rican heritage), Connecticut, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New
York and Pennsylvania, was 531 for the children living in the
Southwest (Mexican heritage), Arizona, California, Colorado, New
Mexico, and Texas, the Rate was 18; and for the children living in
the Southeast (Cuban heritage), Florida, the Rate was 7. These
differences reflect a combination of national origin, poverty level,
urbanization and State policies as they impact on families with an
Hispanic heritage.

White Children

The urbanized States generally have high numbers of White children
in foster care as shown in Table 5. The number of White children in
foster care varies from 66 to 15,544. California, Ohio, Indiana,
Massachusetts, Minnesota, Missouri, Oregon, and Kansas have both
high Rates and numbers of children in foster care. However,
Pennsylvania, Florida, Illinois and Michigan have high numbers of
White children but low Rates. Texas, with 2,703 White children in
foster care, has the lowest foster care Rate for White children in
the country, 7 per 10,000 children.

Community Orientation Towards Placement

Rates are quantitative indicators of States' orientation toward
placement. Indications that placement decisions are affected by
community factors was first suggested in the classic 1959 study by
Maas and Engler. Jenkins (1984), using the Office for Civil Rights
data examined the hypothesis, "...the way a community organizes
itself, and its typical approach to handling problems, will be
reflected in the placement system.' Her analysis supported the
hypothesis and the 1982 VCIS data reported above are also indicative
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of its validity. Sigh Rates would indicate a propensity for a
community's ready placement of children from families with problems
while low Rates may indicate a reluctance to use pheasant as the
treatment of choice. Which approach leads more readily to a
sustained nurturing environment for the child has yet to be
determined.

Program Variability

In general, as shown in Table 1, Rates vary across different racial
and ethnic groups within States; Rates vary among the States for
each of the racial and ethnic groups; and Rates vary both within and
among the regions. An analysis of the 1980 Office for Civil Rights
data by Jenkins (1983) found similar variability.

The Rates for each State reflect the Rates for each county within a
State. The source of the variability noted above is a consequence.
in part, of the differences among local agencies, particularly urban
and non-urbanised service delivery areas. Thus, to fully understand
a State's Rates necessitates an examination of local Rates.

4,)
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Table 1

1982 POINT PREVALENCE RATES OP CHILDREN
IN STATE POSTER CARE SYSTEMS BY RACE AND ETHNICITY.

(Per 10,000 children)

Indian Black Hispanic White
Region/State Rate 0 Rate 0 Rate 0 Rate 0

Total
Rate 0

1 Connecticut 79 4 50 2 66 5 28 4 45 4
1 Maine 189 S 74 3 17 3 54 S 57 S
1 Massachusettsg/ 194 5 133 6 74 S 47 5 52 5
1 New Hampshire 0 1 68 3 0 1 33 4 34 3
1 Rhode IslandS/ 49 3 414 5 80 5 83 5 113 5
1 Vermont 223 5 171 6 37 5 41 5 45 4

2 New Jerseyg/ 10 1 131 5 43 5 23 3 43 4
2 New York (62) 3 167 S 53 5 26 3 60 5

3 Dclawareg/ 0 1 125 4 30 4 33 4 52 5
3 Dist. of Col.g/ 75 4 208 5 7 2 24 3 176 5
3 Maryland 116 4 107 4 23 3 33 4 55 5
3 Pennsylvania (23) 2 (112) 4 (43) 5 20 2 30 2
3 Virginia 14 2 82 3 5 2 26 3 40 4
3 West Virginia 39 3 96 4 12 2 26 3 29 2

4 Alabama
'i 1 60 2 1 1 24 3 33 3

4 Florida 46 3 37 1 (7) 2 (17) 2 22 1
4 GeorgiaEt, 40 3 48 2 3 1 26 3 34 3
4 Kentucky!/ 0 1 83 3 8 2 34 4 38 3
4 Mississippi 10 1 25, 1 1 1 13 1 20 1
4 North Carolina 40 3 42 2 0 1 16 1 25 2
4 South Carolina 0 1 38 1 0 1 18 2 26 2
4 Tennessee 0 1 39 1 3 1 21 2 26 2

5 Illinois 90 4 100 4 20 3 18 2 37 3
5 Indianag/, 64 4 127 4 47 5 45 5 53 5
5 Michigan/ 38 2 105 4 21 3 18 2 34 3
5 Minnesotra/ 345 5 177 5 32 4 37 5 46 4
5 OhioE, (52) 3 135 5 (45) 5 33 4 64 5
5 Wisconsin 163 4 86 3 35 4 24 3 31 2

6 Arkansas 17 2 29 1 2 1 15 1 18 1
6 Louisiana 34 2 62 2 7 2 29 4 41 4
6 New Mexico 13 1 63 2 19 3 10 1 19 1
6 Oklahoma 34 2 44 2 15 3 16 1 20 1
6 Texas 26 2 19 1 8 2 7 1 10 1

7 Iowa (173) 5 94 4 33 3 27 3 33 3
7 Kansas 55 3 122 4 .35 4 43 5 50 4
7 Missouri 16 2 89 3 9 2 30 4 39 3
7 Nebraskan 312 5 103 4 52 5 37 5 48 4

(continued)
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Table 1 (continued)

1982 POINT PREVALENCE RATES OP CHILDREN
IN STATE FOSTER CARE SYSTEMS BY RACE AND ETHNICITY'

(Per 10,000 children)

Region/State
Indian

Rate 0
Black

Rate 0
Hispanic
Rate 0

White
Rate 0

Total
Rate 0

8 Colorado!/ 52 3 75 3 32 4 22 2 27 2

8 Montana 90 4 199 5 18 3 27 3 33 3

8 North Dakota 205 5 60 2 33 4 21 2 31 2

8 South Dakota 197 5 62 2 0 1 13 1 33 3

8 Utah 130 4 66 2 28 4 19 2 21 1

8 Wyoming 38 2 35 1 15 3 12 2 13 1

9 Arizona!' 10 1 23 1 10 2 11 1 12 1

9 California 47 3 109 4 25 4 29 4 40 4

9 Hawaii (39) 3 14 1 1 1 13 1 16 1

9 NovadaE, 32 2 90 3 13 3 40 5 41 4

0 Alaska$' 171 5 30 1 2 1 25 3 54 5

0 Idahol, 71 4 87 3 21 3 21 2 23 2

0 Oregon 95 4 244 5 32 4 47 5 58 5

0 Washington!!' 176 5 85 3 20 3 33 4 41 4

Data from the Voluntary Cooperative Information System (VCIS)

except as noted in footnote d/ and () below.

Rate Point Prevalence Rate equals the number of children in foster care
of a specific racial/ethnic group on a single day divided by the
total number of children less than 21 years of the specific racial

or ethnic group expressed per 10,000 children, i.e., a Rate of 52
for Colorado in the Indian column indicates that 52 Indian children
per 10,000 Indian children in that State are in foster care on a

single day.

Q A Quintile (0) represeits the ranking when the distribution is
divided into five parts; a Quintile of S indicates the State is

among the the highest 20% of the States for that distribution.

a/ State estimates reported to VCIS.
E/ Adjusted for whole month rather than single day reporting.

Z/ Includes children in in-home care as well.
a/ Data from the 1980 Office for Civil Rights (OCR) study when no

race/ethnicity data were reported to VCIS.

( )
Parenthesis indicates that specific race/ethnicity data were not
provided and an estimate was computed based on the OCR percentage.
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Table 2

1982 POINT PREVALENCE RATES AND NUMBER
OF INDIAN CHILDREN IN STATE FOSTER CARE SYSTEMS*
(In sequence by number of children in Foster Care)

Region/State P.C. Q
Indian

Pot. -21 Rate Q

5 Minnesqqati 622 5 18,016 345 5
0 Alaskat, 536 5 31,408 171 5
0 WashingtonAk/ 497 5 27,069 176 5
8 South Dakota 488 5 24,832 197 5
9 California 378 5 79,737 47 3
6 Oklahoma 257 5 76,464 34 2
5 Wisconsin 238 5 14,599 163 4
8 North Dakota 226 5 11,022 205 5
8 Montana 171 5 18,988 90 4
7 Nebraskal/ 147 5 4,698 312 5

8 Utah 145 4 11,132 130 4
4 North Carolina 118 4 29,321 40 3
0 Oregon 114 4 11,972 95 4
2 New York',' 97 4 15,709 62 3
9 Arizonat/ 83 4 80,120 10 1
6 New Mexico 73 4 54.180 13 1
5 MichiganE/ 71 4 18,626 38 2
5 Illinois 57 4 6,357 90 4
1 Massaohusetts4/ 57 4 2,944 194 5
7 Iowa!! 47 4 2,732 173 5

8 Coloradoh/ 40 3 7,763 52 3
1 Maine 38 3 2,013 189 5
6 Texas 38 3 14,563 26 2
3 Marylaqd 37 3 3,201 116 4
0 Idaholl 37 3 5,243 71 4
7 Kansas 36 3 . 6,523 55 3
4 Florida 31 3 6,718 46 3
5 Ohiot/ 23 3 4,438 52 3
5 Indianal/ 19 3 2,972 64 4
9 Nevada 19 3 5,868 32 2
6 Louisiana 18 3 5,355 34 2

1 Connecticut 13 2 1,652 79 4
8 Wyoming 13 2 3,460 38 2
4 Georgia 11 2 2,770 40 3
1 Vermont 9 2 404 223 5
3 Pennsylvania!' 8 2 3,465 23 2
7 Missouri 7 2 4,516 16 2
1 Rhode IslandS/ 6 2 1,234 49 3
6 Arkansa, 6 2 3,537 17 2
9 Hawaii!' 4 2 1,013 39 3

(continued)
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Table 2 (Continued)

NUMBER AND POINT PREVALENCE RATES
OF INDIAN CHILDREN IN FOSTER CARE IN 1982

Region/State P.C. Q
Indian

Pop. -21 Rate 0

3 Virginia 3* 1 2,163 14 2

4 Mississippi, 3 1 2,889 10 1

2 New Jerseyll 3 1 2,980 10 1

3 Dist. of Co1.4, 2 1 265 75 4

3 West Virginia 2 1 515 39 3

4 Alabama , 1 1 3,098 3 1

3 Delaware-rdi 0 1 0 0 1

4 Kentucky/ 0 1 1,301 0 1

1 New Hampshire 0 1 497 0 1

4 South Carolina 0 1 2,463 0 1

4 Tennessee 0 1 1,682 0 1

Data from the Voluntary Cooperative Information System
(VCIS) except as noted in footnotes d/ and e/ b4low.

F.C. Number of children in foster care nil any one day in 1982.

Rate Point Prevalence Rate equals the number of children in
foster care on a single day divided by the total number
of children less than 21 years per 10,000 children, i.e.,
a Rate of 14 for Virginia indicates that 14 children per
10,000 Indian childrep are in the State's foster care
system on a single day.

Q A Quintile (0) represents the ranking when the
distribution is divided into five parts: a Quintile of 5
indicates the State is among the highest 20% of the
States for that distribution.

a/ States which reported estimates to VCIS.
B/ Adjusted for whole month rather than single day reporting.
C/ Includes children in in-home care as well.
d/ Data from the 1980 Office for Civil Rights (OCR) study

when no race/ethnicity data were reported to VCIS by
eight States.

e/ Specific race/ethnicity data were not provided and an
estimate was computed based on the OCR percentage.
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Table 3

1982 POINT PREVALENCE RATES AND NUMBER
OP SLACK CHILDREN IN STATE FOSTER CARE SYSTEMS.

(In stguence by numbar of children in Foster Cars)

Region/State F.C. Q
Black
Pop. -21 Rats Q

2 Now York 15,898 5 949,586 167 59 California 7,918 5 724,854 109 45 Illincis 7,252 5 728,277 100 45 OhioE, 5,888 5 436,208 135 55 Michigan/ 5,306 5 507,684 105 42 New Jerseyg/ 5,123 5 389,683 131 53 Pennsylvania!' 4,559 5 405,916 112 43 Maryland 4,169 5 388,290 107 46 Louisiana 3,439 5 557,941 62 23 Virginia 3,286 5 400,324 82 3

3 Dist. of,Col.d/ 3,166 4 152,224 208 54 Georgia!, 3,008 4 637,672 48 24 North Carolina 2,328 4 556,143 42 25 Indianag/ 2,294 4 180,712 127 44 Florida 2,167 4 . 590,995 37 14 Alabama 2,016 4 336,727 60 27 Missouri 1,928 4 217,414 89 34 South Carolina 1,614 4 419,558 38 11 Connecticut 1,460 4 293,102 50 26 Texas 1,373 4 723,651 19 1

1 Massachusettsd/ 1,232 3 92,891 133 54 Tennessee 1,189 3 307,235 39 I4 Misaissini 1,047 3 419,751 25 14 Kentucky-St 905 3 108,794 83 35 Wisconsin
. 757 3 88,319 86 37 Kansas 671 3 55,162 122 43 DelawareAt 523 3 41,803 125 41 Rhode Island-Si 505 3 12,209 414 56 Arkansas 491 3 171,387 29 15 Minnesota./ 423 3 23,860 177 56 Oklahoma 397 3 90,066 44 2

0 WashingtonAP/ 389 2 43,625 85 30 Oregon 384 2 15,748 244 5
8 Colorado"?' 330 2 42,048 75 33 West VirgAnia 237 2 24,635 96 47 Nebrask41/ 229 2 22,317 103 49 Nevada2' 210 2 23,233 90 37 Iowa 179 2 '19,141 94 3

,

9 Arizona!' 75 2 32,577 23 16 New Mexico 67 2 10,563 63 28 Utah 28 2 4,213 66 2

(continued)
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Table 3 (continued)

1982 POINT PREVALENCE RATES AND NUMBER
OF BLACK CHILDREN IN STATE FOSTER CARE SYSTEMS'

Region/State F.C. 0
Black
Pop. -21 Rate Q

0 Alaskag/ 17 1 5,608 30 1

8 Montana 15 1 752 199 5

1 New Hampshire 12 1 1,770 68 3

1 Maine 10 1 1,356 74 3

0 Idahog/ 10 1 2,972 87 3

9 Hawaii 10 1 7,041 14 1

1 Vermont 9 1 527 171 5

B North Dakota 7 1 1,159 60 2

8 South Dakota 6 1 971 62 2

8 Wyoming 5 1 1,444 35 1

Data from the Voluntary Cooperative Information System
(VCIS) except as noted in footnotes d/ and e/ below.

F.C. Number of children in foster care on any one day in 1982.

Rate Point Prevalence Rate equals the number of children in
foster care on a single day divided by the total number
of children less than 21 years per 10,000 children, i.e.,

a Rate of 30 for Alaska indicates that 30 children per
10,000 Black children are in the State's foster care

system on a single day.

Q A Quintile (0) represents the raAking when the
distribution is divided into five parts: a Quidtile of S

indicates the State is among the highests 20% of the

States for that distribution.

a/ States which reported estimates to VCIS.

E/ Adjusted for whole month rather than single day reporting.

c/ Includes children in in-home care as well.

3/ Data from the 1980 Office for Civil Rights (OCR) study

when no race/ethnicity data were reported to VCIS by

eight states.
e/ Specific race/ethnicity data were not provided and an

estimate was computed based on the OCR percentage.
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Table 4

1982 POINT PREVALENCE RATES AND NUMBER
OF HISPANIC CHILDREN IN STATE FOSTER CARE SYSTEMS*
(In sequence by number of children in Foster Care)

Region/State F.C. Q
Hispanic
Pop. -21 Rate Q

9 California 5,211 5 2,082,972 25 4
2 New York 3,728 5 697,596 53 5
6 Texas 1,115 5 1,429,166 8 2
2 New Jersey4/ 930 5 214,895 43 5
5 Illinois 612 5 301,223 20 3
8 Coloradok, 522 5 159,110 32 4
1 Massachusetts!/ 515 5 69,815 74 5
1 Connecticut 407 5 62,043 66 5
6 New Mexico 402 5 216,921 19 3
3 Pennsylvania!' 352 5 73,583 43 5

4 Florida!' 330 4 279,491 7 2
5 OhioS1' 252 4 55,898 45 5
9 Arizona!' 205 4 213,961 10 3
5 Indianag/ 195 4 41,801 47 5
5 MichiganS/ 169 4 80,067 21 3
0 WashingtonAS, 126 4 59,627 20 3
5 Wisconsin 113 4 32,043 35 4
7 Kansas 108 4 30,812 35 4
0 Oregon 103 4 32,164 32 4
8 Utah 89 4 31,334 28 4

7 Nebraska!' 73 3 14,123 52 5
1 Rhode Island!' 69 3 8,574 80 5
3 Maryland 60 3 25,600 23 3
5 Minnesota!' 51 3 16,069 32 4
6 Oklahoma 42 3 28,348 15 3
0 Idaho4/ 41 3 19,172 21 3
7 Iowa 41 3 12,524 33 4
9 Nevada' 30 3 23,398 13 3
6 Louisiana 27 3 41,002 7 2
7 Missouri 21 3 22,973 9 2
8 Wyoming 18 3 11,960 15 3

3 Virginia 15 2 31,591 5 2
3 Delawareg', 14 2 4,728 30 4
4 Kentucky!/ 9 2 11,732 8 2
8 Montana
4 7

2
2

5,104
26,144

18
3

3
1

8 North Dakota 7 2 2,108 33 4
3 West Virginia 6 2 4,857 12 2
9 Hawaii 5 :2 37,887 1 1
4 Tennesbae 5 2 16,716 3 1
1 Vermont 5 2 1,348 37 S

(continued)
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Table 4 (continued)

1982 POINT PREVALENCE RATES AND NUMBER
OF HISPANIC CHILDREN IN STATE FOSTER CARE SYSTEMS*

Hispanic
_...

Region/State P.C. Q Pop. -21 Rate 0

1 Maine 4 1 2,316 17 3

3 Dist. of Co1.1./ 3 1 4,086' 7 2

6 Arkansas 2 1 8,192 2 1

4 Alabama, 1 1 14,061 1 1

0 Alaska.4/ 1 1 4,376 2 1

4 Mississippi 1 1 11,216 1 1

1 New Hampshire 0 1 2,565 0 1

4 North Carolina 0 1 24,097 0 1

4 South Carolina 0 1 14,795 0 1

8 South Dakota 0 1 5,544 0 1

Data from the Voluntary Cooperative Information System
(VCIS) except as noted in footnotes d/ and e/ below.

F.C. Number of children in foster care on any one day in 1982.

Rate Point Prevalence Rate equals the number of children in
foster care on a single day divided by the total number
of children less than 21 years per 10,000 children, i.e.,
a Rate of 17 for Maine indicates that 17 children per
10,000 Hispanic children are in the State's foster care
system on a single day.

A Quintile (Q) represents the ranking when the
distribution is divided into five parts; a Quintile of 5
indicates the State is among the highest 201 of the
States for that distribution.

a/ State estimates reported to VCIS.
b/ Adjusted for whole month rather than single day reporting.

Includes children in in-home care as well.
3/ Data from the 1980 Office for Civil Rights (OCR) study

when no race/ethnicity data were reported to VCIS by
eight States.

e/ Specific race/ethnicity data were not provided and an
estimate was computed based on the OCR percentage.
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Table 5

1982 POINT PREVALENCE RATES AND NUMBER
OF WHITE CHILDREN IN STATE FOSTER CARE SYSTEMS'

(In sequence by number of children in Foster Care)

Region/State P.C. p
White

Pop. -21 Rate

9 California 15,544 5 5,419,519 29 4
2 New Yoirk 11,033 5 4,199,703 26 3
5 Ohio/ 10,588 5 3,217,528 33 4
3 Pennsylvania 9,076 5 3,305,418 20 2
5 Indiana4, 7,843 5 1,732,200 45 5
1 Massachutlettsgi 7,805 5 1,675,793 47 5
4 Florida!' 6,276 5 2,181,691 17 2
5 Illinois 5,334 5 2,945,163 18 2
5 MichiganEi, 4,960 5 2,704,560 18 2
5 Minnesota!' 4,933 5 1,350,821 37 5

0 WashingtonAk/ 4,330 4 1,221,364 33 4
7 Missouri 4,201 4 1,406,054 30 4
2 New Jersev4/ 4,187 4 1,846,601 23 3
4 Kentuckydl 3,975 4 1,183,372 34 4
0 Oregon 3,736 4 799,545 47 5
5 Wisconsin 3,650 4 1,518,744 24 3
3 Virginia 3,531 4 1,352,055 26 3
4 Georgia!/ 3,373 4 1,311,171 26 3
3 Maryland 3,187 4 977,937 33 4
7 Kansas 3,048 4 705,705 43 5

6 Louisiana 2,948 3 1.012,842 29 4
6 Texas 2,703 3 3,:,21,425 7 1
4 Tennessee 2,611 3 1,246,016 21 2
7 Iowa 2,597 3 964,571 27 3
1 Connecticut 2.400 3 B51,688 28 4
1 Rhode Island 2,320 3 279,367 83 5
4 North Carolina 2,299 3 1,423,214 16 1
4 Alabama 2,261 3 946,058 24 3
1 Maine 2,032 3 378,549 54 5
8 Colorado12/, 1,903 3 843,786 22 2
7 Nebraska!' 1,869 3 503,083 37 5

3 West Virginia
6 Oklahoma

1,642
1,359

2

2
637,057
841,818

26
16

3

1

4 South Carolina 1,311 2 712,571 18 2
8 Utah 1,128 2 590,096 19 2
1 New Hampshire 1,007 2 308,614 33 4
6 Arkansas 943 2 717,972 15 1

9 NevadaE', 853 2 215,447 40 5
9 Arizona!' 755 2 717,972 11 1
0 Idaho4/ 732 2 340,600 21 2
4 Mississippi 726 2 543,128 13 1

(continued)
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Table 5 (continued)

1982 POINT PREVALENCE RATES AND NUMBER
OP WHITE CHILDREN IN STATE FOSTER CARE SYSTEMS

Region/State F.C. Q
White

Pop. -21 Rate Q

1 Vermont 725 1 176,343 41 5

8 Montana 674 1 253.671 27 3

3 Delawarm4/ 520 1 157,761 33 4

8 North Dakota 471 1 219,183 21 2

6 New Mexico 346 1 342,315 10 1

8 South D'kuta 291 1 221,081 13 1

0 Alaska4/ 271 1 108,888 25 3

8 Wyoming 196 1 162,966 12 1

9 Hawaii 134 1 103,030 13 1

3 Dist. of Co1.0 66 1 27,840 24 3

Data from the Voluntary Cooperative Information System
(VCIS) except as noted in footnotes d/ and e/ below.

F.C. Number of children in foster care on any one day in 1982.

Rate Point Prevalence Rate equals the number of children in
foster care on a single day divided by the total number
of children less than 21 years per 10,000 children, i.e.,
a Rate of 41 for Vermont indicates that 41 children per
10,000 White children are in the State's foster care
system on a single day.

Q A Quintile (Q) represents the ranking when the
distribution is divided into five parts; a Quintile of 5
indicates the State is among the highest 20% of the
States for that distribution.

a/ State estimates reported to VCIS.
13/ Adjusted for whole month rather than single day reporting.
C./ Includes children in in-home care as well.
a/ Data from the 1980 Office for Civil Rights (OCR) study

when no race/ethnicity data were reported to VCIS by
eight States.

e/ Specific race/ethnicity data were not provided and an
estimate was computed based on the OCR percentage.
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Technical Notes

DATA SOURCES

o The Voluntary Cooperative Information System (VCIS, Fiscal Year,
1982). The American Public Welfare Association implemented a
voluntary system to collect child welfare information about
children less than 21 years in substitute care. Forty-eight
States responded with aggregate information for varying
reporting periods and for varying time periods. The State
aggregated data spans the periods beginning January 1, 1981 to
March 31, 1983 with most States reporting for a 12 month period
and some States for nine, six and three month periods. The
model group was 15 States for the Federal Fiscal Year 1982.
States also varied in their definition of who was included in
their report. As States did not respond to all of the items,
the data for each item represents a different aggregation of
States. (American Public Welfare Association, "Voluntary
Cooperative Information System,' grant number 90-PD10021.)

o The Office for Civil Rights 1980 Survey (OCR, 1980). This was a
national county-specific census conducted by the Office for
Civil Rights of all children in the legal custody of the agency
for referral or out-of-home placement as of January 8, 1980 for
a limited set of information items. A high rate of return was
achieved, 99.9% of the counties participated. Agencies were
required, by court order, to participate. The information is
aggregated by county, State, and national totals. The findings
from the study are reported in Office for Civil Rights,
Department of Health and Human Services, 1980 Children and Youth
Referral Survey: Public Welfare and Social Service Agencies,
1981.

o 1980 Census of Population, General Po ulation Characteristics,
Vol 1, Series PC 80-1-B, U.S. Bureau of Census, 1980, Tables 22
and 67.
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COMMENT

o The definitions of race/ethnicity are in accordance with State
definitions.

o The 1980 OCR data were used for those States which did not
report any race/ethnicity data to VCIS. Where the reported data
included combined race/ethnic groups estimates were made using
the OCR data. Adjustments were also made for whole month rather
than single day reporting. Some States reported children
receiving in-home services and these are noted in the tables.

o The child population less than 21 years in 1980 was used in
computing the point prevalence rates. Race/ethnicity by age
tables for 1982 were not available. Between 1980 and 1982 there
was an increase in the number of children less than six years
and a decrease in the number of children six years or older.
The population less than 21 years decreased by 1.6 percent.

This note was prepared by Dr. Charles P. Gershenson with the
assistance of Mrs. Vardrine Carter and Mrs. Lois Harris,
Administration for Children, Youth and Families, Office of Human
Development Services, Sox 1182, Washington, D.C. 20013. No
permission is necessary to reproduce this note. Suggestions for
additional topics are welcomed.
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Senator ANDREWS. Senator Gorton, do you have questions?
Senator GORTON. I will submit my questions for the record.
Senator ANDREWS. Senator Gorton has questions he will submit

for the record, and other members of the committee might well
have questions they will submit for the record.

Our next witness is the executive director of the Association of
American Indian Affairs, Mr. Steven Unger.

Let me assure you, Mr. Director, that we have your prepared
statement. It will be included in the record as though you uttered
every word, and we would be glad to have you summarize it so that
we leave a little,bit more time for questions.

STATEMENT OF STEVEN UNGER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, THE AS-
SOCIATION ON AMERICAN INDIAN AFFAIRS, INC., ACCOMPA-
NIED BY GREG ARGEL, PROGRAM ASSISTANT, AND BERTRAM
E. HIRSCH, ATTORNEY-AT-LAW

Mr. UNGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will be glad to summa-
rize our statement. With me on my left is Bert Hirsch, an attorney-
at-law, and on my right, Greg Argel, of the association's staff.

Ten years ago this month the predecessor to this committee held
oversight hearings on Indian child welfare needs at which it re-
ceived shocking testimony from Indian people from around the
Nation about their abusive treatment by State agencies. Those
oversight hearings eventually led to enactment of the Indian Child
Welfare Act.

The association is a nonprofit national citizens organization, en-
tirely supported by its members and contributors, who are Indian
and non-Indian. We appreciate the continuing interest of this com-
mittee in Indian child welfare needs and think that congressional
concern is perhaps the most significant factor in helping Indian
tribes meet their needs.

The association's comments this morning will focus on three
areas which we feel are the unfinished agenda that Congress has in
regard to Indian child welfare. These areas are: (1) The need for
local day schools for all American Indians, so that no Indian child
is forced to be separated from his or her parents to be placed in
Federal boarding schools. This need is particularly urgent in
regard to large numbers of elementary age children at the Navajo
reservation; (2) The large and disproportionate number of Indian
youth arrested and often incarcerated in the juvenile justice
system; and (3) The need, as we have heard this morning, for more
adequate funding for Indian programs under the Indian Child Wel-
fare Act, and for certain technical amendments which we have sub-
mitted to the committee staff.

Title IV of the Indian Child Welfare Act recognized that the
massive numbers of Indian children placed in boarding schools
were part of a similar concern to which Congress paid its attention
in the matter of adoptive and foster care placement of Indian chil-
dren. Title IV stated, "It is the sense of Congress that the absence
of locally convenient day schools may contribute to the breakup of
Indian families."

As this committee conducts its oversight hearing today, the most
significant part of the unfinished agenda of the Indian Child Wel-
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fare Act is the continued placementunwarranted, unjust, un-
healthy, and unneededof vulnerable Indian children in Federal
boarding schools.

The findings of the BIA, in its study done pursuant to title IV,
are that 20,000 Indian children live in BIA boarding schools or dor-
mitories; 5,000 of them are aged 10 or less; more than 10,000 of the
children are in the elementary grades; 75 percent of the Navajo
children in boarding school are in the elementary grades. Almost
one out of every two Indian students served by BIA schools today
are taken from their families and forced to spend approximately 9
months of each year in a boarding school or dormitory.

We have submitted detailed documentation coming from Govern-
ment records of the numbers of children and their grade levels.

We have also examined State law in regard to the placement of
children. We have found no other instance in the United States
where taking children from their families is imposed on a group of
people. Indeed, examining States that have small, rural, isolated
populations, we found that often there is solicitude toward provid-
ing day schools for the families that need them. In South Dakota,
for example, a petition by the parents of 15 eligible students man-
dates that a new day school be provided.

Can the Government of the United States, which in section 3 of
the Indian Child Welfare Act declares that: "it is the policy of this
Nation to protect the best interest of Indian children and to pro-
mote the stability and security of Indian tribes and familes," afford
to do less?

We examine in our testimony the long history, the horrible and
tragic history, of the boarding schools, why they were originally
conceived and put on Indian reservations, and the rationale still
put forth today by the BIA. That this is a compelling child welfare
issue can readily be summarized: Even if it were conceivable that
all the educational needs of a child could be taken care of in the
boarding schooland I emphasize again that we are talking about
10-, 11-, 12-, 9-, 8-, and 7-year-olds in the schoolsit is still the emo-
tional aspects of a child's development that cannot be taken care of
by a matron or even a dozen matrons in a dormitory.

We have seen Indian communities make remarkable efforts to
get day schools to replace the boarding schools that the BIA pro-
vides: The Alamo Navajo community in New Mexico is one exam-
ple. At the Navajo Black Mesa community in Arizona the parents
put together abandoned Atomic Energy Commission trailers into a
buildingwhich the BIA tried to condemnso that they would not
have to send their children to hoarding school.

We feel it is a great indictment of the U.S. Bureau of Indian Af-
fairs that the boarding school system continues to exist and that
the children are made to suffer. The Bureau has never made it
clear to Navajo parents that day schools are an option for them,
that food and clothing can be brought to the families, and that the
children can be cared for in the families while they learn.

In our written statement, we outline the data that we believe
should be obtained to create a detailed day school implementation
plan. Such a plan can be done by the Bureau with the affected
tribes, especially the Navajos. We believe it should be submitted to
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this committee no later than 1 year from today and should include
recommended funding authorization levels.

As we meet this morning, there are more Indian children in BIA
boarding schools and dormitories than there were Cherokees force
marched to Oklahoma during the infamous and tragic "Trail of
Tears" in the 1830's that all American children learn about as a
great shame of the United States.

The second area that we are especially concerned about is juve-
nile justice. There are approximately 25,000 Indian juvenile arrests
per year. An AAIA survey found that Indian children are incarcer-
ated in State institutions at approximately three times the non-
Indian rate. Adequate programs for Indian juveniles are a great
need perceived by many tribes, and one that also cries out for con-
gressional investigation and oversight.

Thank you. I will be happy to answer any questions at this time.
Senator ANDREWS. Thank you very much for an excellent state-

ment. It is pretty well all inclusive and gives us a good insight into
your feelings and your organization's feelings, and we appreciate
your taking the time to be here.

[The prepared statement follows. Testimony resumes on p. 96.]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF STEVEN INGER , F.XECITT I VE DIRECTOR, ON

BEHALF OF THE ASSOCIATION ON AMERICAN INDIAN AFFAIRS , INC:.

I am Steven Unger, Executive Director of the Association on

American Indian Affairs, Inc. Accompanying me are Greg Argel

of the Association staff, and Bertram E. Hirsch, Attorney-at-

Law.

The Association on American Indian Affairs is a private, non-

profit, national citizens' organization. Policies and programs

of the Association are formulated by a Board of Directors, the

majority of whom are American Indian and Alaska Native. The

Association is completely dependent upon contributions from its

approximately 50,000 members and contributors, Indian and non-

Indian.

The Association commends this Committee for its continuing

interest in vital Indian child welfare needs, as evidenced by

this hearing today. The interest and work of this Committee

was sparked when, during the 1970s, Indian witnesses appeared

before it and the House Interior Committee with horror stories

of abusive child welfare practices on the part of federal and

state agencies that shocked the conscience of the Congress and

the Nation.

The Indian Child Welfare Act was passed into law five years ago

in response to those hearings. Prior to that, as the Congress found,

the integrity, stability and security of Indian families and tribes

had been placed in serious jeopardy--and sometimes destroyed--by
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abusive practices of state social service agencies and courts that

denied Indian children, parents and families fundamental fairness

in child custody proceedings. Thousands of Indian children had

been separated from their families for placement in foster and

adoptive homes, and in institutions. A significant number of

placements, according to Congressional findings, were unjust and

unwarranted, resulting from the insensitivity, and sometimes

arrogance, of non-Indian institutions towards Indian families

and tribes. State activities placing Indian children away from

their families and tribal communities were often financed and

participated in by the U.S. Bureau of Indian Affairs.

The Indian Child Welfare Act recognized that "there is no

resource...more vital to the continued existence and int-Pgri4.2, of

Indian tribes than their children." The Act protects Indian

families and tribes by providing legal safeguards against the

unwarranted intrusion by government into Indian family life. It

also authorizes Indian community child and family service programs

"to prevent the breakup of Indl'..tn families insure that

the permanent removal of an Indian child from the custody of his

parent or Indian custodian shall be a last resort."

The Bureau of Indian Affairs has issued guidelines to assist

state courts in the implementation of the Indian Child Welfare

Act. These guidelines are generally consistent with the Act's

spirit and encourage approaches that will safeguard the protections
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enacted by the Congress. The Bureau has also provided assistance

to Indian tribes and families to protect their rights and develop

family and child welfare programs.

A number of states have entered into cooperative agreements

with tribal family and social service programs in an effort to

carry out the goals of the Act in a manner consistent with tribal

needs. These efforts have resulted in state laws, regulations,

legislative resolutions, financing arrangements, and tribal-

state agreements. For example, the Oklahoma Indian Child Welfare

Act facilitates implementation on the state level of the federal

law. Kansas and South Dakota have provided tribal social services

programs with significant funding. Several states have licensed

tribal and other Indian child welfare programs to give them

authority to operate state-wide in providing services to Indian,

as well as non-Indian children. A resolution of the Alaska

legislature has requested the governor of that state to take all

necessary measures to assure the proper implementation of the

Act. The California legislature recently memorialized Congress

to increase appropriations for Indian programs funded under

Title II.

The Act has even had an international impact. As nearby

as Canada and as distant as Australia, Native peoples have looked

to the accomplishments American Indian tribes have made through

the Indian Child Welfare Act as an example that gives hope in
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their own countries. The governments of these countries have

examined the workings of the Act as an example of an enlightened

reform of public policy towards Native people.

The Association's comments today will focus on three areas

that we believe are the unfinished and unfulfilled agenda

of the Indian Child Welfare Act. These areas are:

1) The need for local day schools for all American Indian,

especially Navajo, communities, so that no Indian

child is forced to be separated from his or her parents

to be placed in federal boarding schools. This need

is particularly urgent in regard to elementary-

age children;

2) The large and disproportionate number of Indian youth

arrested and often incarcerated in the juvenile

justice system; and

3) The need for adequate funding for Indian programs under

the Indian Child Welfare Act, and for technical amend-

ments to assure that the Act functions as Congress

intended.

6
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I. THE NEED FOR DAY SCHOOLS

The Indian Child Welfare Act successfully addressed the

problem of the unwarranted and unjust placement of Indian

children in foster care and adoptive homes. Title IV of the

Act recognized that the massive numbers of Indian children

placed in boarding schools were part of a similar concern,

stemming from almost two centuries of misguided federal policy

.towards Indian family life.

In Title IV the Congress stated: "It is the sense of

Congress that the absence of locally convenient day schools

may contribute to the breakup of Indian families."

As this Committee conducts its oversight hearing today,

the most significant part of the unfinished agenda of the

Indian Child Welfare Act is the continued placement--unwarranted,

unjust, unhealthy, and unneeded--of vulnerable Indian children

in federal boarding schools. Thousands of these children are

in the elementary grades.

The absence of day schools on Indian reservations,

especially on the Navajo Reservation, is perhaps the greatest

indictment of federal Indian policy in our time.

While the harmful effects of the boarding schools have

been known for generations, and while this Committee and the

Congress as a whole have urged reform of the situation for
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years, these expressions of Congressional intent have been

continually frustrated by the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

The findings of the study mandated by Title IV of the

Indian Child Welfare Act were these:

o Almost 20,000 Indian children live in BIA board-

ing schools and dormitories;

o Almost 5,000 of them are age 10 years old or less;

o More than 10,000 of the children (55 percent) are

in the elementary grades (K through 8);

o The great majority of Indian children in the board-

ing schools are Navajo;

o 75 percent of the Navajo children in boarding school

are in the elementary grades;

o Almost one out of every two Indian students served

by the BIA today (45 percent to be exact) are taken

from their families and forced to spend approximately

nine months of each year in a boarding school or

dormitory.

To the best knowledge of the Association on American Indian

Affairs, there is no other school system in the United States

that imposes this tragedy on the families who depend upon it.

On the following three pages is a detailed breakdown

by age, grade level, and location of the Indian children in

BIA boarding schools and dormitories. The information is

taken from the Br/Vs Title IV study.

6
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AGES of

INDIAN CHILDREN in

BIA BOARDING SCHOOLS

and DORMITORIES

Age Children

Five years old 117

Six years old 566

Seven years old 859

Eight years old 954

Nine years old 1149

Ten years old 1156

Eleven years old 1290

Twelve years old 1324

Thirteen years old 1469

Fourteen years old 1884

Fifteen years old 2153

Sixteen years old 2004

Seventeen years old 1899

Eighteen years old 1263

Nineteen years old 621

Twenty years old 236

Not Available 248

Total 19,192
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GRADE LEVELS of

INDIAN CHILDREN in

BIA BOARDING SCHOOLS

Grade

and DORMITORIES

Children

Kindergarten 312

First 747

Second 1101

Third 1153

Fourth 1287

Fifth 1448

Sixth 1326

Seventh 1538

Eighth 1619

Ninth 2465

Tenth 2373

Eleventh 1894

Twelfth 1825

Not Available 104

Total 19,192
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INDIAN CHILDREN in

BIA BOARDING SCHOOLS

and DORMITORIES: GEOGRAPHIC BREAKDOWN

Indian Children Boarded

Elementary High
BIA Area Office Grades (K-8) School (9 -12) Total

Aberdeen 598 742 1340

Anadarko 136 559 695

Billings 114 38 152

Juneau 1 390 391

Muskogee 289 338 627

Phoenix 479 2291 2770

Albuquerque 180 480 660

Navajo 8601 3371 11,972

Portland 116 252 368

Eastern 17 96 113

Total 10,531 8557 19,088

Grade not available 104

19,192
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In preparation for these. hearings, the Association

reviewed the provisions of state law regarding the establish-

ment of schools. In the nine states reviewed, all of which

have BIA boarding students (Arizona, Mississippi, Montana,

Nevada, New Mexico, North Dakota, Oklahoma, South Dakota

and Utah), the Association found no instances in which non-

Indian children were by law forced to attend boarding schools.

On the contrary, where there are special provisions in state

law to provide for isolated rural students, the states make

special efforts to provide for them. In Montana, for example,

a petition by the parents of three children begins the process

for provision of a day school. In South Dakota, a petition

by the parents of 15 eligible students mandates that a new

day school be provided.

Can the government of the United States, which in

Section 3 of the Indian Child Welfare Act declares "that it is

the policy of this Nation to protect the best interests of

Indian children and to promote the stability and security of

Indian tribes and families," afford to do less?

Why is there an absence of day schools, especially on

the Navajo Reservation? A century ago the answer would have

been easy. The purpose of the first boarding school on the

Navajo Reservation, as stated in its charter in the 1890s, was

"to remove the Navaj.) child from the influence of his savage
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parents." The reports of BIA boarding school superintendents

from around the turn of the century are replete with ethnocentric

and paternalistic references to the children in their care,

and the families from which they came. Throughout the early

years of the Twentieth Century, boarding schools were ravaged

by disease and epidemics. As late as 1930, the Senate of the

United States received testimony on "kid catching" on the

Navajo Reservation, when government officials were employed

to go out into the back country with trucks and bring in the

children, "often roped like cattle," and take them from the

parents, many times never to return.

In 1928, the Meriam Report characterized the BIA's reliance

on boarding schools as chief among those government practices

that operate against the development of "wholesome" family

life for Indian children and parents.

No federal official would dare come before the Congress

or the American people today and offer such reasons for the

continued reliance on a system that is the shame of this Nation.

Instead, the BIA offers other rationales for the boarding schools.

One of these is the so-called "social welfare" argument.

Indian, particularly Navajo, families are said to be so

disrupted that boarding school is the best alternative. There

is no evidence whatsoever to show that Navajo families are more

disrupted than Sioux, Chippewa, or any other Indian families;
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yet no other Indian tribe has so many children in the elementary
grades boarded. Nor is there any evidence that Indian families

are more disrupted--except by government policy--than non-Indian

families. And if indeed there are Indian families having

difficulty functioning, the Indian Child Welfare Act recognizes

that they should have social services provided to them, not

their children taken away.

Another argument one sometimes hears from the BIA on

the Navajo Reservation is that Navajo families lack food

and clothing with which to provide their youngsters. If this

be the case, then do not Indian children and their parents

deserve to have food and clothing brought to the children, not

the children brought to the food and clothing?

The study the BIA commissioned under Title IV made much

of the lack of an adequate road network on the Navajo Reservation.

Yet Navajo children go to Head Start programs; why could not

they go to elementary schools in their own communities? Navajo

parents shop at grocery stores or trading posts at their

chapters; if the parents can get to the store, why cannot the

BIA bring the children to a local day school?

No matter what the truth of the road situation is, it

remains true that we know much more about how to repair a

damaged road than we know about repairing the psychological

health of vulnerable young children subjected to removal from
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their families for no justifiable reason.

Bad weather is another factor sometimes mentioned by

federal officials as a cause for the reliance on boarding

schools. Here again the Bureau has been singularly deficient

in exploring options to the institutionalization of children.

In some non-Indian communities, schools have been closed

during the worst part of the winter. If need be, children

can stay at home. The school year itself can be adjusted

so that children are able to spend the maximum time in the

comfort of their families.

If weather conditions are so severe that children are

unable to go home, emergency shelter could be provided in

the schools, as it is being done by the Navajo parents at

Black Mesa in the new day school being built there, or the

children can be bunked overnight with nearby relatives.

Or does the BIA argue that weather conditions on the

Navajo Reservation are unique in the U.S., making that the

one area on the North American continent where day schools

cannot be provided?

It used to be said that the small day school is no good

educationally. This argument has largely been abandoned by

the BIA since the late 1960s, but it does seem to persist

in the subconscious of many BIA officials. Even today, a

number of small Indian day schools operated by Indian tribes
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under contract with the BIA report continuing problems with

the funding available to them under standard Bureau funding

formulas.

Bureau officials sometimes point to the difficulty

small rural schools are likely to have in retaining teachers.

We wonder whether it could possibly be worse than the rate

of teacher turn-over in the BIA boarding schools now.

In summary, even if it were conceivable that all of the

educational aspects could be taken care of in the boarding school- -

and this is far from likely - -it is still the emotional aspects

of a child's development that cannot be taken care of by a

matron, or even a dozen matrons, in the dormitory. This is

thrown into even sharper relief when one considers the importance

of the acquisition of culture and familial nurturing to the

educational achievement of a child.

Over the last decade, Indian communities have demonstrated

increasing and remarkable fortitude in attempting to get day

schools opened. A few years ago, when the Alamo Navajo Community

in New Mexico opened a community-controlled day school, the

Navajo parents withdrew all their children from the Magdalena

dormitory operated by the BIA in favor of placement in the new

school. At the Black Mesa Navajo Community in Arizona, Navajo

parents put together abandoned Atomic Energy Commission trailers

to form a local day school facility rather than send their

children to boarding school.
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Today this Navajo community is looking forward to the

construction of a new day school facility to serve all the

children in the community. The school is being built for a cost

of approximately $1 million.

In contrast to these hard-won gains by Indian communities,

to the best knowledge of the Association on American Indian

Affairs in the last 20 years no Navajo community has asked the

BIA to close a local day school so that it could send its

children to a distant boarding school.

A few years ago the U.S. Court of Appeals for the

Tenth Circuit upheld a lower court decision that found the

federal government guilty of negligence in its operation of

the Chuska boarding school. The decision, which the United

States did not appeal, upheld an award of nearly $1 million in

damages to be put in a trust fund for three Navajo children,

Allison Bryant, Johnnie High, and Marvin High. The children,

at the time 7-, 8-, and 10-years-old, were awarded the money

in compensation for the loss of their limbs due to frostbite

and gangrene when they ran away from the boarding school and

tried to make their way home to their families.

On the day they ran away, a severe snow storm hit the

area, and the boys camped out on a mountainside from which

they could see the lights of the boarding school, but did not

return.

The United States attorney defending the BIA in this case,
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argued that the supervision that the BIA provided was prudent

and that the government's efforts were focusing on making the

boarding schools a more humane environment. If a child was

going to run away, there was no way to prevent it. "You are

virtually going to have to shackle them to their beds to

prevent the problem," he said in his concluding argument to

the court.

The BIA has said for years that the only option the Navajo

parents have is the boarding school, that roads cost too much,

that families are too disrupted, etc., ad nauseam. The BIA

has never made it clear that day schools are an .option for

Indian parents, and that food and clothing can be brought to

the families.

In short, the boarding schools have been studied to

death.. To do another study would be like that inglorious

professor who lectures on navigation while the ship is sinking.

Only strong direction from the Congress can remedy the

situation in a manner consistent with Indian tribal goals and

humanitarian federal policy.

The sheer number of Indian children--and we again

emphasize that thousands are aged ten and under--cries out

for the attention of Congress. There are in 1984 more Indian

children in government boarding schools than there were

Cherokees force-marched to Oklahoma on the infamous and tragic

Trail of Tears in the 1830s.
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In the opinion of our Association, there is no worthier

child welfare project that the Congress of the United States

could authorize than a program to build day schools for

all Indian children and families who need them.

The Association recommends that the Congress direct the

BIA to develop and submit to it a Day School Implementation

Plan to provide a sound basis for decisionmaking, funding, and

other action to implement federal and tribal policy in a cost-

effective and timely manner. The plan must reflect the

standards and aspirations of the Navajos and other affected

Indian communities, and be done in cooperation with them. The

plan should provide for maximum participation by the local Indian

community in the governance of their schools.

The Day School Implementation Plan should include:

1) Proposed location of all schools;

2) How and where existing facilities and roads might be

utilized to serve more children better;

3) Where new facilities and/or roads are needed and desired;

4) The geographical area and approximate number of

students that each school would serve;

5) Approximate busing distances and times;

6) A method of approximating costs regarding the construc-

tion of new, and the rehabilitation of existing,

facilities and roads gnd the cost of busing;

7) An exposition of the arguments behind the decisions
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made in preparing the plan;

8) A tabulation of changes necessary to achieve the

conditions proposed in the plan, given the present

situation as the starting condition;

9) A description of various alternatives for implementing

the proposed plan;

10) An analysis of each alternative in terms of degree and

type of change necessary over various timeframes; and

11) An analysis, in some detail, of the impact of the

plan on selected local communities.

We recommend that such aplan be submitted first to the

affected Indian tribes, and second to the Congress no later

than one year from today. We further suggest that the

Bureau include with the plan a detailed implementation time-

table, over a suggested five-year period, and including recommended

appropriations levels to build the necessary day schools.
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II. JUVENILE JUSTICE

In 1983 the Association surveyed 150 public juvenile

corrections facilities in 27 states to determine the extent

of Indian juvenile incarceration. In addition, the Association

reviewed government data available on Indian juvenile arrests.

The most recent government data available reports a

total of 25,612 Indian juvenile arrests in 1979.

The composite profile of the Indian juvenile arrested

which emerges from the data and our survey is of a 15-17 year

old male arrested for an alcohol-related victimless offense.

He appears before a state juvenile court judge or tribal judge.

Generally, there is no program available in the community to

address his specific needs and the person is released with

no services provided.

Our survey of Indian juvenile incarceration is based on

available data involving a sample of 50,000 residents in

public juvenile corrections facilities in 1982. Indian

juveniles constituted 3.4 percent of the juveniles in those

facilities. On a per capita basis, Indian youth in the 27

states surveyed were incarcerated at three times the rate

for non-Indian juveniles.

Every tribal social worker and program administrator

surveyed stated that Indian juvenile delinquency is a problem

7
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of great concern to the tribes. Every social worker commented

on the absence of legal authority to intervene in state

juvenile court proceedings and stated that the lack of

resources and remedial services for Indian youth and

their families inhibits tribes from actively working on such

cases even where the state juvenile justice system is willing

to cooperate. Some commentators indicated that the states

were at times all too willing to offer such cases of

Indian juvenile delinquents to tribal courts and agencies.

The Association believes that the large numbers of Indian

juveniles arrested and their disproportionate placement in

public juvenile corrections facilities require Congressional

oversight and investigation. The Bureau of Indian Affairs

and the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention

should be directed to provide the Congress with a report by

January 31, 1985 addressing the following areas:

1) The nature and scope of Indian juvenile arrest

and incarceration with recommendations to address

the needs identified;

2) Whether current justice systems oper'ate in a

discriminatory manner against Indian juveniles:

a. whether arrest and conviction rates for

Indian juveniles are higher than rates

for non-Indians and if so, why?;
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b. whether Indian juveniles are sentenced to

longer terms than non-Indian juveniles and if

so, why?; and

c. whether Indian juveniles remain on probation

and parole for longer periods than non-Indian

juveniles and if so, why?

3. The extent to which current BIA and Department

of Justice programs serve Indian tribes and

communities in their attempt to address needs

for juvenile justice and delinquency prevention

programs and facilities, and whether current

programs are adequate.

Si
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III. FUNDING UNDER TITLE II AND TECHNICAL AMENDMENTS

In 1983 the Association surveyed social workers, attorneys,

judges and administrators in child-welfare programs on

twenty-five Indian reservations, and in selected communities

throughout the country. Comments from those surveyed can be

summarized as follows:

1) Virtually every social worker and program director

complained of inadequate funding. The parposes

for which additional funding is needed are:

a. foster care

b. services to meet the actual needs of families

c. training for staff

d. training for tribal judges

e. pre-adoptive placements

f. special needs of handicapped children

g. staffing

h. enforcement of the Act and monitoring of

performance by the states

i. dissemination of information

j. training for state social services personnel

6,2
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k. training for state judges

I. intervention

m. legal assistance for tribes in child custody

proceedings

2. The comment second highest in incidence concerned

complaints about late notices, the possibility

that notices are not being sent, and the routine

failure of certain states to send notices.

3. A number of those surveyed commented on the lack of

familiarity with the Act on the part of state

judges and/or attorneys.

While it is apparent that the Act has resulted in the

funding of numerous tribal and urban Indian child and family

service programs providing critical services that, with few

exceptions, were not previously available to Indian families

and communities, it is also apparent that funding under the

Act continues to fall short of Indian needs.

The Association expects that this Committee will receive

at these hearings testimony from many Indian child welfare

programs concerning their funding needs under the Act. In

regard to funding, the Association only wishes to make the

foltowing comments:

The Indian Chi

8 ,1

Id Welfare Act was passed in response to
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Congressional concern, about the national tragedy of wide-

r spread unwarranted placement of Indian children. To the

-4best of our knowledge, since the Act's passage, the BIA

... . . . . .

has never reported to Congress on the adequacy of funding

levels to meet the needs perceived by Indian tribes.

and communities.

We suggest that this Committee require the Bureau to

report to it on the unmet needs among reservation and of

reservation Indian communities for adequate child welfare ser

This report should be done in cooperation with the affected

tribes and communities, and provide on a reservation-by-

eservation basis for for each urban Indian community).the

actual Indian child welfare need, We believe a report such

14'f2,. as this will help the Congress evaluate whether the funding

requested by the Administration under Title II is adequate

to address Indian child welfare concerns.

Experience with the Act during the past several years

has revealed a need for certain technical or clarifying

amendments. Technical amendments drafted by the Assooiation

for the Committee's consideration follow, with explanations of

why we believe them to be necessary.

8
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Key: Present language

Reletkeme.

TEONNICAl. AMMMENTS

SECTION 3

Amendment

The Congress hereby declares that it is the policy of this Nation to
,

.protect the beat Interests of Indian children and-to promote the

-stability and security of Indian tribes and families by the establish-

ment of minimum Federal.standards for the removal of :ndian children . .

from their families and for the plaoenent of 'lush Indian children in

foiter or adoptive homes which will reflect the unique values of Indian

culture, and by providing for assistance to Indian tribes in tho

operation of child and family service programs.

Explanation,

The Act was intended to prevent the removal of Indian children from

Indian families and to prevent the breakup of Indian families. Several

courts have narrowly interpreted the Act to render the Act inapplicable

to circumstances where an Indian child, not in the custody of an Indian

parent, was the sub4ect of a child custody proceeding. The amendment

would clarify that the Act applies to the placement of all Indian children,

both those in the custody of their parents or Indian families at the

time of a placement proceeding and those who are not.

85
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SECTION 4 (1) (i).

Amendment
0

"roster care placement" which shall mean any administrative. adjudicator'

or dispositional action, including an action under Section 103 of this

Act, remevkile which may result in the temporary olacement of an Indian

child frem-ie-parent,-er-iediam-ehteedkam-for-eemeemay-pieeement.

in a foster home or institution or the home of a guardian or conservator

where the parent or Indian custodian cannot have custody of the child

re6fairmed upon demand, but where parental rights have not been terminated.

Explanation

Indian r:hild custody proceedings arise in different legal contexts

depending on state law. Some states have separate administrative,

adJudicatory and dispositional proceedings while other states combine

one or more of these proceedings. The Act has been construed in some

jurisdictions to cover adJudicatory proceedings involved in the custody

of Indian children and not administrative and dispositional proceedings.

The amendment clarifies that each of these proceedings are included

within the coverage of the Act. The words "removing" and "returned"

aneproposed for deletion for the reasons stated in explanation of the

amendmert to Section 3. The Section also is amended to state explicitly

that voluntary placements under Section 103 are included within the

defil:ition of "child custody proceeding. Some courts have ruled to

the contrary.
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SECTION 4 C1) (ii)

Amendment

"termination of parental rights" which shall mean any adjudicatory or

dispositional action, including an action under Section 103 of this Act,

which may rnulting in the termination of the parent-child relationship.

Explanation

See explanation for Section 4 (1) (1).

SECTION 4 11) (iv)

Amendment

"adoptive placement" which shall mean the permanent placement of an

Indian child for adoption, including any adjudicatory or dispositional

action or an voluntar consent to ado tion under Section 10 of this

Act which mu resulting in a final decree of adoption.

Explanation

See explanation for Section 3 (1) (1).

SECTION 4 (.1) (last paragraph)

Amendment

such term or terms shall include the placement of Indian children from

birth to the age of majority, including Indian children born out of

wedlock. Such term or terms shall not include a placement based upon

an act which, if committed by an adult would be deemed a crime or upon
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an award of custody #m-e-eilyeree-preeeee4ag to one of the parents

in any proceeding involving a custody contest between the Parents.

Explanation

As discussed under Section 3, the Act has been held in some juris-

dictions not to apply to Indian children who at the time of birth

are not in the physical custody of an Indian parent or Indian family.

The proposed amendment would clarify that the Act is applicable in

such circumstances.

The Act is also not applicable to divorce proceedings where a parent

will receive custody of a child. Unmarried parents, or those asking for

separations or annulments, may also contest the custody of their

children in court. The Association believes that the intent of

the Act was to eliminate from its coverage any proceeding involving

a custody contest between parents where a parent will be awarded

custody. The amendment proposed expresses this intent.

SECTION 4 (3)

Amendment

"Indian" means any person who is a member of an Indian tribe, er-whe-#e

em-Aieska-Nave-and-a-member-ef-a-regkenal-eerperatken-aa-defteed-km

geeblen-, includin an Alaska Native who is a member of an Alaska

Native village as defined in Section 3 (c) of the Alaska Native Land

Claims Settlement At (85 Stat. 688, 689) or, for purposes of Section 107,

6
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any person who is seeking to determine eligibility for tribal membership.

Explanation

The definition of "Indian" in the Act has the effect of not including

Alaska Natives who were born after the date of enactment of the Alaska

Native Land Claims Settlement Act (December 18, 1971). The amendment

would include such persons within the coverage of the Act. Also,

Section 107 applies to persons who by definition cannot yet

establish a eight to tribal membership. The proposed amendment

clarifies the applicability of the definition to such persons.

SECTION 4 (5)

"Indian child's tribe" means (a) the Indian tribe in which the Indian

child is a member or eligible for membership or (b) in the case of an

Indian child who is a member of or eligible for membership in more than

one tribe, the Indian tribe w*Wi which, Sae-;ndkam-eh#14-hae-the-mere

sIgnIfleame-eembeees after notice and an opportunity to be heard. is

determined to have the more significant contacts with the Indian child.

Explanation

Implicit in the definition of "Indian child's tribe" is a requirement

that where an Indian child is a member of or eligible for membership

in more than one tribe, a hearing be held to determine which tribe has

the more significant contacts with the child. The amendment would make

the requirement for such a hearing explicit.
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SECTION 102(a)

Amendment

In any involuntary child custody proceeding in a State court, Where the

court or the petitioner knows or has reason to know that an Indian child

is involved, the party seeking the foster care placement of, or termina-

tion of parental rights to, an Indian child shall notify the parent

or Indian custodian and the Indian child's tribe, by registered mail

with return receipt requested, of the pending proceedings and of their

right of intervention. If the identity or location of the parent

or Indian custodian and the tribe c21not be determined, such notice

shall be given to the Secretary in like manner, who shall have fifteen

days after receipt to provide the requisite notice to the parent or

Indian custodian and the tribe. No involuntary child custody feistier

care-rissement-er-termkneeken-ef-perenta1-140be proceeding shall be

held until at least ten days after receipt of notice by the parent or

Indian custodian and the tribe or until e least twenty-five days

after the Secretary: Provided, That the parent or

Indian custodian or the tribe shall, upon request, be granted up to

twenty additional days to prepa^e for such proceeding.

Explanation

Involuntary foster care placements and terminations of parental rights

occur under the laws of some states in the context of an adoption

proceeding. The amendment, consistent with the intent of the Congress
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to cover all involuntary foster care and termination of parental

rights proceedings, would recognize this circumstance. In addition

it is proposed that the section be amended to require a petitioner

who knows or has reason to know that an Indian child is involved to

provide the requisite notice. Under state law courts generally are

not responsible for providing notice; petitioners are. It is more

likely for information on the Indian identity of a child to be

available to a petitioner than to a court. Finally the section as

enacted allows a child custody proceeding to be held five days prior

to the time within which the Secretary is authorized to provide

notice to the parent, Indian custodian and the tribe. This is clearly

a drafting error. The Association proposes an amendment that would

prohibit such a proceeding from being held until at least ten days

after the Secretary's time for providing notice expires.

SECTION 102(c)

Amendment,

Each party 60-a-feeter-care-p+eeemenb-er-berMitabien-ef-pewenbea-r4ghbe

in any involuntary child custody proceeding under State law involving

an Indian child shall have the right to examine and copy all reports

or other documents filed with the court upon which any decision with

respect to such action may be based.

Explanation

In conformity with the amendment proposed for section 102(a) an amend-

ment is proposed to clarify that the section covers adoption proceedirigs



that encompass foster care placements and termination of parental

rights. Also the section is amended to make clear that the parties

-. have a right not only to examine but to copy.documents upon which a

. decision may be based. Some courts and agencies have narrowly construed

this provision to permit examination and not copying.

SECTION 102(d)

Amendment.

Any party seeking to effect a foster care or adoptive placement of,

or termination of parental rights to, an Indian child under Stroe law

shall satisfy the court that active efforts, including wherever

possible the involvement of an Indian child and family service program,

have been made to provide remedial....

Explanation

For the reasons stated in the explanation to section 102(a), the

amendment would add adoptive placements to the coverage of the section.

In addition, an amendment is proposed that would state that "active

efforts" should include utilization of Indian children and family

service programs. Such an amendment is consistent with the intent. of

the section and conforms to Section D.2. of the BIA's guidelines for

state courts.
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SECTIONS 102(e) and (fl

Amendments

Each section should be amended to delete the word "continued."

Explanation

There have been many circumstances where Indian parents Were involved

in child custody proceedings at a time when they did not have custody

of the child or children involved. In some jurisdictions the language

of the Act has been literally construed to render these sections

virtually inapplicable in such circumstances. It is apparent that the

Congress intended to extend the procedural safeguards of these sections

to all Indian parents who could be temporarily or permanently deprived

of custody, or of an opportunity to have custody, regardless of whether,

at the time of the proceeding, the parent had actual physical custody.

SECTION 103(a)

AmendmenL

Where any parent or Indian custodian domiciled or

within the reservation of the Indlan child's tribe voluntarily consents

to a foster care placements er termination of parental rights, or adop-

tion under state law, such consent shall not be valid unless executed

in writing and recorded before a judge of a court of competent

jurisdiction and accompanied by the presiding judge's certificate

that the terms and consequences of the consent were fully explained

4.1
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in detail and were understood by the parent or Indian custodian.

The court shall also certify that either the parent or Indian custodian

fully understood the explanation in English or that it was interpreted

into a language that the parent or Indian custodian understood.

Any consent given prior to, or within ten days after, birth of the

Indian child shall not be valid. The Secretary of Health and Human

Services is directed to reauire that Indian Health Services employees

:not obtain any SUch_e_oneent prig r to the exclir&tiOn Of ten days after

the birth of an Indian child. The Secretary of Health and Human Servicee

shall de each with &Written statement informing_him or her

jat such consent may not be validly Riven until at least ten days after

the birth of an Indian child and that at no time shall a refusal to

prgjde such c2n5ent result in any loss of rizhte to custody or a

capial of any services orovided_hY the Indian Health Service,

Explanation

The amendment to the section would clarify, consigtent with the United

States Supreme Court decision in Fisher v. District Court, 424 U.S. 382

(1976), and the intent of Congress, that state courts do not have juris-

diction over voluntary consents given uy persons who are reservation

residents or domiciliaries. Also, section 103(c) includes voluntary

consents to adoption while section 103(a) omits any reference to such

consents. An amendment is proposed that would clarify the intent

of Cohgress to include voluntary consents to adoption.

9i
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The section is also amended to protect the rights of Indian parents

who are recipients of the services of the Indian Health Service at the

time of the birth of an Indian child. Many Indian children are born

in IHS facilities and IHS employees have reportedly been involved in

activities resulting in voluntary consents that are not in compliance

with section 103(a). Prior to the Act IHS medical and other staff

were often involved in practices that led to unwarranted placements

of Indian children. Although circumscribed by the provisions of

the Act, these practices have not ended and an explicit statutory

directive to IHS may be necessary in order to assure that the intent

of Congress is followed without exception.

SECTION 106(a)

Amendment

Notwithstanding State law to the contrary, whenever a final decree

of adoption of an Indian child has been vacated or set aside or the

adoptive parents voluntarily consent to the termination of their

parental rights to the child, the_party seeking to place the child. in

accordance with the provisions of section 102(a) of this Act, shall

ryebiololgcalsaLIotiftk'entorriorIndian custodian and the Indian

aenendingslftaearr=11-t
of intervention? a. A biological parent or prior Indian custodian

may petition for and shall be notified of the right to petition for,

return of custody and the court shall grant such petition unless there

is a showing, in a proceeding subject to the provisions of Section 102
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of this Act, that such return of custody is not in the best interests

of the child.

Explanation

Section 106(a) authorizes the restoration of parental rights under

certain circumstances while not requiring notice to biological parents

that would enable them to exercise the rights granted. Such notice

is implicit in the section. The proposed amendment would make such

a notice requirement explicit.

SECTION 107

Upon application by an Indian individual who has reached the age of

eighteen and who was the subject of an adoptive placement, the court

which entered the final decree, through court records or records

subject to subpoena or other court order, shall inform such individual....

Explanation

Section 107 authorizes adult Indians who have been adopted to petition

for access to certain adoption record information. Often the information,

required by the section to be provided, is mt part of court records

but is part of agency or attorney records. Since enactment many

Indian adoptees nave been frustrated in their efforts to secure tribal

membership as a result of this problem. The amendment would make it clear.

that where court mcoros are insufficient to enable a court to assist

an Indian adoptee to secure the rights contemplated by Section 107, the

court is required to seek the necessary information from agency and

other recJrds that may be subject to court order.

BEST



SECTION 201(e)

*Amendment

,...Such child and family service programs. in accordance with_priorities

established by the tribe. may include, but are not limited to....

. guidance, legal representation, and advice to Indian families and tribes

:involved in tribal, State, or Federal child custody proceedings.

Explanation

Although section 201(a) clearly states that the programs funded

"are not limited to" the eight identified categories and although

the section is clearly intended to permit tribes to establish their

own service priorities, the Bureau of Indian Affairs has frequently

interpreted the section as authorizing funds for programs limited to

the enumerated categories.
Programs that have attempted to spend

Title II money to pay for legal representation Of the tribe in a child

custody proceeding have not been able to do so. The BIA has also

imposed its own priorities on tribes. It is our understanding that

grant applications that did slot seek funds for Bureau priorities

were denied. The amendment would assure that the intent of the Congress

to expand tribal opportunities and resources for child and family

services is properly carried out by the Bureau.
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SECTION 201(b)

Amendment

....For purposes of qualifying for assistance under.a federally-

assisted program, placement in or licensing or approval of

foster or adoptive homes or institutions by an Indian tribe shall

b e deemed equivalent to placement, licensing, or approval by a State.

Explanation

It was the purpose of this provision,, to make Indian tribal foster

and adoptive homes eligible for funds appropriated for adoptive and

foster care under the Social Security Act. In some Jurisdictions this

purpose has not been recognized because the section did not clearly

state that children placed by tribes in foster or adoptive homes are

to be treated equivalently to children placed by a state in foster.

or adoptive homes, The amendment would clarify this matter.

SECTION 301(b)

Amendment

Upon the request of the adopted Indian child over the age of 18, the

adoptive or foster parents of an Indian child, or an Indian tribe,

the Sec shall disclose such information as may be necessary for

the eareilment-ef-an Indian child to secure membership in the tribe

in which the child may be eligible for eareliment membership or for

determining any rights or benefits associated with that membership.

37-608 0 - 84 - 7
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Explanation

Many Indian tribes do not define membership in terms of enrollment.

This has been recognized in the definition of "Indian child's tribe"

in section 4(5) of the Act. The proposed amendment_ would recognize

this fact.

The Association, based on its review of experience with the Act

during the past five years, also believes that the Congress should

consider certain substantive amendments in order to assure that the

Act's purposes and intent are adhered to by agencies and courts.

We will submit proposed substantive amendments for inclusion in the

.record of this hearing.
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STATE

'SUMMARY OF SELECTED PROVISIONS
OF NINE STATE EDUCATION STATUTES

DEFINITION NEW SCHOOL DECISION MAKING

SCHOOLS PREREQUISITES AUTHORITY RE:
SCHOOL OPENINGS

New Mexico Elementary: K-8,
unless junior high
school established

Nevada Elementary: K-8

Arizona Hiyh school:
8 or 9 - 12

Intermediate:
7 - 8 or 9

Elementary:
K- 7 or 8

. .

No specific provisions;
Considerations from Public .

School Finance Act and School
Construction: Need for school,,
number if students to bo served,
other schools within five mile
radius, financial ability of
school district to support new
school, & whether an unreasonable
proliteration of schools will
result.

Necessary and reasonable.

Re: High school - 200 or more
students and not less than
2 million in assessed valuation
in district,

School boards NA,
Director of school
finance (x).

School board (.1),
Superindentent of puolic
institution (x).

Re: High school -
Petition and vote of
majority of electorate in
school district (K):
Re: Intermediate school-

.. School SOard (V),L49unty4.-
School Superintendent (x).

Notes: V- Recommendation authority
Binding authority

Only South Dakota has a provision where under certain circumstances, by law,
a new school is required to he ostablishd; all other state: vest decision- making
authority in one or more entities.
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STATE DEFINITION OF NEW SCHOOL
PREREQUISITESSCHOOLS

DECISION MAKING
AUTHORITY RE:
SCHOOL OPENINGS

South Dakota

Montana

K - 8 Discretionary,
Re: Isolated areas - 15 or
more students residing 24 miles
from nearest school, all of
whom reside within 1 mile of
each other upon provision of
a suitable building.

K - 6 (If junior
high exists)

K - 8

North Dakota K - 6, K - 8
K - 7, K - 9

Re: Elementary - General need
and five or more students
Re: Junior high - discretionary
Re: High school - discretionary
Isolated school: Elementary -
10 or more; High school - 25
or more.
Relevant factors -.general need ;;
student population, distance
and road conditions to nearest

*school (weighted extra for
isolated schools), taxable value
in district.

Requisite and expedient.

.....611 101

School board (x), Voter
majority (x).
Re: Isolated areas -
Petition by parents of 15
eligible students (x).

Petition by parents of 3
children (), School
Board (), County
Superintendent (, Board
of County Commissioners (
Superintendent of Public
Instruction (x).

School Board (x).



STATE

Utah

Oklahoma

Mississippi

DEFINITION.OF
SCHOOLS

NEW SCHOOL
PREREQUISITES

Common schools are
comprised of "primary
and grammar" grades,
which in turn are
nowhere identified.

K - 6 or K - 8

Local school board
discretion

1"
T

DECISION MAKING
AUTHORITY RE:
SCHOOL OPENINGS

Discretionary
Re: Voter petitions - 1,200
minimum students in the district
for new high schools; no part of
requesting precinct is within
5 miles of established high
school, no high school is within
12 miles of proposed school.

Discretionary

Discretionary but must avoid
unnecessary duplications
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Senator ANDREWS. Our next witness is Evelyn Blanchard, presi-
dent of the Association of American Indian and Alaska Native
Social Workers. Welcome to the committee, Ms. Blanchard.

STATEMENT OF EVELYN BLANCHARD, PRESIDENT, ASSOCIATION
OF AMERICAN INDIAN AND ALASKA NATIVE SOCIAL WORKERS;
ACCOMPANIED BY LINDA AMELIA, DIRECTOR, COMANCHE
FOSTER CARE REVIEW BOARD; AND ETHEL KREPPS, DIREC-
TOR, INDIAN CHILD WELFARE PROGRAM OF THE NATIVE
AMERICAN COALITION OF TULSA

Ms. BLANCHARD. My name is Evelyn Blanchard, and I am presi-
dent of the Association of American Indian and Alaska Native
Social Workers. We want to express immediately our deep grati-
tude for this opportunity.

Our discussion will be handled in three sections. We will present
a conceptual perspective of the developmental issues in Indian
Child Welfare Act programming, and we will also highlight some
problem areas and present some recommendations regarding ap-
proaches to funding and also some substantive amendments to the
Indian Child Welfare Act.

On my left is Linda Amelia, director of the Comanche Foster
Care Review Board and consultant with the Comanche Tribe's chil-
dren court and child welfare program. Linda will provide discus-
sion about one tribe's efforts to coordinate the services necessary to
carry out the mandate of the law. On my right is Ethel Krepps,
attorney and director of the Indian Child Welfare Program of the
Native American Coalition of Tulsa. Ethel will address the legal
issues and concerns that have surfaced during the implementation
period thus far.

Senator ANDREWS. Evelyn, before you proceed, let me make a
brief statement. I had anticipated another member of the commit-
tee would be here. I vas supposed to be addressing the State exper-
iment station directors at 11:30. So, I have to leave. Because I real-
ize you have come a great distance, I do not want to hold you up
over an hour or so. Until another Senator arrives, I am going to
ask our staff director to continue the hearing so that we can make
our record with a minimum amount of inconvenience to you.

Ms. BLANCHARD. Thank you.
The association proposes a funding level for Indian Child Welfare

Act programs of $29.5 million. This figure is based on data we re-
ceived from our recent survey of tribes and Indian organizations,
which indicated a minimum needed amount of about $53,000. A
further question was posed to them. What particular service would
you add or expand if you had more money, and that amount aver-
aged out to $23,000. From the addition of those two figures times
400, we reached the $29.5 million.

We would also like to call to your attention that the Bureau of
Indian Affairs customarily and routinely receives requests for
Indian Child Welfare Act funding in the amount of $25 million
yearly. In addition to that, we would ask you to recall that the
Congressional Budget Office in 1978 proposed a funding level of
$125 million over a 5year period. So we believe that our recom-
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mendation is well in line with the need that has exhibited itself
thus far.

We. would also recommend that the funding period for Indian
Child Welfare Act programs be extended to 3 years and that within
the first year of the 3-year period, the Bureau of Indian Affairs and
the Department of Health and Human Services be required to
meet its responsibility clearly set out in 1978 to identify the fiscal
resources available to these programs. In the examination of
moneys available to these programs, we are asking that these de-
partments identify discretionary funds also. At the present time,
the methods of funding are so lopsided and fragmented, it is very
difficult to gather thn kind of information that is needed to ensure
that the services we are providing are the ones that are necessary
and are constructed in a way to ensure that Indian families will
not be destroyed.

In that connection, we have very Important needs in the area of
knowledge development, regarding Indian social work practice and
theory. These particular issues are, frankly, in our opinion, being
neglected by both departments. There are studies going, and there
are projects being funded, but the information and knowledge that
is being developed by these various efforts is not being shared with
the Indian community. As an example, we recently had access to
an analysis of a 1977 study conducted by the Children's Bureau, en-
titled the "National Study of Social Services for Children and Fam-
ilies."

That study revealed that older Indian children were twice as
likely to be in care because of neglect than any other racial group.
About 10 percent of the Indian children in care have no formal
service agreement. The service agreements for all minority chil-
dren tended to emphasize aspects of service such as mental health,
family functioning, and modification of child behaviors. Less than
10 percent had goals relating to financial, or household manage-
ment, or reduced social isolation. Overall, only half of the families
of minority children had services recommended, but Indian chil-
dren had the fewest. How, you can readily see that if this kind of
information is not shared with the tribes and Indians organiza-
tions, there is absolutely no chance to compare approach to correc-
tion of behavior. So we are being denied information that is abso-
lutely necessary for the development of these programs.

Our survey also revealed that the Indian Child Welfare Act pro-
gramsand I believe that the bureau in its statements just a few
minutes ago confirmed thisare in a sense becoming the social
services programs for Indian country. The programs have moved to
fill the void in services that were identified in 1978 at the time of
the passage of the act. We found that '66 percent of the Indian
Child Welfare Act programs, for example, are conducting child-pro-
tective investigations. Now, this is a legal responsibility of the
State, and we are encouraged that we have the opportunity to do
this and do not want to return this privilege.

However, in connection with this, we must look at some amend-
ment to the definition of child custody proceeding under the act,
because the character of the service has undergone a change. Also
with regard to services taken over by Indian Child Welfare Act
programs, we found that for the reporting period for grant period
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fiscal year 1983, of those programs that reported, 523 cases had
been taken over by Indian Child Welfare Act programs from coun-
ties and States, and these Indian programs were providing full
service to these Indian clients.

The services that they most frequently provided are, (1) counsel-
ing and therapy for families, parents, and children; (2) outreach, in-
vestigations, consultation, home visits, and follow-up; (3) foster care
and adoption work, which includes studies, placement,.and recruit-
ment; and (4) client advocacy, involving identification of resources,
education, and legal assistance.

We call to your attention that very few Indian programs are op-
erating under contracts or agreements with States and counties,
where reimbursement for the services being provided is received.
We are not aware that these services being provided are being cap-
tured in reports to the Bureau from tribes and Indian organiza-
tions.

That leads us to a very serious problem in the implementation of
the Indian Child Welfare Act, and that is the failure of the Bilireau
of Indian Affairs to set in place adequate reporting mechanisms.
We found in the survey that we did that there is no rhyme or
reason about why a particular Indian Child Welfare Act program
would select the individual as the case-reporting unit as opposed to
the family as the case-reporting unit, as opposed to another group
of other as the case-reporting unit. These problems in reporting are
extremely serious, and the Bureau makes a number of efforts and
continuing efforts to collect data, but none of these Bureau efforts
are being brought forward to the tribes and Indian programs so
that they have an opportunity to look at them to see how we can
establish a fit and eventually develop a system that responds to
universal information needs.

The other area that we would like to address is that of training.
Training has been completely neglected. We are very concerned
about this because those of us who are trained in the formal west-
ern schools know the ,ry great differences between theoretical
constructs in personality development, and so forth, that exist be-
tween the western thought and Indian thought. There is absolutely
no leadership being provided the Indian tribes and Indian organiza-
tions in this connection.

We heard of various discretionary efforts that are being made,
but none of this is being coordinated in a way that will assure us
the development of a theoretical base for practice. I will conclude
my remarks here and ask that Ethel continue with our concerns.

[The prepared statement follows:]
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Testimony of the

Association of American Indian and Alaska Native Social Workers

Indian Child Welfare Act Oversight Hearings

April 25, 1984

My name is Evelyn Lance Blanchard and I am president of the Association of
American Indian end Alaska Native Social Workers. The Association joins all
Indian people in its expression of gratitude for the opportunity that the
Select Committee on Indian Affairs has made available to us to explain our
need, and to participate in a design for the use of our national resources
to secure the healthy development of humankind's first and most important
resource, the children.

Based on response to the Association's recent survey of tribes and Indian
organizations we propose a funding level for Indian Child Welfare Act Title II

- programs of $29.5m. The population of our survey included all tribes and
Indian organizations. From this population, the Association received 13 com-
pleted surveys. This is broken down to 58 responses from programs that had
received funding and 35 programs that had never received funding. The ser-
vices which these programs are providing represent classical child welfare
services programs and divisions. Our survey presented two leading questions
which will serve as the basis for interpretation of the data received.

1. What do you consider the two most successful services your program pro-
vides? The response reveals the following listing.
a. Counseling for families, parents and children
b. Foster care development and placements
c. Licensing of foster homes
d. Legal services
e. Education of groups which includes clients, agencies and staff
f. Advocacy which includes outreach, education regarding benefits

and the receipt of those benefits
2. What do you consider The two least successful services your program

provides?
a. foster care licensing
b. Drugs and alcohol
c. Counseling
d. Foster home placements
e. Mental health services
f. Coordination

As you readily see these responses represent two sides of the coin and are
descriptive of the varied program components based on differing developmental
levels. We are knowledgeable of some of the ingredients of this profile and
intend to pursue further study. Direct counseling services are the most
successful ingredients of the programs. These counseling services provide the
necessary one-to-one contact where the opportunity for the greatest clarity is
presented. This experience lets the clients have an opportunity to directly
aAdress and interpret their distrrss and strength.' It is these ingredients
that social workers must have to translate the presenting problem into an
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assessment or diagnosis and thus form the basis for the treatment method or
approach. It appears that the programs have a good hold on this phase of

the process. Importantly these responses indicate that the workers have been
able to establish the requisite relationship to develop a good working environ-

ment. Without this characteristic base it is impossible to encourage and
accomplishment correction of behaviors that contribute to the breakup of

Indian families.

In line with this experience we further proposi that beginning in FY $5 that
the grant period be extended to three years and that a number of programs be
targeted for special study. 4e are experiencing great difficulty in our
attempts to describe successful efforts and are faced with powerful reports
that assess accomplishment and compliance by the Office of the Inspector
General. In our opinion the unfavorable tone of reports like these result
from the failure of the Bureau of Indian Affairs to meet its mandate to assist
the tribes and Indian organisations in the implementatiokof the Act. In this

connection we are confused that there has not been a national effort under
Bureau leadership to develop adequate reporting systems. Reporting systems

are primal ingredients in our budget process. A national reporting system to

measure the capability of Title II programs does not exist. The problems

created for Congress and the Administration can be seen immediately.

The Bureau's Branch of social services performs two periodic surveys. One is

the unduplicated case count that reflects separation in state and federal respon-
sibility for various categories of assistance and service. The other is con-

cerned with jurisdictional status of Indian Children. These reports give the

Bureau a guage of the direct federal financing needed. The Bureau has not

brought these reports forward to the tribes and Indian organisations for exam-
ination as to how universal information needs can be met. It is impossible to

understand how the Bureau Is able to translate the operations of the Title II
programs to the Administration and Congress when basic reporting mechanisms
have not been developed. Upon entry into office the Administration determined
to eliminate the Title II programs because they were inadequately funded to
perform. In view of the responsibility that was thrust +Ton tribal governments
we agree with the Administration's position that funding is inadequate. How-

ever we contest its position that the programs are not adequately performing.
In FY 82 the Cheyenne-Arapahoe programs returned 71 children to their families
and people. In the same period the Burns-Paiute and Metlakatla communities
did not place any children outside their families. What are the specific ingred-

ients of effort that have made this possible? Unfortunately, focus to determine

the characteristic knowledge and technique of these success is absent in the

Bureau's activities.

The lack of adequate reporting systems together with on again, off again
funding patterns directly undermine the developmental efforts of tribal and
Indian organization programs and severely curtail our opportunity to develop
a stable knowledge base of Indian social services practice and theory. Unless

we are given the opportunity to develop a truly disciplined approach the Congress

and every Administration will always be faced with emergency situations that are
costly to fund and inadequate means to address and understand the causes of
family breakup in these communities. The difficulties that we face in funding

and programming contribute directly to the cycles of inefficiency and inappro-
priate use of resources that are of concern to all of us.
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We further recommend that during the first year of the proposed three year
funding period that the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Department of Health
and Human Services identify and coordinate the funding resources available to
garner by the second year a funding level of $29.5m. Attention should be given

.,to resources from Title II, Title IVB, Title IVE, Title XX and P.L. 93-638
social services conqracts. In addition to the implementation of these resources
and identification of all discretionary monies available for understanding and.
resolution of problems should also be presented. These efforts are necessary
to clearly identify the national resources to meet our needs and at the same
time set up a process to distinguish continuing need from discretionary efforts.
Presently funding for these programs is being approached on a project basis and
there is inadequate recognition of the real problems involved.

For example, information regarding Bureau of Indian Affairs placements for the
period of August 1983 reveal the following levels.

State Foster Homes Special Homes Institutional
Needs

Total #
in care

Arizona 300 3 210 513

Montana 264 16 24 304
South Dakota 171 38 26 235
North Dakota 187 7 9 203

New Mexico 82 1 62 145

Mississippi 102 4 2 108
Colorado 73 0 23 96

Wyoming 37 0 4 41

Minnesota 8 1 5 14

North Carolina 2 0 9 11
Wisconsin 1 0 9 10
Nevada 9 0 1 10
Oklahoma 8 1 1 10

California 8 0 0 8

TOTAL 1252 4'-- 71 385 1708

The information presented to you has not been made available to the tribal
and Indian organization programs in spite of the continuting high rates of
out of home placements being supported by the Bureau. Unless there is a direct
move on the part of the Bureau to share information like this with the programs
it will be impossible for the overall Title II effort to set targets and measure
-accomplishments. Failure to share information and develop integrated targets
can result in a situation similar to that in which the Community Health Repre-
sentative program finds itself. These matters are clearly tied to accountability
and we are only asking for trouble if these serious problems in reporting are
not addressed immediately.

Little analysis, if any,.of the characteristics of Indian children in care is
being done by the Bureau. It is a well accepted fact that problems experienced
in childhood are likely to continue into adulthood if appropriate attention is
not given. We have recently had access to analysis of a 1977 Children's Bureau
survey entitled National Study of social Services to Children and Their Families.
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The study found that only about 1% of the children receiving services were

Indian or Alaska Native. The analysis included 5,600 Indian children in out
of home care. They had an average age of 12 years. Those aged under 5 had
been in care an average of 14..1 months; those 6 to 11, 50 months; and those
12 to 18, 72.8 months. This length of time in foster care was much longer than
for white children * the same ages. Older Indian children were tweice as like-

ly to be in care because of neglect than any other racial group, and nearly
. half of the adolescents were in care for that reason. About 10% had no formal

service agreement on file and this was somewhat better than was true of other
_ .minority children. Service goals for all minority groups tended to emphasize

clinical aspects of service: mental health, family functioning and modifica-

tion of child behaviors. Less than 10% had goals relating to financial or
household management or reduced social isolation. Overall, only half of the

families of minority children had any services recommended, but Indian children
had the fewest. This study came on the heels of the survey of the Association
on American Indian Affairs which revealed that one out of every four Indian
.children was not living with his or her own family and 85% of these children
were in non-Indian placements. The Children's Bureau highlighted the critical
'need to improve service planning for Indian children. This information has not
been presented to the tribes and Indian organizations by the Bureau and they
are therefore unprepared to address the very complex problems that will be
faced for years to come and which impact directly on the funds that will be
needed to fund Indian Child Welfare Act efforts. The project attitude main-
tained by the Bureau sets up immensely complicated barriers to good planning.

Since the passage of the Act and with the funding made available the Indian
programs have moved to fill the void in service planning. Our survey revealed

that 66% of the programs are conducting child protective investigations. This

is highly significant because it means that the county and state workers recog-
nize the developing resources in the Indian communities and are making use of
them. In addition to these 610 protective service investigations the Indian
programs have taken over 523 cases from counties and states and these Indian
programs are providing full services to the extent they are able. This shift

of responsibility is further supported by the fact that 78% of the programs
reporting provide residual services to Indian clients on a continuing basis.
The services most frequently provided are:
1. counseling and therapy for families, parents and children
2. outreach, investigations, consultation, home visits and follow up
3. foster care and adoption work which includes studies, placement and

recruitment
4. client advocacy involving identification of resources, education and

legal assistance.
Very few Indian programs are operating under contracts or agreements with
states and counties where reimbursement for the services being provided is
received. We are not aware that these services being provided are being captured
in reports to the Bureau from tribes and Indian organizations. There is serious

concern that Congress and the Administration are being given insufficient infor-

mation on which to base their decisions. It must be recognized that Indian Child
Welfare Act programs have become in a very short time the primary social service
program available to Indians. Voids in service from primary programs of counties
and states are being filled by Title II programs and it is difficult to see how

this trend can be reversed. It is imperative that a realistic look be taken at

what is occuring and that appropriate resources be brought to bear on the problem.
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Another area of implementation which is being neglected concerns training.
-It is well recognized in the field of social work that different peoples bring
variable interpretations and resources to therapy. In spite of this there has
not been a national effort to examine the theoretical base of Indian social work
practice. This in especially curcial because many tribes and organizations are
required to hire workers at the master's level for progra-1 directorships. Many
tribes do not have local personnel with these credentials and are forced to hire
non-Indian personnel for these positions. This presents problems because the
non-Indian personnel do not know the community and its people and are therefore
handicapped in their ability to make full use of the resources available. The
pattern that has developed is that these workers become frustrated and overwhelmed
with their responsibilities and usually leaVe after a year of employment which
frequently coincides with the absence of continued funding. While these individ-
uals have been in charge they have retained broad activity to themselves. It is

the awsual case when these non-Indian workers have brought their staff into im-
portant decision making roles. These practices have consistently limited the
ability of these programs to develop. As a consequency many Title II programs
must begin development at each new funding period. This is inexcuseable and
encourages ineffective use of resources athat are badly needed. Lack of leader-
ship in his are inhibits the right of self-determination. It is impossible to
be self-determining when the manner in which one can best proceed is confused
and obscured. These are serious developmental concerns that will not go away.
Ti. limited training that has been abailable has been funded through the Adminis-
tvation for Native Americans and has been concentrated on the development of
,trihal-state agreements and compliance with the Adoption Assistance Act. Through
the years Bureau funds have been made available for training of tribal court
judges but again it has not been comprehensive in scope and social services staff
have not had the opportunity to participate in the design and have had very limited
participation as students. It mast be called to your attention that we are dealing
with some of the most intimate aspects of life and the approach must be knowledge-
able and judicious.

There is general neglect regarding the resources needed by tribes and Indian
organizations and efforts to develop these resources. Thirty two percent of
the funded programs reporting indicated that they are buying services needed
by their clients. At the top of the list of these services are psychological
therapy and legal services. Lack of resources in these areas are reflected in
state courts' decision n't to transfer cases to tribal courts. The four most

frequently cited reasons for a decision not to transfer are:
1. the state court lacked confidence that the tribe would be able to handle

the matter
2. Improper notice procedures
3 the state court's refusal to recognize an Indian child's eligibility for

enrollment
4. lack of legal assistance.
In the main, many Indian workers lack the sophistication to deal with these
complex legal matters. There is no evidence that the Bureau is addressing
these very serious problems. Improper procedure in these matters can result
in an Indian child being separated from his or her family and tribe forever.
In this instance the Bureau is failing in its responsibility to implement the
Act.

The programs were asked to respond to the question: What one service would
you add or which existing service would you expand if you had more money?
The three most frequently cited services were training, expansion of services
and legal services. These are not hidden needs.
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We strongly urge that attention be given to the establishment and support of
tribal children's courts. Tribes are encouraged to develop children's codes

but the judicial systems to handle complicated mattwes of children's law are
not being given sufficient attention. In many of the efforts related to imple-

mentation of the Act there is a facade quality. Tribes are being encouraged
to establish the mechanism but the assistance to develop the essential under-
pinning is absent.

The soft approach of the Bureau related to guidelines to state courts is causing
serious problems in the notification process. Our survey revealed that the pro-
grams had learned about 243 cases involving Indian children through other means
than notices from state courts. Several recommendations were put forward by
the programs to correct this problem of which the most prominent were:
1. education of social service agency staff and court staff
2. enfurcemont of compliance by amending the Act to impose a penalty for

non-compliance
3. expansion and improvement of state-county-tribal agreements
4. improved procedures to identify Indian children upon initial contact.

Independent adoptive placements and placements by private agencies continue
to present serious problems. There is considerable variation among states re-
garding the time at which an adoption is filed. Indian children may have been
in the custody of the adoption petitioners for a considerable length of time be-
fore a petition is filed. State courts in general are reluctant to remove a
child from a family with whom he or she has been living for any length of time.
It is common practice that the courts decide that it is not in the best interest
of the child to be removed from the prospective parents. The problems created
from these experiences are difficult ones and often result in lack of confidence
and hard feelings on the part of all involved. It is recommended that the Act
be amended to place specific requirements in all matters involving the placement
of Indian children to assure that the tribes have immediate knowledge of these

situations. At the present time the Oregon State Attorney General is attempting
to include a provision in its adoption petition form that the parents of an
Indian child can waive all their rights under the Indian Child Welfare Act with
specific attention to disregarding the placement preference requirement. We

propose that this an undermining of the Act and that these parents do not have
the right to deny their child the means necessary for a strong identity and the
resources of the tribe. Tribes and Indian organizations have considerable ex-
perience with the consequences of these practices. They know that the children
who are denied these rights are among the most confused and troubled and the
most difficult to treat. These are the children who require the most expensive
care available and all too often that care is provided in state and federal
prisons and correctional institutions.

Our survey revealed that the tribes and off reservation programs are working

well together by supporting eachother's efforts. The services provided by urban

programs to the tribes include two general categories:

1. Direct service which includes counseling, foster care, supervision,
home visits and foster home recruitment

2. Advocacy which includes legal assistance, identification of children
in care and expert testimony.

The services most frequently provided by the tribes to urban programs are
1. Identification of tribal resources
2. Casework services: advocacy and support
3, roster home and group care
4. Legal assistance
5. Enrollment services.

We request that you give serious consideration to tne requests and recommen-
dations that we have made. Our funding level request can be supported by
data collected directly from tribal and Indian organization programs.

Thank you for the opportunity to present this information to ycu.
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Mr. ALEXANDER [presiding]. In the previous testimony by the
Bureau and ANA, reference was made to this 1 -year coordination
period in working out their joint programs, and perhaps some of
the concerns you raise about the comparability of data and train-
ing should be addressed in that period. Has your organization been
contacted by either one of these agencies for your input?

_Ms. BLANCHARD. Directly in that effort, no, sir.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Have you been contacted by either one of these

agencies formally for any purpose in the last year pertaining to
this act?

Ms. BLANCHARD. No; neither the Bureau nor the administration
on Native Americans has ever directly requested assistance from
our association.

Mr. ALEXANDER. This is the Association of Social Workers?
MS. BLANCHARD. Yes; American Indian and Alaska Natives.
Mr. ALEXANDER. And you are the primary field workers, basical-

ly, in the Hope Program?
Ms. BLANCHARD. Yes.
Mr. ALEXANDER. In addition to the judicial personnel?
Ms. BLANCHARD. Yes.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Would you like to proceed, Ethel?

STATEMENT OF ETHEL C. KREPPS, PRESIDENT, OKLAHOMA
INDIAN CHILD WELFARE ASSOCIATION, AND ATTORNEY,
NATIVE AMERICAN COALITION OF TULSA, INC., TULSA, OK

Ms. KREPPS. Thank you. I am going to be addressing the legal as-

hpects
of the national survey that was taken that Evelyn Blanchard

as already informed you about.
The cart wae, put before the horse in this instance, and we are

tryin move the cart without the horse. There was no prior eval-
uation taken of the legal resources that were available to accept
Indian Child Welfare Act cases in the legal arena by the tribes or
by the Congress. In many instances, tribes has exclusive jurisdic-
tion when .;hey had no facilities and/or no procedure in place to
implement that authority. Therefore, there are a lot of instances
where these Indian children are in a no-man's land, as far as the
legal procedure goes.

In the survey, 32 percent of the funded programs reported that
they were having to buy the services that were needed for their cli-
ents in the legal area. The legal assistance that they were buying
could only go so far, so they had to limit it to a certain aspect of
legal services. Primarily what they were doing was asking an attor-
ney to intervene in some State court and transer the matter back
to the tribal court where they would not need legal representation.

We have one case in Oklahoma where a tribal case was dis-
missed in court because the judge ruled they were practicing law
without being admitted to the State bar. There is a lack of re-
sources and an inability to function in the legal arena by a majori-
ty of the tribes.

The lack of resources is reflected in the decisions of the State
courts not to transfer ICWA cases back to the tribe. The four most
cited reasons in the study not to transfer were that the State court
lacked confidence in the tribe to handle the matter. It was my un-
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derstanding, in reading the law, that the Congress had already
made the decision that the tribal courts were competent to handle
the matter and that this would not be good cause not to transfer
the matter. However, it is being used.

The second most cited reason was improper notice procedures.
The notice procedures are very explicit in involuntary proceedings.
However, in voluntary proceedings they are not as explicit. But
thpt does not say that the placement preference is not to be fol-
lowed. In so many cases in voluntary proceedings, the States are
attempting to find ways to circumvent the placement preference by
not sending out any kind of notice at all. The survey has indicated
that in probably around 70 percent of voluntary proceedings, the
tribes and organizations had to find out about these proceedings by
indirect means.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Are these moo l., :n protective services type of
situations, these involuntary prock.,,,ongs?

Ms. KREPPS. It arises in all areas. A. termination of parental
rights can occur in an area where the f..b, r is not even aware that
he is the father. It ranges all the way from that to a behavior or a
lifestyle on the part of the parent, which really has no direct bear-
ing on harm to the child, being used as a reason to terminate pa-
rental rights. So there is just a whole realm of reasons and excuses
being used to not provide notice.

There was an instance reported where the State court refused to
recognize an Indian child's eligibility for enrollment. So the State
courts are very innovative in their reasons not to transfer. Accord-
ing to my interpretation, a good cause to transfer is outlined in
BIA regulations under State guidelines. Everybody that I hear talk
about the State guidelines says that it is not binding. However, it is
my understanding that this was the strong legal position of the
BIA, the guidelines were the legal position. They were in the Fed-
eral Register, but the only reason that they were not called regula-
tions is that the BIA could not interpret or make rules for State
courts. But they are the legal position, and nobody seems to recog-
nize what the guidelines are.

The tribes are not able to deal with these loopholes because they
are not sophisticated enough to see them for what they are. For in-
stance, we had a case in Oklahoma where the Otoe-Missouri tried
to intervene in an action in a State court. They were dismissed in
State court because they were told that they were in a nontrust
status. However, in Oklahoma, the Otoe-Missouri has the biggest
tribal bingo operation in the State. So there is a lot of confusion on
the part of the tribes in trying to deal with legal matters in the
State court. While the law addresses the legal aspects of reuniting
the family there it does not place a heavy emphasis in the funding
patterns on enforcing legal rights and getting legal representation
and legal guidance, which is kind of ironic because the law was
written to address the legal system of removing the children. That
is not to take away in any way from the rehabilitative part and the
social services part, but I think there needs to be emphasis also on
the heavy burden that is placed on a tribe that has exclusive juris-
diction and wants to transfer or reassume, and there is no mecha-
nism in place to assist them.
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There are many instances when the ICWA has triggered in the
State court system, and in the CFR court system, too, when the
tribe is not even notified until after the proceedings are over. By
then, the battle lines have been drawn, and they are battle lines; it
is one side Against the other. There is no ability at that point to
work together and use tribal resources, or work with the State in
developing resources.

The questionnaire had th.. question: "What one service would
you add or which existing service would you expand if you had
more money?" One of the most frequently cited services was a
legal service.

There needs to be attention given to the establishment, imple-
mentation, and strong, support for either the administrative gov-
erning bodies sitting as the tribal court, which they have every au-
thority to do without establishing the whole judicial system, in
child-custody matters. Or, in the alternative, there needs to be
strong emphasis placed on just establishing a children's court. The
ideal picture, of course, is to establish a full tribal court. But it is
ridiculous that the attention is not being given in every State to

"-have the tribal governing body sitting as the court in child-custody
matters because the mechanism is in place, and the authority is
there, and yet tribes are not aware that they have this legal right.

The questionnaire revealed that approximately 50 percent of
their staff were not legally trained. There are social workers that
have to function as paralegals, and there is a desperate need for
legal training if we are going to give the tribe the authority to hear
legal matters. We need to give the social workers the training they
need, and they need to know when they are functioning as a social
workers, and they need to know when they are having to function
as a paralegal. Under this act, that is intertwined, and there is not
going to be proper implementation until the worker knows the role
difference and knows how to function in each role. It is too heavy a
burden without proper training. You certainly would not go out
and try and repair your automobile with a screwdriver, and that is
what we are trying to ask these social workers to do. We are
asking them to have knowledge that is far beyond anything they
have been trained or educated to do, and we are not going to have
proper implementation until that training is a reality.

The independent adoptive placements and placements by private
agencies is a real serious national problem, as indicated by this
survey. The Statesand Oklahoma is one of themare attempting
to use the affidavit process to get around the placement preference.
This affidavit in my hand states on No. 4, "I do not want my
baby . . ." whatever the name is, " . . . placed for adoption with
any member of my extended family"; No. 5 "I do not want my baby
placed for adoption with any member of the Indian tribe "; No. 6 "I
do not want my baby placed for adoption with any member of the
father's extended family."

This affidavit is filed in State court. It is signed by a judge of the
district court, and therefore the court/placement agency is allowed
to get around the ICWA placement preference. It was my under-
standing that you could take the confidentiality issue into consider-
ation for a different placement. It was only a factor to be consid-
ered by the court. Just because man has bitter feelings against an
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Indian tribe or bitter feelings against an Indian father, that is not
justification for getting around a placement preference that Con-
gress had decided will be in the best interest of the Indian child. If
it is going to be your last act of parenthood, I do not think you
should be able to totally determine the destiny of your child when
you are not going to have the duty and when you are not going to
have the responsibility. But in the legal system, we are dealing
with State judges who are using this affidavit to do that.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Do you have a copy of that affidavit for the
record?

Ms. KREPPS. I will be glad to furnish it.
Mr. ALEXANDER. is this widely used in your State?
Ms. KREPPS. It has been widely used.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Has it been challenged in any court proceedings

of which you are aware?
Ms. KREPPS. Not that I am aware of.
Mr. ALEXANDER. It sounds as if it is boilerplate, does it not?
Ms. KREPPS. It definitely is. I have another affidavit here that

the mother can sign.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Are these produced by the State or the county

welfare departments?
Ms. KREPPS. Yes. This has been filed in the State court.
Ms. BLANCHARD. I might also add that at the present time, the

State's attorney general office in Oregon is attempting to imple-
ment, within adoption petition form, a waiver of the Indian Child
Welfare Act. This would not even require that there be an affidavit
produced.

Ms. KREPPS. The other affidavit, in essence, made the mother a
single parent without any husband, and the baby without a father,
and the father a nonfacher by saying that he was alleged, and she
did not know his whereabouts, and that he has not contributed to
the support of the child.

It is my understanding that the standard to terminate parental
rights under the Indian Child Welfare Act vi as beyond a reasonable
doubt. I did not know that if you did not know where the parent
was, or that he had not contributed to the support of his child, that
was enough to get rid of him. I thought that he would at least have
a hearing and have some evidence presented, and it might be re-
flected in the court's finding that the evidence against him was
beyond a reasonable doubt, which I think is the proper standard.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Thank you.
[The prepared statements follow. Testimony resumes on p. 122.]
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STATEMENT OF ETHEL C. KREPPS, ATTORNEY/PROJECT

MANAGER, NATIVE AMERICAN COALITION OF TULSA, ILC.
TULSA, OKLAHOMA: PRESIDENT. OKLAHOMA INDIAN CHILD
WELFARE ASSOCIATION.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee. I am pleased to have the opport-
unity to present testimony regarding the current Indian Child Welfare Act Conditions in
the State of Oklahoma.

There are 169,434 American Indians in Oklahoma. This represents a growing
population with the state. The figure reflects a 70% increase in the State Indian
population from the 1970 census. There are 43 Indian Tribes represented in Oklahoma,
all removed under tribal treaty terms and all with varying tracts and location of Indian
Country jurisdiction and all tribes have varying requirements for tribal membership.
Approximately 65% of the State Indian population is under 18 Aare of age or 89,500
youth. Oklahoma has the second largest Indian population in the nation.

In Oklahoma the Indian Child Welfare Act programs have in the past two years
taken several actions which support the implementation of the Indian Child Welfare Act.
The following are the more positive aspects of the Oklahoma implementation of the ICWA:

1. The Oklahoma Indian Child Welfare Association was organised. This Associ-
ation is composed of all Indian Tribes and Indian Organizations located in Oklahoma which
are recipient of ICWA funds. (*my tribes are not refunded from year to year and retain
their membership status within the Association at the tribal expense). Also numerous
individuals join the Association. RE: Department of Human Service employees and Attorneys.

2. The Oklahoma Indian Child Welfare Act was passed by the State in 1982. The
State law supports and clarifies the provisions in the Federal ICWA. The Oklahoma Act
provides for Tribal/State Agreements whereby OHS will make foster care payments for tribal
children placed by the Tribe, and has allocated $400,000 of the State budget for this
purpose, however, to date only two Tribes have been successful in negotiating an Agreement
with the State.

3. The Oklahoma Supreme Court enacted a Rule for State District Courts to follow
which was effective March 6, 1984 which mandates that all decrees of adoption, divorce or
separate maintenance; all orders of adjudication of juvenile proceedings, termination of
parental rights and all final orders in Habeas Corpus and Guardianship of the person
proceedings resulting in the adjudication of status, custody or wardship of minor children,
shall contain a finding of compliance with the Indian Child Welfare Act and the Oklahoma
Indian Child Welfare Act. The Trial Courts Orders and Journal Entries shall reflect
findings as required by these two Acts.

4. In March 1984 the Oklahoma Indian Child Welfare Association presented two
workshops to the Legal Community. State Judges, State District Attorneys, State Legal Aid
Attorneys, Attorneys in private practice and employees of the Department of Human Services
and other interested individuals were in attendance. These workshops were sponsored by an
small grant of $2,500.00 from the American Bar Association.
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5, The Comanche Tribe of Oklahoma has implemented a Children's Court and a
Tribal Foster Care Review Beard to work in cooperation with the State of Oklahoma Foster
Care Review Board in the placement and tracking of tribal children.

6, The State Judicial system and State placement agencies are in the maji-,ity
of cases knowledgable of the ICWA and in most instances are willing to work with Oklahoma
Tribes and Organizations In the placement of Indian children.

Now for the negative side of the Oklahoma picture:

1. In April 1984 a survey was completed and a sampling is being reported here

which is representative of the Oklahoma Tribes. The Cherokee Tribe will represent the

larger Eastern Oklahoma Tribes known as the 5 civilized Tribes. The Cherokee Tribe has

62,000 members. They have no tribal court and the tribe is unclear Is their status for
reassumption of jurisdiction over ICWA cases as they are under the Curtis Act. The Cdo
Tribe represents the smaller tribes in Western Oklahoma. The Caddoes did not receive ICWA

funds the FY '85 year but have access to the CFR Courts to handled their Indian Child
Welfare Act child custody cases. The Native American Coalition of Tulsa will represent

the urban Indian Organisation which offers legal representation to urban tribal members

and also represents the Oklahoma Tribes and their members in state courts. NACT will also

represents the other National urban ICWA programs which every year since the funding of

these projects began has been under a cloud of not being re-funded, There was strong re-

action against the intent of the BIA to not re-fund urban programs. The question was asked:

How can the BIA say that urban tribal members are non-Indian and not entitled to services

based only on geographical location.

2. The survey in general revealed a confusion and discouragement with ICWA
programs regarding their inability to provide necessary services to tribal children and

families. It appears that the ICWA programs have become the Legal social service programs

of the tribes and organizations. They have expanded the duties of the programs but the
dollars have decreased; confusion regarding the direction the programs should be taking

due to decreased funds. For example: Direction A-toward more preventative services;

direction 8-toward more rehabilitationErEgiliiily; direction C-toward more legal

iiTi11111-7Trection 0-toward more strong support services.

3. There are eight tribes in Oklahoma that did not receive ICWA funds for the

current year. These tribes were the Creek Tribe; Seminole Tribe; Iowa Tribe; Caddn Tribe;

Seneca-Caygua Tribe and the Delaware Tribe. These tribe members were denied services and

legal representation due to the tribe not being re-funded.

4. The survey indicated that the most successful service provided by ICWA

programs was in the category of Social Services:

A. Counseling
B. Education teaching
C. Foster recruitment

5. The second most successful service provided was LAgel Services

A. Court Intervention
B. Transfer of Cases to the Tribal Court
C. Legal Representation for children/families
D. Legal Guidance for children/families
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50% of the Oklahoma Tribes depended on the Oklahoma urban )programs to provide
the necessary legal services for the tribe. The other 50% indicates they don't intervene
in state court matters because they do not have the legal resources to do so.

6. The least successful services provided was in the area of Supportive Services:

A. Foster care training and placement
B. Adoptive Services

7. The 2nd least successful service provided was in the area of Preventative
Services:

Services:

A. Prevention of child abuse and neglect
8. Prevention of health and other education.

8. The 3rd least successful services provided was in the area of Rehabilitative

A. Parenting Classes
B. Transportation needs
C. Alwhol Abuse Counseling
D. Personal Financial Management
E. Employment Assistance
F. Out of Home Placement Tracking Systems

the survey revealed the Current amount per program funding was $74,725.00. The
programs indicated the minimum amount needed for each program was $219,000.00. This
amount would provide for all necessary services. The amount would allow for programs to
expand current services to include Foster care and Adoption components and allow Prevent-
ative Services, Rehabilitative Services and Supportative Services to be implemented.

The Oklahoma client caseload (as reported by all programs to the BIA as individ-
ual case units)has Doubled every year since 1981.

1981...1,498 units served
1982...2,243 " "

1983...4,343 " "

The current 1984 projected individual case unit load up to April 1984 was

1984...3,455 units served.

This 1984 figures for 1/5 of the year would indicate that 19 EI individual units
will be served this yea,. This figure still indicates that over 3/4iiINe State's Indian
child population will not be served during the 1984 year. But the dramatic increase
reflects the current policy and practice in Oklahoma now taken by the State judicial system
and the state placement agencies of turn.ng most ICWA cases back to the Indian Tribes and
Organization for disposition.

The survey indicated that if the current funding level is reduced to the proposed
$8.7 Million the Oklahoma ICWA Programs would have to cut back or totally cut out the
follJwing services now being provided:
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A. Foster Care Recruitment and Adoptive Placement -50%
of the programs would take this action.

This cut back by the Indian programs would coincide with the current Oklahoma
State policy of turning ICWA cases back to the Indian Tribes and Organization for

disposition. This is a catch 22 situation for the ICWA PROGRAMS. The survey indicated

that 50% of the' ICWA programs are not seeking transfers of ICWA cases from State Courts

due to lack of available services; lack of May for foster care; lack of attorney fees

for legal representation in the courtroom; lack of any legal personnel or knowledge to

handle the disposition and lack of a tribal court.

B. Rehabilitative Services would be the next service to be cut if reduced

funding occurs, thes used iii7/117 of:

Counseling; training and home studies.

C. Third to take a cut would be strong Support Services:

these would include: transportation and employment assistance.

D. Legal Services would be the next area to be cut back, which included ..

oath legal representation of the Tribe and legal representation of the Indian parent and/

or. child. 15% of thR programs indicated they would reduce the numler of referrals for

social services they could accept from the State if a cut back happened. The survey

indicated that approximately 638 cases would be denied services under current case load

counts if finding levels were reduced. This fact coupled with the fact that Indian

unemployment in Oklahoma is at 45% with 35% of the State Indian population employed full

time still under the poverty income level. Puts the Indian family in a high risk category

for child removal without resources.

Some Oklahoma Courts are stil unwilling to transfer cases to the tribal

courts after the tribe intervenes and requests a transfer. The non-Indian parent is

allowed to block the transfer as the law reads ANY PARENT" can object the transfer. Now

ever, other provisions of the law read that ANY PARENT cannot sign papers to relingquish

rights within 10 days of the birth of the baby. The Oklahoma courts are contending that

this provision does not apply to non-Indian parents/but both provisions read ANY PARENT.

Apparently, the provisions stating ANY PARENT do not mean any more or any less than what

the Judge wants them to mean.

Three of the cases in which Oklahoma courts was unwilling to transfer

VMS were based on the following reasons:

A. tribe had non-trust status. The Tribe was a federally recognized Tribe and

has one of the largest Bingo operations in existence.

B. Practicing law without being admitted to the State Bar Association.

(Tribal Social worker had attempted to represent the Tribe in State Court.)

C. Refusal by the State Court to recognize the child was eligible to be en-

rolled as a tribal member.

These examples point out the need for training within the state judicial sys-

tem and within the tribal programs, so that each can know the legal responsibilities and

legal rights they were affurded under the provisions of the ICWA.
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9. The survey indicated that 75% of the Oklahoma Tribes had choosen not to
intervene in State Court proceedings based on the following reasons:

A. Inability to provide the necessary services
B. No money for travel
C. No available children's shelter
D. No money for food or clothing for the child
E. Sheer number of cases

When a tribe did intervene in 70% of the cases the Tribe was denied access to
the records and files. When the ICWA program took over the case they were allowed to see
the files and records in 40% of the cases. 30% were denied access to the records and files
even after they took over a case. However, 10% of the programs were allowed the files
depending upon the Judge or Social Worker involved on the part of the State.

In 80% of the cases of intervention in State Court ICWA programs took over the
-...,,"services being provided by the county or state. In 60% of the cases they provided con-

current services with the county or state.
These services included:

A. Court ordered counseling/parenting courses
B. Home Studies - Investigations - Monitoring - Visits
C. Therapy for individuals
D. Advocacy

10. Notice continues to be a problem in Oklahoma. 30% of the ICWA programs
indicated they received notice in volunta adoption matters. 50% indicated they do not
receive notice from private agency. They re unaware in these cases if the placement
preference is being followed. In involuntary child custody proceedings in State Courts
100% of the responses indicated they have not been notified by ttt Court of a case heard
in state court but learned of it through other means. The survey did not reveal how often
this occured in all instances. However, the highest rate of such incidents to one re-
spondent occured 40 times. The next highest was 36 unreported cases where the ICWA program
did not receive notice of involuntary proceedings In the state court.

11. Oklahoma courts are still terminating parental rights based on the lifestyle
of the parent without expert testimony to show any harm to the child.

12. Oklahoma Courts are still continuing the hear ICWA matters in which either
the child or the unwed mother resides or is domiciled on Indian Country.

13. Oklahoma ICWA Programs survey responses indicated that the majority of pro-
grams still continue to need training in various areas especially in the area of family
counseling, sexual abuse /treatment; stress management; court reporting and writing; client
counseling; working with foster parents; adoption procedures; proposal writing; knowledge
of State/Tribal Agreements; pare -legal training; court room techniques; case investigation;
foster can supervision; adoptive licensing procedure; adoptive placement procedure; data
collection training; tracking system information and training; dealing with hostile clients
and other Indian Specific training.

A
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BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

INDIAN CHILD WELFARE ACT

APPROPRIATIONS TITLE II - TRIBES/INDIANS ORGANIZATIONS

Recommendation

We urge your support of an additional appropriation level of at
least $2 million for FY-1985 for Title II of the Indian Child
Welfare Afar., ayearthat requeeped by *he Adm4n4scret4oan

Background

The Indian Child Welfare Act was passed by Congress to prevent the
removal of Indian children from their families and cultural environ-
ment. In the past, one in five Indian children were removed from
their families were placed in a non-Indian eviroment. This piece
of legislation allows for the tribal entities to establish a welfare
system for the minors (children) of their tribe. The Act further
provides funds to establish court systems, develop children's codes,
provide social services such as counseling, parenting skills, foster
care standards, adoption and recruitment of foster care families,
and payment for these services. It also interpretes cootarative
arrangements between state welfare systems and the tribes authority
to intervene and transfer Indian Child Custody cases to tribal

control.

Comments:

1. The Bureau of Indian Affairs is proposing to eliminate the fund-
ing of off-reservation Indian organization Programs for FY-1985
appropriations in Title II of the Indian Child Welfare Act.

2. $7.7 million is budgeted for FY-1985. This is d reduction of
$1 million from FY-1984. The $1 million reduction assumes termina-
tion of Urban Indian/off-reservation programs. .

3. This law does not limit authority or funding to reservation status

Indians.

4. These Indian organizations act on behalf of the tribe on child

custody cases of their respective members. In addition, they act as
a liason for the tribe providing court appointed counseling and other
preventative family break up services.

5. A funding formula for needs demand be developed by the Bureau of
Indian Affairs to insure adequate funding of Title II.

CONTACT ORGANIZATION: Oklahoma Indian Child Welfare Association
CONTACT PERSON: Ethel Krepps, 1740 West 41st Street

(9110 446-8432

VISITORS NAME

TELEPHONE

ADDRESS
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DISTRICT COURT Or OKLAHOMA
CLEVELAND COUNTY

MININrIf OAMAftwet
NORMAN. OKLAHOMA I SOSO

n 1.8lowi MIS 44 1.111111

April 19, 1984

The Honorable Bernard Kahrahrah, Chairman
Comanche Indian Tribe
P. O. Box 908
Lawton, Oklahoma 73502

Dear Chairman Kahrahrah:

The Oklahoma Supreme Court Juvenile Justice Oversight
Committee congratulates you and the Comanche Indian Tribe
on the work you are doing in the area of foster care review.

The Comanche Indian Tribe in Oklahoma leads the way
in providing training and linkage with State foster care
review boards. We appreciate the effort of the tribal
review boards in deVeloping expertise to replicate the
review process with other Indian Tribes. The expertise
you provide will assure children, families and the tribal
courts of the support they need to achieve solutions that
are in the best interest of the children and families
they serve,

The Oversight Committee commends and supports your
project and the interest and concern you have for children
and families.

Ala J. Co Chairman
Supreme Co Juvenile
Justice Oversight Committee

P 1, I am pleased to be advised as to the great work
you are doing in foster care review and hope that the Comanche
Tribe will continue to keep this effort very high on it's
agenda.

e Honorao 6- uon Barnes
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court
State of Oklahoma
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THIS RULE BECAME EFFECTIVE ON MARCH 6, 1966.

- RULE 6.2, RULES FOR DISTRICT COURTS,
7'. 12 O.S. Supp. Ch. 2, App.

SUPREME COURT RULE FOR DISTRICT COURTS
All demo of adoption, divisive* aspirate Maintiseneo, wawa of adiudigation in him& pa

esedings, lamination id wants! tights and all Rad seam in Mere Corpus and guardianship of the
person promedlnp resulting in the adiudiattion of stem, artotly or wardiltip of miner damn. shall
contain a finding of compliance with 25 U.S.C.A. 1901 at seq. (Indian Child Milan Act of 197$).10
O.S. 40m seq. (Oklahoma Indian au Welfare Act), and 10 O.S. 1K0 st seq. (Utile,* Child Custody
jurisdiction Act).

The wild Court shall in all such proceeding make Reding, of fact as to the chiles cores% ha legal
name and date of birth and alfinsbuments emmotialiFIng such dram seem irdd ludgmmts as re-
mind W 12 O.S. 36.2 dial to*, the findings rogulnd hereby. "

" .
This rule Acrid be afflictive the date herself.

. .

DONE 11Y ORDER 'OF THE SUPREME COURT till: 6th day of Merck 1961.

/s/ DON BARNES
JUSTICE

s
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PREPARED TESTIO(Y OF THE ASSOCIATION OP AMEPICAN INDIAN AND
ALASKA NATIVE SOCIAL WORKERS, INC. SUBMITTED BY ETHEL C. KREPPS,
PRESIDENT, MUM INDIAN CHILD WELFARE ASSOCIATION

The Indian Child Welfare Act Title II programs were intially funded at SS.Sal
in 1980 when 122 tribes and 43 off-reservation programs received grants. A pattern
of three-fourths of the money to tribes and one-fourth to off-reservation programs
was established. In recent years the programs have been funded at a level of $9.7m.
However, in Conference Committee before Congress' Christmas break, funding for Title
II programs reduced to $8.7m, We iepress upon you the importance of restoration of
the Um for these programs recognizing this form is not timely for the request.

Over the last three years the Association Joined by tribes and off-reservation
programs has requested an increase in funding of these programs to $15m. This figure
has been used because it was first advanced by the Bureau of Indian Affairs, the agency
responsible for the gatinring and analysis of data to establish budget requests. We
have not had access to those calculations and are therefore unable to describe the
requirements identified. We have learned that the Senate Select Committee on Indian
Affairs has requested an increase in funding to $12m.'

In our opinion a credible position with regard to data collection and analysis
of Title programs has never been established. This problem has been called to the
attention of Congress in successive testimony of the Association. Most recently this
problem was presented to Congressman Pat Williams at hearings held in Spokane, Washington
In August, 1983. We have a number of concerns regarding the Bureau's response to its
mandate to implement the Act. In this connection we are confused that there has not
been a national effort under Bureau leadership to develop adequate reporting systems.
Reporting systems are primal ingredients in our budget process. A national reporting
system to measure the capability of Title II programs does not exist. The problems
created for Congress and the Administratioo can be seen immediately.

The Bureau's Branch of Social Services performs two periodic surveys. One is an
unduplicated case count that reflects separation in state and federal responsibility
for various categories of assistance and service. The Other is concerned with juris
dictional status of Indian children. These reports give the Bureau a gunge of the direct
federal financing needed. The Bureau has not brought these reports forward to the tribes
and Indian organizations for an examination as to how universal information needs can be
met. It Is impossible to understand how the Bureau is dill to translate the operations

' of the Title II programs to the Administration and Congress when basic reporting mechan-
isms have not been developed. Upon entry into office the Administration determined to
eliminate the Title II programs because they were inadequately funded to perform. In

view of the responsibility that was thrust upon tribal governments we agree with the
Administration's position that funding is inadequate pertorming. In the last year the
Cheyenne - Arapahoe program has returned 71 chidlren to their families and people. The
Burns-Paiute and Iletlakatla communites did not place any children outside their families
in FY83. What are the specific ingredients of effort that have made this possible?
Unfortunately, focus to determine the characteristic knowledge and technique of these
successes is absent in the Bureau's activities.

Another area of implementation which is being neglected concerns training. It is
well recognized in the field of social work that different peoples bring variable inter-
pretations and resources to therapy. In spite of this there has not been a national
effort to examine the theoretical base of Indian social work practice. This is especially
crucial because many tribes and organizations are required to hire workers at the master's
level for progam directorships. Many tribes do not have local personnel with these cre-
dentials and are forced to hire non-Indian personnel for these positions. This presents
problems because the non-Indian personnel do not know the community and its people and
are therefore handicapped in their ability to make full use of the resources available.
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The pattern that has developed is that these
workers become frustrated and over-

whelmed with their individuals have been in charge they have retained broad activity

to themselves. It is the unusual case when these non - Inidan workers have brought their

staff into important decesion making roles. These practices have consistently limited

the ability of these programs to develop.
As a consequence many Title II programs must

begin development at each new funding period. This is inexcuseable and encourages in-

effective use of resources that are badly needed.
Lack of leadership in this area in-

hibits the reight of self-determination. It is impossible to be self-determining when

.the manner in which one can best proceed is confused and obscured. These are serious

developmental concerns that will not go away. The limited training that has been avail-

able has been funded through the Administration
for Native Americans and has been con-.

centrated on the development of tribal-state
agreements and compliance with the Adoption

Assistance Act. Through the years Bureau funds have been made available for training of

tribal court Judges but again it has not been comprehensive in scope and social services

staff have not had the opportunity to participate in
the design and have had very limited

participation as students. It must be called to your attention that we are dealing with

some of the most intimate aspects of
life and the approach must be knowledgeable and

Judicious.
These situations highlight the difficulties involved in data gathering efforts. A

uniform reporting mechanism that reflects services
provided by these programs does not

exist and this problem is complicated by the
frequent changes in principal personnel and

there complications are further compounded by the erratic funding patterns established by

the Bureau. There is no gurantee that a program which is providing essential and well

grounded services will receive fudning in the following year.
We see an urgent need to establish a reliable data base regarding these programs and

implementation progress. In preparation for oversight hearings on the Act which will be

held later this spring the Association is presently surveying all tribes and urban organi-

zations to gather information regarding adequate
levels of funding in addition to needs for

amendments and regualtions changes. We will be prepared to present our data and analysis

at the oversight hearings.
Through the years the Title 11 programs have taken on greater and greater responsibi-

lities in the area of family and children's services. For example, it is not unusual that

program staff are performtng child
protective investigations which have previously been the

guarded responsibility of states. In spite of the fact that this situation has resulted

principally from the States' moves to absolve
themselves of responsibility for Indian

children after passage of the Act, we are encouraged by the moves and welcome the opportu-

nity to work more closely with states and county governments to meet local co-existing

needs. The extensiveness of these practices will become known through our survey. But

immediately you can begin to see the complicated problem involved to make truly reliable

projections regarding funding levels. We do know that the resources of Title II monies

are strained. The Fy 84 request for Title II funding by the Seattle Indian Center reveals

that the average annual cost per client will be $180.00. The Spokane Tribes's request in-

cludes an average annual cost per client of $333.00.

In our testimony before you last year, the following information was provided:

"The services provided through Title II grants cover the amount of protective and

traditional child welfare services offered by state and county agencies throughout the

country. These include ongoing outreach, diagnosis and
treatment, recruitment and licensing

of foster care and adoptive homes. Because of the economic stress in these communities

the programs provide extensive crisis Intervention and support services...In FY 81 the

Portland area maintained an average caseload per program of 217 cases with an expenditure

of $775.00 per family. Comparable statistics for Sacramento and Billings area are 368

average caseload and $184.00 average cost for services to familes, and 214 cases and

$280.00 per family respectively.
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Information from Oklahoma graphically speaks to the actual fiscal benefit to the

Indian person.

ICWA appropriations to the BIA resulted in these actual figures for Oklahoma:

alM8316FI

11,5613,817.00/1981
2,116,70.00/1982

It cannot be avoided that social services programs in any community provide essen-
tial ingredients of the safety net that is necessary to meet basic and common human needs.

A comparison with expenditures for like services provided by the State of Connecticut
reveals an average cost of services provided to families of $6,178.00. The costs for family
focused services throughout the country range from $1,500.00 to $9,000.00 per year per family
The disparity between the resources available to the general public and to Indians is stagg-
ering. Although Indians are eligible to receive services provided to all other citizens,
our experience since the passage of the Act has been that the courts and social services
departments choose to absolve themselves of Indian programs", funded through the Indian
Child Welfare Att.

You are again being asked to reduce the level .of funding for Title II programs to-
$7.7m in FY 85. We submit that this request is being made to you in the absence of
reliable data and are alarmed at the callous inattention of the Bureau to establish a
relaible data base. in FY 85 it is proposed that funding for off-reservation programs will
be reduced to $1.7m. Tribal programs will receive $6m in funding. In our opinion this

is excessively inequitable. We call your attention to the fact that at any given time,
SO% of the Indian population is in constant movement on and off reservation to seek emPloY-

ment and improved living conditions. Unemployment rates are standard 60% across Indian

country. The stable urban Indian populations are small while the transient Indian popu-

lation is great. No attention has been given to these phenomena by the Bureau and the
phenomena by the Bureau and the Department of Health and Human services which shares re-
sponsibility to assist tribes and Indian organizations to implement the Act. The current
budgetary constraints on state and county govermemnts magnifies the stress placed on Indian
programs to provide services to their people that are the right of all citizens. We ask

that you carefully examine our position and reject the Administration's proposal to reduce
funding to $7.7m in light of the fact that the Bureau.has not presented reliable information
on which to base its projections. We are mindful that the Administration's proposal to
eliminate entirely funding for Title II programs has not been withdrawn. In our opinion,

this is a flagrant disregard of the needs of Indian people and urge your sober and probing
examination of the problems we have presented to you.

FUNDS AWARDED INDIAN POJLATION PER CAPITA
$ 499,403.00/1580
$ 918,483.00/1981
81,204235.00/1982

169,469
10,459ir
10,451

Less than $3.00
Less than $6.00
Less than $8.00
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Mr. ALEXANDER. Our next witness is Linda Amelia of the Coman-
che Tribe of Oklahoma.

STATEMENT OF LINDA AMELIA, DIRECTOR, COMANCHE FOSTER
CARE REVIEW BOARD, LAWTON, OK

Ms. AMELIA. I am Linda Amelia. Presently, I am a consultant
with the Comanche Tribe in Oklahoma. In the past, I have worked
with the small tribes in California. I would like to give some exam-
ples of the inconsistencies in the funding formula.

Robinson Rancheria has a membership of approximately 800
members. They are located in Lake County, CA. They have ap-
proximately 200 members of trust land. They have been, on and
off, funded throughout the past few years at the most recent fund-
ing Allocation of $50,000. In California, of course, there is no juris-
diction; they do not have a court. In comparison to a large Coman-
che Tribe, which has exclusive jurisdiction, one of the few chil-
dren's courts in the State of Oklahoma, having approximately 8,500
members, with 4,500 living on trust land, it has received $46,000.
That is the highest level of funding they have received since they
have been funded.

As a supplement to that, they receive title IV-B funds. That
amount is only $5,000. If they were to certify to be IV-E eligible,
which they are working on doing, not just to receive the additional
$600 but because the assurances are good in their efforts to provide
permanency planning, the tracking of children, and judicial review.
That is a help. However, it is a real piecemeal approach to provid-
ing comprehensive, effective, court-related child welfare support
services.

Another problem, which was brought out earlier, is the court
funds provided by the bureau. The Comanche children's court oper-
ated last year with an approximately $55,000 budget. This year,
just the other day, I was informed that the Advice of Allotment for
this fiscal year for the children's court is only going to be $29,000.

I would like to present as an addendum to our testimony a copy
of Chairman Kahrahrah's testimony before the House Subcommit-
tee on Appropriations, in which he cites the problems of the Ana-
darko Area Office and the funding available. He supports increased
funding to the bureau for tribal courts and requests increased fund-
ing for child welfare, that of 638 grant mechanism, and that a 3-
year funding cycle be supported also.

Mr. ALEXANDER. That will be printed in the record in full.
The funding that you mentioned for the child welfare court, is

that court funding directly, or is that Indian child welfare funding?
Do you know what category it is?

Ms. AMELIA. It is not from the Anadarko Area Office's allocation.
It is from another source the bureau has, and I do not quite have
the exact title. It is not an ongoing funding mechanism.

The other thing I have experienced in working in Oklahoma re-
cently was that the bureau there discourages the tribes from apply-
ing for adequate funding under the formula. This only justifies the
bureau's request for decrease in funding overall. Even though we
realize the funding is not there, if we do not document our needs,
you in Congress are not going to know about what that need is.
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The Anadarko Area simply divides up the funds so that programs
can barely function. They just try to give all the tribes as much asthey can. Also, there are some inconsistent policies implemented
throughout the area offices throughout the Nation, some of which
are very restrictive and not in line with the intent of the law itself.

In regard to the Sacramento agencies' decrease in funding, that
was about a 40-percent decrease a few years ago, the California
State Legislature just recently chaptered a Senate joint resolution
supporting an increase in funding, and I would like to present that
for the record also.

Mr. ALEXANDER. It will appear in the record.
Ms. AMELIA. One of the unique projects that I have been working

on for the Comanche Tribe is the establishment of a Foster Care
Review Board. That is the judicial review system that will address
the assurances under 272, in terms of judicial review. Just recently,
I met with Judge Alan Couch, who is an associate district judge in
Norman, OK, and he also chairs the State Oversight Committee on
Foster Care. Also present was the Department of Human Services.
This was the offer made just last Friday.

With our project, if we were to enter into a State/Federal/tribal
agreement, the State then would recognize our judicial review as
the review system under 272. We are hoping to replicate this model
throughout the State of Oklahoma and make it available to other
States and tribes as well. We have applied for some coordinated
discretionary funds just this fiscal year that are being considered.

The State has offered to the Oklahoma Indian Child Welfare As-
sociation that the State is interested in licensing the association to
be the child placement agency for the State of Oklahoma. It was
not sure how Judge Couch might agree with that, but that was per-
fectly acceptable. We are really experiencing a cooperative rela-
tionship. But when it comes down to contracting for funds to ad-
minister this child placement agency, that is another question.
When you look to title 20 or the State'S dollars or even title IV-B,
we do not get that much of the State's allocation, but the State
does not like it. They do not have title XX funds to contract out a
lot of times, and it is really difficult to get access to this money.

Earlier, the bureau mentioned the alternative resource, looking
possibly to title XX. It is not there. The other thing is, the social
service block grants are not that accessible and are not used for
child welfare purposes.

I believe that is all I have to say today. If you have any ques-
tions, I will be glad to answer them.

Mr. ALEXANDER. We thank you. You have made an excellent wit-
ness, and thank you for traveling to Washington.

[Material submitted by Ms. Amelia follows. Testimony resumes
on p. 133.]
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TESTIMONY

Testimony of Bernard Kahrahrah, Chairman, Comanche Indian Tribe before the

House Appropriations Committee on Interior and Related Agencies and Senate Appro-

priations Committee, February 22, 1984.

My nape is Bernard Kahrahrah and I an Chairman of the Comanche Indian Tribe

locatedinscuthwestern, Oklahoma. I thank you for the opportunity to present

testimony on behalf of the Comanche Tribe to request supplemental funding in FY

'85 for our Tribal Court and Child Welfare Programs.

The Comanche Indian Tribe has aggressively sought to fully exercise all as-

pects of its sovereignty. The Tribe has undertaken theme efforts in a spirit of

becoming a truly se3f-determinative government that manages its own affairs. Self-

Determiniation poses r difficult challenge but reachable goal that is the touch-

stone of this administration's policy of encouraging tribes to develop the broad

range of their sovereign powers. One of the eight (8) policy points of President

Reagan's Indian Policy Statement of January, 1983 was to encourage tribes to assume

responsibilities for services such as the enforcement of tribal laws, developing

and managing tribal resources, providing health and social services, and educa-

tion to their constituents.

To achieve the objectives of this Presidential policy, a tribe must estab-

lish its own financial base. Only in this way will the tribe be able to asinine a

greater financial role in the management of those programs now mostly funded by

the federal government. The Comanche Tribe has pggressively instituted several

economic initiatives to generate revenues which some day will be the sole tribal

source in providing basic governmental services to our miters. The development

of our natural resources, spec ificially, oil and gas, was the most obvious for

a western Oklahoma Tribe to first look to. Historically, our Comanche People have

left it up to outside interest to develop their mineral resources, only receiving

a small percentage of the profits in return. The Comanche Tribe created the

Comanche Energy and Resource Company, Inc., (CERCO), en endeavour incorporated

under tribal laws and 1001 tribally owned and controlled, to address this problem.

More importantly, its creation was a response to the need to generate revenues

to provide basic governmental services to the Comanche People.

This Administration, through the BIA, has encouraged us to this end and has

helped in the planned growth of our oil company. To make an effective entry into

the free enterprise system, there are several issues which must be confronted.

First, our tribal members must be educated about the purpose, goals and other

issues of this corporate undertaking. Secondly, the Tribe must deal with the

unquestioned need for a highly qualified professional and technical cadre to

successfully execute the goals and objectives of CEROO. Tribal members are

being trained to fill this role. Lastly, tribal government must proVide a stable

foundation upon which to build monastic initiatives. This calls for providing

a sound tribal legal system to protect the tribal, shareholders, the company, as

well as the financial interest of persons investing in the Comanche Tribe.

Federal assistance was imperative in the start-up stages of our Company.

The Department of Health and Wren Services, Administration for Native Americans

(ANA), played a crucial role in providing grant monies which CERCO was able to

leverage into increasing the value of company-owned properties into a ratio of

7 to 1 over the initial ANA investment. Similarly, the BIA provided grant funds

to increase our tribal corporate assets over the initial ANA investment plus the
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BIA Investment to a phenomental ratio to 14 to 1. As you can see, the investment
by the federal government in the Comanche Tribe has proven to be a sound one.

Since its incorporation in July, 1983, CERCO has been consolidating its
mineral acquisitions and developing efficient resource management programs to
maximize the benefits to the Comanche People, But, like any corporntion, CERCO
is faced with liquidating the initial front end indebtedness before there are
sizeable return to investors, the COmanche Tribe and its members. When these
debts are payed off, then the federal government, as an investor, will begin to
reap its benefits The return of federal dollars to other need areas that were
previously spent on the Comenche Tribe. Continued federal financial assistance
is still needed. However, this federal help need not come in the form of grants,
but in the form of guaranteed loans. Steps toward securing the success of CERCO
will be taken once these federal guaranteed loans are made available to the
Comanche Tribe. Loans of this type need tc be available to other tribal business
initiatives so that the Comanche Tribe will eventually hold its own in its part-
nership with the federal government and rely mainly on its own revenue generating
sources to carry out its sovereign duties and obligations.

I respectfully submit the following recommendations Continuo to make avail-
solo federal dollars in the form of grants to economic initiatives which the
Comanche Tribe is undertaking, such as those from BIA. Next, the federal govern-
ment must make available guaranteed long-term capital loans. I will lead into
two other very essential tribal programs which are interlocked to CERCO and other
tribal economic initiatives.

The growing sophistication of the Comanche tribal government demands a court
system to handle all criminal, civil and juvenile matters within tribal jurisdic-
tion. On the basis of such a need, the Tribe established the Comanche Tribal
Children's Court and reassumed juvenile jurisdiction .ran the CFR Court, Ana-
darko Agency on November 29, 1983. The Tribe plans very soon to reassume crimi-
nal and civil jurisdicitrn as well.

A comprehensive trial court of this magnitude does not exist in Oklahoma.
The Comanche Tribe will he the first to address the establishment of an effective
court system to administer justice where the land base and people are scattered
over a wide area. This Court will play a crucial in fulfilling our Constitutional
-andate to define, establish and safeguard the rights, powers and privileges of
..ne tribe and its meTbers. .\t this time, however, the Tribe is not able to be the
sole source of funding such an important undertaking. It must, for the moment,
.00k elsewhere.

Federal funding for tribal courts has always been in short supply. The Lack
of both tribal and federal funding for tribal courts is made more serious in light
of state and federal case law defining 'Indian Country" in Oklahoma over which the
state has no jurisdiction. Ineffectual delivery of law enforcement and judicial
services to "Indian Country" supports the argument that the state should have jur-
isdiction over such Indian trust lands. It is imperative that more federal funds
ea made available to the CFR Court, Anadarko Agency and to Oklahoma tribes setting
up courts to thwart this possible erosion of tribal sovereign rights.

The Anadarko Area Office is responsible for providing court services through

its CFR Court of Indian Offenses system to eighteen (18) tribes in its service area;
all with an inadeouate budget of $163,600 for FY'84. The Comanche Tribe is pre-
sently under the criminal and civil jurisdiction of the Court of Indian Offenses,
Anadarko Agency along with seven (7) other tribes. Three of these tribes, the
Klowa, Comanche and Apache, possess over 200,000 acres of tribal lands and indivi-
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dual allotments. Total tribal membership of three tribes is estimated to be 18,000.

The Comanche Tribe alone comprises 8,267 of this estimated figure: some 5,000 of

its ;renters residing in the local area. With this great number of acres and tribal

population, the share of the BIA budget to administer court services to the seven

(7) tribes under the Anadarko Agency is a mere $40,600.

It should be obvious that this level of funding is entirely inadequate to

sepport even a minimal operation much less to provide funds to individual tribes

who have the sovereign right and immediate need to handle their own judicial af-

fairs. Originally, the CFR Court system in Oklahoma was intended to fill the in-

terim need for judicial services as tribes developed their own courts or judicial

consortiums. However, the CFR Court system needs to be adequately funded until

tribes have made commitmenta, as the Comanche Tribe has, to gradually assume full

responsibility for judicial and law and order services. Anandarke Area Office

personnel have been extremely helpful to us in the preparation of this testimony

and have stated that it needs a sum of $500,000 to properly administer justice to

those eighteen (18) tribes under its jurisdiction. I respectfully request this

amount to be provided as supplemental funds to the Anadarko Area Office to permit

them to fulfill the federal trust responsibility to our Oklahoma Indians. I have

attached a budget in the amount of $197,323.28 to this testimony and again request

that these supplemental funds be awarded for Comanche Tribal Court operations.

Our Court will serve as a unique model to other tribes desiring to initiate similar

efforts.

This requested FY'85 tribal supplement will be used to fulfill the Tribe's

constitutional obligation to its people while advancing the President's Indian

Policy into a reality.

An essential court supportive service is the Comanche Tribal Child Welfare

Program. This tribal program is also faced with limited Title II funds to meet

the needs of our tribal youth as well as provide essential services to the Tribal

Children's Court. The Indian Child Welfare Act, P.L. 95-608, as presently admini-

stered by the BIA Central Office and
Anadarko Area Office, does not provide enough

funding nor an appropriate grant
application process to even approach an adequate

funding level for effective tribal programs.
Unfortunately, it is the philosophy

of the BIA Anadarko Area Office to
divide the area allocation among as many tribes

as possible, thereby spreading the funds so thin that programs are limited in ef-

fe,:tiveness. There have never been enough funds available to distribute according

*..o Indian Chiia Welfare Act regulations basing tribal child welfare program fund-

ing levels on population and demonstrated need.

Confronted with inadequate funding to meet Title II needs in the Anadarko

Area, the Area Office has discouraged
tribes fran requesting the maximum amount

allowable under the funding formula, thus
justifying proposed BtA reductions in

Title II funds which only creates more unmet needs. Citing specific examples of

limited funding for tribes in the Anadarko Area for Title II needs, nineteen (19)

programs were funded by the BIA fran an allocation of $634,805 in FY'81. In FY'

82, eighteen (18) programs were funded with an increased amount of $672,000.

Even with the increase, nine (9) programs
were decreased and six (6) programa re-

ceived a small increase resulting in an average grant of approximately $27,000.

Specific FY'83 funding allocations to the Anadarko Area Office were not

made available to the Tribe after a proper written request. It is known, however,

that the Comanche Tribe was awarded only $40,000 to provide Title II child Welfare

services to a geographical service population of almost 5,000 tribal adequate fund-

ing for a host. of program areas; develop children's codes; provide social services
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such as conuseling, parenting skills, foster care standards, recruitment of foster
and adoptive families and payment for these services, and a system for intervention
and transfer of Inoian child custody cases to the tribal jurisdiction.

The need for increased funding for FY'85 to meet the Title"II needs of our
most valuable resource - Our Youth is evident: The Tribal Child Welfare Program
handled over 200 cases in FY'83, 167 of which were alleged child neglect casos.

If adequate federal funding were available and the funding formula was implemented
In a proper and consistent manner, the Comanche Tribe would be eligible tor up to
$159,000 maximum to meet documented tribal needs.

In summary and as supported by this testimony in the name of the Comanche
people, we request that Congress support these activities by providing the fol-
lowing:

1. Increase the economic initiative funds to be administered by the BIA and
Department of Health and Human Services to provide sufficient funds allow optimun
development of a project.

A. Increase guaranteed loan funds
B. Increase direct loan funds
C. Increase economic development grant funds

2. Increase funding for BIA to establish technical assistance sources for the
building of Tribal Corporations with Corporate arrangement and Corporate financing
expertice.

3. Provide adequate funding to the Anadarko Area Office to assist tribes in
developing and maintaining tribal courts. Appropriate $200,259.28 to the Comanche
Tribe so that it may set-up a comprehensive tribal court system for those reasons
stated above.

-- 4. Increase overall funding to fully implement the Congressional intent and
spirit of P.L. 95-608, The Indian Child Welfare Act, and administer the distribu-
tion of program funds to tribes without relying on the competitive process which
serves only to spread such funding too thin for program effectiveness. Specially,
provide supplemental funding of $142,061 to fund a much-needed Tribal Child Wel-
fare Program which has been heretofore been inadequately funded despite the Tribe's
demonstrated need. Budgets and justifications for the Comanche Childress' Court
and Supportive Services are attached. Thank you for your consideration of this
request.

COMANCHE TRIBAL COURT i SUPPORTIVE SERVICES
PROJECTED BUDGET 1984-85

Costs Tribal Court Child Welfare Sub-Total

Personnel $69,100.00 $50,916.00 $120,016.00

Fringe 10,620.00 10,183,00 41,803.00

Contractual 27,000.00 21,000.00 48,000.00

Travel 10,000.00 6,000.00 16,000.00

Equipment 5,700.00 4,500.00 10,200.00

Other 40,600.00 26,600.00 67,200.00

Total Direct Cost 163,020.00 119,199.00 282,219.00

Total Indirect Cost 37,239.28 22,862.00 60,101.28

Total Costs $200,259.28 $142,061.00 $342,320.28
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COMANCHE CHILDRENS COURT
FY 84-85

BUDGET JUSTIFICATION

PERSONNEL:

The Comanche Tribal Court will require, at the minimum, three
full-time staff members and two part-time staff members. The
Court Clerk, Prosecutor and Administrator will require full-time
positions. The Court Investigator and the Probation Officer
positions will probably require only part-time positions at least
in the beginning. The salary rates are based on competitive norms
for comparative positions in the area and also based on the salary
wage scale developed by the tribe's Personnel Department as
follows:

Salaries:
- Court Clerk $16,500.00

1 - Prosecutor 17,000.00
1 - Court Administrator/Planner 19,600.00
1 - Court Investigator (Part-time) 3,000.00
1 - Probation Officer (Part-time) 8,000.00

FRINGE BENEFITS:

The rate set by the Tribe is computed at 20% of salaries.
Fringe Benefits are itemized as follows:

Benefits:
Employer's share of FICA
State Unemployment
Federal Unemployment
Health, Life, Income Protection
workman's Compensation
Pension

6.70%
3.10%
.70%

6.78%
2.22%
.50%

Fringe Benefits only apply to full-time employees.

CONTRACTUAL:

The contractual budget encompasses four (4) separate services
for the Court. The Judges are compensated for their services at
$50 per hour plus mileage a' 204 per mile. The amount budgeted
will allow payment for approximately 110 hours. Judges are
required to meet once a month for Judicial Review meetings to
discuss the month's caseload, discuss other court activities, and._
to develop court rules and identify necessary revisions in the
tribal codes. Because the Tribe does not have its own jailing
facility, this service will have to be contracted with local
county and city jails. We estimate this expense at $13.00 per day
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times 20r days with the average sentence at 4 days times 50
offenders. Two consultants will be hired to assist the Court
Administrator/Planner in the drafting of the civil 'and criminal
codes.

TRAVEL/TRAINING:

The Comanche Tribal Court will hire the best qualified
personnel to fill the staff positions. However, most people do
not fully understand the complex and unique challenges that the
tribal courts must undertake. Therefore, the Court will provide
training the staff to keep abreast of any new developments in
Indian Law. It will be necessary to participate in these types
of training program which address specific Indian Law principles
through the National American Indian Court Judges Association,
National Indian Justice Center and the American Indian Lawyer
Training Program. These organizations provide training for tribal
court personnel and suggest different methods and techniques to
upgrade the court services in order to efficiently serve tribal
members. It is estimated that each staff member will require two
training programs specifically addressing the duties and respon-
sibilities of their respective positions. This expense is
estimated at 5 staff persons times $800.00 (roundtrip airfare, per
diem and registration fees). Local travel will compensiate all on
duty trips required by the staff, especially the Probation Officer/
Counselor and the Court Investigator. Local travel will also pay
mileage for staff to participate in meetings with state, county,
local and other tribal agencies to coo-dinate services provided by
each one. Further, there are many seminars and workshops which
are locally available and which can provide information for the
delivery of court services and the needs of children, families,
etc. which are not being met. This expense is estimated at 20C
per mile times 4 staff persons times 2,500 miles.

EQUIPMENT:

Because there are three new positions created it will be
necessary to purchase desks and chairs to accomodate them. We
.4111 also need another typewriter to accomodate the extra work
load. Two calculators will be purchased and two filing cabinets
will be purchased to hold each employee's respective case files
which are pertinent to their job functions.

OTHER:

This cost category includes the cost of renting an office for
staff (1,300 sq. ft. I $8.00 per sq. ft.). The telephone line
item is budgeted at an estimated cost of $500.00 per month which
attempts to include the new hike in telephone service. Postage
was estimated at $125.00 per month. The utilities line item will
include rent on office space and the Court's share of electric,
gas, etc. bills. Supplies are estimated at 4 persons times $50.00
per month. Printing and duplications costs include the printing
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Of court forms, stationary, codes
and court rules manual. Duplica-

tion will pay to the Tribe the court's share of the use of the

duplication machine. Law books, periodical publications will

provide a library for the Court and others to utilize. A complete

set of the United States Code Annotated will provide the Court

with a comprehensice reference tool. Other periodicals such as

the American Indian Law Review and the American Indian Law Report-

er will provide the Court with information on Indian case law which

is currently being litigated.

This propsed budget reflects only the first year's start up

costs for the criminal and civil courts. The Comanche Indian Tribe

projects that within four years, the Tribe can sufficiently fund

the operation of the court system entirely on tribal funds.

AmMENNOM,

CCMANCHE COURT SUPPORTIVE SERVICES
CHILD WELFARE PROGRAM

FY 84-85
BUDGET JUSTIFICATION

PERSONNEL:

The employees of the Comanche Child Welfare Program will

follow the Tribe's personnel department hiring and employment
regulated practives and personnel policies and procedures of the

Comanche Indian Tribe which incorporates a grade /step system of
merit pay increases and a salary range for various ravels of

employment. Salaries are established based upon requirements of

the individual position and are comparable to other similiar types
of positions within organization and are as follows:

Salaries:
1 - Human Services Manager/ICWA Director $3,916

(20% time @ $19,580 per year)
1 - Child Protection Worker 16,500

1 - Human Service/Child Welfare
Program Analyst 18,500

1 - Intake Clerk/Statistician 12,000

FRINGE:

The fringe benefit rate for the Comanche Indian Tribe is 20%.

This rate is calculated as follcws:

Employers Share of FICA
Group Health, i Life Insurance
State Unemployment
Workmen's Compensation
Pension

6.70%
5.30%
3.25%
2.25%
2.50%
20.00%

Health and life insurance are carried through Pueblo's Insurance

Company.

CONTRACTUAL:

This item will be utlized to contract professional services

to instruct staff and volunteers as to relevant legislation or
other areas in which employees lack skills such as identification

and investigation of alledged child abuse and neglect, report

writing, data collection for information/tracking system, etc.

Further, necessary professional services for children/families in

need of special treatment on case-by-case basis. This line

includes items such as consultant travel.
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TRAVEL/TRAINING:

Exponsas for travel include in/out state trips for staff
personnel, and volunteer staff to attend national and regional
child welfare conferences and training seminars. Local travel
will include the Oklahoma Indian Child Welfare Association
quarterly meetings; Southern Plains Child Welfare Protection Team
monthly meetings; and other related child wefare meetings. Local
travel also will pay mileage for the purpose of home visits and
travel necessary to provide direct services to child welfare
clientele. Per diem expenses shall be consistent with tribal
travel policies, plus toll fees, parking fees, and 20$ per mile
travel reirbursement. Also, included in the travel line item is
mileage payments to Foster Care Review Board (FCRB) members, who
will meet as often as appropriate to conduct judical care reviews
of children placed in foster care and other related purposes.
(The FCPR are considered volunteer staff, however, mileage is
reimburseable).

EQUIPMENT:

Bu cause of the additional staff, it will be necessary to
purchase an extra typewriter for the Child Welfare program. The
program will also have access to data programming computer and
software must be purchased to operate and utilize the machine.
Equipment such as tape recorders, overhead projectors, file
cabinets, etc., will be rented when necessary or purchased by the
program as they are needed for program growth in terms of train-
ing.

OTHER:

This cost category includes the cost of renting an office for
staff (1,300 sq. ft. @ $8.00 per sq. ft.). The cost for telephone
is computed at $200 per month times 12 months equals $2,400. Print-
ing and reproduction costs are needed to print training materials
and public information on the program; also, staff copy machine
costs are included here. Postage was computed at $100 per month
because the program will be mailing letters to clients and other
material fcr educational purposes. gquipment maintenance will be
for servicing the copy machine, typewriter and other office equip-
ment as needed. Utilities were computed at $50 per month.
Monthly newspaper and television public awareness spots will be
utilized in encouraging participation in the program, especially
the foster care networking program. Training costs are for train-
ing staff both on site training, as well as, training of.the FCRB.
The expenses for supplies for the program year will be $1,200.
This cost represents the month-by-month office expenses for
materials.
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Senate Joint Revolution No. 27

RESOLUTION CHAPTER 17

Senate Joint Resolution No. 27Relative to federal funds for
American Indian child welfare service programs

hied with Ssermary alms March !0. Renee

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S MOIST

SIR 27, Kt.c..e. American Indian child welfare service programs.
This measure would memorialize the President and the Congress

of the United States to increase the appropriation for Title li of the
Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978 to $12 million, to continue funding
of all Title II programs both on and off the reservation, and to restore
to this state en equitable share of Title II funds bawd upon
population and

WHEREAS, Title 11 of the federal Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978
( Public Law 96408) authorised the United States Secretary of the
Interior to make grants to Indian tribes and organizations for the
establishment and operation of Indian child and family service
programs; and

WHEREAS, More than 201,000 American Indiana, a larger number
than in any other state, are residents of Calif.:1mA and e^... state
includes approximately 81 federally recognised Indian tribes and

WHEREAS, California's share of hinds made available under Title
II of the Indian Child Welfare Act has substantially decreased over
the past three fiscal yearn and In Noel year 155! the allocation of
these funds to Indian people in California was decreased by 40
percent when the total appropriation for the act was only decreased
by:ixErBers. a n d

In fiscal year 1984 California's appropriation was again
decreased, and in fiscal year 1985 the United kites Bureau of Indian
Affairs is proposing to further reduce fundjag despite the
documented" need for the program services provided by the federal
act; and

WHEREAS This decrease Is based on the decision to discontinue
the provisions of pants to off-reservation programs, although these
programs are important to urban as wells. to ruralresidents beaus,
other services are not tailored to the special needs of Indians; and

WHEREAS, The United States Senate Select Committee on Indian
Affairs, pursuant to the Conpeasiossal Su Act of 1,74, has
recommended that the Indian Odd Welfare Pm yam be continued
both on and off the reservation with an increase in funding from the
present 187 million to $12 million; and

WHEREAS To again reduce Califontia'a allocations of funds
under Title 11 would result In the Ices of important child welfare and
social services and inflict a serious Injustice on the Indian population
of this state; now, therefore, be it

Resolved by the Senate and Assembly of the State of California.
Jointly. That the Legislature of the State of California respectfully
memorializes the President and the Congress of the United States to
Increase the appropriation for Title II of the Indian Child Welfare
Act of 1978 to $12 million as recommended by the Senate Select
Committee on Indian Affairs, in order to more adequately meet the
needs of American Indians in California and throut the nation,
and to continue funding of all Tide H programs both on and off the
reservation; and be it further

Resolved That the President and the Congriss of the United States.
direct the Bureau of Indian Main to restore to the Indian people in
California; an equitable share of funding under Title II based upon
population and need and that supplemental hearings be held to
increase California's allocation of Title II funds for filial year 1988;
and be it further

Resolved That the Secretary of Ilse Senate transmit copies of this
resolution to the President and Vice President of the United States,
to the Speaker of the Home of Representatives, and to each Senator
and Representative from California in the Congress of the United
States.
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Mr. ALEXANDER. Our next witness is Melvin Sampson, chairman
of the Legislative Committee and Tribal Council member of the
Yakima Indian Nation.

STATEMENT OF MELVIN SAMPSON, CHAIRMAN, LEGISLATIVE
COMMITTEE, AND MEMBER OF THE TRIBAL COUNCIL, YAKIMA
INDIAN NATION, TOPPENISH, WA
Mr. SAMPSON. Good afternoon. My name :3 Mel Sampson and, as

stated, I am a member of the Yakima Indian Nation and chairman
of the legislative committee of the Yakima Tribal Council. We ap-preciate the opportunity, on behalf of the tribe, to present our con-
cerns in reference to the Indian Child Welfare Act. I will proceedto try to summarize our concerns.

Since the enactment of the legislation, we feel that its most im-
portant and positive aspect has been productive interactions
brought about between the tribal and State governments, whichhave been historically uncommon. The act has provided a frame-
work for advancing cooperation between States and tribes in the
delivery of Indian child welfare services by assigning definite roles
to the tribes, the States and Federal agencies.

To complement that, Washington State now has a special admin-
istrative code with requirements concerning Indian child welfare
which State agencies must follow in dealing with Indian child wel-
fare cases. The State of Washington has legislatively recognized
that the purpose of the Indian Child Welfare Act is to prevent the
unwarranted breakup of Indian families and to give tribal govern-
ments substantial authority in determining Indian child custodymatters.

I would like to quote from one of the regional agencies. They
stated:

The single most important aspect of the current Indian Child Welf are Act has
been the creation of local Indian child welfare advisory committees. Officers with
the active committees find that communications and planning for Indian children
has been greatly enhanced through the committee activity.

A portion of another quote is:
The Indian Child Welfare Act is, in and of itself, viewed as a positive move to

protect the best interest of the Indian child and his or her unique culture and herit-age.

The development of these attitudes on the part of the State agen-
cies would never have occurred without the enactment of the
Indian Child Welfare Act. Despite this important breakthrough in
tribal and State cooperation, the intent of the law is far from
achieving its purpose. Since the enactment of Public Law 95-708,
its most negative aspect has been a lack of adequate congressional
appropriations.

Indian child welfare needs were startingly illustrated and over-
whelmingly evidenced when the presentations were made in Con-
gress 6 years ago. The needs have not changed. Currently, our tribe
operates a children's and families' services unit that has been in
operation since 1973 and part of this unit's function is to -et as a
licensing and foster care placement agency. Our staff has an active
caseload that fluctuates between 45 and 50 children per month. In
addition, the tribe has a children's court. The tribe has had to piece
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together the services by combining limited tribal, Federal, and
State funds. We have had to prioritize our children's and families'
services because of the lack of resources.

To illustrate the problems that we are experiencing due to a lack
of resources, our staff participates in weekly case reviews conduct-
ed by the local department of social and health services, which is a
State agency. On the average, two to four child welfare cases are
reviewed. Of these cases, the tribe is able to assume custody of only
one to two cases per month. The tribe does not have the resources
to assume custody of all of its children, and conservatively, from
just our local area alone, the Yakima Tribe has to turn down custo-
dy for a minimum of 156 dependent children per year.

Our tribe is put in the precarious position of deciding which child
welfare case it will accept or reject. In addition, the process for re-
ceiving what limited Indian child welfare funds that are available,
a competitive process is utilized. Therefore, tribes cannot depend
on a continuity of programming.

The concern for adequate resources is shared by the State of
Washington. They state:

One of the most difficult barriers we find to full implementation of the intent of
the Act is the shortage of funding for the Indian Child Family and Service program
as described in section 201.

A member of the State attorney general's office also states that
the intent and spirit of the Indian Child Welfare Act is to have
Indian children remain with Indian people. A basic concern I have,
as do others in my office who work with the Indian Child Welfare
Act, is that the lack of funding to tribes serves to undercut the
tribes' and the State's ability to carry out the purpose of the act.
These shared concerns on the part of the State officers are signifi-
cant and representative.

The Yakima Indian Nation strongly recommends that funding
sufficient for program development and maintenance be appropri-
ated.

There are other issues that concern the tribe, and I would like to
address briefly, if I may, two more. No. 1, the notification and com-
pliance. Whether or not notice on foster care placement and termi-
nation of parental rights was provided in a proper and timely fash-
ion, the tribes should be monitored by the Bureau of Indian Affairs
or another identified agency or group. Again, I refer to a quote
that I will not read here, but it is attached to our testimony.

Our tribe is aware that the public and private agencies are not
complying with the Indian Child Welfare Act. There needs to be
controls for compliance on these agencies, and again I refer to the
State's concern as well. They state, "There are still too many
Indian children being placed in non-Indian homes, and perhaps it
would improve if the law had a stronger way to compel that the
law be followed."

Indian cases serviced by private agencies is another area of con-
cern. There have been a number of instances of noncompliance by
private agencies. Presently, there is not a system to monitor pri-
vate agencies. A legally mandated system of monitoring needs to be
considered. So we, therefore, recommend that a method for moni-
toring compliance be established.

1 4
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No. 2, we address expert witnesses. A definition for "expert wit-
ness" should be included in the act. An expert witness should be
required to be knowledgeable about the Indian Child Welfare Act
and possess a cultural awareness of the tribe that is involved. It is
recommended that the definition included in the BIA guidelines for
State courts be adopted, and we have a copy of that attached to our
testimony.

The Yakima Indian Nation further realizes that there are other
important concerns with the act which have to do with juvenile
justice, inheritance, voluntary adoptions, and adoption penalties.
However, the focus of our testimony has been on the critical fund-
ing issue. This issue overrides all other concerns. Without an ade-
quate and reliable funding base, other changes and/or amendments
to the act will not help our tribe to assume total and exclusive ju-
risdiction over all Indian children welfare matters for our tribal
members.

That concludes my statement.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Could you tell me what it costs to maintain the

program that you are currently operating?
Mr. SAMPSON. Let me cover that in two phases. First of all, the

amount that we received this fiscal year, via competition for the
Ir iian child welfare funds, was $30,000. Our original request was
$242,000 to operate it. This year, we submitted a request for
$50,000, which does not represent our total needs because there is
no need to ask for something that is not there, but then we did not
considered this year for even $50,000. So we are utilizing from IPA
some people assigned, and we are utilizing some tribal resources,
plus some reimbursements from the State. I do not have the exact
figure of the reduced program that we have, but I can provide that
with a break out of each resource that we are currently utilizing.

Mr. ALEXANDER. The $242,000 that you mentioned, which was
last year's request, if that were the level of your funding, would
that enable you to pick up the children that were referred each
month?

Mr. SAMPSON. No, it would not, because we do not have a receiv-
ing home. We currently have 15 foster homes, but we do not have a
permanent facility for receiving-home purposes. Consequently, we
have to refer all of those referrals to the State system because we
do not have a physical facility that we operate.

Mr. ALEXANDER So, in addition to the operating funds, you need
capital funds?

Mr. SAMPSON. Right.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Dc you get any money from ANA,
Mr. SAMPSON. Not for this purpose.
Mr. ALEXANDER. You mentioned that you meet on a monthly

basis, at least some tribal personnel do, with the county system to
review children. Do you have any other workings with the county
that are either positive or problems with respect to getting refer-
rals?

Mr. SAMPSON. We have an agreement with the State that we exe-
cuted a little over a year ago. We are currently in the process of
reviewing that and updating it with some proposed changes that
are going to be recommended. That would be considered a plus
factor.
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As we state in our testimony, we are having problems getting
concurrences from some of the judges, referring known Indian
cases that might be to our tribal program. We recommend that
State court judges receive training in reference to updating them-
selves with the act. We feel that it is not adequate.

Mr. ALEXANDER. You mentioned some State reimbursements for
the program you are operating. What is the level of funding, if any,
that you receive from the States?

Mr. SAMPSON. I cannot answer that, but I can provide you that
information.

Mr. ALEXANDER. With respect to foster care, does the BIA pro-
vide funding for the foster-care operation that you maintain?

Mr. SAMPSON. No.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Does the State provide any funding for the

foster-care operation?
Mr. SAMPSON. Through our licensed foster care, yes. They will

not do it unless you are foster care. Our home is licensed by the
State. We did make some inroads in reference to that. They certify
and license our homes after we do the review and inquiry on them,
as far as what we feel is adequate. So they are not as stringent in
our situations. What is good for an Indian is not always the neces-
saryyou do not necessarily have to comply with the State rules
and regulations.

Mr. ALEXANDER. These are foster-care situations, where the State
provides fundings. Are these placements by the State court system
or by the Yakima court system?

Mr. SAMPSON. Both.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Thank you. We have a question from Senator

Gorton. Are you aware of any problems at Yakima with respect to
mixed-blo-xl marriages and exclusive jurisdiction of the tribal court
over custody?

Mr. SAMPSON. When you say "mixed-blood," you are talking
about our tribal members-

Mr. ALEXANDER. Tribal versus non-tribal, non-Indian.
Mr. SAMPSON. When you say "problem," that does exist, without

doubt. That almost becomes a perpetual question. In some cases,
the mixed marriage depends upon our enrollment procedure. If
they meet the maximum blood quantum of one quota of Yakima
blood, they are eligible for enrollment. But probably the situation
becomes compounded if they conceivably may be more than a
quota Indian, but they may not be a quota Yakima but they may
be a half or more, then that is where we come into some problems.
That is a concern that is shared universally. How does the State
court system know how to identify these, and I think some of the
previous testimony and some you will hear today will reference
that universal definition of what constitutes and Indian. That is an
age-old issue. If you can answer it here, I will have to congratulate
you. It varies between tribes as far as the eligibility criteria for en-
rollment. In our situation, it is a quota. So then you get into the
decendancy issue.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Thank you. We appreciate your testimony.
[The prepared statement follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OP MELVIN SAMPSON, CHAIRMAN, LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE,
YAKIMA TRIBAL COUNCIL

Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the Senate Select Committee on
Indian Affairs. My name is Melvin Sampson. I am an enrolled member of the
Yakima Indian Tribe and an elected member of the Yakima Tribal Council. I am,
also the Chairman of the Tribe's Legislative Committee. Our Tribe is a federally rec-
ognized tribe established by treaty in 1855. Our reservation is located in South-Cen-
tral Washington. On behalf of the Tribe, I would like to thank the Committee for
the opportunity to present testimony on the Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978,
[I.C.W.A.] P.L. 95-608.

Let me begin by stating that the Yakima Indian Nation was very active in pursu-
ing the passage of this legislation which has had a major impact on State policy in
regard to how Indian child welfare cases are handled. Our Tribe joined with other
tribes and Indian organizations to convince Congress that this legislation was
needed to prevent abusive practices in the removal of Indian children from their
parents. Congress heard testimony from several hundred witnesses in hearings con-
ducted from 1974 to 1977 and reviewed reports of the American Indian Policy
Review Commission. The enactment of the I.C.W.A. was a direct result of our outcry
that Indian children were being lost to non-Indian foster and adoptive homes at an
alarmingly disproportionate rate.

Since enactment of this legislation its most important, positive aspect has been
productive interactions brought about between tribal and state governments which
have been historically uncommon. The Act has provided a framework for advancing
cooperation between states and tribes in the delivery of Indian child welfare serv-
ices by assigning definite roles to tribes, states and federal agencies.

Washington State now has a special Washington Administrative Code, require-
ments concerning Indian Child Welfare, which state agencies must follow when
dealing with Indian child welfare cases. The State of Washington has legislatively
recognized that the purpose of the I.C.W.A. is to prevent the unwarrented breakup
of Indian families and to give tribal governments substantial authority in determin-
ing Indian child custody matters. To illustrate the extensive impact of the Act and
the Washington Administrative Code, the following are quotes from letters prepared
from four regional district Department of Social and Health Services Offices in
regard to the I.C.W.A. These responses were solicited by the State Office of Indian
Affairs who requested input on recommendations related to amendments to the Act:

"The single most important aspect of the current Indian Child Welfare Act has
been the creation of Local Indian Child Welfare Advisory Committees. Offices with
active committees find that communications and planning for Indian children has
been greatly enhanced through committee activity."

"Placement and custodial requirements set forth in the act have brought about
greater awareness on the part of non-Indian DSHS staff of the special needs of
Indian children entering the social service system. Through information and com-
mittee activity the department is better equipped to address those needs."

"The Indian Child Welfare Act is, in and of itself, viewed as a positive move to
protect the best interests of the Indian child and his/her unique culture and herit-
age. Certainly it has heightened awareness in our communities for both Indian and
nonIndian peoele and has improved Department child welfare services to children
and their fami'ies."

"The Indian Child Welfare Act is vital to the preservation of Indian families and
we look forward to continued coordinated efforts in assuring its implementation."

The full text of their responses and recommendations in regard to the Act is in-
cluded in the appendices section of this testimony.I We strongly suggest review of
their recommendations which parallel tribal concerns in many respects.

The development of these attitudes on the part of the State agencies would never
have occurred without the Indian Child Welfare Act. Again, this is the Act's most
important. positive aspect to date.

Despite this important breakthrough in tribal/state cooperation, the intent of the
law is far from achieving its purpose. Since enactment of P.L. 95-708, its most nega-
tive aspect has been a lack of adequate congressional appropriations. No matter how
well-intentioned the purpose of this law, it is an empty gesture without adequate
funding to implement and carryout its purpose. Six years after the passage of this
Act, securing adequate funding is the next serious obstacle tribes must overcome.
Indian Child welfare needs were startlingly illustrated and overwhelming evidence

' See Appendix, material submitted by Don Milligan, MSW, Indian Affairs Section, Depart-
ment of Social and Health Services, State of Washington, attachment. No. 5, p. 40(3.
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was presented to Congress six years ago. The needs haven't changed. However, with-
out tribal program development and maintenance funds expansion of existing sys-
tems or development of new systems isn't feasible.

Currently our Tribe operates a Children's and Family Services Unit. It has been
in operation since 1973. Part of this unit's function is to act as a licensing and fos-
tercare placement agency. Our staff has an active case load that fluctuates between
45 -5() children per month. In addition, the Tribe has a Children's Court. The serv-
ices the Yakima Tribe provides through these two systems are by no means compre-
hensive or sufficient to meet our needs. The Tribe has had to piece together the
services by combining limited tribal, Federal and State funds. We have had to prior-
itize our children's and family services.

To illustrate the problems the tribe is experiencing due to a lack of resources, our
staff participates in weekly case reviews conducted by the local Department of
Social and Health Services Office. On the average two to four Indian child welfare
cases are reviewed. Of these cases, the Tribe is able to assume custody of only one to
two cases per month. The Tribe does not have the resources to assume custody for
all of its children. Conservatively, from just our local area alone, the Yakima Tribe
is having to turn down custody for a minimum of one hundred-fifty-six dependent
children per year. This estimate does not include those children who are turned
away from other regions in the state and-or by our court system. This example illus-
trates the severity of the dilemma caused by inadequate funding. Even though the
Yakima Tribe has exclusive jurisdiction, it has no means to fully respond to the
over-all Indian Child Welfare needs. Our Tribe is put in the precarious position of
deciding which child welfare cases it will accept or reject.

In addition, the process for receiving what limited I.C.W.A. funds that are avail-
able, a competitive process is utilized, therefore, tribes can't depend on a continuity
of programming. To compound the issues, the B.I.A.'s programs have received re-
peated funding reductions leaving only token programming funds for the added re-
sponsibility that this Act represents.

The concern for adequate resources is shared by the State of Washington as is
evidenced in their letters included as part of this testimony. I quote from the letter
from the Regional Administrator in our area whose response is rep:esentetive of
other regional state officials:

One of the most difficult barriers we find to full implementation of the intent of
the Act is the shortage of funding for the Indian Child and Family Service Program
as described in Section 201. As you know, although the Yakima Tribe has exclusive
jurisdiction, the child and family program is not fully funded. This situation leads to
frustrated expectations for both tribal members and other community agencies, as
well as leaving the department to provide services to a number of Indian children
and families, who, given adequate funding, could be served by their tribal program
instead."

A member of the State Office of the Attorney General's staff expressed similar
concerns in her letter of January 17, 1984. (See Appendices)

The intent and spirit of the Indian Child Welfare Act is to have Indian Children
remain with Indian people. A basic concern that I have as do others in my office
who work with the I.C.W.A., is that the lack of funding to tribes serves to undercut
the tribes; (and the State's) ability to carry out the purpose of the Act."

These shared concerns on the part of State Offices are significant and representa-
tive. The problem for not carrying out the purpose of the law is recognized by the
State as one of a lack of funds. Our State recognizes that with adequate funding
tribes will be able to provide child welfare services competently. We need desperate-
ly to develop our social service programs for children and families and expand our
judicial system.

The Yakima Indian Nation strongly recommends that funding sufficient for pro-
gram development and maintenance be appropriated. Funding to the tribes should
be on an entitlement basis and not competitive.

There are other issues of concern that the Yakima Indian Natim, -6 sr, in
common with other tribes. Since these tribes will be speaking to those (-.,ues in
their presentations the balance of our testimony will briefly address two other areas
of concerns:

1. Notification/ComplianceWhether or not notice on foster care placement and
termination of parental rights was provided in a proper and timely fashion to tribes
should be monitored by the Bureau of Indian Affairs or another identified agency or
group. This issue of compliance regarding notification is corroborated by State agen-
cies. One quote from a State office (see appendix) illustrates the severity of concern:

"Several obstacles have been encountered in following the mandates of the Act,
and in enforcing the policies set forth in WAC. Specifically, Judges in King County
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appear to lack understanding of the Act. There is general lack of recognition for the
unique political and cultural status of Indian people. Court decisions have been ren-
dered which have gone against the intent of the Act. Bad precedents have been set
for future cases (e.g. maintaining Indian children in non-Indian placements when
family or Indian resources were available). It's recommended training be made man-
datory for Judges who preside over Indian Child Welfare cases."

Our Tribe is aware that public and private agencies are not complying with the
Indian Child Welfare Act. There needs to be controls for compliance on these agen-
cies. Again, our State has expressed these same concerns:

"There are still too many Indian children being placed in non-Indian homes and
perhaps it would improve if the law had a stronger way to compel that the law be
followed."

"Indian cases serviced by private agencies is anoth4r area of concern. There have
been a number of instances of non-compliance by private agencies. Presently, there
is not a system to monitor private agencies. Region 4 DDHS and the LICWAC have
sought to establish informal agreements with the various private agencies to staff
their Indian cases. Unfortunately there has been a number of problems. A legally
mandated system of monitoring needs to be consiiered."

The Yakima Tribe recommends that a method for monitoring and compliance be
established.

2. Expert WitnessA definition for expert witnesses should be included in the
Act. An expert witness should be required to be knowledgeable about the I.C.W.A.
and a cultural awareness about the tribe involved. It is recommended that
the definition included in the B.I.A.'s guidelines for State Courts be adopted, see Ap-
pendices for excerpt of the guideline.

The Yakima Indian Nation realizes that there are other important concerns with
the Act whi.th have to do with juvenile justice, inheritance, voluntary adoptions,
and adoption penalties. However, the focus of our testimony has been on the critical
funding issue. This issue overrides all other concerns. Without an adequate and reli-
able funding base, other changes and/or amendments to the Act will not help our
Tribe to assume total and exclusive jurisdiction over all Indian child welfare mat-
ters for our tribal members.

As Indian people, united on this issue of Indian child welfare, we present our case
on a National tragedy. The Yakima Indian Nation maintains that our cause was
presented with overwhelming evidence and justification six years ago. This Act,
without proper appropriations, is now adding to the problems evidenced six years
ago, by causing manifold complications resulting from Tribes trying to handle cases
when there are not adequate social services and judicial systems to ensure proper
care and due process for Indian children.

Our most valuable resource is our human resource . . . our children. The tradi-
tion of the Yakima Indian Nation considers its children its primary resources for
providing the link between generations, the carriers of tradition and culture and for
ensuring that the Tribal Family continues to exist.

Mr. ALEXANDER. We are going to take a 5-minute break, and we
will be right back, starting with the chief judge from the Sisseton-
Wahpeton Tribal Court, Lorraine Rousseau.

[Recess taken.]
Is Judge Rousseau here?
Is Marie Starr, from the Muckleshoot Tribe here?

STATEMENT OF MARIE STARR, GROUP HOME DIRECTOR, AND
MEMBER OF THE TRIBAL COUNCIL, MUCKLESHOOT INDIAN
TRIBE, AUBURN, WA
Ms. STARR. Good morning. My name is Marie Starr, and I am the

director for the Muckleshoot Tribal Group Home. We are the only
certified Indian youth home in the State of Washington, and I am
also a member of the Muckleshoot Tribal Council. I am here to ad-
dress the Indian Child Welfare Act, Public Law 95-608, and I am
requesting that my written testimony submitted to the Senate
Select Committee on Indian Affairs be incorporated as part of the
record.

37-608 0 - 34 - 10
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Mr. ALEXANDER. It will be. We will take your whole statement
for the record, and we would appreciate your summarizing it, hit-
ting the high points in your oral testimony.

Ms. STARR. In meeting our obligations as the only federally-recog-
nized Indian tribe in King County, the Muckleshoot Indian Tribe
has used the Indian child welfare and other resources to operate
the Muckleshoot Youth Home since 1979. Currently, the home is
the sole State-certified Indian group home facility in the State of
Washington. The youth home provides temporary shelter and care
for Indian children, ages 0 to 17, as well as counseling and treat-
ment services to their family. The home is maintained to preserve
the integrity of the Indian family as a cohesive unit.

As the only State-certified Indian facility, the Muckleshoot
Youth Home serves a vital linkage in the overall Indian child
welare efforts in Puget Sound and for the entire region. Through
the home, Muckleshoot has satisfied many and varied require-
ments to effectively provide culturally relevant group care to
Indian children and families. There requirements include reas-
sumption of exclusive jurisdiction in Indian child welfare matters;
the adoption of the tribal juvenile code, State-approved, foster-care
placement and licensing procedures, access to'tribal legal system;
coordination with private, State, and intertribal service providers;
and certification of the group-care facility itself.

The home's 5-year operational record clearly established that it
is a unique and primary vehicle for addressing the social service
problems impacting the Indian populations to be served.

The Indian tribes throughout the United States worked diligent.
ly for years for the protection of our children, the most valuable
human resource of our tribe. The U.S. Congress recognized this
Indian child protection issue in 1978, when the Indian Child Wel-
fare Act, Public Law 95-608, was enacted. However, there are
many critical issues causing major Indian child custody conflicts. I
am just going to go through some of the recommendations that the
tribe has.

Provisions need to be incorporated that authorize that the defini-
tion of "Indian" shall be consistent with the respective reserva-
tion's definition of "Indian" and shall include a provision authoriz-
ing Canadian Indians as qualified participants, consistent with the
legal language contained in the Jay Treaty between the United
States and Canada on Indians.

Inclusion of provisions that encourage tribe and State agree-
ments for effective intervention for tribal court jurisdiction for all
Indian children, including juvenile justice issues, and mandate that
the State child welfare agencies provide resources to Indian chil-
dren, particularly in Public Law 280 State. Tribal 280 States have
assumed jurisdiction over many criminal issues which occur on res-
ervations. The only means to access juvenile justice facilities for ju-
venile offenders is through the State court system. The tribe would
like to have the opportunity to work with the State of Washington,
whereby the tribe could retain jurisdiction over juveniles in both
civil and criminal areas and be able to utilize the State facility for
treatment.
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This process would give the tribes jurisdiction over their youths
without having to duplicate the costly treatment facilities already
in operation through the State system.

Provisions need to be incorporated that specifically provide for
the Indian child service population, preventative programs, mar-
ried-on successive programs, prioritized budget for federally recog-
nized tribes, providing technical assistance to projects, and guaran-
tee a 3-year funding cycle for demonstrated successful programs for
public Law 95-608.

Include provisions that mandate Federal, State, private, and
tribal agencies to immediately notify tribes where Indian children
are involved in voluntary and involuntary child placement cases.
Upon this immediate notification, the child's tribes need provision
to obtain legal access to the child's full name, birth date, tribal af-
filiation, social history, case plan, domestic relations, and ensure
that the child's tribe will abide by all of the confidentiality stand-
ards as required by the law to ensure that the child's best welfare
protection and placement is implemented in each respective case.

Include provisions in title II, section 20.1(aX3) to exercise the
Indian right of biracial children who choose to be Indian, regard-
less of whether the child is enrolled in a tribe or not, when one of
the parents is legally recognized as an Indian and provide a legal
mandate in this provision that all child placement agencies ensure
the Indian child's Federal trust inheritance and rights are guaran-
teed as an Indian, consistent with 25 CFR regulations.

Include provisions that guarantee the qualified expert witness
utilized within the Indian child-placement cases obtain not only the
professional expertise but is also the expert in Indian custom, tra-
dition, laws, and is legally authorized to represent the Indian child
by the child's tribe.

One of the other things that we do not have within our testimo-
ny is the review process of the Indian child welfare grant applica-
tions. I will have that in writing and sent to you to be included as
part of the testimony.

The Muckelshoot Tribal Youth Home has served 162 Indian
youth and 850 family members between 1979 and 1983 from the
Northwest States of Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Alaska, and other
States upon request to the tribal group home. The tribe has the
only certified Indian group home in the State of Washington and
has gained credibility from both reservation tribal youth service
agencies, as well as State child placement agencies as a valuable
child resource.

An area of concern which the tribe noted that has not been ade-
quately addressed in Public law 95-608 is the issue of Federal trust
obligations, including medical education and Federal obligations
for Indian children. Tribal child welfare workers have found that
many children have lost and continue to lose benefits due to them
as tribal members or as Indians because of uninformed workers for
private and State agencies, due to tribal enrollment procedures, a
lack of expertise in BIA and tribal regulations concerning birth
and placement.

By covering these trust responsibilities in the act, the Federal
Government will be responsible for guaranteeing that the treaty
obligations are met. The Indian children and extended Indian fami-
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lies have been grossly violated by law and child placement agencies
that are not expert or professionally trained in Indian customs, tra-
ditions, and law. This has caused the Indian child to experience
confusion and often suffer irreparable damage, mental stability,
and property loss, Effective Indian child placement agencies serve
as professional and expert resources for our children. The U.S. Con-
gress needs to guarantee the same child protective services and
rights to Indian children that are guaranteed to other children in
this Nation. But more importantly, the Government, as our tribal
fiduciary trust agency, needs to protect these children's special
legal trust obligations.

Thank you for taking the time to allow me to testify for the
Indian Child Welfare Act, Public Law 95-608.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Thank you for your testimony.
I might mention at this point that we are going to keep the

record open on this hearing for what, for us, is a long period of
time, which will be 30 days, because we have requested a number
of tribes and States for written comments. So if you have addenda,
as you mentioned in your testimony, that you would like to submit,
we will be keeping the record open for 30 days. Thank you for
coming, and we appreciate your testimony.

[The prepared statement and accompanying material follow. Tes-
timony resumes on p. 153.]
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MUCKLESI ilOOT TRIBAL COUNCIL
39015 172\0 AVENUE S.E. AUBURN, WASINGTON 93002 FOR E3E3-3311

TESTIMONY
INDIAN CHILD WELFARE ACT, PUBLIC LAW 608

INTRODUCTION

My name is Marie Starr, I am the Director for the Muckleshoot Tribal Group

Home, the only certified Indian Youth Home in the State of W...shington and I am

a Muckleshoot Tribal Council Member. I am here to address the Indian Child Wel-

fare Act, P.L. 608 and requesting that my written testimony submitted to the

Senate Select Committee be incorporated as a part of the Congressional records.

PROBLEM

Indian Tribes Wroughout the U.S. have worked diligently for years for

the protection of our children, the most valuable human resource for the Tribes.

The U.S. Congress recognized this Indian Child Protection issue in 1978 when

the Indian Child Welfare Act, P.L. 608 was enacted. However, there are many

critical issues causing major national Indian Child custodial conflicts.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Provisions need to be incorporated that authorize the definition of

Indian shall be consistent with respective reservations definition

of Indian and shall include a provision authorizaing Canadian Indian

children as qualified participants consistent with the legal language

contained in the Jay Treaty between the U.S. and Canada on Indians.

2. Inclusion of provisions that encourage State-Tribal agreements for

effective intervention for Tribal Court jurisdiction for all Indian

children including Juvenile Justice issues and mandate that State

Child Welfare Agencies provide resources to Indian children, particularly

in P.L. 280 States.

Tribal 2B0 States has assumed jurisdiction over many criminal issues

which occur on Reservations. The only means to access juvenile justice

facilities for juvenile offenders is through the state court system.
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The Tribe would like to have the opportunity to work with the State

of Washington whereby the Tribe could retain jurisdiction over juv-

eniles both in civil and criminal areas and be able to utilize the

State facilities for treatment, etc. This process would give Tribe's

jurisdiction over their youth without having to duplicate the costly

treatment facilities all ready in operation through the State system.

3. The U.S. Congress needs to restore the 1.0 million dollars cut for

the FY-84 budget and continually appropriate a minimum of 15.0 mil-

lion effective for FY-85 budget year for the implementation for the

legal mandates contained in P.L. 600 and increase this budget as

inflationary costs demand each year thereafter.

4. Provisions need to be inco.Trated that specifically provide for

Indian child service population, preventative programs, merit on

success of program, prioritize budget for Federally recogLized Tribes,

provide technical assistance to projects, and guarantee a three year

funding cycle for demonstrated successful programs for P.L. 608.

5. Include provisions that mandate Federal, State, Private, and Tribal

Agencies to immediately notify tribe where Indian child is enrolled

in voluntary and involuntary Indian child placement cases. Jpon

this immediate notification, the child's tribe needs provisions to

obtain legal access to the childs full name, birthday, tribal affil-

iation, social history, case plan, domestic relations, and insurance

that the childs triLe will abide by the all confidentiality standards

as required by the law to insure the childs best welfare, protection,

and placement is impleme.ted in each respective case.

6. Include provisions in Title II, Section 201(a)(3) to exercise the

Indian rights of bi-racial children who choose to be Indian, re-

gardless of whether child is enrolled in the tribe or not, when

BEST .COPY AVAILABLE
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one of the parents is legally recognized as an Indian and provide a

legal mandate in this provision to all child placement agencies to

insure the Indian child's Federal Trust inheritance and rights are

guaranteed as an Indian consistent with 25 CFR regulations.

7. Provision to guarantee that the childs tribe is notified in cases

of voluntary placement, with parents permission, by Federal, State,

Private, and Tribal agencies to guarantee the Indian childs Federal

Trust Rights to their cultural inheritance is exercised for the

highest potential benefit for the child.

8. Include provisions that guarantee that the "qualified expert wit-

ness" utilized within Indian child placement cases obtains not only

the professional expertise, but is also an expert in Indian customs,

tradition, laws, and is legally authorized to represent the Indian

child by the childs tribe or the intercepting Indian organization to

insure the childs inherent Federal Trust Rights are fully exercised.

9. Include provision to guarantee that Federal, State, Private and Tribal

child placement agencies notify the Indian childs tribe and juris-

diction be transferred to the tribe regardless of whether the parent(s)

object.

10. Provision to resolve the conflict contained within the spelled ovt

language of P.L. 608, the Indian Child Welfare Act and P.L. 272, Adoption

Assistance and Child Welfare Act of 1980, involving custody of Indian

children in group and foster care.

11. Provision that mandate each respective state to comply with the legal

protectional trust rights of Indian children consistent with the

Indian Child Welfare Act to guarantee Federal compliance is implemented.
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Effective participation and consultation between Indian Child Welfare

Workers, Tribe, States, RIA, and Human hnd Health Service needs to

be considered to finalize a cooperative agreement that guarantees

that all agencies will comply with the mandates contained within the

608 Public Law for the Indian Child.

12. Provisions need to be incorporated that guarantee that an appointed

guardian for the Indian child insures expert knowledge in Indian

customs, tradition, laws, and exercises the legal protection for the

childs inherent federal trust rights as a tribal enrolled Indian co:.

sistent with 25 CFR.

SUMMARY

The Muckleshoot Tribal Youth Home has directly served 162 Indian Youth

an 851 family members between 1979-1983 from the Northwest States of Washington,

Oregon, Idaho, Alaska, and other States upon request to the Tribal Group Home.

The Tribe has the only certified Indian group home in the State of Washington and

has gained credibility from both Reservation Tribal Youth Service Agencies as well

as State Child Placement Agencies as a valuable child resource, please make ref-

erence to the attached letters of reference.

An area of concern which the Tribe noted that has not been adequately

addressed in the 608 act is the issue of Federal trust obligations including

medical, education, and financial obligations for Indian children. Tribal Child

Welfare Workers have found that many children have lost, and continue to lose

benefits due to them as tribal members or Indians because uninformed workers

for Private and State Agencies are uneducated as to tribal enrollment procedures

and lack expertise in BIA or tribal regulations concerning birth and/or place-
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ment. By covering these trust responsibilities in the act, the Federal Govern-

ment will be responsible for guaranteeing that treaty obligationu are met.

Indian children and extended Indian families have been grossly violated

by laws and child placement agencies that are not expert or professionally trained

in Indian customs, traditions, and laws. This has caused the Indian child to ex-

perience confusion and often suffer irreparable damage in mental stability, pro-

perty loss, social adjustments .self identity and self-worth. Effective Indian

Child Placement Agencies serve as the professional and expert resources for our

children. The U.S. Congress needs to guarantee the same Child Protective Services

and rights to Indian children that are guaranteed to other children in this nations

but even more importantly, the government as our Tribal Fiduciary Trust Agency

needs to protect these children's special legal trust obligations.

Thank you for taking the time to allow me to testify for the Indian Child

Welfare Act, P.L. 608.

MS/bs
ATTEST:

Sonny D. Bargala, Chairman
Muckleshoot Tribal Council

Sincerely,

Marie Starr,
Muckleshoot Group Home Director
and Muckleshoot Tribal Council Member
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TRIBAL COUNCIL RESOLUTION NO. 84-19

WHEREAS, the Muckleshoot Tribe is directly participating as a resource
for effective implementation of P.L. 608, the IND;AN CHILD WELFARE ACT and is
the only Indian Youth Home licensed by the State of Washington; and

WHEREAS, the Tribe has been experiencing major deficiencies within the
implementation of programs under this Congressional enacted law for the 608
welfare, protection, and custody of Indian children within our Northwest region;

and

WHEREAS, because the Indian children are not receiving adequate protection
as mandated within the intent of this Indian Child Welfare Act (P.L. 608), it
is imperative that the United States Congress, Private Agencies, State Welfare
Agencies, U.S. Health t Human Service Agencies, and the U.S. Department of Interior
exercise mandates contained within this act to guarantee Indian child protection.

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that Muckleshoot Tribe hereby recommend that the
following provisions be included by the United States Congress incorporating changes
within the appropriate federal regulations and authorizing adequate funds to effec-
tively implement mandates as contained within this law:

1. Definition of Indian shall be consistent with respective reservations
definitions of Indians and shall include Canadian Indian children as
qualified participants as per the legal language contained within the
U.S. and Canadian government negotiated "Jay Treaty" for Indian people.

2. Inclusion of provisions that authorize State-Tribal Agreements for ef-
fective intervention for Tribal Court jurisdiction including Juvenile
Justice issues of Indian children and State Child Welfare Agencies to
serve as viable resources for the same, especailly in P.L. 280 States.

3. The U.S. Congress needs to restore the 1.0 million dollar cut for the
FY-84 budget and consistently appropriate 15.0 million minimum effec-
tive for FY-85 budget year for the effective implementation of the
mandates contained in P.L. 608 and increase this budget as inflationary
costs demand each year thereafter.

4. Proviwions need to be incorporated that specifi6lly provide for Indian
child service population,preventative programs, merit on success of pro-
gram, prioritize budget for Federally recognized Tribes, provide technical

assistance to projects, and guarantee a three year funding cycle for
demonstrated successful programs for P.L. 608.

5. Include provisions that mandate Federal, State, Private, and Tribal
Agencies to immediately notify tribe where Indian child is enrolled in
voluntary and involuntary Indian child placement cases. Upon this im-

mediate notification, the child's tribe needs provision to obtain legal
access to the childs full name, birthday, tribal affiliation, social

1 5,5
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(Continutation Resolution I 84-19

history, case plan, domestic relations, and insurance that the
childs tribe will abide by the all confidentiality standards as
required by the law to insure the child!' best welfare, protection,
and placement is implemented in each respective case.

6. Include provisions in Title II, Section 201(a)(3) to exercise the
Indian rights of bi-racial children who choose to be Indian,regard-
less of whether child is enrolled in the tribe or not, when one of
the parents is legally recognised as an Indian and provide a legal
mandate in this provision to all child placement agencies to insure
the Indian child's Federal trust inheritance and rights are guaranteed
as an Indian consistent with 25 CFR regulations.

7. Provision to guarantee that the childs tribe is notified in cases of
voluntary placement, with parents permission, by Federal, State, Pri-
vate, and Tribal Agencies to guarantee the Indian childs Federal Trust
Rights to their cultural inheritance is exercised for the highest
potential benefit for the child.

8. Include provisions that guarantee that the "qualified expert witness"
utilized within Indian child placement cases obtains not only the
professional expertise, but is also an expert in Indian customs,
tradition, laws, and is legally authorized to represent the Indian
child by the childs tribe or the intercepting Indian organization to
insure the childa inherent federal trust rights are fully exercised.

9. Include provision to guarantee that Federal, State, Private, and
Tribal child placement agencies notify the Indian childs tribe and
jurisdiction is transferred to the tribe regardless of whether the
parent(s) object.

10. Provision to resolve the conflict contained within the spelled out
language of P.L. 600, the Indian Child Welfare Act and P.L. 272,
Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act of 1980, involving custody
of Indian children in group and foster care.

11. Provision that mandate each respective state will comply with the
legal intent for protectional trust rights of Indian children con-
sistent with the Indian Child Welfare Act to guarantee Federal com-
pliance is implemented. Effective participation and consultation
between Indian Child Welfare Workers, Tribe, States, VIA, and Health
and Human Services needs to be considered to finalize a cooperative
agreement that guarantees that all agencies will comply with the man-
dates contained within the -*, Public Law for the Indian Children.

12. Provisions need to be incorporated that guarantee that an appointed
guardian for the Indian child insures expert knowledge 11 Indian

customs, tradition, laws, and exercises the legal protection for the
childs inherent federal trust rights as a tribal enrolled Indian con-
sistent with 25 CFR.

p1:1-14..oLoi vtir
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AND BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that this Resolution shall be routed to
BIA, H.H.S., DSHS, NCAI, and such other U.S. Congressional committees who
act on Indian Child Welfare matters, and

BE IT FINALLY RESOLVED, that the Tribe is requesting full support from
the United States Congress to guarantee Federal Indian Child Protection Rights
be practiced by all federal, State, private, and Tribal Child Protective
Agencies and that Indian Child jurisdiction be immediately turned over to the
respective tribes within this nation consistent with the 608 law.

CERTIFICATION
As Secretary of the Muckleshoot Indian Tribal Council, I hereby certify
that the above resolution was duly adopted at a 6 ija.4., meeting
of the Tribal Council on the /04 day of (42421. , 1984, held
on Muckleshoot Indian Reservation, Auburn, WA, at which a quorum was
present by a vote of y for, 0 against and 0 abstentions.

41A4i4-*2611141El ine J. ere' z, Secretary Sonny Bargala Chairmal.
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STATE or WASHINGTON

GOVERNOR'S OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS
1057 C., peal Way Olynpa. Wohrglon 90504 006)7534411 (SCAN 7534780

May 9, 1983

To whom it may concern:

I recommend and support the Muckleshoot Indian Tribe's grant application
entitled Muckleshoot Child Abuse and Neglect Prevention Program.

Leo J. La Cla
ElectAnt Drectoe

It is aaaaa urring and long overdue to finally have an'Indian organisation
with such high quality and experience address this most critical need
from not just a treatment approach, but from one of prevention.

The Muckleshobt Indian Tribe and the State DSMS and other State agencies have
enjoyed mutually productive relationship for a number of years. Perhaps

one of our best and most productive efforts has been through the Muckleshoot
Youth Nome which is a proven, effective means by which the Tribe has
add d Indian child and family concerns, especially as they relate to
child neglect and Buse, throughout the State of Washington and the entire
Northwest. Should the Muckleshoot proposed project become a reality, the
vast networking of State agencies and personnel would be readily available
and accessible to fulifili our responsibilities and commitments.

It is therefore without hesitation that I fully endorse and support the
proposed Muckleshoot Child Abuse and Neglect Prevention Program.

Sincerely,

Leo J. La Clair
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STAU CW MASHNIMON

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
2000-26th Mira* Sot" "456-7 Stant', Wathiron SI 144

January 5, 1984

Marie Starr, Director
Muckleshoot Youth lane
39015 172nd SE
Auburn, Washington 98002

Dear Ms. Starr:

Karen Rahn
lateXXX2NA

serve if

As the only Indian specific youth home in Seattle/King County, the Muckleshoot
Youth Home has provided valuable placement and social services to Indian
children and their families.

Children requiring substitute care present a variety of problems and needs.
When Indian children require out-of-home care, those needs are magnified and
best met by culturally sensitive services. The Muckleshoot Youth Nome provides
such services and has proven to be a most valuable resource.

The Region 4 Indian Children's Unit has coordinated efforts with the Muckleshoot
Youth Nome in accessing clients to the Youth Home for placement and follow-up
services. The Youth Nome offers a vital alternative to non-Indian placements
and thereby provides culturally relevant supportive services.

We wish you continued success in your efforts to provide a continuum of quality
services to Native American/Alaska Native people.

Sincerely,

Alretta J. Bill, MSW
Supervisor
Indian Children's Unit
Region 4

AB:bnd
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Mr. ALEXANDER. Our next witness is Joe Tallakson, representing
the Lummi Indian Tribe.

STATEMENT OF JOE TALLAKSON, SENSE, INC., FOR THE LUMMI
INDIAN TRIBE, BELLINGHAM, WA

Mr. TALLAKSON. Good afternoon. My name is Joe Tallakson. I
represent the interests and concerns of the Lummi Indian Tribe re-
garding the Indian Child Welfare Act. I will be providing oral testi-
mony today, with written testimony to be submitted for the record.

The Lummi Indian Tribe, located on the Pacific coast of Wash-
ington State, operates a child and family services program current-
ly handling 135 wardships, 18 foster placements, oversight on 8 au-
thorized foster homes with a total capacity of 28 children. The need
and importance of the Indian Child Welfare Act for Indian chil-
dren and their respective tribes across the Nation is self-evident.
The procedures and processes to implement the act, however, have
created difficulties that are both unavoidable and unnecessary..

In general, the Lummi Tribe strongly supports the recommenda-
tions presented by the tribes of Washington State regarding Indian
child welfare. In particular, the tribe recommends the development
of an entitlement base for each tribe, with a separate set-aside for
competitive grants; 3-year-cycle funding under the competitive
grants to provide program continuity; establishment of evaluation
guidelines consistent from tribe to tribe and agency to agency; that
the conduct of evaluations is clear and instructive for program
staff to advise and assist local resource staff in the development of
their programs; and, to develop training programs for all resource
staff dealing with Indian child welfare on a continuing basis,
versus the current interim and intermittent basis of training. In
that regard, the State and tribal judges receive training in Indian
Child Welfare Act law and the current issues.

The Lummi Tribe also would be interested in a concentrated
technical assistance to tribes and adjacent counties to resolve juris-
dictional conflicts. For instance, in Whatcom County, the court and
prosecutor's office have failed to respond to tribal requests for as-
sistance unless the case was processed through the county court, or
the county court system has exhibited difficulty honoring a tribal
court order when a child has been declared a dependent ward of
the court and lives off reservation, or geographic location often
rather than the type of offense now determines jurisdictional au-
thority in cases of rape, incest, or physical abuse.

In closing, strengthening the staff resources through increased
appropr.ations, core funding for each of the tribes in their Indian
child w lfare program, targeted training and technical assistance,
and a separate and distinct appropriation of Indian child welfare
funds within the BIA social services is necessary to ensure the de-
velopment of adequate and effective local tribal resource staff and
the ultimate goal of providing protective and supportive services
for Indian children caught in difficult life situations in their most
delicate stage of development. Thank you.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Thank you, and we will look forward to your
written prepared testimony.

[The prepared statement follows:]

1.6 o
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PREPARED TESTIMONY (W THE LUMMI INDIAN TRIBE, SUBMITTED BY JOE TALLAKSON

The Lummi Indian Tribe is geographically located in Whatcom County in North-
west Washington State, about five (5) miles west of the City of Bellingham, ninety
five (95) miles north of Seattle and fifty (50) miles south of Vancouver, British Co-
lumbia.

The original acreage of the Lummi Reservation included 12,500 acres, about forty
(40) percent of' this has been alienated and is now owned by non-Indians. Approxi-
mately 7,900 acres remain in Indian control

The Lummi Indian Tribe feels that our most valuable resource is our own people
and our future lies with our Children. The children provide our links between gen-
erations, and are the future carriers of our traditions and culture. They will ensure
that the Tribal family unit will continue to exist.

The Lummi Tribes current population (2,503) is young, with over 50% of the popu-
lation under the age of 21. Of these there are 1,182 children under sixteen 116) years
of age. During the fiscal year 1983 one hundred and sixty-six (166) juvenile cases
were heard in tribal court. One hundred and thirty of these cases were dependency
hearings. The Tribal Prosecutor's office processed 55 child protection service cases
resulting in the need for protective supervision. Fifty-three (53) cases were placed in
foster homes and sixteen (16) were returned to their natural parents. The incidence
of child abuse is unknown overall, but is clearly increasing as is evidenced through
documentation.

The Lummi Tribe presently operates a Child and Family service program and
staffing consists of a coordinator, secretary, caseworker and a part-time case moni-
tor.

Currently an important aspect of this program is the ability to license homes
which provide foster care to Indian children. The program has 18 children in foster
care. The Lummi Tribe currently has eight (8) approved foster homes, with approxi-
mately four homes pending approval. Potentially 28 children could be placed in
these eight (8) homes. If all of these children were placed, the homes would be over-
loaded. It is essential that more homes be approved and made available for future
placements.

Lummi Child and Family Services also has under its supervision 135 wardship
cases. Lummi Child and Family Service is attempting to monitor these cases to
insure that the wardships are abiding by the tribal court recommendations.

A new component recently added to the Lummi Child and Family Services pro-
gram is a case monitor position to follow up on all sex abuse and severe physical
abuse cases. Currently, this case worker has approximately 25 cases to monitor.

An additional component of Lummi Child and Family Services is to oversee and
coordinate the Lummi Child Safety Council. This group is made up of various sup-
port service agencies both on and off the reservation. Their function is to discuss
ways to educate the community in child abuse issues. The tribal program also over-
sees the Child Advocate Council. The Child Advocate Council staffs all severe abuse
cases and refers clients to appropriate resources. The case monitor then insures that
appropriate counseling takes place. For the victim, the abuser and the family.

As can be evidenced by the previous statistics, abuse and neglect is present within
the Lummi community. To break the cycles and presence of child abuse the Indian
Child Welfare Act is essential to the Lurnmi Indian Tribe, as well as to all Indian
tribes.

P.L. 95-708, in and of itself is viewed as a positive step towards reinforcing tribal
jurisdiction over child welfare issues. However, since the enactment of Pl. 95-708,
there has been a lack of adequate congressional appropriations. Without adequate
funding levels it is difficult to implement and to carry out the main purpose of the
act

There are many agencies in the surrounding community that may have resources
to aid the tribe in addressing many of the issues confronting the Indian family unit.
The tribal program is under staffed and underfunded which results in an inability
to adequatly coordinate with these various agencies and services, although the
framework exists.

The Lummi Child and Family Services staff are unable to attend important meet-
ings, provide input into planning of new service, organize the coordination of re-
sources, (such as meetings with law enforcement agencies to resolve jurisdictional
issues) and to compile necessary data for funding agencies.

Adequate resources are needed to effectively implement the Indian Child Welfare
Act The Lurnmi Tribe would prefer that a large percentage of funds he allotted to
each tribe and have a smaller percentage be available on a competitive basis, and
chat grants be awarded on a three year basis and annual evaluation, budget submis-
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sion and program update. This would alleviate the sporadic funding cycle and thus,insure program productivity. When programs are unsure, from year to year, if they
will receive funding it's impossible to plan on a long term basis. Without long rangeplanning, adequate prevention and educational needs cannot be met. The onlyaspect that can be dealt with are the case by case crises that arise.

Evaluation guidelines need to become an integral part of the Child and Family
Service programs. This type of component allows the programs to keep on directtrack and direct all energies in a positive manner. Rather than work from a nega-
tive aspect and deal only with the crisis situations. Evaluations are an important
component to the success of a Child and Family Services program.

Training monies should be set aside in the funding allotments to insure education
for tribal court personnel and Child and Family Services personnel. This is essentialfor all staff to be educated in abuse issues. This funding should also allow for con-
tractural services which would afford the respective tribes resources for evaluation,
legal intervention, periodic training for the staff and community as well.

In closing, strengthening the staff resources through increased appropriations
with some emphases on trining and technical assistance, and a separate and distinct
appropriation for the Indian Child Welfare Act within the B.I.A. social services is
necessary to insure the development of adequate and effective local. tribal servicedelivery in this area is so critical to the future of Indian communities.

The Lummi Tribes Child and Family Services Programs ultimate goal is to pro-
vide protective and supportive services for Indian families, and most importantly for
the children caught in different and difficult situations in their most delicate stageof development.

Our next witness is Maureen Pie', from Kotze'.,ue, AK.

STATEMENT OF MAUREEN PIE', ATTORNEY-AT-LAW, MANIILAQ
ASSOCIATION, KOTZEBUE, AK

Ms. PIE'. Thank you. I would like to thank the committee for the
opportunity to present some limited oral testimony today. I would
also appreciate the opportunity to submit more formal comments
within the next 30 days.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Fine.
Ms. PIE'. My name is Maureen Pie'. I am an attorney with the

nonprofit tribal organization in the Northwest Arctic region of
Alaska. The name of the organization is Maniilaq Association, and
we are an association formed to serve the social, health, and educa-
tional needs of 11 Alaska Native villages in northwest Alaska.

If you would allow me, I would like to set the stage a little bit for
you and describe the part of the country where I live and work.
Kotzebue, AK is unlike anything that I have ever seen or experi-
enced in the lower 49 States. Kotzebue is a small village of approxi-
mately 3,000 people, which makes it by village standards a very
large community. It serves as the transportation and economic hub
of a region of the State which was carved out by the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act, and which is approximately the size of the
State of Indiana. Within that area reside approximately 6,000
people, 9 percent of whom are Inupiat Eskimo. The other 3,000
who do not live in Kotzebue live scattered in 10 small villages, with
populations anywhere from 600 to 62 people. Each of these villages
is considered an Indian tribe by definition of the Indian Child Wel-
fare Act, as well as many other pieces of Federal legislation.

We have tribal governments in every one of these villages, eight
of which are Indian Reorganization Act councils and three of which
are traditional councils in the process of applying for IRA status.
Our tribal councils for many years have been dormant, in fact
almost nonexistent. Several years ago, the State of Alaska actively
encouraged villages to incorporate as municipalities under State

i-t - -;1 - 11
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law, and since then small seven-member city councils have had the
most influence in running day-to-day affairs in the villages of
northwest Alaska. Currently, 10 of our 11 villages are such munici-
pal corporations.

In recent months, our IRA and traditional councils have begun
to see that a return to tribal and traditional custom will be the
best hope for solving the severe social problems that beset the
Alaska Natives of the region. Among them are epidemic domestic
violence, suicide rates often estimated at 90 times the national av-
erage. and shockingly high rates of alcoholism, just to name three
of the most visible problems. Another problem is the breakup of
Indian families, and we applaud the Senate's efforts by the 1978
Indian Child Welfare Act to help resolve some of the problems that
beset Indian families.

Currently, Maniilaq Association has started a brandnew program
to provide legal counsel to the tribal governments in intervention
in Indian Child Welfare Act proceedings. The program that went
into operation approximately January 15 of this year: and it is cur-
rently staffed by one attorney for 10 months of the year and one
paralegal for 6 months of the year.

The rest of my testimony will highlight three of our most critical
needs. The first two are funding, of course, and communication. We
are extremely isolated. In fact, I only heard about these hearings
through a chance discussion with Bert Hirsch of the Association on
American Indian Affairs. To my knowledge, I am the only repre-
sentative of any Alaska Native group present, and in fact the
United Tribes of Alaska, the Alaskan Federation of Natives, and
other Indian lawyers who work for organizations similar to mine
had not heard of these hearings until I called to find out if they
would be attending. That was about 2 weeks ago.

As an example of what we feel adequate funding would be for a
good tribal government program to provide not only technical as-
sistance but training for our tribal councilsfolks who do not re-
member or even have the first idea of what a tribal constitution is
for---we submitted a budget to the Administration for Native
Americans for approximately $250,000 which would fund three full-
time staff people. We realized that funding was very limited and
that our chances were not good of receiving the entire amount.
however, this was our best estimate for an adequate program. We
did receive $57,000 for this current fiscal year. We combine that
with about $20,000 from the Bureau of Indian Affairs' tribal oper-
ations and rights-protection programs to provide our tribal govern-
ment Ilervices.

Our villages are in an even worse situation when it comes to fi-
nances. I would like to tell you a story of the village of Kobuk,
which is on the upper reaches of the Kobuk River, the furtherest
village in the region. It is situated at the base of the Brooks Range.
It has a population of 02 and is entitled to approximately $5,700
from BIA 638 grants to run its tribal government office. The vil-
lage. as all the other villages, has very limited sources of independ
ent income and relies almost exclusively on the bureau and other
Federal programs for funding.

The village, for lack of adequate accounting and bookkeeping re-
sources. had let a former grant slide and was without current fund-
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ing and, therefore, without staff. When I visited the village a
month ago, my assistant and I, with a volunteer from the village,
opened 6 months worth of mail addressed to the tribal government.
Included in this mail was a notice of Child-in-Need-of-Aid proceed-
ing, sent by the State court system pursuant to the Indian Child
Welfare Act, which informed the council of its right to intervene in
a matter concerning a child from its village. The hearing had al-
ready taken place by the time the notice was opened.

A second example I would like to present involves a rather com-
plex court case that we have going right now in the Superior Court
of the State of Alaska, in Kotzebue. It is a trial-level court which
handles adoption proceedings. We have an Alaska-Native mother
who voluntarily gave up her child for adoption to a non-Native.
When the petition for adoption was filed, the Kotzebue IRA council
sought to intervene, and as a result of arguments by the preadop-
tive mother's attorney, that decision was held up for several
months. The child is now 16 months old. For 7 months of her younglife, this adoption proceeding has been contested, and because in-
formation is slow in getting out to the State court, this is a case of
first impression for the judge in Kotzebue. He was very unfamiliar
with the Indian Child Welfare Act, very unfamiliar with basic prin-
ciples of Indian law.

We are still in litigation, briefing legal issues. The court is now
entertaining a constitutional challenge to section 103(c), which
allows for the absolute right of withdrawal of consent, which the
mother has since sought to do. The litigation continues as the child
continues to grow at a very early and important stage of her life
and continues to remain with the preadoptive nonnative mother.
This brings me to the third area that I would hope the committee
would address, and that is the need for certain amendments to the
act.

I will not go into detail here, but just briefly I would like to point
out some of the sections of the act which in our litigation in Kotze-bue, have given us difficulties. I refer to title 25 of the United
States Code, so I will use those section numbers. First, section 1903,
definitions. The court refused to apply a definition of "termination
of parental rights" to adoption proceedings, even though by State
law definition an adoption does work a termination of the parental
rights of the natural parent. For that reason, our IRA council was
denied a right as a matter of law to intervene. However, the tribe
was given a discretionary right of intervention under Alaska courtrules.

That involves 190:ir l a, subsections 2 and 4.
Also, the definition of "Indian- in 1903(3) will become a problem,

as our Non-Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act shareholdershave children.
Under section 1912 involving notice and the right of interven-

tion in involuntary proceedings, again our court found that a con-
tested adoption was not an involuntary proceeding, and bit,ed his
denial of the right to intervene in part .on that finding.

Section 191:ire) or section 103(c) of the act is the focus of our liti-
gation. and we ale expecting a trial court decision within the next
month on whether or not the act is unconstitutional in that section
because it will not allow a hearing on the best interest of the child.

1 6.i
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Although we have argued to the court that it sets up a presump-
tion based on extensive testimony to Congress on what is in the
best interest of an Indian child in this case, there is currently a
novel constitutional argument pending based on due process and a
purported liberty interest in preadoptive family integrity.

If the court does so modify that section of the act, we will be
forced to litigate who has the burden of proof in determining best
interest of the child. Of course, this was not contemplated by the
act, because it creates an absolute right to withdraw consent. Sec-
tion 191201, which requires proof beyond a reasonable doubt for
termination of parental rights does not automatically apply to a
situation like this. So we may be running into problems in that
area as well,

In sum, the act, as I said before, is apparently a wonderful step
toward helping Indian families. Alaskan Native families, however,
particularly in the bush, are extremely isolated. Their tribal coun-
cils are struggling for their very existence, let alone trying to inter-
vene in Indian child welfare proceedings in State courts far from
the village. And we are nowhere near the point of reestablishing
t ibal courts.

We appreciate the committee's attention to our concerns for
better communication from all areas of the Government, for more
adequate appropriations for these programs, and for addressing our
concerns for needed amendments to the Indian Child Welfare Act.
Thank you very much.

Mr Al.ExANnktt. Thank you very much. We would be interested
at your written testimony, if you have any concrete ideas about
how to deal with the notice problems that exist in Alaska. We have
had thi:; act in existence for t; years, and apparently it is not even
known by the local courts, as you indicate, and the general range
of information problems that you have mentioned in your oral
presentation. We will be anxious to receive it.

tiles rik I would be happy to put together something on that
issue ' I would just like to say, in defense of the judge in Kotzebue,
he was not completely unfamiliar with the existence of the Indian
Clain Welfare Act. floweve, because of the limited tribal re-
sources, rights have never been forcefully asserted, and therefore
he has never really had to deal with these issues.

Mr ALIA:\ tinKR. Thank vou for corning. and we appreciate your
re--t itnon.N.

Our next itness is Eric Eberhard. from the Navajo Indian
\attar;

:-,TTrNIENT o EPIC MIR!' 1RD, DEPUTY .117oRN Y GENER.11
DEPARTMENT OF JESTIE, NAVAJO INDIAN NATION, WINDOW
ROCK, AZ
Vir EBERHARD Our prepared testimony was sent over this morn-

Tht nd.vw that appears in the first line al that is Craig Dorsay.
ai h, committee's infm-mat ion. Mr. Dorsay was unable to make

rt t1 the hearing I nlay. aridly enough, due to a hearing in Califor
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Eberhard I am the deputy attorney general of the Navajo Tribe's
Department of Justice. I am appearing here today on behalf of
Chairman Peterson Zah and the Navajo Tribal Council.

If I may, I would like to start by discussing briefly the funding
needs under the ICWA. As the committee may be aware already, in
the last 2 fiscal years, the Bureau of Indian Affairs has provided
approximately $6,000 per area office for training of tribal staff to
handle matters related tc ICWA. I think it would be an understate-
ment to call that amount of money ridiculous, but out of courtesy
to the Bureau that is what we will call it: ridiculous. It is wholly
inadequate.

We have, in the Navajo area, approximately 80,000 people under
the age of 1.. We cannot begin to adequately meet the tribe's
duties to those children with $6,000 to train tribal personnel. Our
total funding for Child Welfare Act matters in the Navajo area for
the last 2 fiscal years has been approximately $300,000. Again, as I
am sure you are well aware, that is the maximum allowed under
current Bureau regulations.

We suggest to the committee that the formula for distribution of
1CWA funds needs careful examination. It creates serious inequi-
ties. With the largest population to be served, we are in a position
of competing for minimal funds, and to the extent that we succeed
in that competition, whose interest is served? Certainly not the in-
teest of all Indian people. The Bureau, through its allocation for-
mula, has created an undefunding situation, and proposes for
fiscal year 1985 to make that problem worse by terminating all
funds for off-reservation ICWA programs.

Approximately half of the Indian people in the United States live
off reservation. I am sure that when you review the legislative his-
tory of the ICWA, you see clearly that one of the primary concerns
of Congress was to deal with the situation confronting Indian fami-
lies in urban off-reservation areas. Here we are approximately 6
years later, and the Bureau of Indian Affairs does not even have
the wherewithal to request funds for urban Indians under the
ICWA, much less to provide adequate funding.

Each year in the Navajo area, we project handling approximately
250 ICWA cases, and each year those figures are exceeded by at
least SO percent. Two years ago, that figure was exceeded by 100
percent. We simply do not have the money to be able to handle
those problems. In this fiscal year alone, we have already contrib-
uted from tribal general revenues $30,000 to retain out-of-state
legal counsel and to pay travel and expert-witness fees. We already
contribute two attorneys who work virtually full-time at tribal ex-
pense on ICWA matters. We think the Bureau, in this program as
in many other programs, is simply walking away from its trust re-
sponsibility. and it is doing so in the worst possible manner, by
claiming that the Congress will not appropriate adequate funds,

horn our point of view, the problem is not here with the Con-,
gross The problem is in the Bureau. I would point out again that if
you look at their fiscal year 19s: budget request, you can see the
proof of t hat.

As to the substance of the act itself. I would first like to point
out that at least fur Navajo people, the act seems to be working
fairly ell. There arc some problems, and I think those problems
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start right in the declaration of congressional policy. If you look
carefully at sections 1901 and IIJO2 of the act as codified, you find
the use of the word "removal of Indian children." We are finding
that the State courts have construed that term far too narrowly.
The Baby Boy L case I am sure has been brought to your attention,
and it is perhaps the paramount example of how a State court has
taken the plain language of the statute and turned it on its head.

If an Indian child has never lived with an Indian family, but the
Baby Boy I, says there is no removal problem, and the ICWA does
not apply, we think that Congress can correct that problem, and we
think the way to do it is a very simple amendment to section 1901
and 1902. The specifics of the language we are proposing is in our
written testimony.

Moving on to section 1903, there is confusion among the State
courts as to whether the ICWA applies when the placement before
it is a voluntary or consentual placement. Again, we think the
State courts are taking the plain language of the statute and turn-
MA it on its head. It is clear to us, from the overall statutory
framework. that the act does apply to voluntary placement. State
courts would have us believe to the contrary. They would narrowly
construe the act to only apply in situations of involuntary plvce-
ment.

A principal concern for the Navajo people under the ICWA is
section 1911(a). The State courts have uniformly taken the position
in cases involving Navajo tribal members that the terms "domi-
ciled" and "residence" are defined by State law, not tribal law. Be-
cause the Navajo people have their own unique definitions for
"domicile" and "residence," what we are encountering at the State
end is a total unwillingness to accord full faith and credit to those
Navajo definitions of "domicile" and "residence." We even have a
situation where a child kidnapped off reservation, taken to the ju-
risdiction of a State court in Utah, was found as a matter of State
law to have changed his domicile and, therefore, was found to be
subjected to State court. jurisdiction.

Again, we have suggested in our written testimony some correc-
tive action there. But I would like to state here and now for the
record that Congress must impose a Federal definition of "domi-
cile" and "residence" to bring an end to the destruction that the
State courts are wreaking in this area. They have essentially
pulled the act inside out when it comes to determinations of domi-
cile and residence and tribal court jurisdiction.

Under section 191I, subpart I), the full-faith-and-credit provision,
what we are encountering is a rather technical interpretation of
this provision by the State courts. For example, if one of our tribal
court judges or one of our tribal court clerks fails to affix the
court's seal in the spot marked on the form, the State court refused
to accept that judgment as binding and valid under full faith and
credit. The State courts are applying non-Indian standards of due
process, equal protection, to tribal court proceedings involving
Indian children. On that basis, they are refusing to accord full
faith and credit to tribal court judgments.

We think that can he corrected fairly simply. We think that the
State courts ought to be required to apply a standard of fundamen-
tal fairness.---nothing more and nothing less -in issues involving
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full faith and credit. The act, as drafted, allows the States to apply
hypertechnical, non-Indian standards in making these inquiries,
and I would suggest to you that any State court judge has the
wherewithal to take a judgment from any other jurisdictionbe it
Federal, tribal, or another Stateand make a determination under
existing State laws that they do not require full faith and credit for
those judgments. The act, as drafted in this provision, has encour-
aged that tendency among State court judges.

Under section 1912(a), we are encountering some difficulty with
the State agencies and the State courts in the situation where a
parent is in fact making a bona fide voluntary placement of an
Indian child. We are not receiving notice of those proceedings We
think that a simple amendment here would cure that problem. The
amendment, of course, would be to expressly state that notice is re-
quired, and the tribe is the proper recipient of that notice.

What is occurring in all too many instances is that Indian par-ents are being cajoled, persuaded, or intimidated into voluntary
placements. The tribe is not being notified of those placements. The
placement preferences that are set forth in the act are then ig-
nored by the State courts and the State agencies, and we find that
the act in essence is subverted at that point, to the detriment both
of the Navajo Tribe, the Navajo child, and the parents of that
child.

Under section 1912, subparts (e) and tf, we also have an ongoing
difficulty with the term "expert witnesses." We are in litigation
right now in 19 States, trying to return Navajo children to the
Navajo Tribe and their extended families or their natural parents.
In over half of those cases, our tribal social workers are not permit-
ted to testify as experts, despite the fact that on any objective eval-
uation, you would find that their qualifications, training, and expe-
rience are at least comparable to, if not superior to, their counter-
parts in the State system. In those same cases, the State courts are
allowing State social workers to testify as expert witnesses. We
would ask that the Congress address this problem by either provid-
ing a specific definition of what kinds qualifications an expert
needs, or by expressly declaring that tribal social workers shall be
expert witnesses fbr purposes of the act.

Under section 1915, we are finding that the State court judges
are having a field day with the language "good cause to the con-
trary.- What is good cause to the contrary? In our situation, if a
Navaho family lives 50 miles from the marest hospital, we have
had State court judges declare that to be good cause to the con-
trary. If the State social worker tells the judge that the nearest
school is .10 miles away, we have had judges declare that to be good
cause to the contrary.

I emphasize that these findings by State court judges are not in
cases where the child has exceptional medical needs or exceptional
educational needs. These are ordinary children in all respects,
except they are being denied the right to live with an Indian
fancily and to be raised in their own culture. We would ask that
the Congress either strike from this act the language "good cause
to the contrary" or more carefully circumscribe it so that the State
courts are not able to continue to use it to defeat the intent of the
act by failing to apply any of the placement preferences.
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This problem is probably the most serious one that we face. Out
of 200 cases that we have handled in the last 15 months, this has
been an issue in over half.

Finally, I would just reemphasize that from our point of view,
this is a good law. It has helped tremendously. We think it does
need some changes, if the intent of Congress is going to be met. We
also would reemphasize the need for funds. The law is going to be
meaningless for most tribes without adequate funding. Happily, the
Navajo Tribe is able to put some money into it. But what about all
the other and smaller tribes that are unable to do that? And even
in our situation, there are limits to how much money we can afford
to spend for what the Congress has declared to be a Federal trust
responsibility.

I would be happy to answer any questions you may have, and I
would like to express my thanks for the opportunity to appear
before you.

Mr. ALEXANDER. I have only one general question. I am not
really sure that you can respond to it at this time, but I would be
interested in your views. What you basically have laid out in your
testimony is an issue-by-issue correction, if you will, of various
State courts' attempts not to implement the act. Now, if one was a
creative State conrt, I assume that they could draft other exemp-
tions onto whatever corrections we passed. What I am really asking
is: Is there another approach that we might look toward rather
than coming back every year or two and overturning 10 or 12 spe-
cific court decisions? The State courts, if they are going to be hos-
tile to the actassuming that to be the case for discussionthen
they are going to not necessarily understand the amendments that
are crated to cure the problem we thought we had cured 6 years
ago. I would just like for you to be thinking on that, if you would.

Mr. EBERHARD. From our point of view, it would be far preferable
if' all of these cases were heard in Federal court. We believe we
would receive a much more fair hearing. We believe that the Fed-
eral courts have historically shown a greater sensitivity to both
Federal Indian law and the needs of Indian people in general. That
will not solve all the problems. There certainly are going to be
some Federal judges who are hostile to the intent of this act. We
think that some of the problems really are simply drafting: That
some State judges of good faith have read the act improperly, and
that with some clarification, that might take care of a percentage
of t he problems we are encountering.

flow many State judges are really in a position of open hostility
to the act is very hard to determine. I think there would be objec-
t ions from a lot of people, judges and otherwise, were these cases
all to he heard solely in Federal court. So from my point of view,
and I think from the point of view of most of the lawyers who rep-
resent the Navajo Tribe on this, it is worth giving the State courts
one more 1 ry to do it right, with some amended language from the
Congress. And if in 2 or a years. that has not worked, then I think
the Congress co Id clearly justify removing these cases from State
court jurisdicti and putting them exclusively in the Federal dis-
trict courts.

NIT.. ALExANotot. Thank you. We appreciate your testimony.
The prepared statement follows. Testimony resumes on p. 172.1
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PREPARED
TESTIMONY OF THE NAVAJO NATION BEFORE THE SENATE SELECT

COMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS ON THE OVERSIGHT HEARINGS
OF THE INDIAN CHILD WELFARE ACT

I. INTRODUCTION

My name is Craig J. Dorsay. I am an attorney employed by the
Navajo Nation Department of Justice. One of my primary responsibilities
involves handling cases under the Indian Child Welfare Act. Chairman Zah
has requested that I testify before the committee with regard to the
ICWA. I am accordingly proposing several amendments to the ICWA on
behalf of the Navajo Nation. In addition, I would liketo offer some
comments on funding needs under the ICWA. These amendments are based on
my experience with over 200 Indian Child Welfare Act cases, as a trainer
in over 50 training sessions on the Indian Child Welfare Act, as author
of a litigation manual on the Indian Child Welfare Act published for the
Legal Services Corporation Research Institute, and as Director of the
National Task Force on the Indian Child Welfare Act. Most of these
amendments are proposed in response to state court decisions which have
attempted to limit the application of the Indian Child Welfare Act by
distorting either the language or the legislative history to eliminate
certain categories of proceedings from the Act's coverage. I will list
these amendments in order as we proceed through the statute. A short
explanation of the reasons for the amendments will follow each proposed
change.

II. PROPOSED AMENDMENT.,

The first change involves the findings and policy sections, 25
U.S.C. §§ 1901, 1902. Section 1901, subsection 4 and section 1902 talk
about the establishment of minimum federal standards for the removal ,of
Indian children from their families and the placement of such children
in homes which will reflect the unique values of Indian culture. Several
courts, including the Kansas Supreme Court in Baby Boy L, have applied
this removal languge to state that the Indian Ovilo Wg1fare Act does
not apply in a situation where the child has never been a member of an
Indian home. Several other courts have rejected this language, namely
the California Court of Appeals in the case of Junious M. and the
Arizona Court of Appeals in The Appeal of Maricopa County,Erconfusion
still exist surrounding this language. Applying the word "removal" to
the Indian Child Welfare Act excludes all independent adoptions where
the child is placed in an adoptive home without ever having been given a
chance to he placed with the Indian natural parent or the Indian ex-
tended family, and violates Congress' responsibility to protect the
potential tribal population of eligible tribal members. While indepen-
dent adoptions ac:d step-parent adoptions in the context of divorce
proceedings were clearly meant to be included within the Act's protec-
tions, state courts seeking to ratify an already existing adoptive
placement or who are disenchanted with the Indian Child Welfare Act to
begin with have in several cases applied this language to exclude such
children from the protections of the Act. Therefore, we suggest that
the declaration of policy be amended to state: "the establishment of
minimum federal standards for the removal of Indian children from their
families, the placement of all Indian children who must be placed in
foster or adoptive homes which will reflect the unique values of Indian
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culture, and by providing for assistance to Indian tribes in the opera-
tion of child and family service programs." The Baby Boy L problem will
also be addressed in other sections of the Act.

The next section of the Act is the definition of child custody
proceedings, 25 U.S.C. 4 1903. Again, we are dealing here with the fact
that several courts have interpreted the findings of the Indian Child
Welfare Act to hold that the Act was only meant to apply to agency
removal of Indian children in involuntary child and abuse situations,
even though this kind of holding ignores the entire voluntary consent
section of the Act. Therefore, in the definition of child custody
proceeding, we would add at Section 1903(1) "Child custody proceedings
shall mean voluntary and involuntary actions and shall include - ."

Then the various types of proceedings should be listed except that under
Section 1903(1)(i), foster care placement, it should read "foster care
placement which shall include any action removing an Indian child from
its parent or Indian custodian for temporary placement in a foster home
or institution. .. and shall include voluntary placement by the parent
of an Indian child;" Sectit.n 1903(1)(ii) termination of parental rights,
should read "which shall mean any action resulting in the termination of
the parent-child relationship, including termination which occurs as

part of a voluntary adoption;" Section 1903(1)(iv), adoptive placement,
shall road "which shall mean the permanent placement of an Indian child
for adoption by an agency or by private individuals, including any
action resulting in a final decree of adoption."

Under 1903, subsection 3, the definition of Indian needs to be
revised to include all Alaskan natives. The problem with this defini-
tion arises because Alaskan natives are only included under the ICWA if
they are members of Regional Corporations. Since new children do not
become members of Regional Corporations until and unless their parents
die, this section should be amended so as to include all Alaska natives.

Under 1903, subsection 6, the definition of Indian custodian
must be changed to state "means any Indian person who has lawful custody
of an Indian child under tribal law or custom or under state law." This

change from the word "legal" to "lawful" is necessary due to the Oregon

Supreme Court decision of State ex rel. Multnomah County Juvenile

Department v.. England, where the Oregon Supreme Court interpreted the

word 9-egiTm ,r1 a technical sense to hold that since state law gives

legal custody of a child and foster placement to the state social
services agency, no Indian person can be an Indian custodian. Since all

50 states have definitions which place legal custody in the state

agency, the word "legal" should be changed so that the purpose of the

Act is fulfilled, namely that. the person who has physical custody under
state law and stands in the shoes of the parent is protected from the
inappropriate cultural removal of the Indian child from their custody.
In one case a state court decided that because tribal custom did not

specifically define custody in a relative as "legal custody," the

grandparent in that case could not have legal custody under tribal

custom and was not an Indian custodian. This opportunity for technical
obstruction of the Indian Child Welfare Act must be removed.

Under 1903, subsection 7, the definition of Indian organiza-
tion must be expanded to include organizations composed of terminated
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Indians. At present, ?5 U.S.C. § 1932 includes terminated Indians as
organizations which are eligible to receive ICWA grant funds and to
establish programs, including these for the placement of Indian children
who must he removed from their families. However, since the definition
of Indian organization in Part I of the Indian Child Welfare Act ex-
cludes terminated Indians, under the placement section of the Act, 25
U.S.C. § 1915, an Indian child could not be placed with en Indian
organization which was controlled or operated by terminated groups of
Indians. This is an obvious lapse in the drafting of the Act.

Section 1903, subsection 9, addresses the definition of
parent, and must be expanded to specifically recognize the rights of
biological parents under the United States Constitution. Even though 25
U.S.C. § 1921 states that federal law which provides higher protections
to the rights of parents shall apply in the Indian Child Welfare Act,
several courts have apparently been mystified by the absence of the word
parent in the right to intervene under 25 U.S.C. § 1911, and have held
that since a parent is not the first listed preference under the
placement section for the Act, 25 U.S.C. § 1915, that parents were
obviously not meant to be included within the Act's protection, This
distinction is critical in those cases where a non-Indian mother is
trying to place her child with non-Indian adoptive parents and states
that she does not want her child raised as an Indian, even though she
does not wish to raise the child herself. While it seems clear to those
of us who practice Indian law that section 1921 protects the rights of
unwed Indian parents in the proceeding, a short statement in the defini-
tion of parent that says "parents shall have all those rights to which
they are entitled under the United States Constitution" will help
clarify this confused area for state courts, and will give them less
opportunity to avoid the application of the Act's requirements.

Section 1911 needs to be amended, or an additional definition
section needs to be added which addresses the definition of residence
and domicile. While the Bureau of Indian Affairs stated in its Guide-
lines that no special definition of residence and 'domicle needed to be
adopted because those terms were adequately defined by state law and did
not frustrate the intent of the Act, the experience of this attorney in
over five cases has been that the state court will distort their own
state definition of domicile to rule that jurisdiction over the case has
been lost by the Indian tribe and that the state court can proptrly
exercise jurisdiction over a proceeding. When this decision is made by
a state court, invariably custody is awarded to non-Indian adoptive
parents or foster parents over the requests and desires of the Indian
tribe and Indian family. In a noteworthy case in which I am presently
involved, an Indian child who scent his entire life on the reservation
and who was kidnapped from the reservation by an Indian relative was
ruled to have had his domicile shifted to Utah by the act of the natural
mother abandoning the child. This kind of decision shows no respect for
the sovereignty of Indian tribes and results in expensive legal battles
to obtain the return of such children to the reservation, during which
time they owounter massive emotional scarring because of their attach-
ent to their onn-Indian family.
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Section 1911(b) needs to he expanded to address the problems

of Public law 280 tribes, For these tribes the child may be residing or

domiciled on the reservation, but the state court may still have exer-

cised initial jurisdiction over the child because of the dictates of

Public taw 280. Several of these courts have ruled that they cannot

transfer the case to tribal court where there is concurrent jurisdiction

because the transfer provision of the ICWA only involves children who

live off the reservation. Even in those situations where there is

cenrurrent jurisdiction and the child lives on-reservation, it is the

obvious policy of the Act to transfer the proceedings to tribal court to

hue the proceeding heard in an environment favorable to the Indian

rhild.

Section 1911(c) should be amended to make it very clear that

the tribe and Indian custodian have the right to intervene in both

voluntary and involuntary proceedings. I would also recommend that this

intervention section be expanded to include placement proceedings and

adoption proceedings. This is because without the right of inter-

vention, a state court will often not know that a tribe has modified its

order of placement preference pursuant to section 1915(c), that an

exteeded family member wishes custody of his or her child pursuant to

sections 1915(a) or (b), or that a natural parent may desire the return

of their child under section 1916.

Under section 1911(d), I would recommend that an express

statement he included in the full faith and credit provisions stating

that it is the requirements of fundamental fairness that shall guide

whether the state court shall give full faith and credit to a tribal

court order. In numerous cases I have been involved with, state courts

have refused to give full faith and credit to tribal court orders based

on technical distinctions such as the fact that notice was given to the

attorney rather than served directly on the non-Indian adoptive parent

even where the adoptive parents have received actual notice, where the

seal is not affixed to the proper section of the paper and other hyper-

technical distinctions which serve only to defeat the implementation of

the Indian Child Welfare Act.

Section 1912(a) involves the basic contradiction that no

eetice required in voluntary proceedings, or that this result seems

to he intended by the section. Many states now take the position in

vrluntary proceedings that if a mother signs a waiver statement stating

that they do not wish the Indian Child Welfare Act to apply, notice of

any proceedings can he avoided to the Indian tribe. This violates the

tribe's right to have a child placed according to a modified order of

preference, and violates the right of the extended family to the place-

eent preference order because they are often prevented from coming

forward to express their desire for custody of their children. There-

fur(., I
would recommend' that subsection (a) he amended to just state

"in any proceeding in a state court, where the court knows or has

rew,ou to know that an Indian child is involved, the party seeking the

r rdto placement of or termination of parental rights to an Indian

child shall notify the parent or Indian custodian, ..." Notice does not

man intervention and obstruction by the tribe in all instances and if

the placement preferences of the Act are followed, there will be no

reason to fear tribal intervention in voluntary proceedings.
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Section 1912(c) needs to he expanded so that the party to an
Indian Child Welfare Act proceeding has the right to examine all reports
or other diplomas used by the court or which may be the basis for anydecision by the court. Several state social workers have refused torelease information to tribes on the ground that that information has
not been "filed" with the state court. This distinction is especially
critical where a state worker will file a social summary with the court,
but it is that worker's raw data file which will provide information tothe Indian tribe or Indian parent about the basis for the social Inorker's
dkpositienal and CdS0 work decisions.

Under sections 1912(e) and (f), I would recommend that adeiieitien (if t.xpert witness be included directly in the Act. Several
courts have refused to recognize as experts tribal social workers with
extensive experience and on the other hand have recognized state social
workers with no experience with Indian children or Indian social work.
This kind of decision is contrary to the direct legislative history of
the Act, which states that expert witness is meant to apply to someone
with more than normal social work experience.

'vq.tion 1913 needs to be amended to state specifically that it
applies to independent adoptions where the child is pla..ed directly by a
non-Indian parent into a non-Indian home and the Indian family is denied
custody. This is the Baby Boy L problem I mentioned before.

Section 1914 must be amended to clarify federal jurisdiction
under the Indian Child Welfare Act. It appears from the language ofsection 1914 that it is the initial state court action violating the
Indian Child Welfere Act provisions that gives rise to jurisdiction inany court of competent jurisdiction, including federal court. This
rationale, however, runs contrary to the accepted ,judicial maxim that
once in state court, appeal can only be made through the various state
courts. Since Indian tribes have a right to original federal juris-
diction under 28 U.S.C. § 1362, this right to have issues of federal lawdecided in federal courts should be protected under the Indian ChildWelfare Act. However, since it is the obvious intent of the Indian
Child Welfare Act that such proceedings take place first in a state
forum, the tribe's right under 1362 to get into federal court must be
potortod. If a tribe were to refuse to go into state court at all and
were to file an initial proceeding in federal court, it is likely that
the federal court would abstain based on the reasoning that it could not
assume that a state court would consciously violate the provisions of
federal law, Once in state court, and once the state court violates the
Indian Child Welfare Act, there is no method by which the tribe can get
back into federal court unless this provision of the Act is held to
preserve the tribe's federal court jurisdiction under 1362, The case of
Enpland v.jnu.isiana_Board of Medical Examiners does not help in this
it-uatio-n, in 'tF-cit rase -tile Unite-agfates Supreme Court said that a

party could reserve its federal court jurisdiction by filing first in
fc!rol cmirt and asking for a remand of the case to state court. Theholding of that derision stated, however, that if the party raised any
federal court claims in state court, then reversion to the federal forum
would he lost. Since under the Indian Child Welfare Act, the Indian
party and tribe have no rights under federal law except those which are
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given by the Indian Child Welfare Act, it would be useless to intervene
in a state court proceeding under that principle because the protections
of the Indian Child Welfare Act could not be raised in the state court
without losing access to the federal forum later on. Since in most

cases violation of the Indian Child Welfare Act takes place by ignoring

the Act dnd following state law, tribes will gain nothing by intervening

in state court proceedings under such a principle. Therefore, federal

court jurisdiction must be clarified under this section.

Section 1915 of the Act should he amended to include some kind
of limitation on good cause to the contrary. State court judges are

Jing every imaginable reason to avoid implementation of the Indian

Child Welfare Act or return of the child to the reservation or Indian

family. While the legislative history to the Act states that this

section is intended to preserve the child's right to be an Indian, state
court judges are too often ignoring this caveat in the placement of

Indian children. This principle specifically applies to section 1915(c),
where it states that the preference of the Indian child or the parent

shall be considered where appropriate. The states are using this

section with parents to have the parent request that the Indian Child
Welfare Act not be applied at all, or to request that the child be
placed contrary to the preferences of the Act. This intimidation on the

part of state courts and agencies was one of the major problems addres-

sed by the Indian Child Welfare Act, and the practice should not be
permitted to continue under the placement section as written. The Act

states specifically in the legislative history that it is the child's

right as an Indian which should control even over parental preference
and this principle should be stated explicitly in the Act so that the
Act's provisions cannot be avoided. In addition, state courts are using

the good cause language to deny placement on the reservation because
they think it is too rural, that no doctors are available, and for other
culturally inappropriate reasons.

The only other section that I would like to address in terms

of amendment is section 1921, concerning the applicability of other

laws. Tnis section should be clarified to make it clear that it is

intended to help implement the Indian Child Welfare Act, and is not to

be used as a means of avoiding the Act's provisions.

III. FUNDING NFEDS

Let me start off the question of funding under the Indian

Child Welfare Act by giving a brief summary of two examples of situa-

tions I have encountered where the lack of funding resulted in the

policies of the Act being frustrated, despite conscientious involvement

on the part of the affected Indian tribes.

The first case took place when I was acting as a Staff Attor-

ney for the Indian Law Program of Oregon Legal .Services. The fact

situation involved unwed parents. The father was a full-blood

Pawnee residing in Oklahoma. The mother had run off with the Indian

child to Oregon. The Pawnee father requested that we represent him in
his attempts to obtain the return of his child to his natural family.

We participated in a series of proceedings in Eugene, Oregon, over a
period of two years, in which the state judge expressed extreme reluct-

ance to roturn the child to what he considered an unknown situation in
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a distant tate where the child wnuld be living with an Indian family.
The mother was a confirmed alcoholic and despite repeated attempts at
rehabilitation, continued to experience problems in the parenting of her
child. finally, at the end of the two-year period I managed to convince
the judge that the need for permanency planning for this child was so
great that the mother should be given no more opportunity to rehabili-
tate herself and instead the child should he returned to the custody of
the natural father or the Pawnee Tribe. I had been in contact with the
Pawnee Tribe over the course of this two years, and I contacted them to
intotm them that the child would be returned to the resevatinn and that
they ni.odod to arrange placement for the child. They informed me that
the home of the natural father was not suitable for the child at the
oe,,ent time, and that because they had no money in their Child Welfare
Program to pay for foster care placement, that they could not arrange ahome for the child. Therefore, two years of active court involvement on
my part ended up being wasted and the child remained in the non-Indian
foster home in Oregon because sufficient funding was not available for
placemunt on the reservation in Oklahoma.

The second situation involved a case I am handling for the
Navajo rrihe, involving an independent adoption where the parents are
two teenagers. The father is a full-blocded Navajo. The parents were
prohibited from seeing each other after their respective parents found
out that the non-Indian mother was pregnant, and the Navajo father was
informed that the mother was going to have an abortion. His first
information that a child had been born was when he received a call from
the California Department of Adoptions two months after the child's
birth, reeuAting enrollment information and medical information to he
used by the prospective, adoptive parents, who were non-Indians, and in
whose home the child had been placed within twenty-four hours of his
birth. The father immediately informed the California social worker
that he wished custody of his child, but was given no indication of how
he could proceed to obtain the child's custody. The father's family
then contacted the Bureau of Indian Affairs who informed them of several
state Indian Child Welfare programs that might assist them. When the
family rontacted the Los Angeles Indian Center, they were informed that
the Los Angeles Indian Center would like to help them but that their
attorony had just been released due to a lack of funding. It was only
when the renter then referred the family to the Navajo Tribe that an
attorney finally got involved in the proceedings and intervened in the
rase. By that time the child had been in the prospective adoptive home
for over four months, and the adoptive parents are now strenuously
arguing that: (1) the father made no legally effective effort to obtain
the return of his child; and (2) that the long time the child had now
been in the non-Indian adoptive home should result in the natural
father's rf,qupst for custody being denied because of the bonding that
has taken place between the child and the non-Indian adoptive parents.

Thee(' rases point out the critical nonded for adequate funding
to ovtrtit Indian tribes to assume their responsibilities under the
Indian child Welfare Art. It only takes one case in which a state court
judge believes that an Indian tribe is not fulfilling its legal respon-
sibility in a competent manner for that judge to give short shrift to
the Indian Child Welfare Act and the rights of tribes and Indian parents
in any other proceeding. A good example of this principle involves the
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child in In Re_Birdhrad, a Nebraska Supreme Court decision decided in

I983. See:, N.W7d-785. If you read that decision without knowing

the facts, it appears that the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe intervened in

an ICWA proceeding in Nebraska and then took no further steps to assert

their legal rights, the Nebraska Supreme Court ruling that the tribe

abandoned its right of intervention and its petition to transfer the

prorording to Tribal court by failing to appear at the trial. However,

the real facts of that case are that the Tribe appeared for the first

six hearings in this matter, during which time opposing counsel made

repeated superfluous motions in order to attempt to drain the Tribe's

ro5ources. When the Tribe failed to show up for the seventh hearing,

the trial court immediately made a ruling that the Tribe had abandoned

its legal right of intervention and transfer.

There are several funding areas that are critical to full

implementation of the Indian Child Welfare Act. They can be divided

'into two categories:' on-reservation and off-reservation funding needs.

On-reservation funding needs can be succinctly summarized as adequate

funding to enable tribes to competently represent themselves in state

IOWA proceedings. The Navajo Tribe presents an excellent example of

what these funding needs are.

First, there is the need for adequate legal representation.

The Navajo Tribe is currently involved in Indian Child Welfare Act

proceedings in 19 different states. Because of the rules of each state

bar association, the Navajo Tribe must hire local counsel in each state

so that representatives of the Tribe may appear in court proceedings

taking place in that state. While the Tribe attempts to use counsel

that does not need to be reimbursed, such as legal services offices and

Indian Child Welfare programs, the lack of adequate personnel has

resulted in an expenditure of over $30,000 by the Tribe in the last year

to retain local counsel to assist the Tribe in these proceedings. While

the Navajo Tribe has made a full commitment to enforcement of its Indian

Child Welfare Act responsibilities and protections, many smaller tribes

cannot afford this kird of expense, particularly where more than one

proceeding is going on in several different states.

The other area in which on-reservation funding is critical

involves the social work aspects of Indian Child Welfare Act cases.

These aspects can be divided into two parts. First, state court judges

need to be assured that adequate placement resources exist if they are

to transfer a child to the reservation, and that adequate resources

exist to provide the Indian child who is transferred back the services

which they require; i.e., psychological services, family support ser-

vices, parenting classes, etc. The second area of social work in which

additional funding is required involves tribal testimony in state Indian

Child Welfare Act proceedings in distant states. The tribe is always at

a disadvantage, because every time there is a proceeding, tribal person-

nel must travel long distances while state court personnel are already

in the vicinity of the area in which the Indian child is located. Thus,

if Tribal social workers need to assess the incidents that have taken

place, or to conduct a home study, or if a tribal psychologist needs to

interview and evaluate the family, funds for travel and contract ex-

penses for expert witnesses must be expended in order for the Tribe to

adequately represent its position in state court. This also implicates
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the situation discussed above where opposing attorneys will sometimes
file continual and superfluous motions to attempt to drain the tribal
treasury. Because of these massive expenditures, tribes are often
forced to rely on state social work repurts and experts appointed by
state courts to evaluate Indian families. This is the exact type of
bias which the Indian Child Welfare Act was originally enacted to
rectify. Without adequate funding tribes cannot present unbiased
testimony which will contradict those biased or prejudiced reports
subwitted by non-Indian state social work or psychiatric personnel.

The second part of this problem, although intimately connected
with the first, involves. off-reservation funding of urban Indian Child
Welfare Programs. When these programs are in operation and are ade-
quately funded, resources exist to assist tribes in distant state
litigation which will be unbiased and which will adequately represent
the tribal point of view. For instance, if an Indian Child Welfare Act
program has an attorney who has been hired to handle Indian Child
Welfare Act cases for that program, tribes are not forced into the
expensive decision of hiring local counsel. In addition, if that
program has social workers and psychologists on staff, those people will
he in a position to assist the tribes in resolving a bad family ,itua-
tion due to the fact that they are located in the local area where the
family is settled. This resolves the long-distance problems associated
with sending tribal social workers and psychologists to distant destina-
tions every time case work needs to be done. Since it is the cases in
which the Indian family resides and is domiciled off-reservation which
ar.? most difficult for the tribes to resolve because there is no exclu-
sive jurisdiction, it is particularly these cases in which adequate
funding of urban Indian Child Welfare Programs is necessary. It is also
urban areas where Indian families tend to get into difficulty and this
difficulty comes to the attention of state authorities rather than being
handled informally by the extended family structure or tribal resources,
because those resources are not available. Thus, if anything, it is
funding of urban programs that is most critical to successful implemen-
tation of the Indian Child Welfare Act, both from an individual and from
a tribal viewpoint. The Bureau of Indian Affairs' position that funding
should be ended for these urban programs is a complete abrogation of
their trust responsibility to Indian people as imposed on that agency by
Congress through treaties and the ICWA.

IV. CONCLUSION

The ICWA constitutes a significant congressional commitment to
assist Indian families to raise their own children in a culturally rele-
vant family environment. The.Act has, for the most part, worked well.
With the amendments which we have recommended and adequate funding, the
ICWA can fulfill its intended purposes. On behalf of the Navajo Nation,
I thank the committee for this opportunity to comment on the ICWA.
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Mt', ALEXANDER. Our next scheduled witness is Mary Wood, who
is the director of the Council of' Three Rive' l s, from Pittsburgh, PA.

sTATEMENT OF NIARY WOOD, DIRECTOR, NATIVE AMERICAN
FAMILY AND CHILD SERVICE PROGRAM. AMERICAN INDIAN
('ENTER, COUNCIL OF THREE RI' ERS, pirrsBuRGH. PA
Ms. Wool). In correction, I am MGry Wood. I am director of the

Native American Family and Child Service Program, which is a
program of the Council of' Three Rivers at the American Indian
('enter in Pittsburgh. I am not the director of the center. That di-
rector is Russell Simms.

I am really happy to have the opportunity to address some of the
concerns that our program has identified in the 2 years that we
have been functioning. These concerns are mostly problems with
implementation of the act. The failure of service agencies to identi-
fy and track Indian clients is an important barrier to service. We
have also found the case workers and casework supervisors. who
may have received information or training on implementation of
the Indian Child Welfare Act, do not always have the opportunity
to disseminate such information agency-wide. To counteract this,
we have placed strong emphasis on working directly with agency
directors (Jr their designees regarding Indian child welfare matters,
and we involve them actively in planning appropriate training and
technical assistance for their staff'.

While there are many points of access for families in the main-
stream who are seeking information or support regarding their de-
cision to adopt, these are not geared to Indian concepts or needs.
The Native American Family and Child Service Program inter-
prets mainstream services to tribes and Indian families in order to
identify and eliminate potential barriers to service. Any prospec-
tive adoptive family encounters a bewildering maze of redtape
delays and frustrations, But for Indian families, these can present
insurmountable barriers.

I have been active in the field of adoption for 15 years, and I am
impressed with the tremendous growth of the Indian child welfare
program over the past 3 years. We find, however, that the Indian
child welfare programs face serious challenges in the fact that they
are underfunded, while greater demands are placed on them than
en more-established programs. These Indian child welfare pro-
grams face complexities of service deliveries, encompassing tribal
codes and State statutes. while having unusually high service popu-
hit ions per worker. Although the Indian child welfare workers are
dedicated, we are seeking numbers of workers experiencing "burn
out because of their frustration: that are due to understaffing,
which is due to underfunding.

Tremendous gains have been made in the development of State
tribal agreements. However, we need to place more emphasis on
tribe-to-tribe agreements and off-reservation Indian child welfare
program agreements in order to establish a strong matrix for the
delivery of Indian child welfare services nationally.

We have worked with a number of tribes involved in child custo-
dy proceedings in distant States. Off-reservation Indian child wel-
fare programs are uniquely able to assist tribes in the provision of
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timely and cost-effective child welfare services for their off-reserva-
tion tribal members. There is a demonstrated need for specializedtraining and permanency planning, in preparation of foot& and
adoptive families, placement dynamics, and post-placement sup-ports. In the past 2 years, the Native American Adoption Resource
Exchange, which is a component of our Family and Child Service
Program, has found that Indian child welfare programs need ur-gently additional training and experience in the preparation of
Indian foster and adoptive families through group process orthrough family preparation processes that prepare them for the
problems that they will experience.

An understanding of placement mechanics, family and communi-ty resources, and pure support systems will enable Indian child
welfare programs to better prepare families for placement. Fami-lies will gain an understanding of the types of Indian children
available for adoption and their special needs, as well as increasedappreciation of themselves as resources for th- children.One of our greater areas of concern is th :; -pretation of the"good cause" clause in the Indian Child Welfare ,ict, section 101(b),105m) and 105(b). We have found that State courts may find "good
cause" inconsistent with the substance and the intent of the act.For example, an Eastern seaboard State court recently declined totransfer jurisdiction to a Western tribe, citing their finding that
the child in question did not have intellectual capacity to benefit
from upbringing within a tribal setting, although the child was at
no time determined to be deficient in intelligence.

A Great Lakes region State court refused to transfer jurisdiction
to the tribe, arguing that there were "no appropriate' Indian fami-
lies available for an Indian child, even though the tribe, throughreferrals made by the Native American Adoption Resource Ex-
change, was able to show an availability of Indian families. An
Eastern State has declined to transfer jurisdiction for a preschool-aged child, based on the argument that the child has resided out-
side the Indian community for half of her life, and that it would be
a hardship to transport the State's witness to the Midwesterntribal court.

State and private placement agencies are often reluctant to look
to the preferences set forth in the act in placing Indian children.
State and private agencies need to understand thq order of prefer-ence applies to involuntary relinquishments, uniess altered by thechild's tribe. State and private placement agencies are not recruit-
ing Indian families in sufficient numbers fir the initial out-of-home
placement. As a result, an Indian child is often placed outside the
Indian community, and due to poor permanency planning, he re-mains for monthssometimes yearsin the limbo of foster care.State courts then find bonding has taken place and find that repre-sents good cause for setting aside the preference of the act and
placing the child for adoption with the foster psychological parents.

The final concern I would like to bring to your attention today is
the frequent request for services for Canadian Indian children who
have been brought to this country for placement within non-Indian
adoptive homes. These are frequently very problematic adoptions,
where the children are finally becoming involved with local chil-
dren-and-youth-service offices. These children-and-youth-service of-
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flees contact us fin' assistance with planning appropriate home
placement. In those instances where the children are 10 or young-
er, there may be American Indian families available lot- replace-
ment. When the young people involved are already teenagers, it be-
comes increasingly difficult to identify appropriate resources. These
children then become the victims of a system where Indian child
welfare programs are unable to provide service.

There is a need for the development of procedures that will in-
volve the child's Canadian band in planning. There is also a need
to support the efforts of' Canadian bands as they develop their own
Indian child welfare service system.

In closing, the Indian child welfare program has successfully
overcome many challenges but continue to need increased funding
in order to provide effective, appropriate, and timely services to
Indian children and families. I appreciate the opportunity to be
here, and I will answer any questions that I can,

Mr. ALEXANDER. Thank you for your very thoughtful statement.
You are located in Pittsburgh, I note. Are you aware of the educa-
tional institutions in your area that provide for social work degrees
or counseling degrees spending any time ()Li the Indian Child Wel-
fare Act as they train their professionals who will then be mem-
bers of the State court system?

Ms. Woof). No, we are not aware that is happening. In fact, we
are not aware of any kind of training that has taken place within
the State ef Pennsylvania for implementing the act. There has not
been any kind of a written memo, even, coming down from the
State offices concerning implementing the act.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Thank you very much. We appreciate your
coming today.

We are going to go slightly out of order to enable someone to
catch a plane. Our next witness will be Wanda Sharp, from the
Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians, from Philadelphia, MS.

STATEMENT (H.' NVANDA SHARP, DIRECTOR, CHILD ADVOCACY
PRO6RAM. MISSISSIPPI BAND OF CHOCTAW INDIANS, PHILA-
DELPHIA, MS
Ms. SHARP. My name is Wanda Sharp, and I am the director of

the Child Advocacy Program for the Mississippi Band of Choctaw
ndians. a federally recognized tribe that consists of some 4,500

members, located in east-central Mississippi.
It is a privilege for me today to testify in matters relating to the

implementation of t 1,e Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978. I have
had the privilege to administer grant program funds for the Indian
child welttre moneys for the past 4 years. However, I have worked
in the position I now hold for almos years.

As we know, the Indian Child Welfare Act is a Federal law de-
signed to correct the failure of the States to recognize the tribal,
cultural, and social standards found in Indian reservations and
families. The ba:;is for the Indian Child Welfare Act is to protect
the stability and security of Indian tribes and families by providing
for assistance to the Indian tribes and the operation of a child and
family service program.
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Unfortunately, the effectiveness of such a program has been re-
duced due to insufficient funding. Over the past 2 years, my staff
has been cut in half. Our main focus can only be on that of protec-
tive service program to abused and neglected children. However,
the fact still remains that much work needs to be done in areas of

-prevention, adoption, high school dropouts, teenage pregnancy,
runaways, incorrigibles, and training paraprofessional staff.

One of the most significant problems is the uncertainty of fund-
ing. As this committee is aware, tribes wishing to apply for a grant
must spend time in developing proposals that must be evaluated in
competition with many other applications. This procedure requires
hundreds of hours of §taff time to develop another proposal on a
.year-to-year basis and distracts and interferes with tribal programs
meeting basic goals and objectives. I think it really would be great
if we could extend this to a 3-year funding program.

If I may, I would like to address the specific sections of the act
that we feel are problem areas. First of all, notice given to tribes
regarding child custody proceedings many times is insufficient. In
section 2311 in the Code of Federal Regulations, it spells out the
information to be given to tribes. However, we usually receive only
the petition, with the name of the child, the date of birth, and the
parents' name. A contact person is rarely ever listed in these cases,
which requires a lot of our time in trying to track down who it is,
to find out more information, to find out if the child is a member of
the Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians or is eligible for member-
ship.

Section 4, regarding the definition of an Indian child, states that
an Indian child is an unmarried person under the age of 18 and is
either a member of an Indian tribe or is eligible for membership in
an Indian tribe, and is the biological child of a member of an
Indian tribe. Over the past 2 years, I have found a number of Choc-
taw children needing services. However, because of the definition
of "Indian child," I have no jurisdiction in the matter. Seemingly,
if feasible, what is needed is some type of universal definition of an
Indian child.

The act at present does not cover a youth who is a deliquent.
This has becGme a really pressing problem on the Choctaw Reser-
vation. The question we face is, who is going to handle a youth
with multiple alcohol-related offenses and other delinquency-relat-
ed problems? In fact, the Choctaw tribal court has put a hold on all
deliquents coming to the attention of the Choctaw court, until such
time as the tribe can produce a youth counsellor for these mino.s.

Our program receives an average of three referrals a week on
youth-related problems that we are unable to respond to because
no provision exists in the Indian Child Welfare Act for delinquency
related problems.

As I mentioned earlier, Indian child welfare moneys have funded
the operation of the Child Advocacy Program for the past 4 years.
Indian child welfare funds have enabled us to meet some of the fol-
lowing objectives, and it has helped us to maintain an ongoing
child advocacy protective services program for neglected and
abused children, to act as a consultant to the Choctaw Tribal Coun-
cil in writing children's code, to write an adoption code and present
to the tribal council which was approved in 1982, to establish crite-
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ria for licensure of Choctaw foster homes, to assist in establishing
paternity of illegitimate Choctaw children, to work closely with
Choctaw tribal courts and judges, and to find permanent home
placement by means of adoption for 54 children, which I might add,
over 9 percent have been placed with Choctaw people on reserva-
tions and others with other Indian tribes, receive emergency calls
on the weekends and after hours, and attend training conferences,
and act as matching funds for a title XX day care center, which
serves a maximum of 74 children.

Without these moneys, it would have been impossible for our
program to have continued. The Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indi-
ans still has many unresolved child welfare problems on which the
tribe is placing a high priority in finding solutions. The Indian
Child Welfare Act offers the best hope for accomplishing these pri-
ority goals. Thank you for allowing me to move up my schedule
and present testimony. If there are any questions that I might
answer at this time, I will be glad to try.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Thank you very much for coming. I hope you
make you plane on time.

Our next witness is Tony Robles, from Oklahoma City, OK. Wel-
come.

STATEMENT OF TONY ROBLES, COORDINATOR, INDIAN CHILI)
WELFARE ACT PROGRAM, NATIVE AMERICAN CENTER, OKLA-
HOMA CITY, OK

Mr. ROBLES. Thank you. My name is Toby Robles. I am from the
Native American Center in Oklahoma City, the Child Welfare Pro-
gram.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Your prepared testimony, which the committee
has, will be in the record, including all the attachments. We appre-
ciate it.

Mr. ROBLES. I want to talk a little about the profile of the urban
communities in Oklahoma. It is mainly the Tulsa and Oklahoma
City area. The combined population of Indians in these two areas is
about 4 percent of the total population in Oklahoma. Selected
census tracts for Oklahoma City show that the Indian families
range from 4 to 78 percent below the average income in Oklaho-
ma City. Our own statistics in our child welfare program from 1980
to l983 show the unemployment rate or the income below poverty
guidelines at about 86 percent.

In Oklahoma City and in Tulsa. we have all the tribes that live
in each area of Oklahoma, plus others from out of State. Statistics
continue to show that the American Indian population is young.
Our own N.A.C. social services program listed that there were 565
children 5 years of age and younger. They also had 76f children 21
years of age within those same families. Our own child welfare pro-
gram statistics for this ,.urrent year show that the average age for
the children we are currently involved with is 6 years old.

I would like to talk a little bit about the tribal child welfare pro-
grams. I believe that in Oklahoma, if tribes did not have their legal
representation. which we ,!(.1 be people from the OK(' -N.A. center's
legal program and people from the Native American Coalition in
Tulsa's legal program, the tribes could not have implemented any
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kind of action with the Indian Child Welfare Act. Courts in Okla-
homa have requested and they still are that way about having law-
yers in the courtrooms instead of the social workers or the parale-
gals. They will not allow a paralegal or social worker to represent
the tribe. Without legal assistance, they would not have gotten too
far.

Some of the tribal courts in the beginning were not working that
well because of staff turnover. They felt that funding was not ade-
quate. This has caused some problems with the tribal courts, be-
cause they have had cases that are still pending from 2 and 3 years
ago. Some of the children were not even placed with the extended
family; they have been placed with other tribal members, and this
is still going on.

Nowadays they have been talking to some of the tribal child wel-
fare programs, about doing tribal-custom adoptions, instead of
doing the American-system adoption that we are used to today.

State courts are beginning to come around to complying with the
act. Some of the rural judges are very rude to the lawyers that rep-
resent the tribes, to the tribal child welfare workers, and other
people that are involved with the tribe. They have had to litigate
the constitutionality of the act when it first came out. There are
problems with the State courts denying transfer cases to the Court
of Indian Offenses. We have heard a lot of complaints about that,
and we are basically in the same situation as many of them be-
cause of the "good cause" clause.

Intervention in Oklahoma courts is allowed today, but as I said
earlier, most tribes would not have been able to unless they had alaw3er to represent them in court, represent many of the smaller
tribes in Oklahoma, and they are the ones we are worried about
because they do not have the money to retain an attorney to repre-
sent them in State courts. There are only about four tribes in Okla-
homa that have their own Indian child welfare attorney.

I have heard people talk about the consents, voluntary consents,
for the termination of parental rights. One of the things that we
have talked about in our office and with some other people is that
most of these consents are done by single mothers. Consents are
usually done by the DHS workers, the welfare workers. One of the
things that the mother will not say sometimes is the name of the
father, and the DHS workers will not insist on finding out who the
father is.

We have been involved in a couple of cases where we have asked
the mother to give the name of the father so that we can get his
paternity affidavit signed, and if he wants to, he can relinquish his
own rights. But if you do not get the father's name on that birth
certificate, that child will lose his blood quantum, and he will
never be able to have a heritage, once the termination is done by
the single parent.

I would like to give you some statistics from Indian country with
Indian children under State jurisdiction. In October 1979, there
were 717 children in State jurisdiction. Today, there are 717. In
Oklahoma County, in November 1981, there were 154. Today, there
are 79. Oklahoma County and Tulsa County, which makes up the
largest populationmakes up a big population of the Stateis the
most active in DHS custody of Indian children, with about 20 per-
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cent of all the Indian children in DI-IS custody coming from Okla-
homa County and Tulsa County.

There are letters of support from different tribes, and I want to
read this one, a short first paragraph. This is from the Muskogee
Nation:

This letter is to express the Muskogee Nation's appreciation to the Indian Child
Welfare Program for its assistance in serving the needs of citizens of the Muskogee
Nation that reside in the Oklahoma City area. As you know, the Muskogee Nation
has inadequate resources to intervene in child custody cases outside the Muskogee
Nation. It is only through programs like yours that we are able to protect the rights
of citizens in urban areas,

There are many tribes that say the same thing to us. We have
other letters in here from tribes that say the same thing. We have
letters from the public defender of Oklahoma County, the district
attorney of Oklahoma County, the judge, the presiding judge of the
Juvenile Division of Oklahoma County, who say the same thing. I
hope you can read these sometime, because they are the ones who
know.

Mr. ALEXANDER. As I mentioned, all the letters will become part
of the record.

Mr. RORLES. I just want to say that they know what the needs
are, and they realize that we are in very important urban areas, as
well as for tribes around the country or around the State. We have
been to about 20 different district courts in Oklahoma with our
program. Ethel Krepps here is from the other center in Tulsa that
provides legal services also.

Mr. ALEXANDER. In your experience, have you found that the
Oklahoma Indian Child Welfare Act, which was passed in 1982, has
made much of a difference in how the State and local court sys-
tems cooperate with you, or the lack thereof?

Mr. RORLES. Not really, because some of the judges do not even
recognize the need for the Federal act. We have had judges tell us
that before, that they do not believe in the Federal act, and we
have had to educate them just by being in court litigating cases.
That is what we have done in the past 41/2 years. I think that we
made a great impact in Oklahoma County, which has affected some
of the other counties because of the caseload there. We have been
able to do lots of !itigated training.

Mr. Ai.ExANDER. You see your presence, more than the State
statute, as providing the change that you said is slowly coming
about in Oklahoma. Is that fair? -

Mr. ROBLES. Yes.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Thank you very much. We appreciate your testi-

mony.
(The prepared statements. with attachments follow. Testimony

resumes On p. 2w ;. j
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...i.rAtoiim 01- .1(wi5 Itn1i1.1 s OF NATIVF Ati4iitlCAN ('1 I11 S

OHM/ 1VF.I.FARF. PROGRAM OF OKIAirtIA CITY, 01(

My name is Tobias Robles and I am a representative of the Native

American Centers Child Welfare Program in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

In September 1979, the American Indian Lawyer Training

Program wrote:

"In promoting and maintaining the integrity of society it would

seen that laws would be necessary to insure the happiness and peace

of mind of children. For almost two centuries Indian children

have endured negative influence upon their lives by political and

social hostilities. The Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978 was passed

into law to prevent the unwarranted breakup of Indian families and

to give tribal governments substantial authority in determining

child custody matters. The script has been written, The actors
must now b.' readied for m-aningful performances. The Act has

designated operative roles to tribes, states, and federal agencies.

It calls for a cooperative effort spirited by good faith of all

parties involved. If these roles are not carried out in a concerned

manner. the ohe.tives of the Act cannot be realized."
Well, ioiir and a half (101) years later, the Tribes have been

cooperative. the St:tes have been semi-cooperative as has the Bureau

but now the tederal people are asking for $0 appropriations for

urban program or off-reservation Indian organizations for FY -1986.

This is not cooperative, this is not good-faith, this is not within

the snirit of Ow law and according to many it is not in t'le "best

interest of Indian children," Indian families and the Indian Tribes.
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OY PRSN Cfr.IMUNIY PROFILE

Oklahoma City's 1980 M.S.A. Indian population is 24, 752

ranking about third in the United States. Tulsa population is

The combined totals make up 7. of total Indian population

living in urban areas. OKC is 15.4% of the population.

Se1 .cted Census Tracts show the average income for Indian

familit"; ranges from 487, to 78% below the average income for OKC.

Sine April 1980, our Indian Child Welfare program has recorded the

rate of poverty for parents, parent, or Indian custodians, From

that date to December 1983, the unemployment rate or income below

poverty guidelines has been an average of 847. Some months the

pt :.ena ar,. rata ha:; been 100% unemployment. The N.A.C.'s Legal

Progiam had 550 legal intakes for 193. Of those 61% were unemployed

or income below poverty guidelines. The N.A.C.'s Social Services

Pi,v..eti is:listed 755 families. Of those 977, were below poverty

oidelines or unemployed.

Statistics continue to show American Indians being a young

race. Tht NAC's Social Services program had listed that there were

565 children 5 years of age and younger and they also had 765

children 21 years to 6 years of age within those families. Our

ICWA eroe,ram statistics for this current year show the average

tge for the 41 children involved to be 6 years old.

The Department of Health & Human Services, Administration for

Native Americans funded a study for the Oklahoma City Native American

Community entitled, NATIVE AMERICAN COMMUNITY SERVICES REPORT. While

is no! possible to submit the complete 487 page report, the

"Ili,'hlichts of Findings" show the gaps and harriers to existing

in the Oklahoma City area

k The Oklahoma City Native Ametican community is

"without" almost 10% of the services that should

be available to it.

* The Oklahoma City Native American Community is

%ithout" a significant percentage of services

that should be vailable for:

- Political Participation
- Recreation
- Child and Family Services
- Aging Services

':-:er.-,ency Xedipal Services

1.V/
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- nntal lk Ilth Seviver,
- Nutrition Services
- Veterinary
- Energy Services
- Transportation

* The tm,st frequent barriers to delivering available
services to the Oklahoma City Native American community:

- Unaware of existence of service
- Unaware of how to obtain service
- Unaware of need or importance of service
- Insensitive to Native American needs
- Prejudiced against Native Americans
- Insufficient Native American personnel
- Overall, doesn't get results/meets needs
- Unable to pay direct costs
- Unable to pay for transportation
Lack of transportation to/from provider

* The Oklahoma City Native American comamnity is also
"without" established extra-community linkages for
planning"

- Economic Development
- Disease Prevention, Detection Diagnosis,

Treatment and Rehabilitation
- Residential Environmental Control
- Hazardous Substance Control
- Housing
- Energy
- Communieations.

&Thket
The OEC Indian Community representations all Tribes in

Oklahoma and other Tribes from out of state. Urban Indian families

don't know anything about the Act and many, many lawyers don't know

anything at all about the Act. Those families involved in the legal

process desetve and have a right to the best legal representation

to prevent the brekup of their family according to the Act.

The Act is here because of unwarranted removal of Indian

children from their by families by nontribal public and private

agennies. Now the Federal people are not willing to fund off-

reservation Indian ICWA programs. They don't realize or recognize

the essential relations the urban Indian families and the urban

Indian organi.ations have the Tribes.

. :d
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The last four years have taught us all how important extensive

legal counselling and
representation of the Tribes is to implecien-

tation of the Act and protection of individual children:- Social

7A1,vq, wpTlik-rh and para,lcgal workers in individual tribal programs have

that the whale area of "protective services" is so permeated

with state laws and lawyers at least as administered .by_white

agencies and courts that advice of a lawyer may be a daily need.

Questions arise in regard to law as it pertains to guardianships,

adoptions, etc., which require more knowledge of law than they

pessess......Theludges hearing the cases have not responded to the

. .__Triba worke or give .them very little -merit in the courtroom, they

listen to lawyers.

. + _ 4 -

The reoresentation of Tribal Child Welfare Programs at Show-

.

A'..111.1p ',parings, Pre-Trial hearings, Motion hearings, and Transfer

of Jurisdiction hearings is of maximum importance. In cases where

Transfer is denied, the Tribe must be represented at Adjudicatory

hearings, Dispositi:nal hearings and any further hearings including

AppeAls. Statc court proceedings which go through without transfer

or early dismi,:sal may last up to a year and a half.

Only a few of the largest -Tribes can afford to hire Indian

Child Welfare attorneys. And even still they will ask urban ICW

programs for assistance with Tribal members. If only a handfull

of Tribes can hire TCW acorneys, what happens to other Tribes

that need assistance in their own area and in the urban areas.

Those that can't afford a good, knowledgable ICWA attorney.

in.iivitinalq under the Indian Child Welfare

Act .1.:qt be atrnpys working with and for Tribal child welfare

:Iroutms.

I.
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STATECOURTS/IA;.W.A.

Voluntary suite court compliance with the Act is still the

-7i-ge!ptiOn not the rule for prosecutors and judges in many of the

t't state courts. Most of these officials simply do not believe in

--he Indian Child Welfare Act, if they did the need for our services

,w
1,.0constitutuinal. Despite that ruling the State has continued to

nobject to the Acts Constitutionality. Also when there seams to be

341:-the possibility of mandatory compliance with the law, inierpreta-.

tions oftheAct which obviously :thwart its purpose are leveloped...

The phrase "good cause" is till stretched to keep an Inr.ian child

with white foster parents alleging that a year and a half with

them might mean trauma in relocating to an Indian family. I. other

77,FiltieS :transfer to the Court of Indian Offenses was denied because

2:71t: the state judge found the C.I.O. was "not capable of taking

jurisdiction" and this is "good cause," "Intervention" is

would already have diminished.

We litigated the Constitutionality of the I.C.W.A, before a

three judge panel in Oklahoma City, that determined the Act was

-,- by the Courts but Tribes must have a lawyer in order to speak to

.issues in court,

The voluntary terminations of parental rights in the courts arc

usually written but not recorded, and the consequences of the consent

are sometimes not fully understood by the parents or parent. Most

of the voluntary consent are by ypung, unmarried, not too educated

women, and in some cases their FIRST language was their own Tribal

language. Also in these types of parental terminations, the mother

will not name a father. When this is done the blood degree of the

child will be lost forever. We have been talking to everybody

involved in these terminations to at least try to establish

paternity. And who knows maybe the father may want his child and

if not at least the child will have the Indian blood degree.

Courts have not been willing to require the state to actively

-develop and certify Indian foster homes as required by Section 1912

(d) of the Act. There arc numerous other examples (voluntary and

involuntary placements or terminations notices to Tribes and extended

familieq; placement preferences; state/tribal agreements; adoption

record keeping), w'Aere the State courts, the prosecutors and

individual ens? .orkers violate Indian families and Tribes' rights

under the federal Act, the Oklahoma Indian Child Welfare Act and

the United States Constitution in such a way that appeal is the only

way to keep thci.i from gutting the Act in Oklahoma.

ti()
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STATISTICS INDIAN CHILINON IN D.H.S. CUSTODY

"ri.,,,t7-

- of tndian.heritage for whom the Oklahoma Department of Human
In October, 1979, there were 774 children identified as being

Lt:t Services assumed legal custody and/or supervision in all types of

living arrangements. During the next three years and after the

_-'enactment of the Indian Child Welfare Act, the number of Indian

children in D.H.S. custody rose to 896 in July, 1982._ That is a

16% jump in State activity.. Since July 1982, to November 1983,

the number of Indian Children in D.H.S. custody declined by 179

to 717 children. That is a 20% decrease of children in D.H.S.

. custody.

Some of the DHS statewide living arrangements. in November 1981,

were 305 Indian children living in their own home, 148 living-with -77

relatives and 209 living in DHS Foster homes. These same statewide

living arrangements for Indian children for December 1982, were 208

children living in their own home, 159 living with relatives and An J.

increased 242 living in DHS foster homes. For November 1983, the

living arrangements for our children were 212 Indian children living
ft34

in their own home, 1.44 living with relatives and 235 in DHS homes.

This program's basic target area is Oklahoma County. In

November 1981, DNS had 154 Indian children in their custody. The

living arrangements at that time were 45 living in their own home,

15 living with realtives and 42 living in DHS foster homes. According

to DHS December 1982 statistics, the Department had decreased Indian

children numbers to 115. The living arrangements are 21 in their

own home, 16 in relatives home and still 42 living DHS foster homes.

In November 1983, the number of Indian children in DHS custody is

iteduced to 79.

Oklahoma County has the largest number of Indian children

in DHS custody. According to statistics, since November 1981

to November 1983, the DHS custody of Indian children decreased by

50%. This decrease is significate in itself, that the busiest

county in the State felt an impact due to working Tribal programs

and this urban Indian legal services.
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TIVE-AMERICAN CENTER INDIAN CHILD WELFARE PROGRAM

The Indian Child Welfare program was first funded in July

-Since thet time this program has been involved in approxi4

'-.LkliMetely 320 Indian child welfare related matters. W6 have referred
, 40-cases to other attorneys, agencies, or Tribal programs. This

program has transferred approximately 80 cases to the Court of

Indian Offenses at every court site and other Tribes. Our program

been Court appointed-Cuardien Ad Litem in 25 eases by the

tndian Judges. Between January 1982, and March 1984, the program

had
--vt

scheduled 315 I.C.W.A. court hearings in various District

tars and the Court. of Indian Offenses. The Program has also

assisted or worked for 20 of the Tribes in Oklahoma and 4 Tribes

from out of state. We have logged over 71.000 miles working for

Indian families and Tribal program in the State. We have litigated

ICWA cases in 20 District Courts. We are presently involved in 2

-:,Federal Appeals. We have examined Tribal Child Welfare Codes. We

have worked with Tribes and the State Welfare Department in hammering

out a "sample" State/Tribe Agreement. Now the Tribes want to

contract for State-federal funds for families under the jurisdiction

of the Federal Indian Courts and for families located on Federal

Trust land but the State refuses and they use a Federal excuse.

Keeping Indian families together, advocating for Tribal programs

and helping the Courts to implement the Act is what we are doing.

:'. And wiarodoing it with the minimum of funds

19.)
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December 27, 1983

Legal Department
Native American Center
2900 S. Harvey
Oklahoma City, OK 73109

186

Aker e (rxed),Aiamt
V'.4'4"

Dear Toby,

This letter Is to express the Muscogee (Creek) Nation's appreciation to your Indian

Child Welfare Program for its assistance in serving the needs of citizens of the

Muscogee Nation that residPe in the Oklahoma City area. As you know, the Muscogee

(Creek) Nation has inadequate resources to Intervene in Indian Child Welfare cases

outside of the Muscogee (Creek) Nation, it is only through programs like yours that

we are able to protect the right of citizens in urban areas,

I sincerely hope that You receive funding to continue yourprogram, a denial of

funding to your program would directly harm the interests of the Muscogee Nation.

Sincerely,

Geoffrey Stanbfng Bear
General Legal Counsel

CS /kr

rwied al:;tioft `.,la/ ryi. Wm../4-4, .gmtp 75a 2.614 .ff. 90 sty. it+, ealzond 74047. Ntlifilre
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CHEYENNE & ARAPAHO
Indian Child Welfare Program
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January 11, 1984

Toby Robles, Coordinator
Child Welfare Program
legal Program
2900 S. Harvey
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73109

Dear Mr. Robles:

PO Nos 3P
Conch°. 011ahnma :3022

1405) ZSZ 0345
1 $03 524.1577

I appreciate the opportunity to respond in providing a support
letter in behalf of your program. During the past seventeen months
I have had the pleasure of working with your legal staff in the
area of Indian Child Welfare . havehave found the staff to be very
dependable and competent.

I appreciate their assistance in legal representation of the Cheyenne-
Arapaho Tribes of Oklahoma. I commend your staff on the committment
and dedication in the area of Indian children and families that become
involved in child custody proceedings.

Sincerely,

Ly_z_ JcL
Winnifred White Tail
Indian Child Welfare Coordinator

37 -608 0 84 13
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POSTAL SOX 361 CASNMIX.OKLAHOMA 73016 405/6544300

Decem1,2r 27, 1983

IP7411

OMr. Toby Robles, Child Welfare Cooridinator
Native American Center
2900 S Harvey
Oklahoma City, Ok 73109

131
Dear Mr. Robles:

Since the Kiowa Tribal Complex is located ninety miles from Oklahoma

City, OK, and we have Mows Tribal members who reside in your area or who

may become clients of your program and others who have already benefited

from your child welfare services, we support your efforts of service to

OMNI Indian children in your area.

For the next year, the Klowa Social Service Department, Move Child

Welfare Program is looking forward to working with you and your staff. We

support your efforts and encourage you to continue to serve the Indian

Population in the Oklahoma City, Ok area.

If you have any question, please call this number at (405) 654-2300

extention 232.

JR/jr

1.95

Irvi on.nv .eofl!IATILELui

Sincerely,

3ulia Roubideaux,
Kiova Child Welfare Specialist

Clara Charlet,
Mows Child Welfare Caseworker
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ABSENTEE SHAWNEE AND SAC & PDX TRIBES
Indian Child Welfare Program

Route 5, Box 144
Shawnee, OK 74801

December 20, 1983

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

This letter is to recommend the Native American Center,
Indian Child Welfare Program, located in Oklahoma City, Okla-
homa, be considered for continued funding under the provisions
of Title II, ICWA for the fiscal year 1984.

The Native American Center has made significant contributions
to our tribal programs. Legal assistance has been provided to a
minimum of twelve (12) families and at least thirty (30) children.
The legal assistance has been most helpful to our tribal families.

We highly recommend this program for continued ICW funding.

Sincerely,

(>714.c.--ptet.I.7(1

Thomas J. Dry
Program Director

.196
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KICKAPOO TRIBE OF OKLAHOMA
Post Office Box 58
McLoud, OK 74851

iAZ.1.1:1,:rol.:. ROI/ 11.6 2eb

1142:th Stivt244 144.1014

CHILDREN AND FAMILY SERVICE PROGRAM

January 6, 1984

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

The Legal Program of the Native American Center'ind its Indian Child
Welfare activity is of inestimable value to individual Indian persons
and to the tribes in Oklahoma.

The quality of service and the consistency of attention to Indian Child
Welfare matters which we have observed of the Program, for several years
now, certainly enhances the confidence we have in the capabilities of
its staff.

We would characterize the Program and its staff as being among the most
knowledgeable and experienced in legal aspects of Indian Child Welfare
in the country.

There is no question, this is an extremely worthwhilA and vital program
which more than justifies funding under provisions of Title II, ICWA.

We recommend its continued funding for Indian Child Welfare activity
for fiscal year 1984.

Sincerely,

Vernon T. Ketcheshawno
Program Director

19?
BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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PUBLIC DEFENDER OF OKLAHOMA COUNTY
409 COUNTY OYFICC UILOIHO

SIO AOSIATS KISS MI
OKLAHOMA CITy, OKLAHOMA 7SIOS

40115111.5717 W. III

T. HURLEY JORDAN
ROBERT A. RAVITZ

WSIIC DI /INDIA
January 3, 1984

Tobias Robles, Director
Indian Child Welfare Program
Native American Center
2900 South Harvey
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73109

Dear Mr. Robles:

IIMIT ASSISTANT FLIIILIC DUCHOCIII

I am writing this letter in support of continued funding

of the Indian Child Welfare Program of The Native American Center

in Oklahoma City. The legal staff of The Native American Center

has been an active party in implementation of The Indian Child

Welfare Act in the District Court of Oklahoma County and has

provided numerous Indian families with quality legal representation

in situations we all realize are difficult for all the people

involved. They have also assisted numerous Indian Tribes in as-

serting their interest in Child Welfare proceedings.

The participation of the staff of,The Native American Center

has provided a cultural bridge that has assisted in developing

coordination between state agencies, Indian tribes and organizations.

The Native American Center is the only organization in the

Oklahoma City metropolitan area providing Indian people with this

type of representation and my experience in working with them in

court proceedings over the last several years has impressed me with

their competence and dedication. I highly recommend their Child

Welfare Program for continued funding.

Sincerely,

T. HURLEY JORDAN
Public Defender

THJ:ink

19J
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ROBERT H. MACY
DISTRICT ATTORNEY
OKLAHOMA COUNTY

January 3, 1984

SIR COUNTY [WINCE UH.DiNCI
OKLAHOMA CITY. OKLAHOMA 73101

ISM 1311.11131

Tobias Robles, Director
Indian Caild Welfare Program
Native American Center
2900 S. Harvey
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73109

Dear Mr. Robles,

I am writing this letter to highly recommend the continued
funding of the Indian Child Welfare Program of the Native Ameri-
can Center in Oklahoma City.

I will be brief in my remarks. There is no question that
the legal staff of the Center has provided a critical service
unavailable elsewhere. My dealings with the staff, particularly
Doug Parr and Barry Benefield, have repeatedly demonstrated their
dedication and competence.

I have no hesitation in urging your continued support of
this vital program.

RHM:kak

Sincerely,

le4. (hat.
Robert H. Macy
District Attorney

20u
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DISTRICT COURT

OKLAHOMA COUNTY, STATE OF OKLAHOMA
COUNTY COUNT MOUit

OKLAHOMA CITY. OKLAHOMA 73102

January 4, 1984

Tobias Robles, Director
Indian Child Welfare Program
Native American Center
2900 S. Harvey
Oklahoma City, OK 73109

Dear Mr. Robles,

As presiding Judge of The Juvenile Division of
The Oklahoma County District Court, I am writing this
letter in support of continued funding for The Indian
Child Welfare Program Of The Native American Center
in Oklahoma City.

The legal staff of The Native American Center appears
before This Court in numerous cases involving the welfare
of Indian children. They have played and continue to
play an important role in advancing the implementation_
of The Indian Child Welfare Act (25 USC 1902 et seq.).'
The representation they provide for Indian parents and
on behalf of Indian tribes has always been of high quality.
The uLique experience and expertise of The Native American
Center in working with Indian people has contributed
significantly to developing the necessarY'understanding and
coordination among state agencies, Indian tribes, Indian
families, and The Court that is enabling us to address the
best interest of Indian children in the cases that come
before This Court.

I strongly urge funding of this important program
and the continuation of the excellent work they do on
behalf of Indian families.

Sincerely,

eajg
Charlie Y ier
Associate istrict Judge
Presiding Judge Juvenile Division
Oklahoma County District Court

201
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United States Department of the Interior
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

COURT OF INDIAN OFFENSES
SHAWNEE AGENCY

April 19, 1984

Mr. Toby Robles
Native American Center
Indian Child Welfare Program
2900 South Harvey
Oklahoma City, OK 73109

Dear Mr. Robles:

Your advocacy for Indian families and Indian children in

our State courts and Tribal courts is certainly recognized

and appreciated. I would like to express my support for

the continued funding of all off-reservation Indian Child

Welfare Programs.

203

Sincerely,

&1114.1L,/

Rebecca Cryer
Magistrate
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Oklahoma Indian Legal Serlices, Inc.

O
3033 North Walnut, Suite 103W

City, Oklahoma 73105

(405)528-5500

January 24, 1983

Mr. Raymond V. Butler
Division of Social Services
Bureau of Indian Affairs
1951 Constitution Avenue
Washington, D.C. 20245

Dear Mr. Butler:

I am writing this letter in support of the Indian Child
Welfare program of the Native American Center in Oklahoma City.
This program has been in existence for three years, and has served
the large need for legal representation not only in Oklahoma City,
but in many other areas of the state. It serves parents and tribes
individually, and also provides guidance for the tribal Child Wel-
fare programs, including participation in negotiations with the
State for a tribal/state agreement which authorizes state payments
of foster care to tribally licensed Indian homes. It is my under-
standing the Native American Child Welfare Program has handled the
largest caseload of Indian clients in the state this past year.

I have worked with the legal staff of the Native American
Center for a number of years, ana have always been impressed with
their dedication in serving Indian clients. I have worked espec-
ially closely with them during the past year on various Indian
Child welfare matters, and recommend their Child Welfare Program
highly.

SWH:dw

Sincerely,

c5W.0-4. Ala
Susan Work Haney
Attorney

2o,f
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MOM Anb Affilinteb Mribto
P.O. ter 721

Anadarko, Ok. 73005
Tel 405/2471425

January 7, 1963

Mob

Tao dasir"--
Wan

Dear Ttby,

The Wichita Indian Child Welfare Program would like to extend a big "Thank you", to
you and your program, which operates out of the Native American Center.

Thank you for all the legal advice and opunsel that you provided for our program
during this past year. Your organization has been a tremendous help in solving

legal questions by tribal members, involving different issues.

This tribe is alarmed to hear that the Urban programs set up for the Indian people
in the metropolitan areas would be getting done away with by the current presidential
administration during FY'83.

It is our desire that your program continue to operate and be available for services
to the Indian people for an indefinite period of time.

Respectfully,

S(1/1 1 /141-1.

6
14

Lance E. Silverhorn,
Coordinator ICW Program

205
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101 SOUTH 1TH

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

LEAPCAT

403/113.4110
P.O. 110X ITS 3154111

CLINTON, OICLAHOMAIM

Implementation of the Oklahoma and Federal Indian Child Welfare Acts
is crucial to prevent the further disintegration of Indian nations. As

with any legislation, these Acts will remain unenforced unless Native
American people have vigorous advocates who can work toward their enforce-
ment in child welfare cases.

As attorney for the Legal Assistance Project for the Cheyenne/Arapaho
Tribes, I am a f the lack of knowledge of the terms of the State and
Federal Child Welfare Acts among State court judges, district attorneys,
social workers and private attorneys. I am also aware of the expertise of
the legal staff of the Native American Center and their excellent perfor
mance on behalf of Indian people in these cases.

Since there are few advocates in Western Oklahoma with comparable
commitment and expertise in an area where the need is so great, I urge your

financial support of this project.

.4to *pia
1.1011C7 (0,01.41VI 1701 st r 4 fl 401

Sincerely,

Carol Crimi
Attorney. at Law

17411 WI(rill

20b
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Social Service:

United States Department of the Interior
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

ANADARKO AREA OFFICE
P.O. BOX 368

ANADARKO, OKLAHOMA 73005

MAR - 2 S84
CERTIFIED - RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED

Ms. Millie Giago, Executive Director
Native American Center, Inc.
2900 S. Harvey
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73109

Dear Ms. Giago:

Your application for Fiscal Year 1984 Funds under Title II of the
Indian Child Welfare Act has been carefully reviewed and rated by the
Area Selection Committee, reference 25 CFR 23.21 and pages 2d and 29
of the application guidelines. Based on the committee evaluation and
recommendations, your application has beam given preliminary approval.
The average rating score given was 92, and ranked 3 out of fifteen
approved applications. The Committee recommended funding in the amount
of $38,000.00 to serve 115 persons as the unduplicated serviP: population.

In view of the fact that the Anadarko Area is being allocated $51,720
less in Fiscal Year 1984 than was received in Fiscal Year 1983 and
in keeping with the intent of the Indian Child Welfare Act, the following
guidelines for funding are being established as Area policy. Therefore,
when submitting your revised budget please stay within the stated
guidelines.

1. Indirect Cost must not exceed 10% of allowed funding.

2. No out-of-state travel allowed unless directly related to a child
welfare case.

3. Per sq. ft. cost for office rental space must be specified in
budget narrative.

4. Purchase of office furniture or equipment will not be &Holm%

5. No stipends or reimbursement for travel of child welfare board
members to attend board meetings will be approved.

6. Funding for consultants and training must be justified and will
be closely monitored. Budget narrative should clearly justify
proposed expenditures in these areas.

You are hereby advised of your right to appeal this decision to the
Deputy Assistant Secretary - Indian Affairs (Operations), in accordance

207
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SUPPLEMENTAL TO
TESTIMONY PRESENTED BEFORE

SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS
APRIL 25, 1984, WASHINGTON, D.C.

My name is Tobias Robles and I am a representative of the

Native American Center's Indian Child Welfare Program in Oklahoma

City, Oklahoma.

Oklahoma is 42 in the Nation in State total Indian population.

The State of Oklahoma has two major metropolitan/urban areas. They

are Oklahoma City and Tulsa. Each of these urban citi?s have an

Indian chi;1 welfare program that provides legal services for

Indian child welfare act related matters. Approximately 40 percent

of the state total Indian population lives in these areas and

it tells according to the Oklahoma Department of Human Services

statistics on Indian children in the custody of the Department. In

December 1982, 22.4% of the statewide total of Indian children in

DHS custody were in the urban areas. In November 1983, 18% was

the statewide total for these two areas. Just the population per-

centages alone, says Congress must fund the urban programs. Many

people believe it is unlawful not to fund the off-reservation

programs and I must agree.

This program would like to provide Proposed Amendments to

the Indian Child Welfare Act.

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS

The first &lenge involves the findings and policy sections,

25 U.S.C. SS 1901, 1902. Section 1901, Subsection 4 and section

1902 talk about the establishment of minimum federal standards

for the removal of Indian children from their families and the

placement of such children in homes which will reflect the unique

values of Indian culture.' Several courts, including the Kansas

Supreme Court in Baby Bov L, have applied this removal language

to state that the Indian Child Welfare Act does tot apply in a

situation where the child has never been a member of an Indian

home. Several other courts have rejected this language, namely

the California Court of Appeals in the case of Junious M. and the

20d
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Arizona Court of Appeals in The Appeal of Maricopa County, but

confusion still exist surrounding this language. Applying the word

"removal" to the Indian Child Welfare Act excludes all independent

adoptions where the child is placed in an adoptive home without

ever having been given a chance to be placed with the Indian

natural parent or the Indian extended family, and violates Congress'

responsibility to protect the potential tribal population of eligible

tribal members. While independent adoptions and step-parent adoptions

in the context of divorce proceedings were clearly meant to be

included within the Act's protections, state courts seeking to

ratify an already existing adoptive placement or who are disenchanted

with the Indian Child Welfare Act to begin with have in several

cases applied this language to exclude such children from the

protections of the Act. Therefore, we propose an amendment that

the declaration of policy be amended to state: "the establishment

of minimum federal standards for the removal of Indian children

from their families, the -lacement of all Indian children who

must be_placed in foster or adoptive homes which will reflect

the unique values of Indian culture and b rovidin for assistance

to Indian tribes in the operation of child and family service

programs."

The next section of the Act is the definition of child

custody proceedings, 25 U.S.C. S 1903, Again, we are dealing

here with the fact that several courts have interpreted the findings

of the Indian Child Welfare Act to hold that the Act was only meant

to apply to agency removal of Indian children in involuntary child

and abuse situations, even though this kind of holding ignores the

entire voluntary consent section of the Act. Therefore, in the

definition of child custody proceeding, we would add at Section

1903(1) "Child custody proceedings shall mean voluntary and

involuntary actions and shall include - ." Then the various types

of proceedings should be listed except that under Section 1903(1)

(i), foster care placement, it should read "foster care placement

which shall include any action removing an Indian child from

its parent or Indian custodian for temporary placement in a foster

home or institution.... and shall include voluntary placement by

1
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the parent of an Indian child;" Section 1903(1)(ii) termination of
parental rights, should read "which shall mean any action resulting
in the termination of the parent-child relationship, including

termination wnich occurs as part of a voluntary adoption;"

Section 1903(1) (iv), adoptive placement, shall read "which shall

mean the permanent placement of an Indian child for adoption by an

agency or by private individuals, including any action resulting

in a final decree of adoption."

Under 1903, subsection 6, the definition of Indian custodian

must.oe changed to state "means any Indian person who has lawful

custody of an Indian child under tribal law or custom or under
state law." This change from the word "legal" to "lawful" is

necessary. Since most states have definitions which place legal

custody in the state agency, the word "legal" should be changed

to that the purpose of the Act is fulfilled, namely that the person

who has physical custody under state law and stands in the shoes

of the parent is protected from the inappropriate cultural removal
of the Indian child from their custody. In one case a state court

decided that because tribal custom did not specifically define

custody in a relative as "legal custody," the grandparent in that

case could not have legal custody under tribal custom and was not

an Indian custodian. This opportunity for technical obstruction

of the Indian Child Welfare Act must be removed.

Section 1903, subsection 9, addresses the definition of

parent, and must be expanded to specifically recognize the rights

of biological parents under the United States Constitution. Even

though 25 U.S.C. 51921 states that federal law which provides

higher protections to the rights of parents shall apply in the

Indian Child Welfare Act, several courts have apparently been

mystified by the absence of the word parent in the right to

intervene under 25 U.S.C. 51911, and have held that since a parent

is not the first listed preference under the placement section

for the Act, 25 U.S.C. 51915, that parents were obviously not

meant to be included within the Act's protection. This

distinction is critical in those cases where a non-Indian mother

is trying to place her child with non-Indian adoptive parents and

states that she does not want her child raised as an Indian, even

2,o
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though she does not wish to raise the child herself. While it

seems clear to those of us who practice Indian lau that section

1921 protects the rights of unwed Indian parents in the proceed-

ing, a short statement in the definition of parent that says

"parents shall have all those rights to which they are entitled

under the United States Constitution" will help clarify this con-

fused area for state courts, and will give them less opportunity

to avoid the application of he Act's requirements.

Section 1911(c) should be amended to make it very clear that

the tribe and Indian custodian have the right to intervene in both

voluntary and involuntary proceedings. We would recommend that

this intervention section be expanded to include placement pro-

ceedings and adoption proceedings. This is because without the

right of intervention, a state court will often not know that

a tribe has modified its order of placement preference pursuant

to section 1915(c), that an extended family member wishes custody

of his or her child pursuant to sections 1915(a) or (b), or that

a natural parent may desire the return of their child under section

1916.

Section 1912(a) involves the basic contradiction that no

notice is required in voluntary proceedings, or that this result

seems to be intended by the section. Many states now take the

position in voluntary proceedings that if a mother signs a waiver

statement stating that they do not wish the Indian Child Welfare

Act to apply, notice of any proceedings can be avoided to the

Indian tribe. This violates the tribe's right to have a child

placed according to a modified order of preference, and violates

the right of the extended family to the placement preference

order because they are often prevented from coming forward to

express their desire for custody of their children. Therefore,

I would recommend tha subsection (a) be amended to just state

simply "in any proceeding in a state court, where the court knows

or has reason to know that an Indian child is involved, the party

seeking the foster care placement of or termination of parental

rights to an Indian child shall notify the parent or Indian custodian,..'
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Notice does not mean intervention and obstruction by the tribe
in all instances and if the placement preferences of the Act are
followed, there will be no reason to fear tribal intervention
in voluntary proceedings.

Section 1913 needs to be amended to state specifically that

it applies to independent adoptions where the child is placed
directly by a non-Indian parent into a non-Indian home and the
Indian family is denied custody. This is the Baby Boy L problem.

Section 1914 must be amended to clarify federal jurisdiction

under the Indian Child Welfare Act. It appears from the language

of section 1914 that it is the initial state court action violating

the Indian Child Welfare Act provisions that gives rise to juris-
diction in any court of competent jurisdiction, including federal
court. This rationale, however, runs contrary to the accepted
judicial maxim that once in state court, appeal can only be made
through the various state courts. Since Indian tribes have a

right to original federal jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C.i 1362,

this right to have issues of federal law decided in federal courts
should be protected under the Indian Child Welfare Act. However,
since it is the obvious intent of the Indian Child Welfare Act
that such proceedings take place first in a state forum, the tribe's

right under 1362 to get into federal court must be protected. If

a tribe were to refuse to go into state court at all and were to
file an initial proceeding in federal court, it is likely that

the federal court would abstain based on the reasoning that it

could not assume that a state court would consciously violate the
provisions of federal law. Once in state court, and once the

state court violates the Indian Child Welfare Act, there is no

method by which the tribe can get back into federal court unless

this provision of the Act is held to preserve the tribe's federal

court jurisdiction under 1362. The case of England v. Louisiana

Board of Medical Examiners does not help in this situation. In

that case the United States Supreme Court said that a party could

reserve its federal court jurisdiction by filing first in federal

court and asking for a remad of the case to state court. The holding
of that decision stated, however, that if the party raised any
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federal court claims in state court, then reversion to the federal

forum would be lost. Since under the Indian Child Welfare Act,

the Indian party and tribe have no rights under federal law encept

those which are given by the Indian Child Welfare Act, it would

be useless to intervene in a state court proceeding under that

principle because the protections of the Indian Child Welfare Act

could not be raised in the state court without losing access to

the federal forum later on. Since in most cases violation of the

Indian Child Welfare Act takes place by ignoring the Act and follow-

ing state law, tribes will gain nothing by intervening in state

court proceedings under such a principle. Therefore, federal court

jurisdiction must be clarified under this section.

Mr. ALEXANDER. We will have to vacate this hearing room at
2:30, which gives us about 40 minutes, and we have 6 more wit-
nesses. So I am going to have to hold everybody to a strict 5 min-
utes.

Michelle Aguilar, from Portland, OR, of the Suquamish Tribe.

STATEMENT OF MICHELLE AGUILAR, INDIAN CHILD WELFARE
COORDINATOR, SUQUAMISH TRIBE, STATE OF WASHINGTON,
AND CONSULTANT TO THE NATIVE AMERICAN REHABILITA-
TION ASSOCIATION, IN PORTLAND, OR

Ms. AGUILAR. I am Michelle Aguilar, and I am employed as an
Indian child welfare coordinator for the Suquamish Tribe in Wash-
ington, and I am a consultant to the Native American Rehabilita-
tion Association in Portland, OR. So I am representing both a
small tribe and an urban program. Thank you for allowing me to
be here today.

Many of the concerns that I was going to speak to have been
spoken to already, so I will not take up time reiterating those
points. Some are very important, and I do not want to gloss over
them. You will receive the information in my written testimony.

Our major concern is funding. We are a small tribe, and I am
basically a one-person social service agency. One of the problems I
see in the BIA's way of giving grants and allocating funds on the
population basis is that there are certain costs that are across the
board. One individual costs a certain amount of money in salary,
fringe, and indirect. Each program has a basic cost just to set up.
That is not going to change whether you have 5,000 people you are
serving or 500. One individual still costs a given amount of money.

Another point I want to make in terms of funding is, when you
have those basic costs, many of your programs go out the door. One
person cannot do it all. There are eight different programs under
title II that are eligible for funding. We try and do a little bit of all,
but we are basically doing band-aid work and barely keeping the
programs together.

I was going to talk about some examples that we have happen-
ing, in terms of cases, but I will just go over those briefly. We have
a case right now in California. I do not have the funds to go down
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there. We were not notified that the permanency planning issue
was coming up in court until 4 days ahead of the court date, andthen notification was not by the State. The State was not even
aware that this child had a tribe that he was eligible to be enrolled
in. I have contacted the urban program down there, and they have
been extremely helpful. Without the urban programs, I personally
would not have been able to get to our children in many States
where they have come up in court.

This does not include any kind of legal services. This is basically
saying: "Hey, this is an Indian child. They are eligible for enroll-
ment. Please notify the tribe." Those kinds of things are really im-
portant.

The other thing I wanted to talk about, too, is that We are here
to serve the children. The funding issue comes back down to: If a
child is from a small tribe or a large tribe, does it make any differ-
ence? Is that child any less important? Should they receive any less
services because they are from a small tribe? That, again, comes
down to the allocation of funds. The issue is the same in regards to
the valuable urban programs.

Some of the things that we are not able to do is to make a con-
centrated effort in recruitment and licensing of foster homes. We
are deputized through an urban center to do this because we do not
have funds to set up our own program/agency. I do not have ade-
quate money to travel to make all of the home visits, much less the
time. As a one-person staff, I do all the administrative work, all the
grant writing, all the counseling, all the CPS, all the paralegal
preparation and counseling that has tc do with our youth code that
we have in place at tribal court. I do intervention in the State
courts, and I also act as a referral source for the county juvenile
courts due to mutual cooperation.

Even being here today is very difficult. It takes time away. It
comes down to being a one-person social service agency. The prob-
lems are the same whether you are a small tribe, a large tribe, or
an urban program. I will give some specifics in the written testimo-
ny.

There is one case that I think I would like to have go on record,
because it is a tragedy, and we have not heard those here today. I
had a 16-year-old client who, for various reasons, was released from
tribal coml.. She had hidden a pregnancy from everybody con-
cerned, and when it was found that she was pregnant, she was
asked to leave her mother's home, for a lot of different problems.
We were not able to provide this girl with any kind of prenatal
care, any kind of parenting education, any kind of support services
at a time when she needed them, and she was desperately asking
for some Native American culturally relevant types of services. We
could only refer to State programs and urban Indian programs. She
did give birth to her child in an urban center. I saw the child 2
weeks after birth, perfectly healthy, a wonderful child; 2 weeks
later, that child ended up in the emergency room in a hospital,
later in intensive care with a virus that had spread into her lungs,
causing high fevers and convulsion. I do not right now know if that
child is still alive. If that child lives, that child will probably have
permanent brain damage from the fever and convulsions.
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We have lost one of our children, due to lack of funds and due to
the lack of being able to provide the kind of complete services that
they needed. Thank you.

[Subsequent to the hearing the following correspondence was re-
ceived for the record:]
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THE SUQUAMISH TRIBE
P Box CM Suquamish. Washington 98392

RECD':'. .

May 21, 1984

Senator Mark Andrew, Chairman
Select Committee on Indian Affiars
U.S. Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Attn: Pete Taylor

This written document is respectfully submitted by

Michelle Aguilar, Saboba/California Mission, Indian Child
Welfare Coordinator for the Suquamish Tribe, Port Madison

Indian Reservation, Suquamish, Washington. I am representing

the concerns of the Suquamish Tribe and would like to thank you

for the opportunity to present testimony on the Indian Child

Welfare Act of 1978, (ICWA) P.L. 95-608. We are asking for
recognition of and solutions to the problems of implementation

of the IOWA and for appropriate levels of funding for operation

of such programs under the Act.

The Suquamish Tribe recognizes that there are many

important issues concerning the implementation of the Act, most

of which have been expressed during the oral testimony and in

writing by others. Our testimony is primarily concernec with

the critical issue of funding and how it affects the implementation

by small tribes. Without an adequate and reliable funding source,

other changes and/or amendments to the Act will not help tribes

and urban organizations provide the services that are

necessary to meet the intent of the Act.

We are asking that Congress:

..Establish a funding authorization separate from the

Snyder Act

...Establish an authorization level of 29.5 million as

recommended by the Association of American Indians and

Alaskan Native Social Workers

...Provide funding for tribes and urban programs on an

entitlement basis rather than a competitive basis

CrCT Nr:01 Irf
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...Mandate funding to be consistent and on a three year
cycle

...Establish a method for monitoring and compliance of
state and private agencies including enforcement by
penalty for non-compliance

...Establish a consistent reporting system for research,
information, and entitlement purposes

As Indian people, united on this issue of Indian Child
Welfare, we present our case. We maintain that our cause was
presented with overwhelming evidence and justification six
years ago. This Act, without proper appropriations, is now
adding to the problems evidenced six years ago, by causing
many complications resulting from tribes and urban programs
trying to handle cases without the personnel and available
services to do so.

95-608 states that there "is no resource that is more vital
to the continued existence and integrity of Indian tribes than
their children." The tradition of our people consider our
children the link between generations, the carriers of tradition
and culture and our assurance that The People will continue to
exist. Without adequate appropriations we will continue to lose
our children.

The Suquamish Tribe is a small Pacific Northwest Federally
recognized Tribe with approximately 530 Indians residing in
our defined service area. In the last fiscal year The
Suquamish Indian Child and Family Assistance Program has been
able to assist approximately 139 clients. The numbers are
growing with calls for assistance coming from as far away as
Alaska and California. Yet with inadequate funding we are unable
to meet the needs of even our small tribe. In terms of establishing
programs to meet the intent of the Act it should be recognized
that a basic funding level is needed to operate every component
of a social service program, and that this is true whether it be
a small tribe or a very large tribe. Under Subchapter 11, Section
1931, a minimum of eight types of child and family service
programs are listed as eligible for funding; all of these components
are important to a successful holistic approach to treatment and
prevention of family breakup. In trying to meet the needs of
the clients and the intent of the Act, I find I am faced with the
task of operating on an approximately 4,000 dollar budget after
salary, indirect, and fringe are extracted. In essence this
means I am a one person social service agency.

In reality a one person social service agency requires that
I:am on call 24 hours a day for crisis intervention, provide
counseling to yobth and families, conduct all administrative
duties including grant application and reports to the BIA,
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provide CPS and investigations, provide services to the Tribal

youth court as well as state and county court involvement, act

as a para-legal, and sit on a Local Indian Child Welfare Advisory

Committee for the State. I also act as a recruiter and licensing

agent for foster homes. These are just a few of the roles of

a one person social service agency. These different duties can

be a sour of conflict within themselves and yet there is not

enough :no to set up separate units to meet the demands of the

ICWA.

Another major need that is absent due to funding restraints,

is in prevention through family and youth oriented recreational

and cultural activities. Most successful preventative counseling

with teens occur in a group environment that is loosely structured,

where trust and rapport can be developed. Many clients are

resistive to court ordered counseling. Recreational and

cultural programs provide the setting that leads to information

that can alert the counselor to potential problems and

provide a vehicle where intervention strategies and treatment

can be developed. In this manner many cases that might not

come to attention until a crisis develops and court intervention

is appropriate can be resolved in the early stages.

An important and major isssue is the need for the continued

support of urban programs. I have called on urban programs

many times for services in and out of state on behalf of a

child of our tribe. Without them many of our children would fall

through the cracks. Currently an out-of-state urban program

is helping me with a case that has come before the state court.

We were not notified and compliance with 95-608 was non existent

until the client was advised to notify the tribe by the urban

center and we were able to intervene. This case is still in

the state court but with P.L. 95-608 proceedures being followed.

Without this urban center, intervention would have been near

impossible due to restricted funds and geographical location.

This is a case where the intent of the Act is in operation due

to cooperation of a tribe, an urban program,and a state.

Other problems that are directly tied in with funding

issues include:

-the limiting of foster home recruitment, licensing, and

foster parent training and support services

-restrictions in networking with other tribes and organizations

-the availability of community education in parenting and

sexual and physical abuse and neglect, including sexual/physical

abuse counseling services
-lack of funds for professional training and education

-unnecessary competition in the grant process

-lack of monitoring for compliance and enforcement

We need cooperation in order to function. We cannot

constantly be pitted against one another for funds. We need

consistency and the means to take care of ourselves. What of all

the children whose tribes or urban programs are not funded?

Who protects them? Comparatively speaking we are asking for

very little. Yet, due to a lack of funding or a separate

appropriation, and in spite of a well intentioned law, we are

still losin' our children.
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Mr. ALEXANDER. Our next witness is from the Minneapolis
Urban Center, Jake Mendoza.

STATEMENT OF JAKE MENDOZA, DIRECTOR, CHILD OUTREACH
PROGRAM, MINNEAPOLIS URBAN CENTER, MINNEAPOLIS, MN
Mr. MENDOZA. Mr. Alexander, you have my testimony in writing,

so I will summarize even more than I had planned'to summarize.My name is Jake Mendoza, and I represent the Minneapolis
American Indian Center. My title is director of the Indian Child
Welfare Act Monitoring Program. I am also considered the Indian
Child Welfare Act monitor. What we do is, we monitor Indian
Child Welfare Act court hearings. We attend court hearings and
ensure that the Indian Child Welfare Act is being complied with. Iwant to stress that we do not represent anybody. We do not act asan advocate. We are neutral. We are not a party. We only monitor
court hearings, and the presiding judge of the Hennepin County
Juvenile Court is allowing us to make comments. We do not make
recommendations on the merits of cases.

In 1982 to 1983, we were funded by the Bureau of Indian Affairs
in the amount of a little over $40,000. We are now being funded bythe Minneapolis Community Action Agency which is an agencythat helps poor people.

In my written testimony, I have given examples of obstacles,
problems that we have had in securing funding from the Bureau of
Indian Affairs. I have also given examples of noncompliance and
also other examples of other concerns that we have related to the
Indian Child Welfare Act.

I know that we are pressed for time, but I want to share some-thing with you. Our program began in October 1982, and from Oc-
tober 1982 to December 17, 1982, we had set up an effective moni-
toring program. On December 17, we received a letter from Mr.Earl Barlow, who is the area director of the Minneapolis area for
the BIA. I would like to read you that letter. It is real short. This isjust to show you an example of some of the game-playing and someof the obstacles that are thrown not only to Indian organizations
but also Indian tribes that make it difficult to help Indian people
and Indian child welfare cases. He addresses it to my supervisor,
the director of the Indian center, Mrs. Hallmark:

Dear Mrs. Hallmark: Thank you for the information which you submitted with
your letter dated December 1, 1982. As you know, questions have been raised aboutthe selection of Mr. Mendoza as monitor for the Indian Child Welfare Act grant.
Since receiving this resume with your December 1, 1982, letter, we have determinedthat he does not qualify for the position. We are directing you to expend no furthergrant funds for this position, since the incumbent does not meet the qualifications ofthe job description in the approved grant.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs and others interested in the implementation of the
Indian Child Welfare Act in Minnesota have been very concerned about the Statecourt's compliance with the Act. There is concern that the tribes are not always no-Cified when children come before the courts. There is also concern that the children
who must be placed outside their homes are not always placed in compliance with
the Federally-mandated placement criteria. For these and other reasons, we wer.:.pleased when the Minneapolis American Indian Center revised its proposal and de-cided to monitor Indian cases going through the courts. Because of the nature of the
job to be done, we approved the revised proposal. We believe that requiring a mas-ter's degree, plus experience, is appropriate and request that you comply with this
plan. Sincerely, Earl Barlow.
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In our proposal, in our job description, we had left out an "or"
which would have allowed a nondegreed person to have that job if
he was an appropriate person. We did that by mistake. The BIA
was technically correct. So the monitor was terminated on Decem-
ber 20. The Bureau had asked us to revise the job description. We,
in good faith, revised the job description, submitted it, and on Jan-
uary 7, we received a letter from Mr. Barlow again. This shows the
paternalistic attitude of the BIA in trying to run Indian programs,
programs that should be run by Indian people.

DEAR MRS. HALLMARK: This is a confirmation of the January 3, 1983, telephone
conversation between you and Mr. Smith concerning the need to meet and discuss

the contents of the job description for the Indian Child Welfare Act monitor to be
employed by the Minneapolis American Indian Center. We have received the re-

vised job description which was submitted with your letter of December 20, 1982. As

written, it does not provide enough assurance that the employee would be qualified

to carry out the duties and responsibilities of the job. Our personnel staff read the
MAIC Indian Child Welfare Act proposal and drafted a job description which we

believe is commensurate with the proposal. After you have reviewed this proposed

job description, we would be glad to discuss it, if you wish. Due to the great amount
of community interest in filling this job, we would like to be involved in evaluating
the applications which are submitted or participate in a review of the most qualified

applicants. Our involvement would in an advisory capacity, with no intent to assert

any authority or responsibility for the Minneapolis American Indian Center. .

Then he goes on:
Sincerely, Earl Barlow.

Now, we wanted to get this program going. So in good faith, we
accepted their job description. We said, "Fine. You can be part of
this process." At the last minute, the day of the interviews, they
told us, "It is inappropriate for us to participate," and on February
7, we were allowed to continue our program.

One thing that is interesting is that when we applied for 1983-84

money, we submitted that same job description that they had given
us, and when they denied us, one of the reasons was that the job
description was too general. They had, in fact, criticized their own
job description.

There are a lot of concerns that I heve in regard to noncompli-
ance with the act. I will not go into those because many of those

. concerns have been expressed already. But I do want to say a few
words about the statements that were made by the people from the
Bureau of Indian Affairs when they are recommending zero fund-

ing for urban areas.
There are about 40,000 Indian people in the State of Minnesota;

56.6 percent of them live in the Twin Cities. We only received, for
the 1983-84 year period, $64,000. How are we going to provide serv-
ices for those people; and if we do not, who is going to do it? The
tribes cannot come down here. I received a letter from Mr. Bob
Aiken from the Minnesota Chippewa Tribe, in response to another
issue about section 106. But this is what he says:

There is another point here you must deal with, and that is reality. You know the

Act is terribly underfunded and misdirected by the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Most

of the off-reservation notices we receive are not physically responded to by our tribe.

We do not have the people to do it. This causes an attitude problem, with the
agency sending us notices in that we do not attend the court proceedings anyhow. If

we were able to respond more efficiently, then I would feel more comfortable in in-
sisting on more formal notice.
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I am not only asking for more money for the urban areas, and
for that money not to be cut, but I am also asking for more money
for the tribes. When I left the Twin Cities, I spoke with Judge
Aleski, and I asked him what he wanted me to say in his behalf.
He said, "More money for the tribes." I have a lot more to say, but
I know that we are really short on time, so if you have any ques-
tions I will be more than happy to answer them.

Mr. ALEXANDER. We will make sure that your full statement is
printed in the record. We should make clear that it has been the
committee's position for the last several years to steadfastly oppose
the Bureau of Indian Affairs' attempts to terminate funding for
urban programs, both in this area and also in its sister agency at
the IHS to terminate funding for urban health centers. It has been
our effort, along with that of others, that has kept some of the
funding in existence.

Mr. MENDOZA. I sincerely believe it would be disastrous if it were
to be cut for Indian people in the cities. Who would they go to?
Thank you.

[The prepared statement follows. Testimony resumes on p. 239.J
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KAIC INDIAN CHILD WELFARE ACT MONITORING PROGRAM

TESTIMONY

BEFORE THE SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS

APRIL 25, 1984

Distinguished members of the Senate Select Committee

on Indian Affairs, thank you for having as here today to

give testimony on the status of the Indian Child Welfare

Act in the Minneapolis area.
Specifically, I will address

the problems we have encountered in receiving DIA funds,

examples of non-compliance of the Act and related concerns.

The purpose of our Monitoring program is to promote

the stability and security of Indian tribes and families

by ensuring that the Federal
standards for the disposition

of child foster core and adoptive cases, as provided by

the Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978, are met.

The Honorable Judge Allen Oleisky, the Presiding Judge

of the Hennepin County District
Court - Juvenile Court

Division has cooperated fully with our program and because

of his fairness and effort we are allowed to observe all

Indian Child Welfare Act hearings in Hennepin County. We

do not advocate for anyone.
Our only purpose is to ensure

compliance of the Act and we do this in neutral and objec-

tive manner.

Our program began operations on October 11, 1982. The

first month was spent in training the newly hired Mor.ltor

as was provided in our DIA grant. The second month WOO

spent in establishing an
effective monitoring system. We

were able to get the support of the major Indian organisa-

tions in the Twin Cities es well as
the support of those.

local non-Indian groups working on the implementation of

the Act. We were monitoring 13 Indian child welfare eases

when on December 17, 1982 we
received a letter from Mr.

Earl Barlow, BIA Area Director
which stated, "We are direc-

ting you to expend no
further grant funds for this position

(Monitor) since the incumbent dogs not meet the qualifica-

tions of the job description in the approved grant." We

were forced to shut down our operation which meant not being

able to help our thirteen
clients because technically the

BIA was correct. We had accidentally sent the Bureau a

Job description that was missing an "or ". The ICWA

Monitor was terminated on
December 20, 1982.

faeolOppromenfty Employer
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The Minneapolis American Indian Center was extremely concerned about
this incident because on one hand an outside agency, specifically the BIA,
was taking a paternalistic attitude towards MAIC, directing it what to do.
On the other hand the Indian Center realised that it had an obligation to
the Indian Community to provide a badly needed service. MAIC swallowed
its pride, revised the Monitor's job description and immediately resubmitted
the description in good faith.

On January 7, 1983 the Minneapolis American Indian Center received a
letter from Mr. Earl Barlow of the BIA which stated, "We have reviewed the
revised job description which was submitted with your letter on December 20,
1982. As written it does not provide enough assurance that th4 employee
would be qualified to carry out the duties and responsibilities of the job.
Our personnel staff read the MAIC Indian Child Welfare Act proposal and
.drafted a job description which we believe is commensurate with the Proposal.
After you have reviewed this proposed job description we would be glad to
discuss it if you wish." It is interesting to know that the MAIC and DIA
job descriptions were very similar. The Indian Center was anxious to get
started on this Monitoring program which meant rehiring a Monitor and accepted
the BIA job description..

In the January 7, 1983 letter to MAIC the Bureau also stated, "Due to
the great amount of community interest in filling this job we would likl to
be involved in evaluating the applications which are submitted or participate
in a review of the most qualified applicants." MAIC had nothing to hide
since the hiring process would involve a point system. The Center Boaru
members would score the applicants and the person with the highest score would
be hired. Again, because the Indian Center was anxious to get on with pro-
vidings critical service to the community, invited the BIA to participate in
reviewing the hiring of the ICWA Monitor. On the day of the interviews the
BIA refused to participate in the process stating that it was "inappropriate"
that the Bureau be involved. The Indian Center hired its new Monitor.

In early February 1983 the Bureau of Indian Affairs authorized the
Minneapolis American Indian Center to proceed with the Monitoring program.
On March 23, 1983 MAIC was notified that the Monitoring program would not be
refunded for the 1983-84 year period. The Center appealed this decision at
the highest departmental level in Washington and lost. One.of the reasons
for our losing the appeal was as follows. "The position descriptions, namely
the Indian Child Welfare Act Monitor and the Monitoring Assistant, are very
general." This Committee might be interested to know that the same job
description for the Monitoring position submitted to the BIA in our 1983-84
proposal was the same one that the BIA drafted. They in fact critized their
own job description.

In a letter dated June 27, 1983 that we received from the Department of
Interior regarding our appeal, MAIC was informed that "This is not a direct
service activity." Why did the Department of Interior feel that it was
appropriate to fund our Monitoring program one year and not the next? We
understand that the issue of the Monitoring program being a direct service
is arguable. Although we stress to everyone that walks through our door
that we do not advocate or take sides in ICWA cases, parents and many times
children,with that knowledge, still request our presence in court in efforts
to have their rights protected under the Indian Child Welfare Act. In my
opinion, we are providing a direct service.
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I am here today to inform this Committee that the minimum Federal stan-
dards that are suppposed to be followed whenever an Indian child is removed
involuntarily from his or her family for placement in foster or adoptive
homes are not fully being complied with, at least not in Hennepin County. /

am also here to share a few examples of non-compliance with the Act and also
to express concerns of issues related to the Indian Child Welfare Act or
Public Law 95-608 as it is sometimes referred to.

On the last page of the information submitted to this Committee you
will note that our monitoring concept has the full support of the Honorable
Judge Allen Oleisky, the Presiding Judge of the Hennepin County District
Court Juvenile Court Division.

We firmly believe that the attitude of the court, at least in Hennepin
County, is that of commitment towards the Act. Our belief in the commitment
of Hennepin County is somewhat different. While there have been expressions,
both verbal and written, from higher level Hennepin County staff of thiir
desire to comply with the Act, we have discovered that the expressed desire
is not always shared at lower levels.

For example, we are aware of an assistant Hennepin County attorney who
has expressed a dislike for our Monitoring program but most important has
expressed an unwillingness to cooperate with us to ensure compliance of the
Indian Child Welfare Act. This same attorney has not only been uncooperative
to us but also to at least four Hennepin County Public Defenders and to two
private attorneys who handle ICWA cases. I have been informed by a Hennepin
County Public Defender of this attorney's most' recent verbally expressed
resentment that Indian children are treated differently in Indian Child Wel-
fare Act cases. I often wonder if this type of person should be allowed to
handle ICWA cases.

Another problem that our Monitoriing program has discovered, which 'any
times creates unnecessary problems, is the lack of knowledge of the Indian
Child Welfare Act by some professionals in positions who should know this
Federal law. Included in this distinguished company are judges, referees,
assistant county attorneys and most alarmingly public defenders. I would

like to add that at least seven Hennepin County Public Defenders are currently
meeting on a monthly basis to improve their ICWA knowledge. I commend their
efforts and would also like to add that they are meeting on their own without
outside pressure.

Let me share with this Committee an experience I had last year.
In July of 1983, I receiveda phone call from a mother who was being
investigated by Hennepin County for child abuse. At the time of the phone
call an Intake worker from the County was at the mother's home asking ques-
tions. The child, an 8-month old little Indian girl, had been taken to the
hospital by a babysitter who accused the mother of inflicting cigarette burns
all over the child's body. A hold had been placed on the child. The child
had no cigarette burns on her body but did have Impetigo. The mother, in
tears and frightened that the County was going to take her child away, des-
parately requested that I monitor the meeting. I normally only monitor court
proceedings but under the circumstances I decided to monitor this particular
meeting.
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The Intake worker was vary nice. I explained to the mother and grand-
mother, who were both in tears, that the Intake worker was only doing ter
job. I also explained that the County was obligated to investigate every
charge of child abuse and that this was to our childrens' benefit. After
talking with the mother, the Intake worker found no evidence to substantiate
the charge and informed the mother that the child would be released that
same day. We all agreed that a nurse would visit the child periodically
until the Impetigo went away. I left the meeting with the understanding
that the case was going to be closed. Approximately a month later I received
a call from an associate of mine and a friend of the above family asking for
a meeting between the associate, the family and myself.

The meeting took place and I was alarmed at what I heard. The County
had assigned the case to a child protection worker. According to the mother
and grandmother the social worker was insensitive and intimidated the family,
making statements like "Why would it be on the report if it wasn't true? in
reference to charges and problems contained in the family's Hennepin County
file. When the mother asked if there had been a second complaint, according
to the mother, the social worker replied, "I can't tell you if there's been
another complaint.". The mother also said that the social worker told her
that because she was unwed, the child was not legally hers or anyones. Thera
was another Hennepin County staff person present and there is no question
that the statement was made. The County acknowledges that the statement was
made. There is a question as to which Hennepin County employee made the
statement. After informing higher level Hennepin County supervisors about
this incident and after their own investigation, the County decided to close
the case. I applaud Hennepin County for dealing with this problem in a very
professional way.

On April 19, 1983 I attended a child custody proceeding involving the
foster care placement of a 17-month-old Indian child. The mother of the
child had requested that I monitor the case to ensure compliance with the
Act.

Prior to the court hearing, outside the court room, I asked the mother
of the child if the child's tribe had been notified. The attorney for the
mother informed me that she was not aware of any notification. It appeared
that the attorney for the mother had minimal knowledge of the Indian Child
Welfare Act. I gave her a copy of the Act and showed her the important
sections that she should look at.

I walked over to the Assistant County Attorney and asked if the child's
tribe had been notified. I was informed that the Minnesota Chippewa Tribe
(where the mother is enrolled) had been notified but that they were refusing
any involvement in this particular case because the child was not eligible
for enrollment.

Realising that this case would not be covered under the Indian Child
Welfare Act, if the child was not eligible for enrollment with a federally
recognized tribe, I questioned the mother further. An Indian Advocate from
Hennepin County who was also present decided to call the tribe. It was con-
firmed that the child was not aigible for enrollment.
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In questioning the mother we learned that her father was full-blooded

Winnebago from Wisconsin, If this was true then the child would be one-

quarter WinneLago and eligible for enrollment there. The child would then

be covered under the Act.

In the court hearing the attorney for the mother questioned the com-

pliance of the County concerning proper notification of the child's tribe.

The Assistant County Attorney informed the court that the county :lad complied

with the Act because "the Act says that a tribe must be notified". I spoke

up and read the definition of Indian child's tribe contained within the Act.

"Indian child's tribe" means (a) the Indian tribe in which

an Indian child is a member or eligible for membership or

(b) in the case of an Indian child who is a member of or

eligible for membership in more than one tribe. The Indian

tribe with which the Indian child has the more significant

contacts."

I also read Section 102 (A) of the Act which states:

"In any involuntary proceeding in a State court where the

court knows or has rensons to know that an Indian child is

involved. The party seeking the foster care placement of

or termination of parental rights to an Indian child shall

notify the parent or Indian custodian and the Indian child's

tribe by registered mail with return receipt requested of

the pending proceedings and of their right of intervention.

If the identity or location of the parent or Indian custodian

and the tribe cannot be determined such notice shall be given

to the Secretary in like manner who shall have fifteen days

after receipt to provide the requisite notice to the parent

or Indian custodian and the tribe. No foster care placement

or termination of parental rights proceeding shall be held

until at least ten days after receipt of notice by the parent

or Indian custodian and the tribe or the Secretary, provided

that the parent dr Indian custodian or the tribe shall, upon

request, be granted up to twenty additional days to prepare

for such proceeding."

After carefully going over the Act, the referee ordered that the pro-

ceeding be continued for another day and that the Winnebago Tribe be notified.

The court had determined that the County was not in compliance. The Indian

child's tribe has a right to be notified. If a monitor had not been present

in this particular hearing, non-compliance would not have been questioned.

It is my opinion that in this particular case the fault lied with the

social worker. It is up to the social worker of the placing agency to inves-

tigate and make every effort to determine if a child is eligible for enroll-

ment in any tribe.

Recently I attended a hearing regarding the continuation of this case.

According to the Assistant County Attorney an attempt to locate the grand-

father proved fruitless. The County sent a notice of the child custody pro-

ceeding to the Winnebago Tribe in Wisconsin. According to the Assistant

County Attorney, the Tribe had no one enrolled by the grandfather's name.
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We argued that the grandfather's name could be different than what was
given to the Winnebago Tribe and that the BIA should now make an effort to
locate the grandfather's tribe.

The court determined that the County had made a full faith effort to
locate the grandfather's tribe. A court hearing was set. This case would
not fall under the ICWA. A few days later, with the limited information
that we had, we found the grandfather's enrollment. According to the Tribe,
the grandfather was full-blooded Winnebago. He was on the 1934 rolls in
Nebraska by the name given to the court. We shared the information with the
court and the Assistant County Attorney. A notice was then sent to the Tribe.

On December 9, 1982 we attended a Termination of Parental Rights Hearing.
The parents were not present because, according to the Assistant County
Attorney, they could not be found. According to the County, a notice had been
sent to the Tribe and a notice had been published of the hearing in a newspaper.
As far as the County was concerned they were in full compliance of the Act.
We knew that Hennepin County was clearly out of compliance and at another
hearing questioned the County's compliance of the Indian Child Welfare Act.
The County informed the court that they had sent certified letters to the
child's tribe and both paents, who were separated. A returned acknowledgement
of the notice was receive! from the child's tribe and father. They informed
the court that they were not going to intervene in the proceeding.

The notice sent to the mother at her last known address was received by
the County unsigned. Through an attorney we argued that the Act instructs
that these types of notices must be sent by registered mail with return
receipt requested and that if the location of the parent is unknown, the
placing agency must follow other steps before a hearing can take place. The
court informed the County that there is a big difference between certified
mail and registered mail with return receipt requested and ordered the County
to comply fully with the Act. The County is now sending notices required
under Section 102 (A) by registered mail with return receipt requested.

There are other problems that we have experienced under Section 102 (A).
Personal service is considered superior to registered mail with return receipt
requested in Minnesota. This kind of service is not always superior. We have
no prpblem with personal service as long as the person whom that notice was
intended for signs off on it.

Section 105 (A) a (S) of the Act deals with an order of preference in
adoptive and foster care placements. Hennepin County is doing very little to
ensure that this Section is being followed. Time and time again our Indian
children are being placed in White foster homes because according to the
County "there are no Indian foster parents available".

We are involved in one case where a normal health Indian child has been
in a White foster home for approximately 2 years. In January of this year a
Hennepin County Court Judge ordered that the County place the child in an
Indian foster home. The child is still in the White home. The County says
that the child has been number one on the Indian foster home list since
January. In our opinion, the County is not making the effort that it should
to place our children in Indian homes and yet it feels comfortable in using
our Indian Relief money for their foster care purposes.
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Another Section in the Act that has clearly not been complied with in
not only Hennepin County but in the entire State of Minnesota as ',ell, is
Section 301 (.') or 25USC 1951.

"Sec. 301 (a) Any State court entering a final decree
or order in any Indian child adoptive placement after
the date of enactment of this Act shall provide the
Secretary with a copy of such decree or order together
with such other information as may be necessary to'show -

(1) the name and tribal affiliation of the child;
(2) the names and addresses of the biological parents;
(3) the names and addresses of the adoptive parents; and
(4) the identity of any agency having files or information

relating to such adoptive placement."

"Where the court records contain an affidavit of the
biological parent or parents that their identity remain
confidential, the court shall include such affidavit with
the other information. The Secretary' shall insure that
the confidentiality of such information is maintained and
such information shill not be subject to the Freedom of
Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552), as amended."

I would like to inform this Committee that since the Indian Child Welfare
Act became law there have been only two records submitted to the Secretary or
his agent from the State of Minnesota.

Judge Allen Oleisky, after investigating his responsibilities under this
Section has recently informed us of his intention to comply fully with Section
301 (A).

We are aware of a case where an assistant county attorney used a tribal
social worker as an expert witness in an effort to terminate parental rights,
with the full knowledge that the expert witness had no knowledge of the parti-

cular case. The tribal social worker recommended termination of parental
rights and the rights were terminated. The expert witness is no longer a

social worker with the tribe. We are concerned that the tribes do not have
enough money to do their jobs properly.

On August 8, 1983 Mr. Bob Aitken, Director of the Human Services Division
for the Minnesota Chippewa Tribe wrote to me in response to concerns I was
having over Section 106 (B) of the Indian Child Welfare Act. He said, "There
is another point here you must deal with, and that is reality, You know the
Act is terribly under-funded and misdirected by the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
Most of the off-reservation notices we receive are not physically responded
to by our tribe. We do not have the people to do it. This ceases an attitude
problem with the agencies sending us notices in that we do not attend the
court proceedings anyhow! If we were able to respond more efficiently, than
I would feel comfortable in insisting on a more formal notice."

We are concerned that the Minneapolis and St. Paul Indian communities,
which according to the State Planning Agency have a total Indian population
of 22,657, or 56.6% of the total Indian population of Minnesota, only received
$64,000 in Indian Child Welfare Act funds for the 1983-84 year period. How

are we to implement the Act when there are so few funds available to serve
such a large population?
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We are grateful to the Minneapolis Community Action Agency, an agency
dedicated to helping poor people, for having enough faith in us in the form
of a grant which has allowed us to continue our Monitoring program.

In closing, may I add that through the leadership of the Family Health
Program of Minneapolis the Indian community in Minneapolis and St. Paul has
established an effective network to deal with Indian Child Welfare'Act cases.
We support each other. Through the leadership of the State of Minnesota
Indian Affairs Council, a state-wide network of ICWA professionals has
recently been established to deal with Indian Child Welfare Act problems
within this State. Together we will improve the conditions of Indian people
within the State of Minnesota.

In my testimony I have given you examples of problems we have exper-
ienced in secu.ing funding for our Indian Child Welfare Act Program. Today,
I have given you a few examples of non-compliance with the Act and have
shared other related concerns. I thank you for this opportunity and feel
confident that you will do whatever is humanly possible to help us.

Sincerely,

tt) ntn'4--CPYr7
ke Mendoza

Monitor
Indian Child Welfare Act Program
Minneapolis American InAian Center
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MINNEAPOLIS
AMERICAN INDIAN CENTER

1530 East Franklin Avenue SAIrathusolic. CAINWiill 56404
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MAIC INDIAN CHILD WELFARE ACT

MONITORING PROGRA.M

NARRATIVE OF PROGRAM AND OBJECTIVES:

The Monitoring Program began operations on October 11,
'1982. The Program has been extremely successful in identi-
fying areas of crncern related to the Indian Child Welfare
Act in Hennepin County. The purpose is to promote the
stability of the Indian Community in Hennepin County by
ensuring that the federal standards for the dispositions
of Indian Child Welfare cases, as provided in the ICWA/
Public Law 95-608, are followed. Major accomplishments
include:

1. Our insistence that the Act be followed has lead to
Hennepin County changing its procedure of sendtng
notice required under 25 USC 1912 by registered mail
with return receipt requested as opposed to certified
mail.

2. Our insistence that the Act be followed promoted the
Hennepin County Juvenile Court to investigate its
responsibilities under 25 USC 1951(a), The Court is
now complying with 25 USC 1951(4.

3. Working cooperatively with a legal organization, we
developed a standarized Internal Reporting System
which is now being used by all Judges and Referees in
the State' of Minnesota to ensure that they are in com-
pliance with the Indian Child Welfare Act.

4, Our insistence that Hennepin County was failing in its
responsibility to recruit more Licensed Indian Foster
Homes, helped lead to the creation of a County Indian
Foster Home Recruiter position.

5. Currently, we are working cooperatively with every
Indian organization/tribe dealing with the ICWA, in
an effort to pass a State of Minnesota Indian Child
Welfare Act.'
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II. SERVICES PROVIDED:

1. Monitor ICWA cases by attending Court Hearings.
2. Referral
3. Educate the covunity on the Indian Child Welfare Act.

III. TOTAL NUMBER OF CLIENTS SERVED FROM JANUARY 1. 1983 TO JANUARY 31,
1984

1. 69 ICWA cases monitored.

IV. LEVEL OF FUNDING AND ITS SOURCE:

1. Department of Interior - $40,836; 10/1/82 - 9/30/83.

2. Minneapolis Community Action Agency - $20,000; 11/1/83 - 6/30/84...

V. FUTURE GOALS:

1. To secure additional funding to continue the Program past
6/30/84.

2. To reach a point where compliance of the Indian Child Welfare
Act will become routine by the County and monitoring will not
be necessary.

3. To secure funding to enable MAIC to hire a full-time ICWA
Counselor and also a full-time Indian Guardian Ad Litem
recruiter.

Respectfully Submitted,

Jake Mendoza,

HAIC/ICWA Recruiter

.S2.30
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FOSTER CARE PLACEMENT

OF AMERICAN INDIAN CHILDREN

IN HENNEPIh COUNTY

APRIL 25. 1984

American Indian children are being placed in foster care at an alarming
rate in this country. The Association on American Indian Affairs estimates
that on a national basis 25% to 35% of American Indian children are placed
in foster care for a period of time during childhood or adolescence.

The situation is similar in Hennepin County. The rate of foster place-
ment of Indian children in the County is eleven times greater than for non-
Indian children. Hennepin County Community Services staff estimated it 1980
that one in four Indian children in the County was in foster care for all or
part of the year.

In 1981, Hennepin County Community Services received 357 requests from
the Hennepin County Foster Care Unit and other sources for the foster place-
ment of Indian children; 219 Indian children were actually placed. These
219 children were distributed relatively evenly across age groupings with
the exception of fairly heavy placement in the 0 - S age category. The
following table indicates the distribution:

Age Croup Foster Home
Other Types
of Placement Total

0 - 5 71 4 75

6 - 12 36 11 47

13 - 14 18 30 48
15 - 17 20 28 48

18+ 1 1

146 73 219

Source: Hennepin County Community Services

The vast majority of Indian children who are removed from their families
are placed in non-Indian homes or institutions. As of December 15, 1983, 136
American Indian children from families resident in Hennepin County were in
foster care or pre-adoptive placement. Only 30, or 23%, of these children were
in Indian foster families. Of the 30 children placed with Indian families,
15 were in homes outside Hennepin County.

The placement of Indian children in Hennepin County is broken down by
type of placement in the following table:

Indian foster homes in Her.Jepin County 15

Indian foster homes outside Hennepin County 15

Non-Indian foster homes 61

Pre-adoptive White homes
Residential group facilities* 40

136

*There are no Indian-operated group facilities for the care of Indian children in
the Twin Cities Metropolitan area.
Source: Hennepin County Community Services
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Cori NOV 17 1983

OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC DEFENDER
C2200 Government Center
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55487
(612) 348-7530

William R. Kennedy, Chief Public Defender

November 15, 1983

Mr. Russell V. Ewald
Executive Vice President
McKnight Foundation
410 Peavey Building
Minneapolis, MN 55402

Re: Application of Jake Mendoza for Indian Child Welfare Act Monitoring
Program

Dear Mr. Ewald:

I understand that Mr. Mendoza has applied to your foundition for a grant
to be used to continue his work at the Minneapolis American Indian Center
monitoring Minnesota's compliance with the United States Indian Child
Welfare Act of 1978. He has informed me that his application has been
denied, in large part because McKnight feels that the services he provides
are already the province of other private and public agencies.

In May of this year, this office began a special group of people who
concern themselves with Hennepin County Child Protection cases which
fall under the Indian Child Welfare Act. In my activity with this group,
I have found that there is a wide gulf between what the United States
Congress directed the states to do five yeart ago, and what they are
actually doing. I have concluded that the situation here is so bad that
it appears possible that offensive litigation to seek compliance may be
necessary because of what can, at best, be called negligence on the part
of the welfare authorities in this state.

Mr. Mendoza's program was originally funded by the Bureau of Indian
Affairs. That agency has decided not to renew his program. I firmly
believe that the Bureau's action is retaliatory, and further, that this
vital function will not be performed by anyone else in the Bureau or
elsewhere. In performing his duties, Mr. Mendoza very early found that
the Bureau has totally neglected its responsibilities for record keeping
and compliance monitoring. Without initiating unhelpful polemical dis-
cussion on the issue, I think it is worth noting that the Interior
Department, of which the Bureau of Indian Affairs is a part, rather

HENNEPIN COUNTY
on equal opportunity employer
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strenuously opposed passage of the Indian Child Welfare Act in 1971 and
1978. Mr. Mendoza has attempted to obtain the Bureau's cooperation in
performing these functions, but, to my knowledge, has received little.

I understand that your foundation believes that Mr. Mendoza's services are
already provided by some or all of the following agencies: the Red Lake
reservation's social worker at the Upper Midwest American Indian Center,
Ms. Mary White; the social worker to be hired by the Minnesota Chippewa
Tribe, and who will work at the Minneapolis American Indian Center; the
Hennepin County Attorney, the Hennepin County Bureau of Social Services,
and my office. I think it is essential to point out that each of these
agencies are involved with the Indian Child Welfare Act on behalf of spec-
ific clients. For instance, Ms. White represents only Red Lake reservation
matters, and takes her inst.uctions from the tribal court there; the
Minnesota Chippewa Tribe's new worker will act similarly under instruction
from the Tribal Executive Committee, and perhaps the individual reserva-
tions' business committees. The same is true of Mr. Bob Aitkin, who
is the social services director of the Minnesota Chippewa Tribe - in
addition, he is about four hours' driving time away, and rarely attends
court hearings here. With regard to the County Attorney and the Bureau
of Social Services, there is in both offices a total of one Indian who
does not have particular responsibility for Indian cases. My personal
feeling is that neither of these two agencies has made any good faith
effort to follow the Act, and probably will not unless forced to by court
decision. Lastly, with very few exceptions, my office must be appointed
by the Court to represent Indian parents, and we generally can provide
little assistance to parents whose cases have not come to court, or who
have not been made aware of the proceedings, or the large number of parents
whoie cases have been concluded against them by default.

Perhaps if I could spell out a few of the instances Mr. Mendoza has
provided valuable assistance which could not have been provided other-
wise, my point would be clearer. 1) Not long ago, an Indian mother did
not appear for trial of a termination of parental rights matter. Her
lawyer was permitted to withdraw from the case. The Court then permitted
the County Attorney to proceed on default, but in doing so, allowed the
County to offer the testimony of an Indian social worker from the Leech
Lake reservation who had never met or otherwise dealt with, the family..
This is a clear violation of the Act, one which would form the basis of
a court proceeding to cancel the default, and a proceeding which would
likely not have come to my attention were it not for Mr. Mendoza. 2) The
County Attorney repeatedly uses certified mail to last-known-addresses to
serve Indian parents, and then, when no response is made, publishes notice
in legal newspapers. Neither of these procedures is permitted by the Act.
He was able to convince the County Attorney, on behalf of the community
and a few parents who had not been notified, to follow the Act and use
registered mail. None of us have, as yet, been successful in stopping the
use of publication, which is also not permitted by the Act. 3) He is
attempting, at my request, to locate in the community three parents whose
cases I know about but have not been appointed to represent, who are
either in danger of default or who have been defaulted, and whose
cases could be reopened because of defects in thu County's compliance with
the Act. 4) He has called attention to the widespread practice here of
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transferring children between foster placements without notice to the
tribes, the parents, and in many cases, the lawyers. This also is
prohibited by the Act. 5) He has helped to convene a legislative
committee to study areas of the Act which should be amended and
considered by both the federal and state legislatures.

Mr. Mendoza fills in the gaps. His services are most valuable to me,
my clients, and those parents in the community who do not have legal
representation. I will miss the services he provides if. he is not able
to continue his work. I do hope you will reconsider your decision if
it was based upon misinformation.

Thank you for considering my comments.

rely,

Peter W. nman
Assistant Public Defender

PWG: cah
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v44
November 15, 1983

Vsas

Russell V. Ewald
Executive Vice President
McKnight Foundation
Suite 140 Peavey Building

47t?Minneapolis, MN 55402

Dear Mr. Ewald:

I am writing to request your reconsideration of the fund-
ing request by the Minneapolis American Indian Center for
its Indian.Child Welfare Act (ICWA). monitoring program.
As director, of the Family Advocacy Program at Family and
Children's Service, I have had the opportunity to work
closely with the ICWA monitor and others in the Indian
community in efforts to identify and resolve some of the
systemic problems in child welfare proceedings involving
Indian children. In addition, our program has been.in-
volved on an individual case basis in representing Indian
children through our p.rticipation in Hennepin County's
guardian ad litem program. In both of these efforts we
have fours nT-ER763urt monitor to be an invaluable and unique
resource.

. ,

The great concern of the Indian community for the future of
their children and the extent of problems they have faced
in child welfare proceedings have led to the establishment
of several programs to protect Indian children. The court
monitoring program is distinct from these in several re-
spects. For examples

1) It monitors all child welfare proceedings involving
Indian children. In some of these cases there are no
Indian community workers or guardian ad litema. Tribes are
able to be involved only if Om child-IririFFolled member
or eligible for enrollment. Many Indian children are not.
In addition, even when the child is enrolled or eligible,
tribes, especially non-Minnesota based tribes are not always
physically and financially able to be involved. In some
cases the court.monitor may be the only Indian representative
in the case. In other cases the monitor is the first Indian
representative to be involved. Ns then brings in other
appropriate parties.
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November 15, 1983

Russell V. Ewald
Executive Vice President Page II

2) Even when other members of the Indian community
are involved, the court monitor plays aunique role. Inaddition to intervening when the ICWA is not followed,
he is a resource person for almost all of the other
participants because of his expert knowledge of the act.

3.) The court monitoring program provides the kind of
thorough and consistent documentation of failures to
follow the ICWA which is a necessary first step toward
future efforts to improve the way Indian children and
families are served. This monitoring has helped to estab-lish to what extent problems encountered by the Indian
community and failures to follow the ICWA are occasional,
aberrations and to what extent they are systemic and inneed of additional remedies. This kind of documentation
is much more effective in producing changes in policy and
proceedures than scattered anecdotal evidence.

The primary thrust of the 1983-84 program objectives of the
court monitoring program is toward achieving these kinds of
policy and procedural changei. This is the logical pro-gression and significant contribution of the monitoring pro-gram.

In conclusion, the monitoring program is uaigne, invaluable
and highly effective. I hope you will be able to support itfor the forthcoming year.

Please feel free to call with an questions.

Sincerely,

LB/cjd

Louise Brown
Family Advocacy Director
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Karen Clark
District SCA
Hennepin County
Committees:
Governments! Operations, Vice-Chair.

Job Creation end, Unemployment
Subcommittee, Chair.

Wahl, and Welfare
Local and Urban Affairs

Mr. Russell V. Ewald
Executive Vice President
The McKnight Foundation
410 Peavey Building
Minneapolis, MN 55402

Dear Mr. Ewald:

920

NOV i 1 1993

Minnesota
House of
Representatives
many A. faetres.Jr. Smoky

November 17, 1983

I would like to strongly urge that you reconsider your decision to deny
the Minneapolis American Indian Center's request for a $20,000 grant to con-

tinue its Indian Child Welfare Monitoring Program.
e.

I understand there are three major concerns you have with granting
funding.

1. The MAIC monitoring program has another source for funding.

My understanding is that the $20,000 publicly funded grant from
Minneapolis Community Action Agency will cover only 50 percent of the costs

. and was granted with the expectation that matching funds would be forth-
coming from the private sector. The MAIC program simply must have full

funding in order to continue its unique and excellent record of service.
The MCAA grant alone will not cover the salary or fringe benefits, let
alone other program costs.

2. Other agencies employ American Indian advocates to assist social
service clients and monitor court cases.

I can certainly understand that there could be some confusion about
the unique role that the MAIC monitoring program provides. It's true there

are several other excellent agencies and programs serving American Indian
child welfare clients in Minneapolis. However, as I have become familiar
with the various Indian services in the area, I've learned that there are
important distinctions to be made in the type and scope of services offered

by each. I hope I can help to clarify that for you very briefly here.

The Hennepin County Indian Advocates specifically fill the role of
advocating for_particular parties in Indian Child Welfare cases. plus have
many other Hennepin County responsibilities for the full range of American

Indian client's needs. The same is true of other community organizations
involved in Indian child welfare work - e.g. Lutheran Deaconess Family
Health, Upper Midwest Indian Center. The unique role that the MAIC program
fulfills is to objectively monitor the county's compliance with the Act.
They do not take an advocacy role on behalf of any particular party as a

Reply to 255 Suits Off ce Building, St. Paul, Minnesota 5515$

2916 Columbus Ave. S.. Minneapolis, kl,inesota 55407
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matter of course. This is of particular importance in ensuring that the
child's best interest is served. Additionally the MAIC monitoring program
is the only program solely and comprehensively devoted to its monitoring
mission. It does a comprehensive service of monitoring - a scope to
which other agencies simply aren't able to devote Similar time and
resources.

As you may be aware, I and Senator Linda Berglin have been working with
a coalition of American Indian groups throughout the state who are very con-
cerned about lack of proper enforcement of the Indian Child Welfare Act.
We will be considering state legislation to improve enforcement measures.
Much of the information and assistance we've needed has been forthcoming
from the extensive monitoring, testifying,

and record-keeping activities of
Mr. Mendoza at the MAIC program. -His is a unique and important role not
specifically filled by other agencies.

3. The Minnesota Chippewa Tribe will be overseeing the Indian Child
Welfare Act in a new office at the Minneapolis Indian Health Board.

It is my understanding that the Minnesota Chippewa Tribe is not
duplicating the unique role of the 'MAIC monitoring program. Their
specific function is to advocate for and represent the Minnesota Chippewa
Tribe's interest in Indian Child Welfare Act cases. Again, this is a
5RTEUlar advocacy - a very crucial one, but also very specifically focused
on one tribe's interest in such cases. As you might guess we have many
Indian children from various tribes needing advocacy in Minnesota.

I hope this elaboration of program distinctions is helpful to you and
will cause you to reconsider funding the MAIC monitoring program. It is my
strong feeling that until such time as we may have an independent Indian
Child Welfare program in Minnesota, we need to assure that all Indian
families and their children who are involved in child welfare act cases
are served with the most comprehensive resources we can muster. The
severity of recently documented statistics showing failure of the system
to monitor itself causes me to stress the urgency your decision prompts.

Please feel free to contactme personally for further discussion in this
matter.

cc: Jake Mendoza

Minneapolis American Indian Center

Yours very truly,

Karen Clark
State Representative
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Donald Robertson

American Indian Child Welfare Counselor
Upper Sioux Community
Box 147
Granite Falls, Minnesota 56241

McNight Foundation
Russel V. Ewald
Executive Vice-President
410 Peavey /Wilding
Minneapolis, Minnesota SS402

Dear Mr. Ewald;

I have been in contact with Mr. Jake Mendota from the American.
Indian in Minneapolis. He informed me of your concern about
the duplication of services his program might be doing in con-
juction with other Indian organizations in the Minneapolis area.
The program at the Minneapolis American Indian Center does not
compete or dupli.cate counseling, advocate, or other services per-
formed by Upper Midwest, Departmenf of Indian Works, or others.
What the program does is monitorzvarious agencies in the metro
area to insure that.The Act is being followed.

When confronted by the unfortunate break-up of families from
Upper Sioux who are residing in the Minneapolis area, it is
comforting to tnow that the program at the Indian Center is
closely monitoring agencies involved so that we become aware
of the situation. I feel that they are providing a unique
service and any assistance to help them maintain would be ap-
preciated.

Thank you for your attenti41.

care}.

teJate.
Don Robertson

23(1
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St. Paul American Indian Center
KENtty ROAD

ST. PAUL. MIUNESOTA56101 NOV 2 a 1993.
610/77114,412

November 17, 1913

Mr, Russell V. Ewald
Fxecutive Vice Prestdenr
Thq McKnight Foundation
410 Peavey building
Mnneapolis, MN .16402

Donr Mr. Ewald,

T am writing this letter in support of the Minneapolis
American Kndian Center's rndkian Child WElfate Act Pro-
gram. T understand that the McKnigilt Foundation recently
denied a rocui-st from the Tndian Center for that program.

There is a strong need for a progrum such AP the Indian
staa:" Child Wulfare Act Monitoring_ Program in Hennepin County.

The Program has been very effective in bringing atten-
tion to the many instances of non-compliance with tho
Indian Child Welfare Act occuring in tho county It ha:.
also resulted in the several important changes in cuusty
practices regarding the Act. More programs of its tyne
are needed in many other States and COUntie5 across the
nation,

I fully endorse the Minneapolis Indian Center's Indian
"T'"5 Child Welfare Act Monitoring Program and would recommend

that it he funded,

Sincerely,
p,zfr"vr

/711.

Tom B.I..: Coldrooth
Exoelliive Director
St, Paul Tr.clian Center

tap Nay A^,Y

. ,.

fe!TEIVI

rr: Jake mendoza
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LEGAL AID SOCIETY OF MINNEAPOLIS, INC.

SOUTHSIDE OFFICE
212$ Fewing AVENUE SOUTH

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA MN
lilt)

Russell V. Ewald
Executive Vice President
The McKnight Foundation
410 Peavey Building
Minneapolis, MN. 55402

Dear Mr. Ewald:

November 21, 1983

MANAMMAIWWILV
badelteid

ATTORNEYS
V.WsJ hem
Ana T LesdAls.
lawn E. Indliesse

LEGAL ASSISTANTS
ham L Seed
MINN r Carlon
Ways A Wawa

The Minneapolis American Indian center has requested
that I comment on your letter of November 7, 1983, to Ms.
Elizabeth Hallmark, Executive Director at the Center. Specif-
ically, while there are other agencies with American Indian
advocates who work with Indian clients on Indian Child Welfare
Act cases, those agencies are not able to effectively work with
all such clients because of the large numberr and intensity of
most of these cases. In addition, the client-oriented
approach does not always allow such advocates to push strongly
for the fullest implementation of the Indian Child Welfare Act.
The work of oversight and particular emphasis on implementation
of the Act is one which is solely being worked on by the
Minneapolis American Center program.

Thank you for your consideration. Please do not
hesitate to contact me if you have further questions.

JEW: feb
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Sincerely,

JUVENILE PROJECT OF THE
LEGAL AID SOCIE

es E. Wilkinson

rtorney
at Law
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LINDA BERGLIN
Scum bath Dtrict
1:? State Capitol guildint
St PM. Minnesota S3153
Phone 246.4:hi
and
2.11)0Clinion Asenue South
Minneapolis, Minnesota 5344

Russell W. Ewald, Exec. W.P.
McKnight Foundation
410 Peavey Building
Minneapolis, Minn. 55402

Dear Mr. Ewald:

Senate
State of Minnesota

November 18, 1983

1 am writing to express my support for your re-consideration
of the grantapplication for the Indian Child Welfare Act Monitoring Program.

I would ask that you consider
the arguments that the program's operator Isproposing in the grant proposal. Mr. Mendoza does not feel that the reasonsgiven for denying the grant request were factual

and applicable to hisprogram's objectives And past successes.

Thank you for considering my request to review the recent grant applicationof the Indian Child Welfare
Act Monitoring program. Please feel free tocontact me if you want me to elaborate on any point.

LB:11
cc: Jake Mendoza

Sincerely,

Linda Berglin
State Senator

CO. MITTEKS Chairman. Itualth and Human Seri hes Taw. Gm ernmem Operation. Counoliin the Ecomuni Status of Noftwn on Mask Mihnemitans

37-608 0 - 84 - 16
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.Legal Rights Center, Inc.
808 E. Franklin Avenue Minneapolis, Minnesota 55404

(612) 871-4886

November 29, 1983

Mr. Russell V. Ewald
Executive Vice President
The McKnight Foundation
410 Peavey Building
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402

Dear Mr. Ewald:

NOV 5 0 'WS
Alt0M441

Douglas Hall
Executive Director

William Canon
Gail M. Raba

William E. McGee
jerod H. Peterson

Community Workers
Manuel Cusman

Jenks Ann Hill
;My S. Patterson

lune Redday
Rodolto Diu

Trudell Star

Administrator
Ralph I.. Crowell,

Wiese,
The Minneapolis American Indian Center has forwarded to me a

Carolecopy of your letter dated November 7, 1983, to Elizabeth Hallmark,
Receptionistin which the McKnight Foundation 'declined a request to help

fund the Center's Indian Child Welfare Act Monitor program, Valerie Lambkins

File Number 83-351. Directors

I have been legal advisor for the Minneapolis American Indian
Center's program this past year and I am also familiar with the gividimen
services currently being provided by other Indian family programs irentilethke
by virtue of mywork with all of the Indian Child Welfare Act KeWnturice

advocates in the state.

I believe from your letter that the Information you have con- Rillino de IR Pfhl
earning existing programs is incorrect insofar as it has led Prances Fairbanks

you to determine that the work proposed by the Indian Center Sidney Eelnbess

has already been undertaken by these programs. The work being
done by programs other than that of the Indian Center has been

PeterNefisztne

all client-specific. The work of Jake Mendoza, the Center's
Vikki Howard

current monitor, has been to make certain that the Act is
William Kamen

Albino O. Komi,.
MO::in all applicable cases. In a very real sense, his Halry

only client is the Act. This difference in job description Daw,iNisey

has a profound effect on what work gets done.
Noonan

the advocates who are doing client-specific work, like Ramon Rocha

all persons who deliver services to the poor, are so busy Ardry Stenadore

doing their individual cases that they are unable to take the
Sandra Vargas

time that Jake Mendoza has taken to attempt to effect system-
lieerWatitIns

Weiser
wide changes in the manner in which Indian children are treated

Wins

in Hennepin County. Until Jake began his work, the meetings
West

I attended of Indian Child Welfare Act advocates were charac-
terized by a repetitious description of the problems the advo-

cates were facing. The solutions to these problems often appeared
to be simple but out of reach organizationally by people whose
time was already consumed by clients' individual cases. Jake

has been able to have the effect he has had in Hennepin County
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largely because of the fact that his job description enabled himto spend time with county attorneys, public defenders, socialservice providers and judges that the client-specific advocatescould not afford.

Second, the advocates who are doing client-specific work oftenlearn that the interests of their particular clients do notcoincide with application of the Indian Child Welfare Act. Insuch situations, the advocates have an ethical obligation not toremind the court of the existence of the Act, since use of theAct would weaken their clients' positions. The problem withthis ethical obligation is that it has the systemic effect ofreinforcing ignorance of the Act in the minds of court personnel.The presence of Jake Mendoza as a neutral proponent of use ofthe Act is precisely what is needed to ensure not only that theAct be used in a specific case but that it also become a partof the court system's consciousness.

When I spoke to McKnight's representative, Ms. Latimer, aboutmy assessment of the Indian Center's program, the issue of dupli-cation of services did not come up. If you think it would behelpful, I would be happy to talk to her once again about theimportance of the Center's program in the context of existingprograms.

Yours ery truly,

Anm.,
rod H. Peterson

cc: Jake Mendoza
Courts Monitor
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April 23, 1984
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STATE OF MINNESOTA
DISTRICT COURT OF MINNESOTA

FOURTO JUDICIAL DISTRICT

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

The writer is the presiding Judge of the Hennepin County District-Juvenile Division
in Minneapolis. The population of our jurisdiction is approximately one million
people. Our Court hears cases where the Indian Child Welfare Act is applicable.

Approximately twenty-five percent of our dependency/neglect cases involve Indian
families. Jake Mendoza of the Minneapolis American Indian Community Center
is a monitor of the Indian Child Welfare Act.

I found Mr. Mendoza to be extremely knowledgeable of the technicalities of the
Act. He attends hearings on a regular basis and has offsred suggestions to the
Court when he feels the Act is not being complied with.

As a result of his diligence, I believe our Court has improved its compliance with
the requirements of the Act.

Very truly yours,

Allen Oleisky
Judge of District Court
Juvenile Court Division .

A 0:iks
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Mr. ALEXANDER. Our next witness is Elmira McClure.

STATEMENT OF ELMIRA McCLURE, DIRECTOR, POTAWATOMI
INDIAN CHILD WELFARE PROGRAM, SAINT AUGUSTINE'S
CENTER, CHICAGO, IL

Ms. MCCLURE. I would like to begin by thanking the Members of
Congress for being at odds with the Bureau of Indian Affairs and
restoring the funds for our reservation programs. You have our
written statement, and I am terrified--

Mr. ALEXANDER. We have not bitten anybody yet, other than
Federal officials.

Ms. MCCLURE. Outside of my comments, you can read about all
the good work. Your money has been well-spent, in Chicago at
least, and I would like to see us able to continue that work. Just
keep our programs going. And I would like to be excused, because I
do not even think I could answer any questions at this point.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Thank you for coming. If you do this 20 or 30
times, it gets easier. It really does.

Ms. MCCLURE. Thank you.
[The prepared statement follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ELMIRA MCCLURE, DIRECTOR, POTAWATOMI INDIAN CHILD
WELFARE PROGRAM, ST. AUGUSTINE'S CENTER, CHICAGO, IL

For over two decades, St. Augustine's Center for American Indians has provided a
wide array of social services to the American Indian population of Chicago. The
multi-service agency is not only Indian owned but maintained by a predominantly
Indian staff as well. From the early years of origin to the current moment in time,
the Center has implemented an intensive casework program culturally relevant tothe needs of the client population.

Illinois is one of the few states that has no reservations, yet some estimated
18,000 Indians live in or nearby Chicago. We have several Indian communities scat-
tered throughout Illinois. We represent some 70 different tribes across the United
States.

Current census reports indicate the population count for Native Americans to be
approximately 8,700 within the city of Chicago. Census accuracy has been hinderedby poor statistical reporting techniques and the migrating pattern of Indian people.
Families frequently migrate to and from reservations. Data from local Indian orga-
nizations depicts a larger count than that of the census bureau.

Indian migration to Chicago became evident in the early 1950's. Migration oc-
curred primarily as a result of the Federal Relocation Act. Since then, there hasbeen a steady rise in the number count for Indian reople residing in Chicago. Chica-
go is the home base for second and third generations of Indian people. Unlike the
reservations, we have no tribal government for leadership and services but mustrely on Indian organizations.

Over the years, St. Augustine's has accumulated a vast amount of knowledgeabout the cultural and socio-economic needs of the Indian people. Efforts were
always taken to utilize this knowledge in a most productive manner. Work experi-
ence indicated that Indian people did not utilize other available social service agen-cies. Because of the client population's need for multi-culturally relevant services,
St. Augustine's became a vital social resource. Servicing the Indian people of Chica-
go has always been a foremost goal for the agency. The delivery of quality effective
social services continues to be a guiding theme.

Few, if any agencies, are equipped to handle the wide range of problems experi-
enced by the urban American Indian families. High unemployment, high costs of
medical care, inadequate housing, inappropriate educational facilities, and unavail-
able legal aid resources, further add to the survival plight of the family. Because of
the nature and vast array of needs and because of a lack of agencies specifically
designed to service such needs, St. Augustine's has developed a multi-purpose, com-
prehensive, social service program in order to provide an ongoing support system for
American Indians in Chicago. Supportive services have been specifically designed to

24
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accommodate the needs of the service population. Treatment and service planning
are at all times culturally relevant to Indian families.

Through our ability to deal with the family in a holistic manner, we hope to alle-
viate some of the stress and strain under which urban American Indians live. It is
our contention that the culturally relevant method of service delivery will lead to a
self-help program which will promote self-sufficiency among the American Indian
population in Chicago. The key to the success of such an effort is the ability to pre-
serve, strengthen, and shore up in every possible way the structure of the American
Indian family. The preservation of the family is vital and crucial to traditional
values and expressions of the American Indian culture.

While there are several agencies which offer partial children and family services
in the target area (i.e. American Indian Center, Native American Committee,
Edgewater-Uptown Mental Health, Salvation Army, North Area Office of the 1111-
1101A Department of Children & Family Services), the only other agency which pro-
vides a full and comprehensive range of services is St. Augustine's Center for Amer-
ican Indians.

The accessibility of American Indian families to service provided by agencies
other than St. Augustine's is severely limited by several factors. (1) The geographi-
cal location of some agencies. (2) Social Service agencies within the Uptown area
have an extreme case overload. Client waiting lists are long and deterring. (3) The
highly structured atmosphere of non-Indian agencies tends to have a negative effect
upon Indian people. (4) Last, is reference to the Indian Child Welfare Act, our accu-
mulated agency knowledge indicates that Chicago agencies are not thoroughly in-
(brined about the technicalities of the Act. Currently, St. Augustine's is the only
agency that has, so far, provided services to Indian families and other agencies that
directly aid in the implementation of the Act.

Our agency is recognized and referred to as a primary Indian Child Welfare
Agency by the Indian community of Chicago, the Department of Children and
Family Services, and the Cook County Juvenile Court. The Cook County Juvenile
Court has assigned a special liaison person for all Indian Child Welfare cases. The
state of Illinois is currently processing a written statement of recognition for St. Au-
gustine's Indian Child Welfare PrcTam. The Chicago American Indian Community
Organization (CAICIC) Conference of 1981, 1982 and 1983 gave recognition to St. Au-
gustine's and proclaimed Indian Child Welfare a community need. In the process of
serving Indian children, St. Augustine's has developed working networks with 13
different tribes.

The Chicago Indian Child Welfare Program is supported by two tribal resolutions;
from the Wisconsin Winnebago and Oneida tribes, which designates our program to
officiate as advocates for their tribes. Evidence clearly indicates a need for a sup-
portive children and family services program for the American Indian population of
Chicago, Cultural, social and economic barriers impact upon the Chicago Indian
family's ability to utilize existing social service programs. The nature and extent of
the Indian population's needs further limit accessibility to other agencies. To date,
there is no other agency that specializes in: (I) the delivery of direct services to
Indian people, (2) the diagnosis and treatment of Indian Children and family mem-
bers ill) the implementation of the Indian Child Welfare Act. Our knowledge of the
community and the needs of our clients illustrates that the proposed Indian Chil-
dren and Family Services need will in no way duplicate existing services. Our intent
is to make readily available those services necessary to maintain family structure.

Our staff has both the technical knowledge and experience necessary to work
with Indian people. The application of psychodynamic principles and our knowledge
of child development as well as our knowledge of tribal and urban cultures enables
us to diagnose and treat dysfunctional children and their families.

In keeping with the intent of the Child Welfare Act, our goals are: (1i to strength-
en relationships between Indian children and their nuclear or foster families, so
that all family members can understand, .survive. and absorb the impact of inflict-
ing values. All efforts will be taken to prevent the unwarranted breakup of Indian
families and to promote the stability of the home unit. (2) Indian parents will be
fully informed of their rights as provided under the Indian Child Welfare Act. (3) to
educate the public about the importance of the extended Cr Tilly, in particular how
the extended family influences child rearing practice in Chicago Indian homes. Our
knowledge of the importance of the extended family to Indian people is consistently
assimilated in our service policy and treatment approach. (41 to identify and recruit
extended fiunily members as secondary caretakers for Indian children, tro We will
recruit. identify and monitor all secondary homes found for our Chicago Indian
youth in accordance with;

1 The directive~ of P1. 95-608 (Indian Child Welfare Act of 197$),
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2. The provisions of the Children & Family Services Regulations. No. 5.12 of the
Illinois Department of Children & Family Services.

The state of Illinois has honored St. Augustine's recommendations for resource
homes for Indian children with the following provisions:

1. that the child's tribe approve, specify, or recommend the resource home.
2. that home comply with standards set by the Department of Children & Family

Services and that no state license be required for these homes.
(6) Home visits will be made on a monthly basis as a follow-up method for moni-

toring placements. The provisions of a stable, supportive; nurturing, environment is
a foremost goal. (7) To develop a strong communication network with all state,
county, and city child welfare agencies. It is our contention that fair and effective
Indian Child Welfare Policy will result as a consequence of strong communication
networks and guarantees the full implementation of the Indian Child Welfare Act.
(8) Group therapy is made available to specific population ofour clients. Group ther-
apy is predominant in many of our service plans. Two support groups are in exist-
ence. A women's rehabilitative group is available to women who have children in
placement. Group dynamics focuses on the improvement of child care and home-
maker practices. The process of this group is based on a self-help model is geared for
parents who have had children removed from their homes. The second group is a
support group for foster or emergency parents. The emotional strain of being a sur-
rogate parent is often an overwhelming experience. The need for support is crucial
for these parents. Group dynamics focuses on the ventilation of emotions and the
sharing of similar experiences with others. (9) for a small group of children experi-
encing dsyfunctional behavior and lacking adequate family support system, we offer
an after school program. Children are selected from families already active with our
social service program. The after school component operates five days a week from
2:30-4:00 PM. A summer day care program is also instituted as a continuing effort
to service children. This program is held five days a week from 10:30-4:00 PM. The
overall goal of the after school/summer day care program is to improve the child's
current social functioning and environment adaptation, and promote cultural
awareness. (10) Court monitoring is assurance that the intent of the act is followed.
At the present, none of these specialized service programs is being offered by other
agencies.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Do we have a representative from the Penobscot
Indian Nation, from Indian Island, ME?

STATEMENT OF JAMES SAPPIER, REPRESENTING THE GOVER-
NOR AND TRIBAL COUNCIL, PENOBSCOT INDIAN NATION,
INDIAN ISLANDOLD TOWN, ME; ACCOMPANIED BY JEANNE
ALMENAS, DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF HUMAN SERVICES, PENOB-
SCOT INDIAN NATION; AND JOHN SILVERNAIL, FAMILY SERV-
ICE SPECIALIST, CENTRAL MAINE INDIAN ASSOCIATION
Mr. SAPPIER. i am Jim Sappier, representing the Penobscot

Nation here today, as well as the New England Indian Task Force
for the six States of New England.

We have 40 Indian tribes and organizations in New England.
There are 21,000 Indians in New England; 8,000 families; and 3,200
people under 19 years old. In Maine, 1.4 percent of the population
is Indian. Ironically, of the total 207 juveniles incarcerated, 73 are
Penobscots or Passamaquoddies. That is, 36.2 percent of the total
juvenile population incarcerated are members of our tribes. Some-
thing has to be done, and the way to do it is with the Indian Child
Welfare Act.

With me today is Jeanne Almenas, deputy director of human
services for the Penobscot Nation, and John Silvernail, family serv-
ice specialist for the Central Maine Indian Association. We would
like to share with you what the Indian Child Welfare Act has en-
abled us to do in the legal setting which exists in Maine. So I be-
lieve we have, in many respects, a success story to tell. On the

:ier hand, we need to specify problems we have encountered in
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implementing the act which should be remedied by administrative
and/or legislative action.

In the spring of 1980, before the Maine Indian Settlement Act
took final form and was ratified, the Penobscot Nation became the
first Maine tribe to establish a fully-functional tribal court and to
charge that court to take jurisdiction in child custody cases as au-
thorized by the Indian Child Welfare Act. Within a month, a meet-
ing was held between personnel of the tribal government and rep-
resentatives of the Maine Department of Human Services to deal
with immediate practical issues, since at that time relationships
with the State have progressed from ad hoc case-by-case arrange-
ments to formal written agreements. At the present time, there is
an agreement, considered a draft but followed in practice, govern-
ing responsibility for the receipt of referrals, investigations, and
the determination of tribal affiliation, and the delivery of services
to children and families who may fall under the jurisdiction of the
ICWA.

Whenever a child may be at risk of abuse and neglect, and juris-
diction is uncertain, the agreement authorizes either party to take
prompt action, if necessary, and notify the other. The issue of juris-
diction is to be resolved as soon as possible, but it is not to take
precedence over the well-being of a child.

I would like to pass this on to Jeanne Almenas.
Ms. ALMENAS. The Central Maine Indian Association, which is

an off-reservation Indian agency, dealing with off-reservation Indi-
ans regardless of their tribal affiliation, has been a full-time part-
ner with us in the Maine Indian Family Support Consortium since
the first time of our successful grant application under the Indian
Child Welfare Act in 1981.

We believe that the intent of the act is to protect the tribal and
family identity of every Native American, and we strive together to
extend the effect of that act to any within the State of Maine who
seek to get its protection. The Central Maine Indian Association,
although it does not have legal jurisdiction, is able to call on a
decade of experience in advocacy on behalf of those Indians who
have no choice but to cope with the State system.

The Maine Department of Human Services has signed an agree-
ment establishing procedural guidelines and mutual consultation
with the Central Maine Indian Association.

At this time, I would also like to say that there are a lot of writ-
ten agreements between Penobscot Nation and the Maine Depart-
ment of Human Services. In fiscal year 1984, our grant application
for the Indian Child Welfare Act grant was disapproved, and one of
the things we were cited for was that a lot of our time seemed to be
spent in agreements with the State. We feel that because of the
recent unique land claims settlement with Penobscot Nation, it re-
quires a continuing and carefully-constructed set of agreements
with public and private agencies and the State of Maine in order to
create a properly-functioning system of Indian child welfare, con-
trolled by the Indians.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Is that in writing?
Ms. ALMENAS. Yes. Right now, some of them are draft agree-

ments. They have not been finalized.
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Mr. ALEXANDER. No, the rejection of your application on the
basis of cooperating with the State of Maine?

Ms. ALMENAS. Yes, it is. It is in our appeal.
Mr. ALEXANDER. May we have that for the record, please?
Ms. ALMENAS. Yes, we will give you a copy.
Although there are some outstanding issues, right now we have a

real good and positive, stable relationship with the State of Maine.
The main goal of the Penobscot Child and Family Services Pro-

gram is to prevent the disruption and/or separation of Indian fami-lies. The program has a variety of direct support services available
to these families in need, and some of these are day care, parent
discussion groups, individual counseling, family counseling, volun-
tary care, advocacy information referral, and a fingerprinting iden-
tification program. The fingerprinting identification program we
also had in our appeal because we felt that it was unique to the
tribes to have this fingerprinting identification, in that an annual
fingerprinting identifications session reflects increasing concern in
our society over the incidents of abduction and the disappearance
of Indian children, and it is widely endorsed to aid in helping to
solve these crimes.

During the past fiscal year, a total of 282 individuals have re-
ceived services through our program. One of the most frequently
requested services is voluntary care. Voluntary care is utilized
when a parent is absent from the home for a short period of time.
This year alone, there have been a total of 16 children in voluntary
care. Out of the 16, 6 of these children have been placed in care on
more than one occasion. These include a mother who underwent
two triple-bypass heart operations within a 3-month period. Also,
another mother was completing an alcohol rehab program but was
unable to emotionally fill the needs and demands of her young chil-
dren.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Thank you very much. I am going to have to cut
you off, although it is not my preference, because of our time con-
straints. If there are any supplements to your written statement
that you would like to have included in the record, the record will
be kept open for 30 days.

Mr. SAPPIER. I would like to add one more thing. Ov... tribal court
has full faith and credit under Public Law 96-420, and we have
been involved with the States of California, Pennsylvania, Massa-
chusetts, Virginia, Connecticut, and New Mexico.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Fine. We appreciate that. It is important to
know.

[The prepared statement and pertinent material follow. Testimo-
ny resumes on p. 258.]



PREPARED STATDENT OP JAMES SAPPIER, nnurrom, DEARDiFivr OP TRUST

ST:RVICES, PEWRSCOT NATION.' OF MAINE -

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

My name is James Sappier. I am Director of the Department of Trust Services

Penobscot Nation, of Maine, and also serve as the elected Tribal Representative

to the Maine Legislature. With me today are Jeanne Almenas, Deputy Director

for Human Services of the Penboscot Department of Health and Human Services,

and John Silvernail, Family Service Specialist with the Central Maine Indian

Association.

We would like to share with you what the Indian Child Welfare Act has enabled

us to do in the unique legal setting which exists in Maine: for I believe

we have in major respects a success story to tell. And on the other hand, we

need rn specify problems we have encountered in implementing the Act, which

shnuld be remedied by administrative and/or legislative action.

In the Spring of 1980, before the Maine Indian Settlement Act took final form

and was ratified, the Penobscot Nation became the first Maine tribe to establish

a fully functional tribal court, and to charge that court to take jurisdiction

in child custody cases as authorised by the Indian Child Welfare Act. Within

a month, a meeting was held between personnel of the tribal government and

representatives of the Maine Department of Human Services to deal with immed-

iate practical issues.
Since that time relationships with the State have pro-

gressed from an hoc case-by-case arrangements to formal written agreements.

At the present time there is an agreement, considered a draft but followed in

practice, governing responsibility for the receipt of referrals, investiga-

tion and det,rmlnation of tribal affiliation, and delivery of services to

children and families who may fall under the jurisdiction of the Indian Child

Welfare Act. Whenver a child may be at risk of abuse or neglect, and Jurisdic-

tion 1-, uncertain, the agreement authorizes either party to take prompt action

if necessary and notify the other. The issue of lurisdiction is to be

resolved as soon as possible, but is not to take precedence over the well-

being of a child.
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The Central Maine Indian Association his been our full-time partner

in the Maine Indian Family support consortium since the time of our first

successful application for a grant under the Indian Child Welfare Act, in

1981. We believe that the intent of the Act was to protect the tribal and

family identity of every Native American, and we strive together to extend the

effect of the Act to any within the state of Maine who seek its protection.

The Central Maine Indian Association, although it does not have legal Juris-

diction, is able to call on a decade of experience in advocacy on behalf of

those Indians who must cope with the ystem and have no choice. The

Maine Department of Human Services has signed an agreement establishing

procedural guidelines and mutual consultation with the Central Maine Indian

Association.

Thus despite a history of more than two hundred years of neglect as wards of

the state, and of heightened tensions generated by the almost decade-long

land claims controversy, we have since 1980 achieved a g Ily stable, posi-

tive relationship with the state, on behalf of ladian children and families.

In large measure our success in achieving a working relationship with the state

is attributable directly to the legal authority and the service development

resources provided by the Indian Child Welfare Act. In part, too, I believe

the long-term relationship with the state of Maine, however unhappy its history,

became a positive factor once the parties became legal equals within their

respective Jurisdictions.

A large N,surc of credit must also go to administrative and direct service

staff of the Maine Department of Human Services. I will not pretend that there

are no outstanding issues, or that every client has been well served, but there

bas been a consistent policy to consider first the needs of Indian children

and families, and so far as possible CO minimise procedural and bureaucratic

obstacles. A special word of recogn'Aion is due t Nancy Goddard, Substitute

Care Program Specialist, who in the early days was appointed liaison between
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the Department of Human Services and the tribal programs; and who has greatly

facilitated the process, both at the policy level, and in specific cases.

1 should like to share with you brief summaries of activities as prepared

by the staff of the Penobscot Child and Family Services Program and by CM1A

staff.

The main goal of the Penobscot Nation Child/Family Services Program is to pre-

vent the disruption and/or separation of families. The program has a variety

of direct support services available to families in need. These include:

Day Care, Parent Discussion Group, individual counseling, family counseling,

fingerprint identification, voluntary care, advocacy, and information and

referral.

During the past fiscal year, a total of 282 individuals have received services.

One of the most frequently requested services is Voluntary Care. Voluntary

Care is utilised when a parent is absent from the home for a short period of

time. The most frequent reason for utilisation of this short term foster care

program is when parents attend a residential alcohol rehabilitation program.

This year alone, there have been a total of 16 children in voluntary care.

Out of 16, a total of 6 children have been placed in care on more than one

occasion. These include a mother who underwent two triple-bypass heart opera-

tions within a three month period; and another mother who had completed the

alcohol rehab program, but was unable to emotionally fulfill the needs and

demands of her young child. These children were again placed in voluntary

care while the mothers worked with the caseworker on goals and problem solving,

with unification and stabilization of the situations being a success. To date,

all but one of the 16 children have been returned to the parent's care.
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The Nation has, since the start of the program, taken custody of three children.

One child was returned to the parent, one child was placed for adoption with

the approval and voluntary termination of parental rights by the biological

mother, and one child continues to remain in the legal custody of the Nation,

with physical custody of the child granted to the mother. Also, within the

last two years, the Nation has taken jurisdiction of two cases from state

courts. One case involves three children in the state of Maine's custody.

The other case involves one child in the state of California's custody.

The Nation now has legal custody of these children and the Child/Family

Services Program is currently working with the parents towards unification.

And here is a brief description of the services provided by the Central

Maine Indian Association:

Off-reservation Indian families continually experience geographical, social,

and cultural isolation. This situation is uniquely intensified for the

significant percentage of Maine's off-reservation Indian population who are

of Canadian Indian descent.

At present approximately 60% of CMIA's active case load is composed of Indian

families belonging to non-federally recognized tribes. Though these peoples

are afforded certain consideration under existing state policies, and stand

to gain additional protection under agreements presently being negotiated,

their status under the Indian Child Welfare Act remains in question. The 407.

population balance is composed of members of federally recognized tribes whose

home reserves range in geographic locations from Hairy? to Alaska.

Based on a long and undeniable hintory of isolation, misunderstanding and dis-

crimination, the ott-reservation Indian population frequently manifests an

attitucte of ,s,strust towards state and private non-Indian social welfare
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agencies. The ICWA worker, representing an Indian agency and operating with

the authority of the Indian Child Welfare Act, is the critical link between

the client population and the non-Indian service providers.

The present CM1A-ICWA case load divides into three primary categories:

1. Children (and the families of children) presently in state custody.

Though permanent foster placement and adoption are considered and occas-

ionally selected as the most viable alternative, the major emphasis in

these cases lies in intense efforts at family reunification.

2. Children (and the families of children) at risk of being taken into state

custody, requiring intervention in the form of education and supportive

services.

I. Children (and the families of children) not at risk but in need of exten-

sive supportive services.

During the past year, the majority of referrals for child and family services

have come directly from the state, and hae resulted in cooperative case

management. Among requests for services have been the following:

o Assistance in verification of Indian status and tribal affiliation;

O Assistance in developing culturally oriented program for non-Maine

Indian children in state custody;

o Attendance at Department of Human Services case reviews.

The state has recently established a pilot program of preventive services

offered to all single mothers under age 20, identified from the computer file

co Arm. ter ipetnts, and has established a
policy of involving CilIA in the case

of eaih Indian is this population.

These stumnaries indicate something about the scope of services offered to

Indian children and families provided by the Penobscot Nation and the Central

Maine Indian Association. They are intended to suggest, ratber than document

quantitatively the services provided
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We have stressed in this presentation the good working relationship established

with the state of Maine, and that this may be in part due to the historical

relationship and unique legal situation. I do not believe, however, that such

factors are necessary. What is essential is good will, competent staff and

firm administrative leadership on both sides. It does take time to overcome

old stereotypes on both sides, but we have found that a basic commitment to

the best interests of children and families at risk makes for firm common

ground.

Despite the success we believe we have achieved in making the Indian Child

Welfare Act effective on behalf of the Indians of Maine, there are some serious

problems to be addressed.

First, the level of funding available to implement the services provided

for in the Act has been woefully inadequate. A minimum increase of 50 percent

in funds coming to Maine for ICWA grant projects would provide a basis for

effective programming.

Second, to ensure that all who are eligible for the protections afforded by

1CWA have access to them. Funding should be by entitlement. As the program

operates now on a discretionary basis, program focus changes yearly and

funding is never secure. Our program has been funded only every other year.

Mow can anybody say to a child, "we can help you this year, but not next year

but the year after nest we may be back in operation"? Yet this is what

we have had to do because of erratic discretionary funding patterns. Further,

[hese entitlement grants should be based on five (5) year periods. The

average case involving a custody dispute or temporary placement of a child

or family reunification runs a minimum of twelve (12) months. Working on

a one year grant basis and compounding this with erratic funding is simply
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no sound basis for dealing with families whose problems have been a long time

developing, and who need at least
moderately long-term guidance and support

to overcome them.

Since the Penobscot Department of Health and Human Services deals with both DIA

and IHS for program support funds, we are able to make some comparisons. We

believe that policies adopted by INS for long-term planning and funding of

services under P.L. 93 -638 contracts is more conducive to coherent planning

and effective program development. This process has required an initial needs

assessment and multi-year plan, and has provided annual contract funding based

on population, level of unmet need, and performance.

Finally, we believe that the goal of the Indian Child Welfare Act, which is to ,

protect the tribal heritage and cultures of Indian peoples, will be achieved

only if all Native Americans are within effective reach of this law, and the

services it authorizes. Less than half of all Indians nationally live on

reservations, as is also the case in Maine. If we are genuinely committed to

preserving Indian communities and cultures, then some relatively universal

standard, such as 25 percent blood ivancom, or tribal enrollment, should be

the sole criterion for service. The tortuous Federal Acknowledgement

Process is simply too cumbersome.
Likewise in other parts of the country, as

in Maine, there are Indian tribes whose tribal patterns of living have never

acknowledged national boundaries. The Jay Treaty and the Treaty of Ghent were

intended to address this reality, and so-called "Canadian" Indians, for instance

who nvel family sviviiw. while living on our side of the border should be

eligible.

In the final analysis we as a nation,
Indian and non-Indian alike, have to

decide what is really the "bottom line." Ynr a long time now we have

generally agreed that dollars are the bottom line, and services to mend

at risk families and communities are too expensive. As spublic concern moves

from high divorce rate to family violence to sexual assault within the home,

and the life-long cost of such experiences, we are gradually learning that we

simply have not counted the right dollars, the real dollar Costs. If sound

families and real immeunities are truly the essential basis of a healthveconomy,

then for Indian people And communities a fully effective Indian Child Welfare

Act Is every bit as .mportant as stated in the language of the law itself.
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NEW ENGLAND INDIAN NATIONS
AND

MAJOR ORGANIZATIONS

Aroostook Micmac Council

Moulton BIRgigelaiiseet

PaaatiMEIRVAIMO at

PaaatTilinggYafAta at
enobscot Nation

Central Maine Indian Ass

Boston Indian Council

ipmuc Tribe

Mashpee Wampanoag Tribe

*-----Gay Head Wampanoag Tribe
Rhode Island Ito' n Council

Narragansett Ti of Rhode Island

fi;prI)seoiABORes

stern Pequot Indians(Paucatuck)

astern Pequot Tribe(Mashantucket)
Mohegan Tribe'

Golden Hill Paugusett Tribe

1980 U.S. CENSUS TOTAL

MASSACHUSETTS 7,483
CONNECTICUT 4,431
MAINE 4,057
RHODE ISLAND 2,872
VERMONT 968
NEW HAMPSHIRE 1,297

21,108

37-60H O - - 17

FAMILIES 19 4 Under

1,122 2,789
688 1,555
602 1,922
451 1,175
167 383
221 456

8,280 37.131-
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Central Office 96 Main Street, Orono, Mein* 04473 1207) 04411647/011

To: Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs

May 22, 1964

Fr: Maine Indian Family Support Consortium
(Penobscot Indian Nation & Central Maine Indian Assoicstion, Inc.)

Pa: Indian Child Welfare Act Testimony

Following is an addendum to the testimony of the Maine Indian Family Support

Cornortima presented on April 25, 1964 by James Sappier, Jeanne Almenas, and John

Silvernail. A copy of that testimony is included for reference.

Testimony previously presented to the Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs

emphasised the predominantly successful relationship that has been developed be-

tween member agencies of the Maine Indian Family Support Consortium and the State

of Maine in the implementation of the Indian Child Welfare Act. At the time of the

Act's passage the State of Mains had the second highest percentage per thousand

population of Indian children in state custody. Concern for the stability of the

Indian family or the preservation of Indian culture appeared to be non -existent.

That we have progressed so rapidly to our present level of co-operation ie truly

a compliment, both to the state and to Maine's Indian people. Together we have

struggled to set aside centuries of prejudice and distrust. Together we have

recognized the validity of the law and worked for it's enforcement. in concluding

its testimony, the consortium highlighted present areas of concer. It is the purpose

of this addendum to expand on these areas.

Clearly, the present funding system, in which all regional agencies compete

on an annual basis for allocated, discretionary funds, is inadequate to fulfill the
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intent and purpose of the Indian Child Welfare Act. The stabilization of the

Indian family unit and the preservation of its unique cultural heritage are not

goals that can be attained and/or maintained in a single twelve month period.

The damage done in two hundred years of depravation and discrimination cannot

be undone in the short time it takes for the earth to circle once around the

sun.

The Maine Department of Human Services estimates that an average of one year

elapses between the time a child is taken into protective custody and the time that

same child is re-unified on a permanent basis with-his or her family. Following

this initial period of re- unification an additional six (6) to twelve (12) months

may be required during which the child and family, though physically re-unified,

remain under the observation (and often supervision) of the department. At the

present time both member agencies of the Maine Indian Family Support Consortium

have a significant number of re-unification cases in progress. Please keep in

mind that a case initiated in January of 1984 may well remain open and active until

June or July of 1985. The denial of the Consortium's FY '84 I.C.W.A. grant appli-

cation, which appears based on an administrative decision to withdraw funding for

all off-reservation services, will necessitate abandoning these families mid-process.

At good we have done, what small strides we have made towards the goals of

stability and the renaissance of a previous heritage, are quickly undone and lost.

We have broken the faith and broken trust. Where the law has required a service,

in truth we may have provided a dip- service.

To effectively provide services to an Indian family or an Indian child the

I.C.W.A. funded agency must he able to guarantee the consistant presence of it's

case worker through the entire duration of the family or child's inter-action with

the Department of Human Services. This consistent presence is not only necessary

for the provisions of direct support to the Indian client but is critical to the

development of trust on the part of the Department of Human Services and other re-
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lated, service providing agencies. If these agencies cannot depend on the con-

sistant presence and participation, how can we expect them to accept (and welcome)

our involvement in the child welfare process? At a recent presentation given be-

fore a Department of Human Service's Regional meeting a consortium worker was asked

by a Department supervisor, "But will you be around tomorrow?" That the worker

was forced to respond with, "I can only ham so:" clearly demonstrates the concerns

of both parties and the failure of the present funding system. What is now offered

on an annual, competitive basis must, if we are to realize our goals, be provided

by entitlement in three (3) to five (5) year grant periods.

Our original testimony stated that the present level of funding is 'woefully

inadequate'. 4,360 Indians live within the Stsce of Maine. Of these 3,521 are

potentially eligible for Consortium services. In addition to those permanent state

residents eligible for services we must consider both the seasonal Indian migrant

population and those "Canadian" Indians who cross the border and whose right to

service should be clearly established by the Jay Treaty and the Treaty of Ghent.

The trust responsibility which exists, exists between the Federal government and

all Indians. I.C.W.A. services, therfore, must be made available to all /ndians

This potential client population, whether permanent resident, migrant, or "Canadian"

is spread over a 33,215 square mile area.

In FY '83 the Maine Indian Family Support Consortium received $80,000 in I.C.W.A.

funding. $80,000 with which to implement both the letter and the spirit of the

Indian Child Welfare Act for 3,500 plus Indian people in a 33,215 square mile area.

the task is obviously nearly impossible. What we are left with is the establishment

of a system of priorities. On a day to day, case by case, basis we must decide

which clients and which services are most important.

T he establishment of priorities has required that a number of key areas be

seriously, if not totally, neglected.

1) Education: Awareness Training:

Continued improvement in the State - Consortium - client
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relationship and continued improvement in the family stability

and quality of life of Maine's Indian peoples is to a great

extent dependent on the Consortium's ability to provide education

and awareness training.

A. Maine's Indian people need to acquire the employment, living,

and parenting skills necessary to create a stable home environ-

ment. In addition, they need to understand their rights under

the law. The development of appropriate instructional programs

and materials is critical.

B. The Department of Human Services, on both an adalaistrative and

direct service level, has expressed a strong interest in the

consortium's offering a one to two day seminar presentation which

would provide both protective and substitute care workers with

a clear understanding of the legal responsibilities imposed on

them by the Indian Child Welfare Act and an awareness of Indian

culture issues. This seminar would be provided three (3) to

five (5) times per year in various regions of the state. The

development of appropriate material is, again, criticr.:.

C. A similar seminar, which would be briefer and geared specifically

at the legal aspects needs to be prepared for presentation to

judges throughout the state. In addition, printed material needs

to be made available to attorneys working with Indian children.

D. Consortium staff should have access to training opportunities.

The present level of funding does not allow for the development

of educational material or the participation of consortium staff

in available educational programming.

2) Indian Foster Homes and Temporary Shelters:

At the present time there are only two (2) state licensed Indian

fostvr homes off - reservation in the State of Maine. Though interest
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exists on the part of Indian people in assuming the role of foster

parents most are unable to financially afford the cost of bringing

their residences up to state standards. The development of a separate

licensing procedure which would apply to off-reservation Indians coupled

with a low cost home improvement program has the potential for re-

versing the present placement procedure.

Many Indian families within the state are separated on a tem-

porary (and occassionally permanent) basis when for one reason or

another they are forced to move and are unable to acquire adequate

housing on short notice. The existence of temporary (30 day) housing

facilities would significanly reduce the number of Indian families

experiencing forced separation and the number of Indian children being

taken into temporary state custody.

The present level.of funding does not allow for the development

of such foster care and shelter programs.

3) Services to Youth in State Correctional Facilities:

Approximately 10% of the youths presently incarcerated in Maine

correctional facilities meet the blood quantum requirements for mem-

bership in an Indian tribe. This figure indicates that twenty times

as many Indian adolescents, as opposed to non-Indian adolescents, are

experiencing criminal prosecution and imprisonment. The present

level of funding does not allow for the employment of a specialized

youth service worker for the development of youth programming. Forced

to establish priorities and forced to make choices we must set aside

the needs of these deeply troubled teenagers.

The areas listed, though viewed as the moat critical, represent only a portion

of the need. We believe that working co-operatively the Maine Indian Family Support

Consortium and the State of Maine have made great strides towards bringing both the
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letter and the spirit of the Indian Child Welfare Act to reality. But there is much,

much further left to go.

We suggest strongly that, as discussed in the January 19, 1984 letter from

Lucy C. Briggs, BIA be required to set aside funds to match those in A.N.A. Dis-

cretionary grants and the Administration on Children, Youth, and Families (ACYF)

and ear mark those for consortium projects that include programs like this one who

are working jointly with the state authorities whenever possible. Because we feel

that contrary to the discussions of Caney Wichlacz, Sandra Spaulding, and Louise

delos Reyrs that the appropriate linkages and knowledge does exist here at the local

level to combine such program funds to the benefit of Indian children and families.

We would request that Maine be given the opportunity by having I.C.W.A. funds ear

marked for the Penobscot Nation and Central Maine Indian Association, Inc. to be

matched with A.N.A. Discretionary grant funds, and use those to lever ACYF dollars

through the state. This project should be funded for a minimum of three il) years.

Respectfully submitted,

// /,

jOhn W. Silvernail
Family Services Specialist
Central Maine Indian Association, Inc.
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Mr. ALEXANDER. Our next scheduled witness is Terry Brown,
who is a consultant with the Coastal Consortium of California. Is
he or she here?

I do see the representatives of the Puyallup Indian Tribe in the
audience. We will have Connie McCloud and Larry Lamebull as
our final witnesses. Welcome.

STATEMENT OF CONNIE McCLOUD, MEMBER, TRIBAL COUNCIL,
PUYALLUP INDIAN TRIBE, TACOMA, WA, ACCOMPANIED BY
LARRY LAMEBULL, DIRECTOR OF CHILDREN'S SERVICES, PUY-
ALLUP INDIAN TRIBE
Ms. Mcaoun. My name is Connie McCloud, and I am a tribal

council member for the Puyallup Tribe. We are a tribe located in
the State of Washington. The city of Tacoma exists within our res-
ervation boundaries, and we have just over 1,000 tribal members,
but we also have within our reservation jurisdiction in Pierce
County 7,000 to 8,000 Indian people who live in our community. We
have various tribal operations that serve the needs of the Indian
community in the city of Tacoma and Pierce County and adjoining
communities in our vicinity.

Mr. Lamebull is the director of our Children's Services Program,
and he will be giving you a brief review of our children's services
operation there and our concerns related to the Indian Child Wel-
fare Act.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Fine.
Mr. LAMEBULL. Thank you, Connie. Due to the time constraints, I

will just very briefly summarize our program and hit three topics
that concern the Puyallup Tribe.

We are entering into our third quarter of 5 years of consecutive
child welfare services. Some of those years have been up and some
of them have been down, due to the funding process that currently
is in place. We currently are the only tribe serving Pierce County
that has a contract with the State of Washington to provide child
protective services, family reconciliation services, child welfare
services, and certification of foster homes within the tribal reserva-
tion in Pierce County. We additionally serve pregnant teenagers
and certify homes for pregnant services and connect them into
services through Pierce County.

As Connie stated, our service population does target between
7,000 and 8,000 within Pierce County. We operate primarily on a
staff of 61/2 individuals. We have one child protective services case-
worker who covers the incoming caseload from the State of Wash-
ington. In our agreement, we have it set up that all incoming
Indian children who go into child protective services, after they are
processed in intake, are transferred into our agency. Should our
agency become overloaded, which it often does because of the
amount of referrals we get, we have built into our agreement that
the State stop the referrals and hold them until the time that we
have cleared our caseload and then process them through.

We have had a few major problems, after resuming the transfer
of those cases, in actually getting the cases transferred through
from the State. But through work, we hope we can iron that out at
the level of the State CPS supervisor.
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There are three topics I would like to cover as our major con-
cerns: jurisdiction, funding, and education. I believe that jurisdic-
tion and education kind of run hand in hand. Our jurisdiction prob-
lems lie mainly within relying on local area judges' personal opin-
ions about the ability of tribal courts to handle Indian cases. We
believe that in the act the tribe should have the absolute right to
intervene and to transfer, should they request, from a State court.
We do not always get that from our local judges. They will question
the stability of the tribal court and question the services that the
court will order for the child that goes into tribal court.

We would like to see that education is planted into the Indian
Child Welfare Act, to mandate local judges to take some type of in-
service training built into expanding their knowledge on the Indian
Child Welfare Act. Many times, we have run across situations
where judges have based their decisions on having to read the act
right there and then and base a decision. The decisions were not
thought through carefully.

The next topic would be ,funding. Currently, the funding process
is basically ridiculous. We 'waste approximately 3 months out of
each program year in tribei and urban organizations competing
against one another for the endless count of heads and statistics.
So you have 3 months of this grant writing process where almost
all communications that you have worked with in urban and tribal
organizations is completely broken down because no one wants to
give out the information that might be helpful in their next pro-
gram year's grant.

Vv e would like to see the funding cycle be expanded to a 3-year
cycle, with an evaluation on the merit system and an evaluation
process at the end of that year. We would also like to see, in the
area of education, that Slate caseworkers who handle Indian child
welfare cases also be Mandated to some academic training on
Indian child welfare. Many times over, the notification on intake of
Indian children is not done, and you go from a shelter care hearing
into a dispositional hearing, and none of the processes have been
followed, so you have to go back to square one. By that time, the
child has sat in a non-Indian foster home or an out-of-home place-
ment up to a couple of months. If the State caseworkers are educat-
ed to the processes of the Indian Child Welfare Act, some of this
might be eliminated.

Mr. ALEXANDER. It is our understanding that the State of Wash-
ington has issued comprehensive guidelines on the issue that you
have just addressed. Is it a situation of its not getting down to the
field and to the individual workers?

Mr. LAMEBULL. It is just not being implemented because there
are no teeth behind it.

Mr. ALEXANDER. I will ask you the question I asked the lady
from Pittsburgh. In the educational institutions in your areaand
there are several which, I believe, give master of social work de-
greesis there any effort to coordinate with programs such as
yours to provide any background to the people who, in effect, will
be occupying the positions of the State social service agencies and
county agencies?

Mr. LAMEBULL. I am acquainted with the associate dean of the
School of Social Work at the University of Washington, and many

266
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graduates from the School of Social Work of the University of
Washington. There is a general consensus that when their academ-
ic training comes to Indian child welfare, they spend exactly one
lecture on it and basically it covers that there is this act, and you
do have to follow it.

Mr. ALEXANDER. That is probably better than some other places.
We thank you for your time and condensing your testimony. We
appreciate that. We have to be out of here in a minute, so we will
adjorn this hearing. Thank you.

[Whereupon, at 2:28 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
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ADDITIONAL MATERIAL RECEIVED FOR THE RECORD
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Senator Mark Andrews, Chairman
Select Committee on Indian Affairs
U. S. Senate

Yachinctor, n. C. 2n5le

RE; Written Testimony - Indian Child Welfare Act (PL 95-608)

Dear Senator Andrews:

The Absentee Shawnee Tribe of Oklahoma has been in full support of the IndianChild llelf..re Act (PL 95-608) since its inception. This program allows AbsenteeShawnee tribal members to meet child welfare problems very close to home. Withour Indian Child Welfare Program, virtually all
child welfare problems are caredfor by the immediate family or the extended family. This philosophy and pra.qiceproduces a high rate of success.

We have strong local and state support for Indian zhild welfz.re cases. The statelegislature. Department of Human Services, and local agencies have all given
excellent support to Indian child welfare. Also, we have helped develop astrong state network of caring people on behalf of Indian children.

In our opinion, the care of Indian children is much improved because of PL 95-608.We know of no family, agency,
or tribe in our state which has negative feelings

about the Indian Child Welfare Act. It has had a most positive influence in ourstate.

Locally, our Indian Child Welfare Program
provides many provisions, some of whichare as follows:

- Counseling Indian parents regarding child welfare laws.
- Interpreting federal, tribal, and state child welfare laws.
- Helping obtain legal representation for children and/or parents in

court proceedings.
- Providing support for children and/or parents in state and tribal courts.
- Assisting parents in carrying out court ordered obligations.
- Clarifying cultural values which impact on child welfare cases.
- Helping prevent the breakup of Indian families.
- Linking families with resources in order to maintain children in their

homes.
- Working with tribes and/or Indian

organizations regarding child welfarematters.
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Senator Mark Andrews

Page 2

- Providing for Indian foster and/or adoption homes.

- Monitoring state courts in child custody proceedings.

- Counseling abusive and/or negligent parents.

- Monitoring foster care placements.

The above provisions are highly appreciated and much needed by our tribal

members. They know they can receive good guidance and help from our office.

One major problem of our program has been funding. Most of our funding has been

through the Bureau of Indian Affairs. The Indian Child Welfare Act appropriations

have not been fully funded to meet tribal needs. During this past year, two of ..

our staff members volunteered approximately two months of their time to our program.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs endeavored to help, but they simply did not.have

adequate appropriations.

Public Law 95-608 has created a much needed and most helpful program. This act

provides services which were virtually non-existent prior to its passage, and

would most likely cease to exist without continued appropriations.

Your continued support of adequate appropriations for this program will be

appreciated.
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AGUA CALIENTE
SAND OF CANUILLA INDIANS

441 SO. CALLS DMA
SUITS 1

PALM SPRINGS. CA t':242

RECEIVED MAY 2 1 Mk
May 15, 1984

Senator Mark Andrews, Chairman
Select Committee on Indian Affairs
U.S. Senate
Washington. D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Andrews:

Recently the California Legislature passed Senate Joint Resolution
No. 27 which requests the California Congressional Delegation to
increase the appropriation for Title II of the Indian Child Welfare
Act of November 8, 1978 to the $12,000,000 level recommended by the
Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs.

On behalf of the Tribal Council and members of the Ague Caliente
Band of Cahuilla Indians, I urge you to support this appropration.
Congress passed this measure in 1978 to protect the integrity of Indian
families by providing social services and procedures designed to keep
Indian children in Indian families. More Indians live in California
than in any other state, many in your district. The Act will be
meaningless to these Indian families unless adequate funding is
available to implement the Act. The Aqua Caliente Band joins the
California Legislature in urging you to support adequate funding
for Indian families. Our children are our future and the $12,000,000
funding level recommended by the Senate Select Committee is absolutely
essential for implementing the Act in California. Please follow the
State Legislature's resolution and support this minimal level of
funding.

RPM/ dlc

y yours,_

Richard M. Milanovich
Chairman, Tribal Council
AGUA CALIENTE BAND OF

CANUILLA INDIANS
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American Indian Center

225 Valencia Street San Francisco, CA 94103.2398

TESTIMONY ON THE OVERSITE

on the

INDIAN CHILD WELFARE ACT of 1978

0 -----

By Phil Tingley, MSW, Manager

Human Development Division of the

Corporation for American Indian Development

0

for tne Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs

Sen. Mark Andrews, Chair

April 25, 1984

Senator Andrews, honorable members of the committee and its staff, I thank

you for the counsel of the San Francisco American Indian Center on the Over-

site Hearing on the Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978.

Passage of the Act has meant that, for the first time in U.S. history, Indian
fami'ies with children on a nationwide basis are receiving a level of cul-
turally relevant Social Welfare Services and protection that prevents them
from "falling thru the net" and from being separated.

This has been achieved in part thru the funding of Indian Child Welfare pro-
grams under Title Il of the Act. These programs, operated by Tribal govern-

ments and multi-purpose Urban Indian Centers, have been the key to preventing

the breakup of the American Indian Family,

operated by

CORPORATION FOR AMERICAN INDIAN DEVELOPMENT

CV%
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The Sari Francisco community of 8000 Native Americans strongly endorses sup-
plemental funding for Title II programs in the amount of 15 million dollars.

During the past three years tribal governments and urban Indian agencies have
seen a continued cut in funds for Title II Indian Child Welfare programs.

Many triaal and urban pragrams have had to close or have had to severly cut
services. Many, many more have never been funded due to lack of Congressional
appropriations. This has been especially difficult for tribal governments,
who have the legal jurisdictional responsibility to deal with all child welfare
matters within their respective jurisdictions. Urban Indian multi-purpose
centers have also had major difficulties since they must serve the local In-
dian community and provide additional services to state and tribal courts,
juvenile agencies, and welfare offices.

In the past three years, the San Francisco Indian Center has seen a Title II
reduction in funds of twenty three percent (23%), while at the same time, have
experienced a three hundred percent (300%) increase in the number of clients
serviced.

Now let me comment on a few issues specific to changes that are needed within
the Act and its funding:

1) Title II program funding should be moved from the Interior
to the Health and Human Services Department and it should
be made into a permanently funded Title.

2) The one year funding cycle should be abolished and moving
to a more realistic three to five year funding cycle.

3) A monitored funding process should be established and fund-
ing criteria should be adhered to on a national basis in
order to allow for consistent screening and funding practices.

4) The Act should be amended to conform to more realistic tribal/
urban needs, ie: urban programs having sufficient funds and
jurisdiction to force local State agencies to return Indian
children to their Tribe's reservation; insuring that every
tribal government has sufficient funds to take care orthe
needs of their local families as well as those children being
returned from urban areas; extending support services to
those children who are the subject or custody proceedings;
providing special funds to train state court judges, court
workers and local county welfare workers, etc.

5) The federal regulations written for the Act should be re-
written since, according to Russel L. Barsch (The Indian
Child Welfare Act of 1978: a critical analysis. Hastings
Law Journal, 1980, 31, 1287-1366), the present regulations
are empty of content:

Chairman Andrews, members of the committee staff, once again let me express
my appreciation for the opportunity to counsel you on the Oversite of the
Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978, a law that is perhaps the single most
important piece of legislation for Indian children, families, Tribes, and
off-Reservation urban Indian agencies striving for community self-suffi-
ciency. Thank You, and do not hesitate to call us for futher information.
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PREPARED TESTIMMY OF THE BOSTON INDIAN COUNCIL, INC., SUBMITTED BY

CL I HORD SAUNDERS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

lYt, wish to express our appreciation to the Committee for granting

the Boston Indian Council, Inc. (BIC) the opportunity to testify re-

garding the Indian Child Welfare Act and particularly our concerns

with the inclusion of urban programs, allocation of sufficient funding

and state court implementation of the Act. Since the Bill was enacted

in 1978, the issues of level of funding; questions of whether urban

Indian programs would be included; and disputes concerning state

court implementation remain basically unresolved. Every year these

three fundamental issues, which are critical to the full realisation

of the Act's intent, continue to he problematic because of the lack

of cleat and long term public policies to guarantee the rights of Indian

tribes and their members recognized in the Act. Without a firm com-

mitment on the part of this Committee to pledge adequate funding, sup-

port off-reservation Indian constituencies and ensure safeguards for

state court implementation, the Act will not fully realize its goal to

strengthen Indian families and reduce the numbers of Indian children

placed in non-Indian homes.

Funding under the TITLE II of the Indian Child Welfare Act is best

understood as an investment in society in general and in Indian tribes

and their children in particular. In 1975 the Association of American

AttaiN' study revealed that between 25-15% et all Indian children

ceided in non-Indian luster homes and institutions. !tom a purely moue-

tat!, perspective, each incident of an Indian child placed outside the

Iamili represents thousands of human service dollars each year. Even

1,ubleome than the expense of maintaining an out-of-home place-

ment t that \r1% feu rf,,,nuttas are targetted to pt event Indian tamtly

n re
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'break -ups. The Indian Child Welfare Act is the only source of funding

that attempts to address intervention in Indian family crisis situa-

tions before they evolve into. an actual _family breakdown. Yet, the

'Bureau of Indian Affairs_in its five-years of administering.TITLE II

grants-has never had.sufficient funding for needed programs. The BIA-.

jun theone hand is given the responsibility for administering a key

element of the Act and on the other hand is given too few resources

with which to fulfill its mandate.

The Boston Indian Council understands this issue of very limited

funding from yet.another perspective: that of the /ndian chi.ld's and

-his community's ability to reunite him with his family. The BIC began

operating an Indian Family Support Program in 1977 through a research

and demonstration grant from t.e_Department of Health, Education and

Welfare. Along with the grant came the responsibility to help Indian

families remain intact and assist in the reunification oi

who were broken-up through foster care situations. . Inspite of the

fact that tin Indian community in Boston has grown since 1977 from

3,500 to 5,000, and the Indian child welfare cases are just as numer-

.ous and spvere as they were when the program began, the BIC receives

Tess funding in 1984 than it did in 1977. Furthermore, there are too

many other reservation and off-reservation programs, which are simply

not tundea because the allocation for Indian child welfare services is

insufficient tr. meet the noted.

One vent funding cycle as opposed to two or three year grants also

posn prohlnms for tribal and community-based programs. One year grants

does nut allow for long term planning, staff development and training

.tad the devolopmebt of an on-going relationship with state courts and

sw.tal service auenr its. In addition, yenr-to-year grants force

37-608 fl - 84 - 18
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ptogiam administrator,. to spend a sustantial amount of time on refunding

_activities as opposed to .dellverying services to the community. ,State.

soc_lal service agencies come to rely on programs that hhve experience
_ . . .

and expertise in Indian child welfare cases. When programs such as the

.
. .

Bit F., Indian Family Support PrOgram 1.6so funding. for a rear, cooperative

arrangements with the State and tontinuity of services in the commenity

ate sviieusly undermined.

While the mission of the ICWA is clear 'to reduce the incidence of

toilicin family disintegration', the funding determihatien on the ppetof .

this Administration in not. We understand that it is this Administra-

tion's policy to reduce the federal deficit through the reduction of

human service spending. This policy, however, especially as it relates

to. Indian child welfare funding is shortsighted and fails to realtee

the full cost of neglecting the emotional as well as socio- economic

potential of Indian children and the future economic stability of tribes.

Today, thousands ol Indian children spend years to costly foster care

and institutional settings. An investment, which reduces the number

of out-of-home placements, not only constitutes a great saving in fu-

ture human service spending, but more importnntly ensures the well-being

and emotional stabililty of the Indian child. The tradeoff between

appropriating funds, which strengthen Indian families and maintaining

a ioitly luster care system is one which compromises long range human

potehttal in the Indian community for short range political objectives.

Basic to the Indian Child Welfare Act is its implementation through

the state court and social service system. However, even in instances

where court and social service personnel agree with the mandates of the

Aii regarding the transfer of jurisdiction or priority placement of an

Indt.In .11,1d with extended family MVMhVrtig there ate many areas of the

a®1 rr



lat. that tem:tin unclear. Fat instante, the lilt: Indian Family SuppGrt

Program has been involved with' Indian crild welfare crises, which neces-

sitated the return of (hildren'to South-Dakota and in one Instance a

small. infant was returned to Alaska. Rebates on541pdc.ksuptheUmiialcusts".

--unfortnantely aalttielav the -resolution of these Case's for weeks and saMe--

times nit-milts. These unnecessary delays tan he resolved /4 at least two

W.OS. One method is to properly finante Indian Child Welfare Programs

to assume the coat of this activity. The second possibility is to es-

tablish a set-abide, which programs and state courts nationwide could

,tap into when dollars are needed to transport Indian children across

State borders. It 'hp Social Service department of the B1A developed

a mea.hautsm lot the pro. . ipersement of these travel fandsp_tinn.eces-

:sory delays in reunitiag ism.lies would be eliminated. Yet basic to

both of these opti ns is the -need for.sufficient dollars allocated for

the cost at transit. :ing Jurisdiction from state to tribal court.

Anothi IShUV, that arisen perhaps more frequently in urban areas

as opposed to vesetvation programs, is the (ase where a child's mother

and lather belong to two ditterent federally recognized tribes. What

happens when bath tribes petition for transfer of jurisdiction? Do

both_of these petitions cancel out because of each parent's unwilling-

ness to recognile his/her spouse's tribal court? If this is so, is

this tug-of -wat pro,rdure in tact in the 'best interest or the child"?

Futhetmote, inspite ot the tact the Art has been in existence for

neatly six yells, the matotity at judges, attorneys and social workers

in Massachusetts are unfamiliar with the Act. Tht.., is due in part to

the fist that American Indians in this State are dispersed throughout

florliali1111., and that 1" It ot sattal serivte personnel may only

Indtto th;ld case in their entira career. Lack
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oi tamiliarity and wirking knowledge of the Act pose problems for the

:-"prompt and proper resolution of Indian child welfare cases. and further... . .

. .

Aemonstrates-the need and importance of urban programs as advocates

o'tIndian -k41dren and consultants to state courts in. implementing

1.1kA manda!v

the-of! -reservati, experience for a majority of American Indians

Lb LharaL terized by poverty, unemployment, crowded and/or sub-standard

housing and pour health. The following datais.from the 1980 Census

and is included...to, provide a picture of what life is like for Indians

in Massachusetts and to demonstrate the need for urban programs.

1. the 1980 Census reports that in 1979 there were 7,483
American Indians, 129 Eskimos and 131 Aleuts in the
State. _,

.:. .12Z La Indian families have no husband present and in
central citir 45% of l_ndian families do not have a
husband present. .

1. For persons :6 vP.rs and over, 36% were not in the labor
force. 46% of females of the same age group were not in .

the labor force. 60% of females 16 to 19 were not in the
1-%or force.

4, Inromp of Indian households in 1979;
1.ess than $5,000 21%
$1,000 tn $7,499 12%
$7,500 to $9,999 13%
$10,000 to $14,999 15%
$15,000 to $19,999 13%
$20,000 to $24,999 9%
$25,000 to $34,999 12%
$35,000 to 49,999 4%
$50,00 or more 1%

Hie median income is $11,734 as compared to $21,754 for
the population at large.

5, For females 15 years and over with income, the median
intome Inds $4,904 with only 27.4% working year-round
full-time.

n.25% of Indian families receive income from public assis-
tance.

7. Of the 482 Indian families below poverty level, 58% do
not receive any type of public assistance income. Over
on.:' of these families have children under 18 years of
age.
Am.,.ximately 211. Indian child,en reside in non-Indian

.1 tot I n:,titut I 5.;

ihe transition (rem reservation to urban lite has been accompanied
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by serious social problems, which make families vulnerable to break-

ups,Although there exists a close extended family network within

the community that allowsfor:culturalreinforcement, Indian- people

have not been prepared educationally, economically or psychologically

lor the change. The complexity of the urban world. is heightened by

direct and subtle discrimination, the realities of the urban labor

market and the lack of knowledge and sensitivity on the partof human

service agencies. Urban Indian programs have a unique role in-helping

families remain intact while making the adjustment from resarvat,ion to

-urban life.

in conclusion, issues o1 implemention) funding and viability of

urban programs are critical to the ICWA. _Only.,with adequate funding and

reservation-oli reservation cooperation and linkages can the Act hope to

benefit_the greatest number of Indian families.

2 7 d
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PREPARED TESTIMONY OP THE BURNS PAIUFE TRIBE SUBMITTED BY

'VERNON SHAKE SPEAR, CHAIRMAN

The Burns Paiute Tribe has had sporatic funding from Title XX,

Indian Child Welfare Act grants since initial funding year in

1979. For the three years that the Burns Paiute Tribe received

funding, the goal of the project was to maintain the family

unit and return displaced children to their families, if possible.

The Burns Paiute Tribe is a very small Tribe with 240 members,

the project estimated.that 502 of the population would benefit

from the project... At the end each year of funding the pro-

ject demonstrated that 75% of the population benefitted from

the project. All children who were placed by the State agency

within the proximity of the Burns Paiute Reservation were re-

turned to their families. Prior to the funding there were no

(0) Indian foster homes, there are now 2 Indian foster homes and

2 emergency shelter homes. The Burns. Paiute Tribe is a non-280

Tribe which gives the Tribe jurisdiction over Indian Child Wel-

fare matters. Because of this status, the State of Oregon will

not pay for foster care on the reservation. The Burns Paiute

Tribe does not have the resources of it's own to purchase foster/

shelter care and this is a hardship on the families who are pro-

viding this service. Attached is testimony that was submitted

to the State of OREGON, Children's Services Division in May, 1981,

regarding the Proposed Indian Child Welfare Act rules for the

State of Oregon. Since submission of testimony at the State

level, no action has transpired from that time. The Burns Paiute

Tribe has had no Indian Child Welfare Program for the past two

fiscal years with no other services being provided by the B.I.A.,

the State or the Tribe. The need is escalating and will be

described in the problem statement. Based on the allocation re-

ceived from these awards, the cost per client has been $103.00,

i
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this is far below the standard cost of services provided at the
State:, agencies.

Listed are the specific problems that the Burns Paiute Tribe

, has experienced with the implementation of the Indian:Child

Welfare. Act and the State of Oregon.

1. Since the Indian Child Welfare Act grant money, Title 20,

began in 1979, the Burns Paiute Tribe has received the grant

in 1979, 1980 amd 1982. The inconsistent manner the awards

are made has resulted in the Burns Paiute Tribe's inability to

make realistic planning regarding the Indian Child Welfare.

The Burns Paiute Tribe is placed under the jurisdiction of the

Warm Springs Agency which is located-200 miles away. Trad-

itionally, the agency BIA is responsible for providing Indian

Child Welfare needs and. Social Services, at some point in time

the Warm Springs Agency decided they did not need the BIA

services of Child Welfare and Social Services, so those services

were no longer provided by the BIA. Therefore, the Burns Paiutes

were left without these services provided to them. When the

Burns Paiute Tribe is not selected for an award of the Title 20,

Indian Child Welfare Grant, the Tribe is unable to deliver any

type of child welfare service. The inconsistent funding is A

_ major problem to the Burns Paiute Tribe. The competitive process

often eliminates the smaller Tribe. All factors are not taken

into consideration when the awards are being made.

2. 50% of the people of the Burns Paiute Tribe who are now of

parenting age were raised in non-Indian homes, located away from

the reservation. This has proved a great hardship in providing

services as well as addressing the cultural Deeds. Most of these

people have returned to the area with the hope of reuniting

with their families upon reaching adulthood. This has proven

to be a very difficult task for the returning persons as well

as the community aembers, due to the difference in communication,

values and culture.
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3. The Burns Paiute Tribe has submitted a State-Tribal agreement

with no success. The State did not respond to the Agreement,

after the Tribal Attorney made several attempts to request a

response from the State, the Agreement went ignored. The.

Indian Child Welfare Act provides for Tribes to make such agree-

ments but, it appears from the experience that the Burns Paiute

Tribe has had with the State, that unless the State has full

control of the decision making it will ignore any action that is

not fully initiated by itself. This leaves the Tribe with no

aleernative, which leads to another concern. The concern of

how a Tribe can deal-with.a-State that fails to comply. with

Federal law.

4. Funding (with #1) Another problem with funding is the fact

that if a Tribe who received an award had a specific task ie:

Tribal Children's Code, they would be denied an award if they

_ put that task in an an activity in a later proposal. Some

clarity needs to be established in such cases. A Tribe can

develop a Tribal Children's Code and four years later find that

revisions are needed or further amendments are necessary. This

is an area that the Portland Area has not funded or made pro-

visions for.

5. In the Portland Area which is the Area that the Burns Paiute is

under has not provided the Burns Paiute Tribe with updating or

implementing of the Indian Child Welfare Act with the Tribal

Council and the Burns Paiute Tribal organization. This is the

responsibility of the B.I.A.

6. Definitions that need redefining are: "expert witness",

Child-custody proceedings. The interpretation of these definitions

on the part of the State agencies are judgmental and irrelevant

to the needs of the Indian culture and social structure. Child

custody proceedings are unclear, notification to the Tribe is

after the initial proceeding has begun, which delays the time for

he Tribe to intervene. All notification should begin immediately

when a child is initially entering any type of placement.
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The Indian Child Welfare Act was passed without an appropriation
which makes the legislation little of non effect in the delivery
of services. The service delivery varies greatly from tribe to
tribe. There-was a recommendation to appropriate $15,000,000.00
with the passage of the Act. $15,000,000.00 is the recommended
appropriation to carry out the intent of the Act. Other re
commendations are:

To establish the funding cycle for three years to allow
continuity of services.

The emphasis of the funding should be towards development
of programs.

--Suggestion to evaluate BIA and other Indian monies to
determine where the money is spent and if it is equitable.
A priority is the establishment of Tribal Children's Court.
That some mechanism for enforcing the Indian Child Welfare
Act's implementation and it's intent, be developed, for
the States to follow.

This concludes our testimony. Thank you for the opportunity to

provide this testimony. We would be willing to answer any
questions that you may have regarding this written testimony.
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CHILD AND FAMILY CONSORTIUM
ONAIRLIM
Jessaline Anderson Director
P.O. Box 368
Macy, NE 68039-
402-8374391

_April 25, 1984

Senator Mark Andrews, Chairman
Select Committee/Indian Affairs
United States Senate

--Washington, D.C. 20510

Re P.L. 95-608 THE INDIAN CHILD WELFARE ACT

-Dear Senator Andrews:

WINNEVADUNIT
Norms Stealer, Director
P.O. Boot 626

Winnebago, NE 68071
402-878-2570

The Omaha and Winnebago Tribes of Nebraska occupy two reservations

adjacent to one another, in the northeast corner of Nebraska. After

serious deliberation, the Omaha and Winnebago Tribal Councils

resolved to form the CHILD AND FAMILY CONSORTIUM to adapt their

child welfare services to effect a greater impact upon its direct

services to tribal members and upon the state judicial system and

the public welfare agencies.

The Consortium proposes to serve 575 individuals in various service

areas. The starting date is June 1, 1984, and will conclude on

May 31, 1985. Due to our combined service area population of 3,331

we requested funding at the minimum funding level for consortiums

in the amount of $150,000.00.

The Consortium's broader goals and objectives address Consortium -

State Agreements regarding foster care licensing and the addition

of Indian Child Welfare Regulations to the state welfare manual.

The tribal units have goals and objectives which directly meet the

needs of their respective tribal members, which are within the

guidelines of the Indian Child Welfare Act.

A JOINT PROJECT OF THE OMAHA AND WINNEBAGO TRIBES OF NEBRASKA
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We believe that the track record of the two tribal child welfare

_programs for the past three years is a sound base upon which the

.two tribes may continue to.build cooperative ventures in providing__

Improved and more sophisticated services,to-their tribal_members..

OMAHA CHILD & FAMILY SERVICES

Under Public Law 280, the Omaha Tribe retroceeded in October 1978,

and maintains exclusive jurisdiction in all child custody proceed-

ings. The Omaha Child & Family Services, funded by Title II of

-the Indian Child Welfare Act, has been in operation since May 1979.

The Omaha Child & Family Services is a service-oriented project

and provides supportive and direct social services to children and

families involved in child custoci:, proceedings both locally and

out-of-state. Two of the most successful services our program

provides are I) Recreational services and activities for the youth,

as a preventative factor; The orientation is cultural activities,

'emphasizing the Omaha Clan Structure and the tribal value system.

The development of a volunteer program utilizing tribal elders and

extended family members meets the cultural needs and support needs

of the youth. 2) Child Protective Services and Committee, organized

to provide protective services to reservation children. The pri-

mary concern is to evaluate child welfare cases using a team review

approach, to design an individual treatment plan and a letter of

agreement by the parents, to monitor foster care placements and to

design service responsibilities among the Committee members.
O

The FY 83 funding is $50,000.00. Program staff includes three

full-time positions: Project Director, Social Service Worker,

Youth Resource Worker and a part-time Secretary. Salaries con-

stitute more than two-thirds of the budget. The proposed Consortium

budget would have allowed the maintenance of this staff level, with

an increase in supportive services, such as transportation and

training.

A JOINT PROJECT OF THE OMAHA AND WINNEBAGO TRIBES OF NEBRASKA
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Services to children and families:

FY 81:. 126 children &.29 adults accomplished

FY 82: 155 children & 40 adults accomplished

FY $3: 200 children .& 50 adults accomplished

FY 84: 265 children & 60 adults projected.

WINNEBAGO CHILD do FAMILY SERVICES

_Pursuant to the Indian Child Welfare Act, the Winnebago Tribe of

Nebraska petitioned the Secretary of the Interior,.to Resume

Exclusive Jurisdiction over child custody cases involving Winnebago

children in any state court in the United States. This "Reassumption .

of.Jurisdiction" was approved, including a proposed Juvenile Code.

-Given this legal mandate, the Children's Court began operation on

June 21, 1982, expressly for the welfare of any Indian child on the

Winnebago. Reservation and for any. Winnebago child involved in state

court for reasons of neglect or dependency.

The Winnebago Child & Family Services grant program's overall

purpose is to promote the stability of Indian families through

early intervention prior to formal court action and to prevent

the breakup of Indian families which come before the Winnebago

Tribal Children's'Court and who may come before any juvenile or

family court in the United States for reasons of neglect or

dependency.

For program year beginning September 1, 1983 and ending May 31,

:948, Child 8 Family Services was awarded $50,000.00 to fund a

Secretary, a Counselor and a Project Director, to provide services

to 200 individuals (150 children and 50 adult/parents).

In the first six months of this year, we have provided services

to families involving 78.children.

A JOINT PROJECT OF THE OMAHA AND WINNEBAGO TRIBES OF NEBRASKA
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The two most successful services our program provides are

I.) Protection for the reservation child. The seven year old

-,- Child Welfare Committee comprised of school, tribal health, PHS

community health and BIA social services meets weekly to coordinate

all child welfare services on the reservation.. The Committee

screens for resources required before any off-reservation case is

returned to Winnebago.

2.) Advocacy for the urban Winnebago family. State courts are

beginning to develop a respect for Tribes and to acknowledge their

right to be a party to the proceeding involving tribal members.

State social services must be reminded that they are equally respon-

sible to the parent for rehabilitation as they are to the children

in protection. Once we apprise both the parent(s) and the social

worker of this obligation, services finally begin to assist the

family at reunification.

The two least successful service activities are

1.) Transfer of Jurisdiction of healthy infants from other states.

If the children arc older, if they have behavior or psychological

problems, the state is more willing to allow the transfer back to

the reservation.

2.) Cooperative investigations of physical and sexual abuse reports

regarding reservation children. Because Nebraska is governed by

P.L. 280, civil and criminal jurisdiction is vested with the State

of Nebraska when it concerns Winnebago Indians. The local county

sheriff does not believe that the Winnebago Tribe has jurisdiction

in child welfare cases.

A JOINT PROJECT OF THE OMAHA AND WINNEBAGO TRIBES OF NEBRASKA
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EFFECT OF BUDGET CUTS

. .

Financially,. thb Omaha Unit will be able to maintain only the
.

4rector and supportivaexpensep. Their caseload capability will
decrease by 75%. The Winnebago Unit will be able to maintain one

direct service staff. -The caseload capability will be cut by 60%.

Administratively, the Tribes will become less effective in their

-ability to maintain and develop further their relationships to

the state judicial system and to the public welfare system. Case..

work, direct services will become so demanding that in-depth

development of an equitable partnership between tribes and state
'social services will be discontinued. The intent of the Indian

-7-Child Welfare Act which speaks to "full faith and credit" cannot
"be completed.

Progress io promoting the states' cooperation and compliance with

the Indian Child Welfare Act is sure to slide backwards and Tribes

_will_become ignored once again by states' juvenile justice systems.

Therefore, we urgently request your advocacy and leadership in

assuring us that funding levels will not be reduced as is presently

being proposed. Thank you for your consideration in this crucial

-concern :o the American Indian Tribes and their children.

Very truly yours,

anirrut, AWA,A)
Norma Stealer, Director

Winnebago Unit

Concur:

essiline Anderson, Director

Omaha Unit

A JOINT PROJECT OF THE OMAHA AND WINNEBAGO TRIBES OFNERRASKA
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THE SAULT STE. MARIE TRIBE OF

CHIPPEWA INDIANS
208 GREENOUGH ST.

SAULT SAINTE MARIE,
MICHIGAN 41083

April 12, 1984

F.Z.CEIVED APR

Senator Mark Andrews
7 -Select Committee on Indian Affairs__ _ . _L

Senate Hart Building
:Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Andrews, _

This letter shall address the oversight hearings on the Indian

Child Welfare appropriations for FY 85. Looking back to the 1982 and

1983 budgets of 9,7 million dollars and the proposed 7.7 million dollars

'for FY 85, it will not be possible to provide the same quality service

to Indian people that has been provided in the past.

The intent of the Indian Child Welfare At is to give proper care

of Indian children needing adoptive or foster home care. It's main

objective is to restrict the placement of Indian children by non-Indian

social agencies in non-Indian homes and environments.

The 12 million dollars recommended by the Senate Select Committee

will insure protection of the best interests of Indian children and their

families by providing assistance and funding to Indian tribes and organi-

zations in the operation of child and family service programs which

reflect the unique values of Indian culture and promote the stability

and security of Indian families.

I
would, however, rec,mmend that the competitive nature of the

program be eliminated and the child welfare appropriations be allocated

to Tribes on a case or population basis or a combination of the two.

Indian organizations should continue to be competitive with a specific

set-aside which they would compete for.

We have sent this same letter to Senator James McClure, Chairman,

Appropriations Sub-Committee on Interior and Related Agencies and we

respectfully requested that this letter be entered as part of the record

of the hearings to be held on April 25, 1984. Due to cutbacks and

deficits in federal funding and given the economic conditions of the

nation's reservations, we want to thank you for your support in th'.

Past and ask for your continued support for FY 85.

(

JKL/kf
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TESTIMONY OF ROSS O. SWIMMER, PRINCIPAL CHIEF, CHEROKEE NATION OF OKLAHOMA.
TO THE INDIAN CHILD WELFARE ACT OVERSIGHT HEARINGS CONDUCTED BY THE SELECT
.COMMITTEE ON INDIANAFFAIRS, UNITED STATES SENATE. SUBMITTED NAY 22, 1984.

When the Cherokee Nation of Oklahoma began planning its .response to the Indian

Child Welfare Act following passage of that Act by Congress in 1918, priority

was given to the following considerations:

(I) A tribal child welfare program should address the root

causes for the high rates of placement of our children

(4002 of the rate for non-Indian children in Oklahoma).

(2) The program should be constituted in such a manner that

there would be little or no duplication of the services

offered by other &sends..in particular the Child Welfare

Unit of the Oklahoma Department of Human Service..

In attempting to research the causes for the high placement t-Ate of Cherokee

children, we looked first at the systems already in place to deal with child

abuse and neglect and with placement of children: the Oklahoma juvenile

justice system and the Department of Human Services. In examining the court

system, we found no evidence of any overt efforts to remove Cherokee children

from their families on a wholesale basis, as the placement rates might indicate.

On the contrary, we found several judges and district attorneys who were them-

selves Cherokee and a number of others who seemed to make a true effort to be

understanding and considerate of Cherokee culture and values. In examining the

staff of the Department of Human Services, we found a similar situation. In-

stances in which Department of Human Services staff have shown open bias against

Cherokee people have been very rare. If discrimination existed, it was isolated,

well hidden, and thus extremely difficult to confront open/y.

Continuing our attempts to identify the causes for the high placement rates, we

looked introspectively at our own Cherokee people and our culture. We know that

Cherokee people tend to value their children highly. Physical abuse is extremely

rare. Sexual abuse is present but not in numbers sufficient to justify the place-

ment rates. Child neglect occurs more frequently but, again, not at so great a

rate as to explain the high incidence of placement.

We therefore ceme to the conclusion that the most significant root cause for the

high placement rate of our children lay not with the existing child welfare and

37-608 0 - 84 - 19
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court systems nor with the Indian people and their culture, but with the absolute

incompatibility of these two entities. The point at which the state child welfare/

court system and Indian culture meet is characterized by a gigantic gap in under-

standing, communications, and trust. These two disparate entities share almost

no commonalities, either in historical development, ways of viewing the world, or

responses to problem situations. When the two systems, state child welfare and

Indian culture, were forcedby circumstances to deal with each other, the results

were almost always disastrous, with Indian people and their culture usually being

defeated by the stronger, more powerful state system.

The Cherokee Nation saw as its clear mission, therefore, the development of a

program to act as a buffer between Indian culture and the state child welfare

system in order to enable Cherokee families to obtain more positive outcomes and

to prevent unnecessary separation of Cherokee families and their children while

providing for the protection of those children. Our program was created to

address specific situations which were occurring all too frequently and were

hurting Cherokee people. Such a program, by definition, accomplishes our second

stated goal of avoiding duplication of existing child welfare services. Among

the specific situations which the Cherokee Nation's Indian Child Welfare Program

addresses are the following:

(1) The Language Barrier

It is estimated that 20-252 of the Cherokee Nation's 60,000 tribal members

speak the Cherokee language. In many of our traditional homes, Cherokee is

the only language used for daily communication along families. While most

of those persons who speak Cherokee also speak some English, many of them

prefer to speak Cherokee and are able to communicate much more expressively

in the Cherokee language. To our knowledge, none of the state child welfare

workers, judges, or district attorneys in our service area are fluent in

Cherokee, nor do they ask for an interpreter if the client appears able to

speak any English at all. This situation results in very poor communication

between Cherokee families and public authorities regarding child welfare

matters. One of the more tragic illustrations of this problem is the parent

who comes to the tribal office to request tribal child welfare staff to find

out why his or her child has been removed from the home by the police. Usually,

police officials and state child welfare staff have explained the removal to

the parent at the time, but due to the parent's fear and panic coupled with

his or her minimal grasp of English, the parent was unable to understand the

explanation given.
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Bilingual tribal child welfare staff have been able to provide assistance

to families in such situations, and we have done forceful advocacy with law

--enforcement and state child welfare and court officials to sensitize them to

the special attention that must be given .to communication with Cherokee-

...peaking families. By doing so, we have reached the point where state child

welfare workers often call on our bilingual child welfare staff to accompany

thee on investigations of complaints of child abuse or neglect involving

Cherokee-speaking families. In this way, the parents and children receive

full explanations of the alleged problem and the process in their own language

and are enabled to more fully and expressively explain their situation to

another Cherokee-speaker. Often, removal of the children from the home is

avoided simply by improved commOications.between the family and the state

child welfare worker.

Bilingual tribal staff are also skilled at explaining court procedures

and processes to Cherokee-speaking families, thus allaying the feeir of the

unknown which had often led to panic on the part of families who did not

understand the court system. We also insist that all Cherokee-speaking

clients and witnesses be provided with interpreters during court proceedings.

By simply addressing the obvious problem of language barriers, our program

has greatly improved communications and understanding between Cherokee people

and the state child welfare and court systems.

(2) Lack of Trust in Formal Systems

Indian people have good reasons to traditionally distrust the white

man's system of justice and agencies such as the Department of Human Services.

They have seen Indian children removed from their families, for no reason

apparent to the Indian community, and placed in institutions, foster homes,

and adoptive placements, never to be seen or heard from again.

Therefore, when an Indian child is removed from the home by the court,

even if on a temporary, emergency basis, Indian families tend to see the

situation as hopeless and often believe that there is no chance of their

child being returned to them, even if the court and the state child welfare

staff tell them that return is possible or even probable. The reaction of

many Indian parents upon removal of their child is to simply give up. They

feel powerless to fight the system. Almost always, they become depressed,

often severely so. Some turn to alcohol or drugs, and others simply move

away and disappear.
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The role of tribal child welfare staff is to develop trusting relationships

with the parents whose children have been removed and to help them see and

deal with the situation in a more hopeful, realistic manner. Often this

requires persistent casework efforts on behalf of tribal staff, as well as

negotiations with the courts and state child welfare workers to set realistic,

and attainable goals for the parents to accomplish in order to secure the

return of the child. Tribal staff expend as much time and effort as is

necessary in order to develop trusting, caring relationships with parents,

to enhance their self-confidence and sense of competence, and to provide

services to enable them to solve the problems which led to placement of their

children. Such intensive services are not limited to traditional casework

tasks, such as counseling and referral, but almost always involve strong

advocacy efforts; supportive services such as transportation, assistance with

finances and housing, coordination with medical resources, help with educational

or employment problems, and parent aide serviette; and the utilization of

existing community grassroots helping systems within the traditional context

of Cherokee culture.

The success of such services is borne out by the fact that during the first

three years of the Cherokee Nation's Indian Child Welfare Program, these

intensive services and advocacy efforts have resulted in 872 of Cherokee

children for whom the state has recommended removal from the home being able

to remain safely with the family.

In order to insure that these children remain safe in the homes of their

parents or extended family members, our Indian Child Welfare Program has a

policy of never closing a case on.a family. Even after the curt case has

been dismissed and the state child welfare case has been closed, we retain

each family on open status and check with them periodically to see that the

children are safe, that the family is continuing to function well, and to

let them know that we care about the welfare of their family and their

children. If problems arise, families feel free to call upon us for help,

and we again utilize all the resources available to enable the families to

deal with and find solutions to the problems confronting them.

(3) Cultural Differences

often situations which look like abuse or neglect to state child welfare

staff investigating an Indian family are simply cultural differences. One

example is the Indian concept of the extended family, in which a child is not
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merely the responsibility of his parents but also of a wide circle of

family members related by blood or by tradition. It is common for a child

to reside with family members other than parents for varying period, of

time and, sovietises, throughout his or her entire childhood. State child

welfare workers often perceive such situations as parental abandonment and

want to take action to correct the situation. Tribal staff intervene in

these instances to interpret the cultural values to tht. state workers and

the court to avoid the child being removed from what is, to the family, a

desirable and natural situation. Tribal staff have also done a great deal

of work to educate state child welfare workers and judges to this particular

cultural characteristic in order to prevent unnecessary investigations of

reported abandonment, which only sores to frighten and'alarm families.

Another natural difference which if often misinterpreted is the degree

of supervision which Indian parents feel is appropriate for children.

Indian people tend to believe that children require a certain amount of

freedom in order to explore the world and learn from their experiences.

Children are judged not by their chronological age but by the degree of

maturity and responsibility which they have acquired. An Indian parent may

-feel perfectly comfortable with leaving and eight year old child at home alone

for limited period, of time or with leaving a ten year old child to look after

younger siblings. Often, family members or neighbors are close by and available

to the child should he or she need assistance. On the other hand, most police

departments will pick up any child under the age of twelve who is without

direct adult supervision, and often state child welfare workers will request

the court to order emergency removal in such situations. By educating police

and state child welfare workers to look more closely at such situations and

to try to see the circumstances free the Indian parent's point of view, many

such emergency removal. are being avoided. In cases where removal occurs

under such circumstances, tribal staff are usually able to facilitate the

prompt return of the child and the avoidance of court action.

A number of other such situations arising out of the disparity between

the values of our Indian culture and those of white society occur. Tribal

staff are usually able to help resolve such situations through negotiation

with and education of the state systems.

(4) Poverty and Neglect

A great many of our Indian people in Oklahoma live in abject poverty.

Unemployment is high among Cherokees, and 27.4% of the families receiving Aid
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to Families with Dependent Children in the nine counties totally within the

boundaries of the Cherokee Nation are Indian, compared with a statewide

percentage of 112 Indian recipients. These figures are particularly striking

when it is noted that only 5.62 of the population of .0klahoma. is Indian,

according to the 1980 U. S. Census.

Poverty is often confused with child neglect, particularly by state child

welfare workers who tend to be white and have middle -class values. To avoid

needless removal of Cherokee children from their homes due to poverty which

looks like neglect, our tribal child welfare staff have been trained to

become specialists in discriminating between the two and are often called

upon by state child welfare workers to assist in initial investigations of

complaints of child neglect. In this way, we are able to prevent removal of

children for alleged neglect where the real problem is poverty. We are also

able to offer services to these families to help them locate resources for

employment, training, and financial assistance to enable them to raise their

economic standard of living, not just for the children but for the family as

a whole.

In cases where neglect is identified but is not severe enough to warrant

removal of the children, many state child welfare staff refer the families to

our tribal child welfare program for services. We also receive neglect referrals

from other agencies, from family members, and from individuals in the community.

We provide intensive services to such families, based on trusting relationships,

to help them to understand the effects on the children and to build their self-

confidence to enable them to make positive clamps and remediate the neglectful

situation,

The Cherokee Nation Indian Child Welfare Program considers working with

neglectful families to be our specialty. Other agencies are reluctant to deal

with neglect due to the fact that change usually comes very slowly, if at all,

and a great deal of patience and genuine concern is required to really be able

to assist a neglectful family. We feel that the problem of child neglect has

long been overlooked, ignored, and put aside by state child welfare agencies,

and we are committed to filling this service gap by making child neglect services

a priority of our program. In general, tribal staff have usually been able to

obtain positive results with neglectful families. Although gains are often

slow and difficult to measure, we feel we have had a positive impact on reducing

child neglect among the families with whom we have worked.
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(5) Alcohol-Related Problems

There is often a great disparity between the way Indian people and

.white people view the alcohol Vroblem among Indians. While a white person,

such as a state child welfare worker, bay view a person as an abusing or

"neglecting parent who also drinks, Indian peOple may look at that same

person and see a basieally good parent who loves his or her children but

may be abusing or neglecting them due to severs problems with alcohol abuse.

State courts and child welfare workers may view the alcohol problem as a

contributing factor and request that the parent receive alcohol treatment

in conjunction with a Multi-faceted service plan. Tribal child welfare

workers, on the other hand, realise that, until the alcohol abuse is stopped,

the parent is incapable of carrying out any of the other provisions of a

court-ordered service plan and is being set up for failure. Our staff's

first priority is to help the client obtain treatment for the alcohol problem,

including inpatient treatment if needed,. utilising all the resources available

through Indian organisations and other agencies foi alcohol treatment. Once

the parent stops drinking, the concomitant problems usually abate as well, and

often the children can be safely returned home at that point. We also realize

cLat alcoholism is a lifelong problem, that relapses may occur, and that

consistent follow-up and Berates, may be needed for-years in order to insure

that the children remain safe and protected.

(6) Extended Family and Intra-Tribal Placement of Children

It has been a long, difficult battle to insure that state courts and

state child welfare staff comply with the Indian Child Welfare Act requirements

for extended family placement. It is much easier for a state worker to place

a child into a readily available white foster home than to seek out extended

family placements. Our tribal child welfare staff have been very insistent

that extended family placements be lode where possible, and let have backed up

our insistence with concrete assistance in locating and evaluating extended

family placements. By doing so, we have reached a point where extended family

placements are the norm rather than the exception for children who must be

separated from their parents to insure their safety.

We have also worked very diligently to insure that Cherokee children are

placed in Cherokee foster and adoptive homes when there are no relative place-

ments available. We feel that our role is to serve as a link between the

foster and adoptive home programs of the Department of Human Services and the

people of our Cherokee communities. We have taken an active responsibility in
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recruiting, screening, and assisting in the certification process of

Cherokee families for foster and adoptive care. Through our intensive

efforts in this area over the past year, the nulimir of state-certified

Cherokee foster hoses in northeastern Oklahoma has increased from 17 in

February, 1983, to 40 in January, 1984. We have also recruited and re-

ferred a sufficient number of Cherokee adoptive parents that no Cherokee

child has had to be adopted to a non - Cherokee family since the inception

of our tribe], child welfare program..

The number of Cherokee families needing services from our Indian Child Welfare

Program is far sore that our program has been able to serve on the funds allotted

by the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Program staff estimate that they could easily

identify 4,000 5,000 persons per year among our tribe who are involved in

abusing or neglecting situations or are at high risk for abuse or neglect. Our

services are limited, then, not by the lack of need, but by the amount of funds

and staff we have been able to obtain, During each year that out budget and

staff have increased, so also have the numbers of our referrals. Yet we are

still unable to reach all of the potential child welfare clients among our

population due to lock of sufficient staff and resources. The following table

will serve to further emphasise this points
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PROGRAM
YEAR

FUNDS
REQUESTED

FUNDS
clump

PERSONS
pump,

-NOTICES/
REFERRALS
RECEIVED

NEW COURT COURT
CASES APPEARANCES
(INTERVENTIONS)

CLIENT
CONTACTS

AGENCY
CONTACTS

FOSTER/
ADOPTIVE
CONTACTS

INFORMATION/
WIRRAL

1979-8Q $68,116* -0-

1980-81 $252,188 $40,604 510 118 17 14 188 502 28 42

1981-82 $249,508 $70,487 557 129 27 4S 783 670 24 81

1982-83 $276,959 $138,109 1,042 146 30 61 2,056 2,458 156 373

1983-84 $271,707 $166,030 1,100** 335 27 80 3,155 ::,546 154 187

(Partial:
752 of
current
program
year)

1984-85 $289,621 $157,047***
(Begins

4:-1)
7/1/84)

?.),t9.

*A914:

*Planning Funds Requested

af014
**Estimated

***Verbal notification only. Have not yet received official Notice of Grant Award for FY 1984-85.

erg
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The decreased amount of funding available to Indian Child Welfare Programa

comes at a time when child abuse and neglect is Increasing nationwide and

such programs are more crucial than aver. In the nine countisc of north-

eastern Oklahoma which are wholly within the boundaries of the Cherokee

Nation, the number of confirmed incidents of child abuse and neglect has

increased by 400% over the past four years. This drastic increase is due

partly to economic stress in our area but may also partially be due to

increased reporting as a result of more publicity and visibility of such

programs as our Indian Child Welfare Program. Nationwide, 45 states

reported increases in 1983, according to the American Humane Association.

Tribal Indian Child Welfare Programs are working well and are providing

direct services to prevent children from being harmed while preventing

family separation. Tribal programs are filling a gap in services which

has been catastrophically damaging to Indian people over the years and has

resulted in untold numbers of Indian children being uprooted from their

families and their culture.

Tribal Indian Child Welfare Programs are able to provide services economically

and without the waste so often present in state and federally operated programs.

In our current Indian Child Welfare budget, for example, 72% of our total grant

is utilized for direct personnel costs, including alp.eies,.fringe benefits,

and contractual attorney services. Our average cost per client per year,

based on our total budget, is only $112.00. Few programa can manage the

intensive, quality services we provide on that amount of money.

Almost all the problems experienced by our tribe in conjunction with the

Indian Child Welfare Act result from the funding procedures utilized by the

Bureau of Indian Affairs. Indian Child Welfare funds are awarded on the basis

of competitive annual grants. Each tribe competes against all other tribes and

urban programs within its Bureau Service Area. The disadvantages and problems

of this system include the following:

Lei tail

(1) The competitive nature of the grants inhibits cooperation among

tribes. Full and complete cooperation among tribes and urban programs

located in the same geographic region is absolutely essential to the

fulfillment of the provisions and the intent of the Indian Child Welfare

Act. While most tribes and urban organizations have made an effort to
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rise above the competitive aspects of funding in order to coordinate

to provide more and better services to our Indian people, the underlying

awareness of the competitive grant process permeates all our dealings

with each other and inhibits trust and cooperation.

(2) Preparation of a full and complete proposalhlegh Isar takes a

great deal of staff time away from direct services. The proposal

preparation is time-consuming and repetitive, as is the Bureau's

annual proposal review process.

(3) Due to the competitive annual grant process, it is impossible

for tribes to adequately plan programs for more than one year at a

time. The one-year nature of the grants inhibits tribes from expanding

program scope to include components which cannot be completed within

one year. For example, our tribe has considered implementing our own

foster home program, but the prospect of initiating such a program one

year, placing children in foster care, then possi' ;ly receiving no

grant the following year and leaving children in limbo in foster homes

prevents us from instituting such a program.

(4) The grant approval process places too little emphasis on a program's

previous performance. More weight should be given to program performance

reports and evaluations which indicate the level and quality of services

provided.

(5) No training or technical assistance has been made available to our

program by the Bureau for the past two years, other than a pra-submission

review of our proposal each year by the Agency Superintendent.

In view of the above-listed difficulties, we would respectfully make the

following recommendations:

(1) That overall funding for tribal Indian Child Welfare Programa be

increased substantially in order to allow current services to be expanded

to meet the critical unmet needs of abusive and neglectful Indian families

and to prevent the breakup of the Indian family unit.
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(2) That grants be awarded for at least a three year period, contingent .

upon satisfactory performance.

(3) That grant funds be distributed nationwide rather than on an Area-.

by-Area-formula.

(4) That the primary considerations in awarding of grants be:

. (A) Tribal population

(8) Demonstrated program performance.

(3) That the provision of training and technical assistance to Indian

Child Welfare Programs should be a mandated function of each Area Social

Worker of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

In summary, the Indian Child Welfare Act is, as far as our tribe is concerned,

Affective in carrying out the intent of Congress to prevent the unnecessary ---

breakup of Indian families and to give Indian people the opportunity to solve

our own problems with child abuse and neglect. With the recommendations we -

have made, especially in regard to increased funding for tribal child welfare .

programs, we are confident that tribes will be able to completely fulfill the

purpose of the Indian Child Welfare Act and find solutions to the problems

which led to its passage by Congress.

On behalf of the Cherokee Nation of Oklahoma, I want to express my appreciation

for the opportunity to present our views to your Committee.

Ross 0. Swimmer, Principal Chief

Cherokee Nation of Oklahoma

Attachment: Joint Resolution of the Councils of the

Cherokee Nation of Oklahoma and the 3astern Band of the Cherokees
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. Joint Council Meeting
of

Eastern land of Cherokee Indians
and the

Cherokee Nation of Oklahoma
April 8-7, 1984

led Clay Historical Area
Cleveland, Tennessee

RESO.UTION NO. (1984)

WHEREAS; The Indian Child Welfare Act was messed to encourage Indian Tribes
to provide wuch,.needed-social services to the children of their
membership, and

WEREAS: the Act has been successfully implemented by tNe.Cherokee Notion
and the Eastern Bend of Cherokee Indians, and

WHEREAS: There have been reductions in funding to the tribes although the
ratings of the grants have been high, evaluations of the programs
superior, and the Bureau of Indian Affairs held its annual training
program in Cherokee to "show-off" the program.

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED by the Tribal Council of the Eastern Band of
,Cherokee Indians and the Cherokee Nation, meeting jointly at the
Red Cliy.Historical Area, that both tribes will exert their influ-
ence thibugn their congressional delegations to encourage full
funding of the Indian.Child Welfare Act.

BE IFFURTHER RESOLVED that both tribes will meet with representatives of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs to discuss the continuing need for funding
of their propems and the necessity to reward program excellence
with genuine support for their goals in funds as well as praise.

CERTIFICATION

We, the officials of the Castern Band of Cherokee Indians and the Cherokee
Nation of Oklahoma do hereby certify that the Council members in attendance
at thi legally called joint meeting in which there was a quorum present on
April 7th /84 adopted the foregoing resolution.

use
Cheroke

wiener, Principal Chief
Nation of Oklahoma

AfIX./,-/
1 Man if or Deputy Chief

.Ctorokee Nation of oklahoma

Robert Young r, Pr nips' Chief
Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians

Jooe:0644--
Robin Toineeta, Vice Chief
Eastern Sand of Cherokee Indians
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Colville Confederated Tribes
P.O. Box 150- blevelen% Washington 99155 (509) 6344711

May 30, 1954

RECEIVED JUN 0 Mi

Senator Mark Andrews, Chairman
Select Committee on Indian Affairs
U.S. Senate
Washington D.C. 20510

Attention: Pete Taylor

Honorable Mark Andrews:

The purpose of this letter 18 to submit the enclosed signed
resolutions from the Colville Confederated Tribes regarding the
Indian Child Welfare Act 1p.L. 95 - SOS).

Please include the resolutions as part of the written
testimony for the record.

Your consideration and assistance is greatly appreciated.

Sincerely,

COLVILLE CONFEDERATED TRIBES

Enclosures:

EK;AA:hp

CC:

Al Aubertin, Chairman
Colville Business Council

H.E.W. Committee, C.C.T.
Steven Unger
Don Milligan
Larry Jordan, HRD Director
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1984-365

RESOLUTION

WHEREAS, the Colville Business Council is the governing body of the
Confederated Tribes of the Colville Indian Reservation, Washington, by
authority of the Constitution and By-laws of the Tribes as approved on

.February 26, 1938, by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs; and

WHEREAS, "the Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978 (PL 95-608) was
enacted by the U.S. Congress to establish standards for the placement of
Indian children in foster or adoptive homes and to prevent the breakup
of Indian-families;"

WHEREAS, "the U.S. Congress has declared that it is the policy of
the Nation to protect the best interests of Indian children and to promote
the stabability and security of Indian tribes and families by the estab-
lishment of minimum Federal standards for the removal of Indian children
from their families and the placement of such children in foster or adoptive
homes which will reflect the unique values of Indian culture;"

WHEREAS, the states, exercising Jurisdiction over Indian child custody
proceedings through administrative and judicial bodies, have often failed to
recogaize the essential tribal relations of Indian people and the cultural

. and social standards prevailing in Indian communities and families;"

WHEREAS, in order to accomplish the above goals Indian tribal govern-
. meats, Indian organizations, and the Bureau of Indian Affairs mutn. develop
and implement a system for monitoring and technical assistance to state
courts, state agencies, and private agencies;"

WHEREAS, the Colville Confederated Tribes obtained Exclusive Jurisdiction
of Child Welfare matters on February 14, 1980.

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that we, the Colville Business Council, meeting
in SPECIAL Session, this 21st day of MAY, 1984,at the Colville Indian Agency,
Nespelem, Washington, acting for and in behalf of the Colville Confederated
Tribes, do hereby authorize a committee to develop methods of monitoring State
Courts on Child Welfare proceedings on a State by State basis.

The foregoing was duly enacted by the Colville Business Council by a vote
of 11 FOR 0 AGAINST, under authority contained in Article V, Section 1(a) of
the Constitution of the Confederated Tribes of the Colville Reservation, rati-
fied by the Colville Indians on February 26, 1938, and approved by the Commis-
sioner of Indian Affairs on April 19, 1938.

ATTEST:

Al Aubertin,. Chairman
Colville Business Council
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1984-364

RESOLUTION
WHEREAS, the Colville Business Council is the governing body of the

Confederated Tribes of the Colville Indian Reservation, Washington, by
authority of the Constitution and By-Laws of 'the Tribes as approved on
February 26, 1938, by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs; and

WHEREAS, "The Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978 (PL 95-608) was enacted
by the U. S. Congress to establish standards for the placement of Indian
children in foster or adoptive homes and to prevent thu breakup of Indian
families;" and

WHEREAS, "the U. S. Congress has declared that it is the policy of
the Nation to protect the best interests of Indian children and to promote
the stablity and security of Indian tribes and families by the establish-
ment of minimum FEderal standards for the removal of Indian children from
their families and the placement of such children in foster or adoptive
homes which will reflect the unique values of Indian cultural" and

WHEREAS, "the states, exercising Jurisdiction over Indian child custody
proceedings through administrative and judicial bodies, have often failed to
recognize the essential tribal relations of Indian people and the cultural
and social standards prevailing in Indian communities and families;" and

WHEREAS, in order to accomplish the above goals Indian tribal govern-
ments, Indian organizations, and the Bureau of Indian Affairs must develop
and implement a system for monitoring and technical assistance to State
courts, state agencies, and private agencies; and

WHEREAS, the Colville Confederated Tribes obtained Exclusive Jurlsdic-
tion of Child Welfare matters on February 14, 1980.

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that
in SPECIAL Session, this 21st day of
Nespelem, Washington, acting for and
Tribes, do hereby recommend that the
placements and reglinquishments.

wc, the Colville Business Council, meeting
HAY, 1984, at the Colville Indian Agency,
i' behalf of the Colville Confederated
It ian,Child Welfare Act include voluntary

The foregoing was duly enacted by the Colville Business Council by a
vote of 10 FOR 0 AGAINST, under authority contained in Article V, Section 1(a)
of the Constitution of the Confederated Tribes of the Colville Reservation,
ratified by the Colville Indians on February 26, 1938, and approved by the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs on April 19, 1938.

ATTEST:

Al Aubertin, Chairman
Colville Business Council
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1984-363

RESOLUTION

WHEREAS, the Colville Business Council is the governing body of the
Confederated Tribes of the Colville Indian Reservation, Washington, by
authority of the Constitution and By -lava of the Tribes as approved on
February 26, 1938, by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs; and

WHEREAS, "The Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978 (PL 95-608) was enacted
by the U. S. Congress to establish standards for the placement of Indian
children in foster or adoptive homes and to prevent the breakup of Indian
families;" and

WHEREAS, "the U. S. Congress has declared that it is the policy of the
Nation to protect the best interests of Indian children and to promote the
_stablity and security of Indian tribes and families by the establishment of
minimum Federal standards for the removal of Indian children from their
families and the placement of such children in foster or adoptive homes
which will reflect the unlcue values of Indian culture;" and

WHEREAS, "the states, exercising Jurisdiction over Indian child custody
proceedings through administrative and judicial bodies, have often failed to
recognize the essential tribal relations of Indian people and the cultural
and social standards prevailing in Indian communities and families; 'and

WHEREAS, in order to accomplish the above goals Indian tribal governments
Indian organizations, and the Bureau of Indian Affairs must develop and imple-
ment a system for monitoring and technical assistance to state courts, state
agencies, and private agencies; and

WHEREAS, the Colville Confederated Tribes obtained Exclusive Jurisdiction
of Child Welfare matters on February 14, 1980.

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that we, the Colville Business Council, meeting
in SPECIAL Session, this 21st day of HARCH,1984, at the Colville Indian Agency,
Nespelem, Washington, acting for and in behalf of the Colville Confederated
Tribes, do hereby recommend an appropriated amount of $15 H for purpose of
implementing the Indian Child Welfare Act.

The foregoing was duly enacted by the Colville Business Council by a
vote of 11 FOR 0 AGAINST, under authority contained in Article V, Section 1(a)
of the Constitution of the Confederated Tribes of the Colville Reservation,
ratified by the Colville Indians on February 26, 1938, and approved by the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs on April 19, 1938.

37 -608 0 - 84 20

ATTEST:

Al Aubertin, Chairman
Colville Business Council
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May 16, 1984

WRITTEN TESTIMONY

COMMENTS AND RECOMENDATIONS

Submitted by

THE OREGON LEGISLATIVE COMMISSION ON INDIANSERVICES

To

THE CONGRESSIONAL OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE

On the Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978

Honorable Senator Mark Andrews and Winbersofthe Oversight Committee:

The Commission on Indian Services was created in 1975 by
Oregon statute to advise the State of Oregon and others on the
needi and concerns of American Indians in the State of Oregon.
As part of this obligation, the Commission wishes to urge you to .

review these comments and redommendations relating to the Indian
Child Welfare Act of 1978.

GENERAL COMMENTS

The Indian Child Wslfare Act is a powerful law for Indian
children, families and tribes. In many instances it has reunited
Indian families and has spared much of the trauma of unwarranted
separation. Among, some of the positive effects of the ICWA are
that it has insured Indian tribes a role in determining custody
proceedings and has improved and enhanced state/tribal relations
in working with Indian children and families.

RECOMMENDATIONS;

1. THE COMMISSION ON INDIAN SERVICES RECOMMENDS AN INCREASE IN

THE LEVEL OF FUNDING FOR IOWA PROGRAMS.- Though the Act has had
positive impact, it hasn't been enough. The potential impact is
lessened because of the lack o, resources available to tribes.
Most Oregon tribes do not have the resources to fund their own
tribal child welfare programs and therefore are dependent upon
federal funding. When such funding is not forthcoming, then
tribes are unable to provide needed family services.

Also because of a lack of resources, tribes are often not
able to exert the full rights they have under the Act. If a
tribe feels it cannot provide the needed social services, it will
not request that cases be transferred to tribal courts or that
the child be placed on the reservation. Congress can and should
fulfill its trust responsibility to Indian people and the hope it

created in passing the ICWA by providing adequate levels of
funding. This Commission recommends a funding level of at least
20 million dollars.
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2. THE COMMISSION ON INDIAN SERVICES RECOMMENDS A CHANGE IN
THE PRESENT METHOD OF FUNDING FOR ICWA PROGRAMS. The annual
competitive process reduces the impact of even the minimal
funding that has been available. Under the present funding
method, programs are funded only for 1 year and then must reapply
and compete with other applicants for funding. This may result
in a newly funded grantee setting up a program, establishing
contacts in the community, and being looked to as a service
provider, only to close after one year because it did not receive
a grant the next year. To avoid this, a different method of
funding ICWA programs should be developed, such as entitlements
or multi-year funding.

3. THE COMMISSION ON INDIAN SERVICES RECOMMENDS THE
ESTABLISHMENT OF A MECHANISM TO MONITOR STATE, FEDERAL, AND
TRIBAL COMPLIANCE OF THE ACT. None exists. Neither the Bureau
of Indian Affairs nor ary other agency is charged with monitoring
compliance. Non-ComplizIce does exist be it due to ignorance,
misunderstanding, or flagrant violation.

4. THE COMMISSION ON INDIAN SERVICES RECOMMENDS THAT A NOTICE
TO TRIBES BE REQUIRED UNDER THE ACT FOR VOLUNTARY PLACEMENTS.
Though the Act requires notice to tribes, authorizes tribal
intervention, and provides for invalidation of proceedings for
involuntary placements; there is no such clarity regarding
voluntary placements. The Act does provide that tribes may alter
the voluntary palcement preferences by resolution, but there is
no requirement that tribes be contacted to ascertain this
preference. Because of this absence of a clear invalidation
provision, those handling voluntary adoptins may conclude that
they can ignore the placement preferences of the Act with
impunity.

5. THE COMMISSION ON INDIAN SERVICES RECOMMENDS DEVELOPING
CLARITY IN THE DEFINITION OF CHILD CUSTODY PROCEEDINGS. At
present it is unclear if such proceedings include cases when the
state intervenes in an Indian home and places a child under state
supervision but does not remove the child from the home. In such
cases, the tribe should be notified and the provisions of the Act
should apply.

6. THE COMMISSION ON INDIAN SERVICES RECOMMENDS FURTHER
DEVELOPMENT OF EMERGENCY REMOVAL PROVISIONS WHICH CLEARLY
APPLY AND ARE FAVORABLE TO EMERGENCY REMOVAL OF INDIAN
CHILDREN DOMICILED IN OFF-RESERVATION HOMES. At present, the
only reference in the Act to emergency removal is to children
domiciled on a reservation.

7. THE COMMISSION ON INDIAN SERVICES RECOMMENDS CLEAR
INCLUSION OF TERMINATED TRIBES IN THE PROVISIONS OF THE ICWA.
Oregon tribes were the most seriously affected by Congress's
Termination Policy in the 1950's and early 60's. Of the 109
tribes and bands terminated nationally, 62 of them were in
Oregon. Nevertheless, many of these tribes and bands continue to
exist as distinct communitys of Indian people and some have been
able to have their federal recognition restored. ICWA policy
specifically allows for the funding of Child Welfare programs of
terminated tribes but does not extend as specifically, the
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protections and safeguards guarenteed by the Act to such
terminated Tribes. The families and children of these tribes
have a need for these safeguards and protections equal to, if not
greater than the needs of those families and children of
federally recognized tribes. This gross inconsistency must be
remedied to include the terminated tribes.

In closing, I wish to say again that the IOWA is working in
Oregon. Our courts, State childron's authority, and the
Legislature are fully aware and committed to its application as
demonstrated by the withstanding of a challenge to the Act's
constitutionality, the informal extension of tLe spirit of the
law to terminated tribes, and the passage of a 1983 law amending
Oregon adoption statutes requiring compliance with the Act. We
do though, need it to work better.

Although there are other technical problems with the Act, we
include no further recommendations. Should the Committee
consider technical amendments to the ICWA, we would welcome the
chance to comment upon them.

Thank you for the opportunity to share our views.

Respectfully submitted on behalf of the Oregon Legislative Commission on
Indian Services by:

Katherine M. Gorospe,

i'e.utotut.IA,c2. . 4)4.3L-C2-1Cal--1
Executive Secretary, Commission on Indian Services
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TESTIMONY SUNNITE= TO

TON SONATA SMOOT COMMON CO INDIAN MAIMS

MARDI'S 12111.111ONITATION OP TIM

IMDIALI CNILD MPhil ACT

SUBMITTED BY THE

CONFEDARATED TRIBES OP SILO'S INDIANS OF =NOON

May 30, 1984

The Confederated Tribes of Siletz Indians of Oregon has had

tremendous success enhancing family welfara and preventing the

unwarranted breakup of tribal families since passage of the Indian

Child Welfare Act of 1978. Although funding levels for Title II

programs are kept woefully low by inadequate appropriations, and

tribes are forced to compete for these funds, our Tribe's social

service program has continued to provide needed services and legal

representation to troubled families.

Despite the overall success of efforts to implement the

Indian Child Welfare Act, over the years we have identified

several areas where the Act was not wholly adequate to meet the

pending emergency. Below we set forth the areas where we think

improvement in the Act is appropriate and offer justification for

our recommendations.
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On several occasions, we have encountered opposition to our

intervention in cases involving Silets families because the

children were not eligible for "enrollment." For example, two

children in a family with the same mother but different fathers,

one of whom is not eligible for enrollment, arguably will receive

separate treatment in a state custody proceeding. This can happen

even though both children are culturally part of the Tribe and are

looked upon by the Tribe as members of our community.

This denial of rights stems primarily from state agencies'

failure to understand the distinction between "enrollment" and

"membership." We suggest, therefore, that the term "membership" be

added to the definitions end be defined as follows:

"Membership" shall mean being enrolled or eligible for
enrollment in an Indian tribe or being considered by an
Indian Tribe to be a part of that Indian community.

We also have had difficulty on occasion involving our social

service people in state rehabilitative programs for troubled

Siletz families because no formal "child custody proceeding" had

been initiated. For example, in some cases, the state social

service people are able to impose standards of conduct on a family

under the threat of filing a custody case. Thus, the family is

embroiled with the state social service agency, with family

breakup as the possible end result, without the legal right to the

support mechanism provided by tribal social services. Therefore,

we suggest that the definition of child custody proceeding be

expanded to include the following as subsection (v) of section (2)

of the definitions:
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Any other state agency involvement with an Indian family
which could result in a foster care placement,
termination of parental rights, preadoptive placement or
adoptive placement- -as defined herein.

To be consistent with the foregoing, the first sentence of 25

U.S.C. S1912(a) should be amended to read as tollows: In any

involuntary, child custody proceeding in a state court...." This

change would ensure that the tribes are given notice of any

involuntary action which could result in a foster care placement

or termination of parental rights.

Our Tribe also has identified situations where indigent

families were denied the appointment of counsel in "informal" or

"preliminary" hearings. Because the informal hearing do not make

"legal" determinations of custody, the state agency justifies its

failure to appoint 'counsel for the parents.

In many instances, however, these informal hearings are the

critical stage in a case, for it is the failure to meet

unreasonable standards imposed on the family at these proceedings

which result in the initiation of a custody case. To avoid this

situation, we suggest the first sentence of 25 U.S.C. 51912(b) be

amended to read as follows:

In any case in which the court oz_state_Agengy
determines indigency, the parent or Innen custodian
shall have the right to court appointed counsel in any
child custody proceeding as, defined. herein.

This will ensure that families are appointed counsel at all stages

of proceedings which could have an effect on family unity.

Our Tribe also has experienced difficulty in reviewing the

case files of state social service agencies even though these
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records were relied upon in preparing evidence presented to

support the breakup of an Indian family. As the Act reads

presently, we have only the right to review those records which

have been submitted the court and on which the court might rely

in making a determination. Under state law, we have greater

authority to receive records but it has been argued that because

we received our party status pursuant to the Indian Child Welfare

Act and not state law, we are limited to the discovery granted by

the Act. To correct this situation, we suggest that 25 U.S.C.

S1912(c) be modified to read as follows:

Each party to a foster care placement or termination of
parental rights proceeding under State law involving an
Indian child shall have the sap, right.of discovery as
any other party. to the
shall have the sight to MainemaLoomx11 reports or
other documents filed with the court w
reviewed in, preoarstion.for giving oral es mon a
hearing involving foster placement or term nat on of
parental rights.

In one case, our Tribe faced an interpretation by an attorney

for the State of Oregon that a request for anonymity on the part

of a parent in an adoption case was grounds to preclude any tribal

involvement in the adoptive placement of a tribal member. This

interpretation is wholly inconsistent with the requirement that

every placement follow the placement preference of the Act absent

good cause and the requirement only that weight be given to

requests for anonymity by parents. To prevent this kind of

unreasonable interpretation, we request that the proviso at the

end of S1915(c) be amended to read as follows:

Provided, That where a consenting parent evidences a
desire for anonymity, the court or agency shall give
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To further ensure that the tribes' placement preferences are

followed, we suggest that 51914 be amended and renumbered as

51916. Thus, 51915 would become 51914 and 5191G would become

S1915. These provisions then would be followed by what is now

51914, which should be amended to read as follows:

Any Indian child who is the subject of'any action for
foster care placement or termination of parental rights
under state law, or
mlinglialmant, any parevitsto ar12 "int%
c:---ffidketiTchild was removed, and the Indian child's
tribe may petition any court of competent jurisdiction
to invalidate such action upon a showing that such
action violated any provision of Sections. 1911,1912,
1913, 1914 or 1915 of this Title.

By accomplishing the foregoing, states will be required not

only to fulfill the jurisdictional, remedial services, voluntary

consent and burdens of proof standards imposed by the Act but also

will be required to meet the placement preferences of the tribes.

Failure to do so will create the poisibility of having a

disposition overturned at a later date. While the Act presently

implies that placements made in violation of the preferences are

subject to being vacated in the future, it does not explicitly so

provide. The foregoing recommendation will ensure that no question

exists regarding the intent of the Act to enforce tribal placement

preferences.

The Tribe also sOggests that 61916(a) (under our

recommendation, 61915(a)] be modified slightly to ensure that

biological parents have the opportunity to reacquire custody of
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their child following a failed adoption. As it stands now, the

provision does not specifically require notice to such parents

following the failed adoption. Thus, we suggest that S1916(a) be

amended to read as follows:

Not withstanding state law to the contrary, whenever a
final decree of adoption of an Indian child has been
vacated or set aside or the adoptive parents voluntarily
consent to the termination of their parental rights to
the child, a biological parent or prior Indian custodian
shall be give p notice and ,the opportunity. to petition
for return of custody and the court shall grant such
petition unless there is a showing, in a proceeding
subject to the provisions of 51912 of this Title, that
such return of custody is not in the best interest of
the child.

Finally, we have a suggestion regarding emergency placements

under S1922. As the Act stands now, the State has no authority to

take emergency custody of an Indian child who is not subject to

the exclusive jurisdiction of an Indian tribe by virtue of his

residence or domicile on an Indian reservation. The remedial

services and other provisions technically must be complied with if

the child is otherwise subject to state actions before a removal

can be effected.

.We have heard state agencies threaten that they will not

touch any emergency case involving an Indian child. They fear

that, unless they can determine that the child is a resident or is

domiciled on a reservation, the removal will be invalid. clearly,

this creates a threatening situation for the children of our Tribe

and we suggestthat the S1922 be amended as follows:

Nothing in this subchapter shall be construed to prevent
the emergency removal of an Indian child, teaardl se of

Y., hP.th4r.-11.9....2iP.he 2142-1.pp_Vig
.1.11. tribe,`e, from s parent or

"" 1
4.01V2
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Indian custodian or the emergency placement of such
child in a foster home or institution, under applicable
State law, in order to prevent the imminent physical
damage or harm to the child. The State' authority,
official, or agency involved shall ensure that the
emergency removal or placement terminates immediately
when such removal or placement is no longer necessary to
prevent the imminent physical damage or harm to the
child - - id< too t

caminierivimm-s-mnir=11.Trzons_ ,
-.. .1171"..= _11=.774 10117 '3 .77ACTIRT111= r.f VIT.irl

All11111MITTIIM/!.. rang er tne
di 41/111131111111-111F_ . ;ET41111714

c to t e ur s ct on o t e appropriate Indian
tribe, or restore the child to, the parent. or Indian
custodian as may be appropriate.

This recommendation also attempts to clarify the present

wording of 51922, which is somewhat confusing about what rights it

grants to states. States have used the present provision to

'initiate custody proceedings even where the emergency which caused

the initial removal had ceased to exist. While that may be

appropriate if the state otherwise has jurisdiction, clearly the

-Act did not intend to give states continuing jurisdiction if the

child otherwise was subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the

tribe.

Again, we want to emphasise our complete support for the

Indian Child Welfare Act and the benefits our Tribe and our

families have received from it. The foregoing suggestions are

merely ideas which reflect ways in which we feel the Act can

better work for us. We thank the Committee for the opportunity to

submit the testimony.
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CONSORTNM or COASTAL INDIAN RANO4ERIAS
INDIAN CHILD IL FAMILY SERVICES

P.O. ticat 1120
Trinidad, California 95570

707677.3035

RECEIVED MAY 0 L
May 1, 1984

Senator Mark Andrews, Chairman
Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs

838 Hart Building
Weshington, D.C. 20510

Dear camittee Members,

The Consortium has operated a program funded unuer the Indian Child Welfare

Act since September, 1981. Program activities include family supportive services,

recruitment of Indian foster and adoptive hams, and cultural activities for

Indian children living in non-Indian homes.

Because of the distance and cost involved in attending the recently held

oversite hearings on the ICIA, our not able to mend samone to

testify. However, the following written testimony is being submitted by our

organization for ;As record. It is our understanding that the record is Met

open for written testiaony for two weeks after the hearing date.
Our concerns

deal mainly with the issues of the ICe implementation and the funding process.

ICNA VPLEMMATIM

One of our biggest concerns is the fact that the Act as written applies

only to a mall meter of Indian children in California. Although the Act should

he liberally construed in order to be in accord with the intent of Congress,

many agencies take a strict interpretation in determining if the provisions of

the Act apply to Indian children.
All California Indians are MON= of aboriginal

Indian tribes which have existed in California andwhich continue to exist today.

Yet none of these tribes are the Indian tribes which are federally recognized

today. The federally recognized tribes are these Indian entities which are fron

the reservations and reacherias created by the federal goverment within California.

These federally recognised tribes are very important, Weaver the ICE rights of

all California Indians are also very Important even if they are not enrolled

meters of federally recognized tribes from reservations. The provisions of the

Act should also apply to their children. The DIA Guidelines to State Courts

Del Norte County Outreach Moe 227 PeteMalt Crescent City, California 95531 170714641121

, Humboldt County Outreach Office 904 G Street Eureka, California 95501 1707144S9009
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state "Enrollment is-the-coupon evidentiary means of establishing Indian status
but it is not the only means...." A definition of Indian child and tribe which
-takes into account the historical and legal relationship of Indians should be
nude. The question of eligibility for services as resolved by the Snyder Act
and court interpretations of the Snyder Act should be foliaged in determining if
the Act applies to an Indian child. This would include a broader base of California
Indians. . .

The IC WR also contains sale significant oversights. The Act does not require
notice to anyone regarding pre-adoptive or adoptive hearings. It also limits
the right to inter/me to two situations - foster oars placements and termination
of parental rights. After the Indian parent's rights are terminated, there does
not appear to be any way for any party to intervene at some later date to ensure
that the court follows pre-adoptive and adoptive pleasrent preference required
by the Act. Even if ecneone could intervene, no one =Id be aware of their
intervention rights since there is no notice provision. Similarly Section 1916 (a)
gives petition rights to Indian parents or custodians (fells:wing specified events)
but there is no notice requirement to either of the parties, so they would not
know the appropriate tie to petition. Section 1916 (b) likewise indicates that
changes in placement should meet provisions of the Act but in certain instances
of foster care, pre-adoptive and adoptive placements, no notice requireuents are
called for. Also, the law bestows on an Indian child who use the subject of an

--adoptive placement, the right to apply for information. But unless the child
self-initiates or has self-knowledge, there is no provision of notice to the child
that he or she can apply for such information.

There is no mechanism to monitor state courts compliance with the Act. Many
state court decisions have not been efforts to deal positively with the goals of
the Act. Often times the courts actions defeat the intent of the Act. The fact
that the Act does not include placements based upon an act, which, if =witted by
an adult, would be derived a crime has been deterimental to some Indian youth. We
are aware of cams where Indian children have continued to be classified under the
"602" Welfare and Institutions Cads Section so that the provisions of the Act
would not have to be =plied with. In other circumstances these youth, based on
present behaviors, would have been reclassified as "601's". Cur program is also
aware of many cases where Indian children were placed in non-Indian hares at a
very young age. The court process mares so slimily that an Indian parent trying to
obtain custody has to face many delays in the proceedings. Usually by the time
a court decision regarding final placanent can bowed., the child has been in the
non-Indian hone several years. The relationship the child has developed with the
non-Indian caregivers is often cited as "good cause to the contrary" for not
following placement priority specified in the Act. Although the Guidelines to
State Courts stab that " children younger then 5 can be expected to adjust more
readily to change", these guidelines are ignored by the courts as are the potential
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detremental long range effects of the placement (ie. identity crisis, poor self -concept).

According to the guidelines the courts are to routinely ask if a child is an Indian

child. We are not aware of this question ever being asked in the courtroom as a

matter of course. Although the guidelines do not have binding legislative effect,

they are crucial to effective implerentation of the Act. They must be utilized by

attorneys in this field, and judges who must enforce the law. Utilization of the

guidelines wild have a tremendous impact on the outcome of individual cases.

There also is no mechanism to monitor compliance of the Act by state, county,

and private agencies involved in child welfare mattette Recently a state wide

survey was done by the California State Department of Social Services reviewing

compliance of provisions of the Act by county welfare departments. This survey

found a 70% - 80% failure rate for proper notification and that 50% of Indian
children were placed out of the preference order specified. The survey also Mosel

that proper identification of Indian children is a problem. We are concerned that

little or no action seems to be taken by the BIA offices on the notices of hearings

received. Local agencies routinely send required notices to the Bureau. What

happens to these notices when they are received is a mystery. Attempts to notify

the tribe seen minimal. As discussed earlier, in many cases, *tribes" are not

available to assist. Notices pursuant to the Act must be handled effectively

and quickly. It would be helpful to all involved if ICW programs within the geographic

area of the hearing are informed of the hearing by the Bureau.

A weakness of the Act is that it does not make provisions for providing legal

representation to tribes. Although tribes are given the right to intervene and be

a party to the hearing, most smaller tribes do not have the financial resources

to pay for legal representation. Tribes, as well as Indian parents and custodians,

should have the right to court appointed counsel if needed, to ensure their interests

are protected. If court appointed counsel is not available to the tribe, funding

for a lawyer should be available through the Bureau.

The Bureau should very strongly consider providing funds for legal services

for ICW cases routinely. The need for adequate legal representation is outstanding.

Perhaps a contract with an agency such as California Indian Legal Services could

be developed. Presently California Indian Legal Services has very little resources.

Because of their limited resources they seem reluctant to become involved in these

cases. Although court appointed counsel is often available for indigent parents,

this representation is usually insufficient. The attorney provides bare minter

required for the case and this naturally affects the outcome of the case. Securing

proper legal counsel is a must and the Act and the Bureau should address this

adequately.
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A higher level of funding is necessary nationwide in order to meet the needs
of Indian families, ie. legal representation, foster ham licensing by tribes,
and in order for tribes to isplem. the Act to it's fullest extend (ie. developing
tribal court systems in Pt. 280 states). In ord_for Pregrais cc tribes to
accept full responsibility for care/CustAiof Indian children needing placement

7-,- they must have resources Mailable to meet this responsibility. Atpcessnt,
funding levels of most programs do not allow this, so ultimately the decieions
affecting Indian children are still made by,ilocal governmental agencies. At one
ties there was Teich discussion of incressed'appropriaticos through additional
funds provided by the Department of Health and Human Services. This has yet to
materialize.

California's share of IG funds have been drastically reduced over the past
several years. Reductions imposed on California, the state with the largest
=bar of Indian residents, have been such greater than in other states. An
equitable share of ICH fisids, based cm population and need, nest ke restored
to California. The allocation system used in recent years have violated California
Indian's rights to equal protection under the.Act.

Within the state itself, funding should be distributed more equitably and
meaningfully. In our rural area, an IW program with a much smaller service area
aril population base than our program, gets $50,000 more in funding. Also, the
monthly reimbursement system used by the Bureau is sloe and mums severe cash
flew problem that affect service delivery. A rehearsing* system that pays
funds quarterly in advance may alleviate this problem.

The tine span allowed for preparation of grant proposals is not adequate. At
least 60 days should be allowed for this activity. Programs should be funded
on a more long-term basis. Having to reapply for funding every year is detrimental
to program development. This uncertainty of pemgrae existence year to year also
affects the IC1 program, relationships with other agencies. Often tines program
are preocncieved by these agencies to be short lived, inadequate and uninfluencial.
The stability offered by more long term funding would irprove this situation as
well as affect program development capability.

Although this testimony is not all inclusive, the issues presented here are
acre areas of concern. The opportunity to express these concerns as part of the
record of proceedings to the Senate Select Comaittee on Indian Affairs is
appreciated.

Sincerely,

JM:ah

114%4404.44)
Julie Mammarino, M.S.W.
Program Coordinator
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Copper River Native Association

ATNA T'AENE NENE'
Drawer H Copper Center, Alaska 99573 Phone (907) 522420

HS84 -1649

RECE:11/C0:71Y
2 f Mt

May 15, 1984

Senator Mark Andrews, Chairman
Select Committee on Indian Affairs

U.S. Senate
Washington, V.C. 20150

ATTN: Pete Taylor

RE: Indian Child Welfare Act

It is imperative that direct service programs, such as this, have

continuity. If they do not, the credibility and effectiveness of the

effort is seriously impaired. The ICWA program here at CRNA has been

beneficial but has suffered from "on-again, off-again" funding and the

concomitant change of staff. This leads to a lack of community trust

in personnel and a lack of credibility for the program.

For these reasons, we feel that funding for the ICWA program should be

on-going.

Sincerely,

43i4t4 4
doe,Edna Charley

Executive Director

EC/RW/mp
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IER-IIIIPAL. COUNCIL

MICK INC.
Bak Mask* Maw Sark Sit. Mark. Mellow 0783

Phial Mil 124196

RECEIVED ::,": 2 2 SP
May 18, 1984

Mr. Mark Andrews, Chairman
Selection Committee on Indian Affairs

- U.S. Senate
Washington, D.C. t0610

RE: P.L. 93-608, Indian Child Welfare Act Oversight Hearings

Dear Mr. Andrews:

I would like to take this opportunity to present written testimony on the above
referenced topic as an individual who has been a part of the system. I am
presently the Executive Director for the Inter-Tribal Council of Michigan, Inc.,
however, for three years prior to this I have worked as the Child Welfare
Attorney representing and working with our four member tribes in all types of
child welfare activities. I feel that we are probably ome of the most active
and advanced states when it comes to the implementation of the Indian Child
Welfare Act. This has led to many advances in the services available for our
people, but not without a like number of problems. These have in scam instances
been overcome with assistance from the very helpful staff of the Michigan De-
partment of Social Services, who have worked with us to develop an Indian Child
Placement Agency and a group hoe licensed for eight (8) Juvenile males and
located on one of our member reservations.

I feel that maybe a little history is probably needed at this point to put my
final remarks in perspective. Michigan when the Inter-Tribal Council was
incorporated in 1969 had four federally recognized tribal groups which are the
present members and were serviced by a Bureau of Indian Affairs Agency office
located in Ashland, Wisconsin. This was changed in April 1976 with the eitab-
lishment of a Michigan Agency located in Sault Ste. Merle, Michigan. The
portion of the Ashland Agencies budget allocable to Michigan activities was to
be transferred to the new Michigan Agency, well we knew that the services we
were receiving were limited but the dollars transferred were even more so. This

has continued to be the type of treatment the Michigan Agency receives and is
especially true when a review, by State, is made of Child Welfare Programs
approved in February 1984.

may Mae, Itaascraiiam
Dr Way, Mader 49716
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According to our statistics and available information the Minneapolis Area
Office received a cut in funding this year which totaled $224,000.00 leaving
approximately $1,077,000.00 to dispurse. The problem is further documented by
the following facts. Michigan contracts will total approxmately $119,000.00
less than last year which means we absorbed 53% of the cut allocated to the
Area Office. This is a reduction of 38% from the Michigan funding level of one
year ago. The Inter-Tribal Council of Michigan, Inc., program took 48% of the -
Michigan cut or aproximately 25% of that received by the Minneapolis Area. In
as much as these grants are designed for urban as well as tribal groups, we
feel that the total Indian population of the State should be considered when
program allocations are made. According to the 1980 Census Michgan has a larger
Indian population than either Wisconsin or Minnesota, yet our total share of
the funding which was never equitable has been further reduced from a 26% share
of the total for 1983 to an 18% share for the 1984 programs presently funded.

My majo: concern is that whenever we develop a program that works and starts to
address problems long ignored or left dormant we are cut. The mere fact that
we have had some minor successes does not mean that our needs have been met and
we can go on to something else, it should instead show that there is a need for
the program and continued funding is required to complete the system before
reductions to maintenance levels are adviseable.

If there are any questions or comments regarding my testimony I would be more
than happy to respond to them. I would also like to thank you and your comr
mitee for taking the time to consider my comments.

ac

cc: Tribal Chairpersons
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Sincerely,

44tc L' %

Michael C. Parish
Executive Director
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May 24, 1984

Iowa Tribe of Oklahoma
405/547.2402 P. 0. Box 190 West Freeman Avenue

Perkins, Oklahoma 74059

RECEIVED JUN 6 It SP

Senator Mark Andrews, Chairman
Select Committee on Indian Affairs
U.S. Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Attention: Mr. Pete Taylor

Dear Mr. Taylor:

RE: Statement to Senate Select Committee on Behalf of the Iowa Tribe of Oklahoma
Regarding the Indian Child Welfare Act

The Iowa Tribe of Oklahoma wishes to have entered into the Senate record a statement
of certain items which we consider rather serious deficiencies in the Indian Child
Welfare Act.

BACKGROUND

The Iowa Trib'e of Oklahoma currently corists of some 279 members and is the smallest
tribe in the Shawnee, Oklahoma, area. Of this population, about 60 or approximately
20% are minors. At the time of termination of our Child Welfare Act program 5 chil-
dren, or almost 10% of the juvenile population, was in custody adjudication in various
state and CFR courts.

Upon notification of program termination, the tribe requested the BIA agency social
services officer (who was also the agency project officer for the Indian Child Welfare
Act program) to provide representation for the children in litigation. The response
was "That is not my concern and you (the tribe) will have to make your own arrange-
ments." At this point, these children were immediately without representation or the
protection the Act was intended to provide since the tribe does not have independent
resources. Subsequently, the following disposition has been made with respect to
these children.

C.P., female, age 2 years - Parental rights of both parents were terminated November
1983, five (5) months after program closure, and custody remained with the tribe.
In February of 1984, the foster parents filed for adoption and the final hearing
should be held sometime in August. Home studies, court appearances, travel, and
other required effort has been provided on a voluntary basis by the former caseworker
at their own expense to ensure this case is brought to a reasonable conclusion.

E.M., male, age 8 - This youngster has been in foster care since infancy, and a great
deal of confusion with regard to jurisdiction has surrounded his case. At first, the
Pawnee Tribe assumed jurisdiction; however, they determined the child did not meet
tribal membership requirements. The Otoe-Missouria Tribe next accepted jurisdiction;
they also determined the child did not meet tribal membership requirements. Here
the record becomes a little hazy in that a CFR court minute order indicates a meeting
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was held with Iowa and Otoe tribal officials and BIA personnel. At this meeting it
was agreed the BIA would handle the matter since the Iowa Tribe had no Child Welfare
program at that time...here the record ends.

The Otoe-Missouria Tribe has generously provided representation in this matter since
closure of the Iowa program in June of 1983. Unfortunately, because of the press
of client caseload, it has been necessary to move this child at lout twice and he
has not been placed within the Iowa territory but, in one instance, as far away as
Lawton...over 100 miles from the country and people he has known all his life.

The other three (3) children, all girls, have been placed in different foster homes
since program termination. Not all these homes are in near proximity to one another
nor are they within Iowa territory. This is particularly unfortunate since these
children are related and had previously been placed in the same household.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

Bureau personnel need to be impressed with the intent of the Inelan Child Welfare
Act and their responsibility in its application. In the fall of 1982 in a meeting
between Bureau personnel and Iowa tribal personnel, the area social services officer
repeatedly stated that the BIA did not "have to give" funds to the tribe for the
program and that it was not a 93-638 program. The tone was generally coercine in
nature. As noted above, the agency then refused to provide necessary support when
the program was not funded...the refusal coming from a social services program
officer whose annual income is more than the total budget requested by the Iowa
Tribe.

Bureau personnel reviewing applications and proposals need to be provided with
orientation in the Indian Child Welfare Act and'Proposal evaluation. A comment made
by the review team indicated a goal stated in the proposal was "too vague". Iron-
ically, the goal so criticized was not a tribally developed one, but a goal restated
verbation from the BIA specifications to assist the reviewer in understanding the
priority level (assigned by the BIA) for which objectives were developed. A second
comment in response to an objective for data gathering was that this particular
information should have been available since the program had been in operation for
over two years. Unfortunately, the data-gathering was based on a facility which
was not even built yet (it was completed in the summer of 1984). Although this was
explained in the text, the review team failed to recognize the time-frame as a
governing factor. An appeal was filed; however, the Bureau response was not one of
problem solving but of assuring all and sundry that the program termination was not
their fault.

Bureau personnel and personnel reviewing applications and proposals need to be more
aware of realistic operational costs. Some years ago, Harvard business school used
the rule of thumb that for any project utilizing one professional and necessary
clerical support, the minimum beginning budget figure for operations is $70,000 per
annum. Certainly the Iowa Tribe does not maintain that $70,000 a year should be
the minimum budget, but there needs to be recognition on the part of BIA personnel
that tribal social service committment should not mean poverty level income utilizing
donated facilities. Additionally, there needs to be a real awareness of the true
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level of effcrt required by tribal Child Welfare workers. These workers must
maintain a high level of competency for they are required not only to provide the
counseling and assistance of the average social worker but frequently must also:
of protection or representation is reflected in the cold fact that Iowa children
have been scattered to the winds since program cancellation and the tribe is power-
less to assist or protect them. Further, because of the specialized knowledge and
-broad capabilities required, even if funds were available today, the tribe would

IL- essentially be required to build a new program from day zerol

IummARy

Based on tribal experience with the Indian Child Welfare Act, the Iowa Tribe of
Oklahoma feels the following to be of significant importance for Congressional
consideration:

1. Defining the budgeting structure to ensure that even the smallest tribes
receive sufficient funding to meet clearly identified needs.

..2. Initiate a requirement for orientation of federal personnel to assure a
clear understanding of the intent and purpose of the Act when allocating
program funds and reviewing proposals and applications. Perhaps a re-

- allocation to 93-638 would be appropriate to ensure that even small tribes
have the capability of contracting to meet their needs.

3. An alternative method of providing support services for children in liti-
lation (as is required by 93-638) wherein the BIA would be required to
administer the caseload for any tribe defunded thereby ensuring no child
is left unprotected as ours has been.

Respectfully,

435.a.
Wallace Murray
Chairman
Iowa Tribe of Oklahoma
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FIVE SANDOVAL INDIAN PUEBLOS, INC.

TESTIMONY ON
PUBLIC LAW 95-608

THE INDIAN mu WELFARE ACT OF 1978
PRESENTED TO THE

SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS
ON OVERSIGHT HEARINGS ON IMPLEMENTATION OF THE

INDIAN CHILD WELFARE ACT
BY

RANDS SUINA, CHAIRMAN
FIVE SANDOVAL INDIAN PUEBLOS, INC.

Mt. Chairman and Members of the Committee, my name is Remus Suina. I am

the Chairman of the Governing Board of the Five Sandoval Indian Pueblos. Our

casortitm is a not-for profit corporation organized for benevolent,

charitable, community welfare and scientific purposes. Our mission is to

promote the common welfare of our tribal members whereby improving the quality

of life on our reservations. Five Sandoval Indian Pueblos does foster the

social and economic advantage of the five Pueblos to preserve and protect

inherent rights of self-government, land and water; to foster and encourage the

assumption of increasing civic responsibilities by the five tribes. Further

purpose is to hap ameliorate the social and economic plight of our Pueblo

people.

Five Sandoval Indian Pueblos (FSIP) has a twelve member governing board

comprised of the five Governors and representatives of all five Pueblos. The

consortium represents five Pueblos; the Pueblos of Jeaez, Zia, Santa Ana,

Cochiti and Sandia. Our reservations are located in central New Mexico within

Sandoval County. The combined tribal population is 5,000 Pueblos and

approximately 900 family units.

(505) 887.3351
P.O. Box 588 derwakU1o, New Mexico $7004
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Among the social service program that our consortium administers is the

Title II, Indian Child Welfare Act, Family Services Program. Our program has

been in operation for three years. During the past three years, this program

has experienced great growth fran a planning grant in its first year to nearly

two years of day care development and operation. This day care program was

specifically designed as a tribal family program to support and help maintain

family life an our reservations. It provides day care with an emphasis cn

.---. family stablilty to help reduce stress and breakup thus enabling our families

to lead productive family lives. Currently, we operate three day care centers

in the Pueblos of Janet, Zia and Santa Ana and sour in Sandia. Our grant

provides technical assistance to the Pueblo of Cochiti with the intent to

provide new programs for families based upon the desires of the tribe.

We wish to thank the committee for allowing our organization the

opportunity to submit our successes, problems and recommendations on the

implementation of the Indian Child Welfare Act for Congressional Record. It is

the express purpose of this act to provide support tc tribal groups for the

operation and improvement of child welfare services and programs.

One overwhelming need we would like to express is the need of increased

funding for the Indian Child Welfare Act. It is our recommendation that this

level of funding be increased to 15 million. The current 1983-84 level of 9.5

million was inadequate for tribes to operate child welfare and family service

programs. In this area of funding, it would be wise for Congress to reevaluate

the current funding of year to year and consider the implementation of

three-year funding cycles. This lends to critical situations of "just getting

started" when funding may cease. This also handicaps future growth and program

development.
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Other critical needs of IOWA, Title II Programs is the need of stable

funding needed to improve and maintain these tribally-administered family

programs. I believe this to be imperative for the tribes to accept current

and greater responsibilities for .those families in need of support and

services. Only with this mcnetary support .can tribal groups meet the full

intent of the act. It is never known from one year to another what funding

levels that we are eligible for. Each year we review with our tribes whether

it would offer more advantage to separate and compete or remain as a

consortium. We are always faced with eternal funding issues of small tribal

population and great need versus large tribal population and even greater

needs.

It is our understanding that the Bureau of Mien Affairs is currently

ccnsidering the absorpticn of IOWA funds into the Social Service program

funds. We wish to make this recammendatian to Cangress to maintain the

separation of IOWA, Title II grant program from Winn Services (Social

Services) of general assistance, substitute care reimbursements and the Tribal

Work Experience Programs. This is an absolute necessity. The programs

authorized under IOWA are young in age and need more maturity before any gains,

that we as tribes have made will became evident. If this absorpticn is

allowed, neither Congress or tribes will be able to gauge accurate

implementation of IOWA.

We offer the following outline of problemmatic areas of implementation:

A. The funding process includes the submittal of competitive proposal

grant applications. The request for proposals poses undue burdens and marginal

success factors for the Rio Grande Pueblos. This RIP always comes in December

with submittal date of mid-January. Our traditional Pueblos are realizing
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tribal leadership changes at that time. New Governors are inaugurated in the

first few weeks of January, thus making program changes and development with

its needed resolution extremely hard to receive. The Southern Pueblos Agency

.(MIA) has acknowledged this critical time factor and did advocate to Area

Office the need of this change on our behalf.

B. There is great risk and handicaps for smaller or less sophisticated

tribes who do not have in their employ expert grant writers. Since this is a

competitive grant process, the proposal means all for new potential grantees

and to ongoing grantees.

A:. There is no standard for the review process and or selection of the

Evaluation Review Teals. Reviewers are not necessarily trained or

knowledgeable about child welfare matters. Reviewers are not trained to

'conduct objective evaluations. The use of competing tribal program staff as

reviewers is a controversial issue. Not only are competing program staff used

as reviewers of the competitive proposals, but in our Albuquerque Area as the

program evaluators for camping Title II grant programs. For ongoing programs

this review must be done before the competitive proposal is submitted and be

satisfactory.

D. There is currently no mechanism for Bureau of Indian Affairs or tribes

to detormine if state courts are monitored to insure compliance with P.L.

95-608. In New Mexico since we are unable to monitor state courts, we have

seen the abuse of independent adoptions of Indian children. Although our

children have not been affected frcm this abuse, the potential does exist for

this to happen to our Pueblo children. The independent adoption of any Indian

child must be recorded and tribe or tribes of that child must be notified.

Private, religious and charitable independent adoption agencies must be

licensed and controlled by the state government. Currently in New Mexico, same

of these groups are not licensed or given waivers.
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E. Another problemmatic issue which needs resolving is the need to

clarify roles of the Public Health, Indian Health Social Workers with regard

to foster care and adoptions. It is our observation that this group of social

workers are doing a good job in seeking advice fro tribal groups and working

with state human service agencies. They need to be brought into the fold of

those of us working in Indian child welfare issues. For lack of formal

invitation, they have begun to hold their out meetings with tribes to seek

advice and provide information on children in need of child welfare services.

One concern we have as tribal groups is that of mutual assistance since

this program implementation mandates a triad of responsibilities that of the

federal government through the Dept. of the Interior, Bureau of Indian Affairs,

state governments and tribes. For successful implementation, this must be

achieved and maintained. Currently this is a "hit or miss" situation. .fie

variance of these relationships is great considering the different

relationships of tribes to the state governments. In New Mexico, it Das taker

four years of operation to finally see the fruits of years of advocacy and

fostering this relationship. In 1981 our organization held the first of formal

meetings of all three partners, federal, state and tribal representatives for

the first N.M. Indian Child Welfare Conference in Albuquerque, New Mexico. It

is a limited success. This was the beginning of our efforts to eliminate the

historical barrier between tribes and the state. That conference hosted

approximately 100 people. To date we have held several meetings of this group

an various issues but most pressing is the issue of the independent adoptions.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, it is only fitting to list the positives of this

act and its authorized programs. Our state through its state employees and

tribal representatives have made progress. Increased number and frequency of

meetings are being held and better relationships have evolved between the State

and tribes an child welfare issues. It is heartening to feel that the Unitad

States Congress feels the same importance to protect our Indian children and

families. Through this act we are experiencing the growth of developing the

capabilities to make child welfare decision for ourselves. Dunk you.

4;111114
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Select Committee on Indian Affairs
U.S. Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Attention: Senator Mark Andrews, Chairman

Dear Senator Andrews and Committee Members:

This letter will serve as written testimony on the
implementation of the Indian Child Welfare Act that
your Committee is presently soliciting.

This testimony will address three areas of concerns
51 61.C.Ari
Tit LEN

11MALA\L[fT

(S
..01A01114

1.

2.

3.

1.

Provisions of the Indian Child Welfare Act

State of Alaska jurisdiction

Funding

PROVISIONS of the Indian Child Welfare Act

This Act does not apply to placement of custody
of children in divorce proceedings. One major
problem we face in this region (encompassing 19
villages) is that the State court has interpreted
this exception clause as applying also in custody
disputes between parents who are not married. This
interpretation by the State court has presented a
serious obstacle in the ability of tribal governments
to intervene in this type of case.

This Act applies in involuntary proceedings where the
legal custodian of the Indian child does not consent
to the child being removed from his/her care. The
State courts have therefore concluded that the Act
does not apply in cases where the parent(s) have
voluntarily terminated their parental rights. The
State Social Services therefore encourage voluntary
termination of parental rights. In this way, they
assert that such cases are not subject to the provisions
of the Act. This is a serious problem that concerns all
of the tribal governments of this region because the
effect of this action is that our Alaska Native children
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are often then placed in non-Native homes which
according to State law, they assert, is legal.
This is a violation of the spirit of the Act which
is intended to keep Indian children in Indian homes.

2. JURISDICTION of the State of Alaska

In the absence of tribal courts, the State of Alaska
court system claims jurisdiction to hear cuutody cases
involving Alaska Native children pursuant to P.L. 280.
A multitude of problems exist within this judicial
arrangement. One is the difficulty of securing
cooperative agreements between tribes and State
courts to define jurisdiction that is acceptable
to both entities. The State generally interprets
P.L. 280 as having granted the State civil and
criminal jurisdiction over Alaska Nattves forever.
Tribal governments assert their right"blaim concurrent
jurisdiction over any matters that affect their
membership. Therefore, at this point the relationship
between tribes and the State is more adversarial than
cooperative in the area of child welfare.

In addition, even in P.L. 280 states, tribal laws and
customs are to be given full force and effect in
determining child welfare and other civil cases
involving Alaska Natives. It is the position of the
tribal governments that P.L. 280 in no way diminished
or terminated their governing powers. Tribal
jurisdictional powers are derived from the inherent
sovereignty of American Indian and Alaska Native
tribes. State officials and judges, as well as
Secretary of Interior Clark, clearly need to be
oriented to this basic fact of tribal political
status. Full recognition of this political status
would result in a more sincere effort to carry out
the intent of the Indian Child Welfare Act.

3. FUNDING

Insufficient funding for ICWA Title II grant applicants
continues to be a problem for Alaska Native tribes.
There are over 200 Alaskan villages that are federally
recognized, compared to the 280 federally recognized
tribal groups in the Lower 48. However, of the
$8.7 million appropriated for FY 1984 for this program,
only $736,000 was allocated to Alaska or 8.8% of available
funding for all tribes. Of this amount, 10% was held back
by the Juneau Area Office for "appeals", so in reality
only 7.6% ($662,000) was available for Alaskan tribal
groups. Of approximately 200 tribal groups, only eight
(8) were awarded grants for this program for FY 1984.
Clearly, therefore, there is a funding problem.
Sufficient appropriation of funds for the Act is
absolutely essential for honoring a promise written
into law.
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Alaska Nativp,tribes cannot achieve true self-determination
by continuing to rely on other governments to make decisions

-affecting their membership. Hence, there is a growing
interest statewide in establishing more tribal courts and
Indian Child Welfare programs to help build tribal capacity
in the child welfare and other areas.

The Department of Interior must actively execute its
responsibilities under the Indian Child Welfare Act
and under the Indian Reorganization Act. Funds must

-be released as needed to pay for counsel for indigent
parents and for tribes where such assistance is not
available elsewhere. In addition, the Secretary should
act promptly when petitioned by tribes to reassume
jurisdiction in P.L. 280 states. Finally, the Secretary
should research the political status of Indian tribes
and immediately cease the dangerous practice of allowing
the state of Alaska to interfere in activities that
involve only the tribes and the federal government.
The incident with the Eagle constitution speaks to the
current policy of the Department of Interior towards
Alaska Native tribes. We respectfully request a
change in this policy to re-establish the government
to government political relationship between tne federal
government and tribes. This would strengthen the ability
of tribes to utilize the protections of the Indian Child
Welfare Act.

The state of Alaska must work with the tribes in a good
faith effort to implement the Act. The state must
comply with its obligation to notify the tribes of all
proceedings involving Alaska Native children. Tribal/
state agreements must be developed in more areas of the
state.

The tribal governments must continue to strive to
establish judicial systems which are capable of
accommodating child welfare matters and to develop
codes and organizational structures which enable
them to exercise their authority under the Act. In
order to accomplish these ambitious goals, tribes
need funding to implement the provisions of the Act.
Congress, in passing this Act, expressed its clear
preference for "keeping Indian children with their
families, deferring to tribal judgment on matters
concerning the custody of tribal children, and placing
Indian children who must be removed from their homes
within their own families or Indian tribes." Tribal
governments wholeheartedly endorse this policy but
once again, we respectfully request that the Department
of Interior take whatever action is necessary to carry
out this policy, rather than hindering it with poor
funding levels and regulations that minimize rather
than maximize tribal involvement. In addition, Congress
should amend the Act to place stricter mandates on the
state to carry out this Act in the courts until more
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tribal courts are established.

Our tribes consider our children to be our most
precious resource. We are striving to protect and
preserve that resource by keepin7 our children in
their own homelands to grow up with a strong tribal
identity. Ideally, this Indian Child Welfare Act
provides statutory support for our effort. We
take this Act seriously and we suggest that the
authors of the Indian Child Welfare Act endorse
our efforts through supportive regulations and
funding levels.

Respectfully,

KAWERAK, INC.

Mary Miller
Tribal Operations &
Rights Protection
Officer

cc: IRA and Traditional Councils:

Unalakleet
Stebbins
Gambell
Savoonga
Elim
Golovin
Shishmaref
Elim
Wales
White Mountain
St. Michael
Shaktoolik
Koyuk
Teller
Mary's Igloo
Brevi Mission
Solomon
Diomede
King Island
Nome

Alaska Congressional Delegation
Association on American Indian Affairs, Inc.
United Tribes of Alaska
Alaska Federation of Natives
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Senator Mark Andrews, Chairman
Select Committee on Indian Affairs
United States Senate
Washington, D.-. 20510

May 24, 1984

Re: Testimony Regarding Experience with the ICWA.

Attention: Pete Taylor

Dear Mr. Andrews:

In the ICWA Title II BIA Grant, I see no problem with the ICWA.
All active cases in Southwest Oklahoma are usually handled by Kiowa
Child Welfare Protective Services. At times, we are offered cases

the state cannot handled. Usually, if we cannot handled the cases,
the child welfare services dispose's the case and it is send back to
the state because, they have all the resouces.

In the Title VI-(b) direct funding grant, the people of the state
match federal funding and the tribes get what's left over and then the
federal region VI request match funding. In the long run, the tribes
match twice, because we live within the state.

!Iiii?

Other than these two problems. the problems may be ironed out
when the Kiows Tribe negociate agreement with the state. If you have

any questions, please notify and contact this number at (405)654-2300,

extention 232.

Sincerely,

IDil., C. 131.41;ii,,,,,

=111
Julia Roubideaux,
Kiowa Child Welfare Program Specialist

1111:),
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STATEMENT OF THE LAC COURTE OREILLES BAND OF LAKE SUPERIOR CHIPPEWA
INDIANS CONCERNING IMPLEMENTATION OF THE INDIAN CHILD WELFARE ACT OF
1978, AT A HEARING OF THE SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS

The reservation of the Lac Courte Oreilles Band is located in north-
western Wisconsin, a State subject to the provisions of P.L. 83-280.
The Tribe was the first to avail itself of the opportunity provided
by section 108 of the Indian Child Welfare Act to reassume jurisdic-
tion over child custody proceedings. As of February 20, 1981, the
Tribe has exercised exclusive jurisdiction over such proceedings
concerning Indian children found on its Reservation. Since that
date, the Tribe's experience with the provisions of the ICWA are
more similar to those of Tribes in non-280 States, but have been
complicated by the special burdens borne by Tribes in 280 States.
This statement will address initially the result of reassaMption
of jurisdiction, and then will discuss the matters of ICWA imple-
mentation shared with all other Tribes.

P.L. .2.§A

The effect of P.L. 280 on the Tribe subject to its provisions is
the atrophy of tribal institutions, especially tribal courts. By
reassuming exclusive jurisdiction over child custody proceedings,
the Lac Courte Oreilles Band found itself with a court system which
was not eligible for funding by the Bureau of Indian Affairs. (BIA
law and order funds are limited to non-280 tribes, and Title I of
the ICWA has never been funded by Congress) It is clear to the
Tribe that other Tribes will not be able to reassume exclusive
jurisdiction under section 108 unless there exists funding for
the functioning of tribal courts; very few tribes have the finan-
cial ability to fund tribal courts without assistance. It is
also clear that ability of a tribal court to function effectively
is an absolute predicate to implementation of tribal control of
its children through Title I of the ICWA. Funding for tribal
courts in P.L. 280 States should be made available by the Congress.

Title

The difficulties with full implementation of the ICWA, in terms of
adequate funding of tribal courts, is not limited to P.L. 280 situ-
ations. Transfer of proceedings from State to Tribal Courts, under
section 101(b) of the Act, is more often than not predicated upon
the willingness of the Tribal .ourt to hear the case in the area
of the transferring State Court. The ability of a Tribal Court
to hear such cases is limited by available finances: for the
Lac Courte oreilles Tribal Court, this means that only one of the
five cases for which transfer was requested by the Tribe was actually
transferred, for the Court had funds only for one such case. There
must be a recognition that transferred cases may require transporta-
tion, lodging, and per diem expenses for the tribal judge and clerk.
Without such a provision, cases will not be transferred by State
Court judges, who are concerned about the inconvenience of witness
and social service department staff travel to a remote reservation
for a child custody proceeding: this situation results in a finding
of forum non conveniens for Indian child custody proceedings .
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It is the further experience of the Lac Courte Oreilles Band that
most State Court judges are unwilling to grant the Tribe's request
for transfer of proceedings under section 101(b) of the Act, upon
the Tribe's written petition solely. The judges deny the petitions
unless a personal appearance is made in their courtroom by the Tribe.
Again, no funding is available to assist Tribes in covering the costs
of travel, lodging, and per diem for tribal representatives who appear
in State Courts. The result is that the Lac Courte Oreilles Band
-has the financial wherewithal to personally appear at a transfer
hearing in one case each fiscal year. It necessitates picking cne
case which the Tribe will pursue, to the detriment of other Indian
-children's cases.

In all fairness, personal appearance before a State Court by the
Tribe would not guarantee transfer of the proceedings to the Tribal
Court, even without the objection of the child's parents. This is
due to the interpretation accorded the "good cause" exception to
transfer by State Courts. Good cause has been found not to transfer
the proceedings in one case in Illinois due to the fact that the
Tribe did not request transfer, in person earlier.

If Tribes are only able to exercise their right to intervene in
State Court proceedings under section 101(c) of the Act, the finan-
cial costs of Intervention are not an allowable cost from any BIA
funding source. Again, the Tribe must carefully assess its case-
load in order to determine which cases, if any it can afford to
become involved in the proceedings. Intervention, even if granted,
has proven not to be adequate to ensure State Court compliance
with the Act, particularly in adoptive placements. Two State
-Courts have followed Illinois placement preferences, rather
than those contained in section 105(a) of the IOWA, through in-
terpretation of the "good cause" exception of that section.
In their view, good cause not to follow the placement preferences
exists when an Indian child is the subject of a petition for adop-
tion brought by the foster parents who have had the child in their
care for more than one year.

In summary, Title I of the Indian Child Welfare Act requires an
annual appropriation by Congress in order to ensure that tribal
protection of its children is more than a promise, but a reality.
Changes in the legislation are also in order to ensure that State
Courts do more than honor the letter of the legislation.

Title II

The funding level for Title II is totally inadequate. Tribes must
compete with each other and With Indian organizations for available
funds, with the result that not all Tribes receive any financial
support for the social service obligations mandated by Title I
of the Act. The Tribes which do receive funding, such as Lac
Courte Oreilles, have barely enough to do more than crisis inter-
vention with one social worker/ child welfare advocate. There
exists no funds for the following:

* Foster care placement--all placements by Tribal Court
must be with the understanding that the custodian is eligible for
some financial assistance: the only one available is AFDC. The

37-608 0 - 84 - 22
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lack of foster care funds also is a factor that the Tribe must take
into account in determining whether to request transfer of the child
custody proceedings to Tribal Court--i.e., whether or not the child
has Eamily members with whom he/she can be placed by the Tribal
Court.

* Residential treatment care--no funding exists for the
care of minors with special needs which cannot be met by foster
care level placements. Those minors eligible for medical assis-
tance are the only ones for whom the Tribal Court can place with
the assurance that funding exists for the needed care.

Preventive programs--day care, drop-in centers, chemical
dependency counseling, family planning and counseling services are
simply not available, other than to the extent that such programs
are provided by other agencies. The Tribe has not received funds
from other programs, such INS, which cover the range of services
needed by an effective Child Welfare Program.

In summary, Title II now serves as a wish list for Tribes, but
will never he more than that unless or until Congress sees fit
to provide the financial means for Tribes to do more than ensure
adequate emergency care for its minor children.
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DARRELL WADENA. PRESIDENT
NORMAN DESCI4A E.YICEPREIROENT

OECIROE Y. IN. EXECUTIVE L T OR
KENT P. TUPPER, LEGAL COUNSEL

DANIEL MORAILON. SECRETARY
HARTLEYWHITE. TREASURER

The Minnesota Chippewa Trbe
P.O. 202 217 CASS LAKE, MINNESOTA *33 335.2232

RECEIVED MAY 3 Uw4

May 22, 1984

Senator Mork Andrews, Chairman
Select Committee on Indian Affairs
U.S. Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Attention: Pete Taylor

Dear Senator Andrews:

Please consider this testimony for your oversight hearings
on the Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978.

The Minnesota Chippewa Tribe is comprised of six (6) member
reservations, White Earth, Leech Lake, Bois Forte (Nett Lake),
Grand Portage, Mille Lacs and Fond du Lac. Our enrollment is
approximately 34,000 members,

We have been involved with the Indian Child Welfare Act
since 1977. We presented testimony in March, 1978. We have
worked closely with Minnesota in its implementation throughout
the state.

Social Services was being delivered by our tribal govern-
ment prior to the enactment of the ICWA. We developed foster
home standards late in 1978. In January 1980, the Minnesota
Chippewa Tribe became the first tribe in the nation to sign an
agreement with a state under the ICWA. The agreement permits
state courts to handle Indian child welfare matters until we
develop a court system. Each reservation has its own Social
Service Division that delivers direct services. We handle
cases such as abuse (all kinds), neglect, foster placements and
adoptions. The tribal staff work with county staff on the cases
mentioned above. Foster homes are licensed by the reservations.
The Minnesota Chippewa Tribe has recently employed a worker in
the metropolitan area to provide assistance for families in
that area.

Our experience with the ICWA for the most part has been
positive. It has created a mechanism for tribes to become in-
volved with their people at a critical moment, when they are
about to lose their children.

i
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There are parts to the Act that need further attention:

1) Voluntary placements;
2) Final decrees for adoption; and
3) Title II, the funding process.

We have had many of our members ask for assistance to get

their children back from the county. The majority of the time,

the cases are from the large metropolitan areas in Minnesota

and are voluntary placements. We advise the client to "demand"
their children back. Usually they have already tried that only
to be taken into court and to have the placement of their chil-

dren made involuntary. We can become involved then, but the
point is some county Social Workers are intimidating Indian
people into voluntary placements, so they do not have to go to
court and notify the Tribe. By the time we get involved, (if
it is administratively possible) and build a case for the re-
turnof the children, the children will have been out of the

home 1 - 3 years. Voluntary placements need a clearer defini-
tion or perhaps, notice sent to the Tribes.

The ICWA requires state courts entering a final adoption
decree to send a copy to the Secretary, Section 301 (a). This

serves no real purpose. An Indian child could go through the
entire process of adoption, without the involvement or knowledge

of the Tribe. Although the adoption would not be legal, who

would know? Even if the state court sends a copy of the final
decree to the Secretary it would make no difference. A simple
process of sending a copy of the final decree to Tribes would
insure a back checking system. We would be able EU-nick our
records for compliance under Section 101, 102, and 105.

The funding process under the Bureau of Indian Affairs is

unnecessary, clumsy, and frankly, ill conceived. From the very
beginning the Department of the Interior has made terrible

attempts to fund the Act. Rather than going to Congress and
Justifying monies for the ICWA, the RIA merely shifted contract
monies from tribal Social Services to the ICWA budget line item.

That didn't make a great deal of sense, especially when 30%
of the ICWA monies went to urban programs with no tribal affil-

iations. At this point there is nothing Congress can do to

correct that problem, except be aware of the inappropriate be-
ginning the BIA gave the IOWA funding.

As far as the process, you can do something about that,

and if anything changes from yotit oversight hearings we ardently

hope it is this. Tribes are going to be here for a long time to

come, the ICWA will be here for a long time to come, we hope the
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fundinf will be too, WHY is the funding process competive.and
from year to year2121--The ICWA monies should flow to tribes
the same as contract monies do each year. Social Services are
a necessary part of any government and should be funded con-
tinuously. There would be a minimum of paper work and more
long range planning could be accomplished. For tribal govern-
ment to submit a full blown proposal every year, to be submit-
ted through an unnecessary evaluation process, undermines the
credibility of tribal government and their desires for self-
determination. Needless to say, it takes countless hours of
tribal staff's time to prepare a "competitive" proposal. It
further takes many hours of BIA employees to handle the pro-
posals, read them, evaluate them, and then to fund the "good
ones". We all know a good proposal does not necessarily con-
stitute a good program. The BIA should spend their time deter-
mining a good program from a bad one.

The funding of Urban Programs further complicates the
monies of the ICWA. ,The competitive process encourages antago-
nism between urban organizations and tribes. It seems as though
the BIA has done that deliberately. Urban organizations have
come to us requesting letters of support for their programs.
Somehow, the BIA does not feel the support of a tribal govern-
ment is significant, because they have consistently funded urban
organizations that do not have tribal support. In FY 1984, the
ZIA funded an urbanorganisation that is located within the ser-
vice area of one of our reservations. That reservation also has
an ICWA program, the urban program was funded without the support
or knowledge of the reservation.

It has never made sense that urban organizations receive
funding under the ICWA when they have absolutely no power under
the Act.

If urban organizations are to receive funds under the ICWA,
there needs to be much more involvement from tribal government
in determining which organization gets funded. Perhaps, it could
go as far as to give the money to the tribes and let them decide
whether or not they even need an urban organization to help them.
There is no reason why a tribe cannot set up its own office in
urban areas to implement the ICWA if the funds were provided to
do that.

Please do not take this part of the testimony as an attack
on the urban organizations, but instead it is directed at the
funding process. There are many urban organizations that have
impeccable reputations.

If vou have any questions, please do not hesitate to
contact myself, George V. Goodwin, Executive Director or Bob
Aitken, Director, Human Services Division.

Sincerely,

THE MINNESOTA CHIPPEWA TRIBE

Await ifalco"
Darrell Wadena
President
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NATIVE AMERICAN
COALITION OF TULSA, INC.

Senator Mark Andrews
724 Hart Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510

P . low T 74101

1 TI 41 WPM 4011. 4101

March 20, 1984
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RECEIVED
MAR 2 6 Sat

Dear Senator Andrews

This letter is to urge your support for an additional appropriation level for
the Indian Child Welfare Act funding of at least $2 million dollars for fiscal year
1985 for Title II funding over that requested by the current Administration.

The Indian Child Welfare Act was passed by Congress to prevent the removal of
Indian children from their families and cultural environment. In the past, one in
five children were removed from their families and were placed' in the non-Indian
environment. The Indian Child Welfare Act allows the tribe to establish a welfare
system for their minor tribal members. The Act further provides for funds to the
tribes to assist with the establishing of court systems; development of children's
codes; provided vital and necessary social services such as counseling, parenting
skills, foster care standards, adoption and recruitment of foster care families;
and many, many other needed services for tribal members.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs is proposing to eliminate the funding of off-re-
servation Indian organization programs for fiscal year 1985 appropriations in Title
II of the Indian Child Welfare Act. The budget proposed is 87.7 million dollars.
This reflects a decrease of $1 million dollar; from fiscal year 1984. The $1 mill-
ion dollar reduction assumes termination of off-reservation Indian Child Welfare Act
Programs. .

The Act does not limit authority to funding to reservation status Indians. The
Urban Indian organizations act on behalf of tribes on child custody matters when their
tribal members move to urban areas. Mare location should not determine if the Indian
tribal member is to be granted the protection and legal rights which the law was esta-
blished to provide. In addition, the urban programs offer services to assist the
Indian family to meet court requirements to get legal custody of their children re-
turned to them.

Please provide your continued support for the Indian Child Welfare Act and sup-
port the $1 million dollar increase for fiscal year 1985 funds and in addition please
continue to support off reservation Indian Child Welfare Act programs.

Sincerely,

jfietelal
ICWA Attorney/Project Manager

To Unfle and Achieve"
"TRADITIONAL INDIANS WORKING FOR PROGRESS"

IsAl PRTI,E
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May 23, 1984

WRITTEN TEEITIIMY

COMWENTS AND RECOMMENDATICNB

Submitted By

THE NATIVE AMERICAN RENABILITATP31 ASSOCIATION

To

THE CCICRESSIMAL OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE

On the Indian Child Welfare Act of1978

Honorable Senator Mark Andrews and Members of the Oversight Committee:

This written document is respectfully submitted by Sidney Ann Brown,
Blackfeet, Executive Director of the Native American Rehabilitation Association

of Portland, Oregon, representing the concerns of the Urban Indian People and
the Native American Rehabilitation Association Board of Directors. We want an
increase in appropriations for the Indian Child Welfare Act Programs currently
administered by the Department of Interior, Bureau of Indian Affairs.

The Native American Rehabilitation Association recognises that there
are many important concerns with the Act, some of which have been expressed.
However, the emphasis of our testimony must be on the critical issue of funding.
Without an adequate and reliable funding base, other changes and/or amendments
to the Act will not help tribes and urban organizations provide the services
that are necessary to meet the intent of the Act.

The Native American Rehabilitation Association is asking that Congress:

....Establish a funding authorization separate from the Bureau of
Indian Affairs;

.... Establish an authorization level of $29.5 million as recannended
by the Association of American Indians and Alaskan Native Social
Workers;

....Provide funding for tribes and urban programs on an entitlement
basis rather than a competitive basis;

....Mandate funding tt be consistent and on a three year cycle;

....Establish a method for monitoring and compliance of states and
private agencies including enforcement by penalty for non- compliance;

....Establish a consistent reporting system for research, information,
and entitlement purposes.

.rd'
tal
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As Indian people, united on this issue of Indian Child Welfare, we

present our case. We maintain that our cause was presented with overwhelming
evidence and justification six years ago. This Act, without proper appropria-

tions, is now raiding to the problems evidenced six years ago, by causing
manifold canplications resulting from Tribes and urban programs trying to
handle cases when there are not adequate social services and trained judicial

systems to ensure proper care and due process for Indian children.

Cur most valuable resource is our human resource...our children.
Traditionally, Indian People consider our children our primary resource for
providing the link between generations, the carriers of tradition and culture

and for ensuring that The People continue to exist.

The Native American Rehabilitation Association is a urban private

non-profit Indian- managed social service agency, incorporated under the laws

of the State of Oregon, that has received national recognition as a culturally

relevant Indian Alcohol Program. In the past 13 years of operation the need

to attend to the problems of families at risk of losing custody of their children

was identified.

The award of $50,000 from the Bureau of Indian Affairs for a Native

American Rehabilitation Association Indian Child Welfare component has allowed

the agency to become totally involved in the dynamics of a family eligible for

Indian Child Welfare services. In FY 83-84 the Native American Rehabilitation
Association was charged with serving fifteen (15) primary families (parent and

children). Prior to the Indian Child Welfare award these families were always

referred to outside agencies and other social service providers. When funded

the Native American Rehabilitation Association restricted intake to clients

identified as alcoholics with deficiencies in parenting skills and inability

to assure safe environments for their affected children as the presenting

problems causing the parental rights at risk.

Over a ten month period (July, 1983 - April, 1984) the Native American

Rehabilitation Association served 34 parents and 64 youth utilizing Indian Child

Welfare funds; 14 children were court involved, and seven of these 14 were court

dependent. 47 were 8 years or less and 18 were youth (9 to 18 years of age).

Referral sources included self, other Indian Child Welfare programs, Children's

iervices Division, family courts and tribal social services. The Native American

Rehabilitation Association's unique and innovative treatment program has been

identified by the Bureau of Indian Affairs as a model Indian Child Welfare pro -

grain. The Native mother and children are placed in a residential treatment

setting and the Native father and adolescent boys reside in the Totem Lodge

residential treatment program. The entire family is treated.

Referrals began to pour in from the surrounding states, beyond the

Indian Child Welfare Programs staff's ability to serve. Residential clients'

waiting lists were established and the Outpatient Treatment Services were

devised to meet the needs of local clientele.

3 4
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Nineteen of these families were court dependence involved. Sixteen
of these families served made good progress within their first 90 residential
treatment days. Initially it was necessary to place four of the children in
foster care. A total of twenty-one children were returned to the parent(s) as
a result of treatment at NARA. An additional twenty-three children were not
yet court involved and further deterioration of the family was prevented as a
result of treatment. Four of the youth who entered treatment as a family member

. were identified as already abusing alcohol and were provided primary early inter-
. vention treatment. The other 60 children of the alcoholic received prevention
education services, this disrupting the cycle of alooholiMn and child abuse/
neglect in the caning generation.

The Native American Rehabilitaion Association's primary approach
follows the holistic treatment mode. This approach has allowed NARA to enjoy
an extremely low rate of repeat treatment (6%) and has induced many families
to reunite in a healthy positive family environment. These same families many
tines beoome Native foster families and resources for others facing the same
difficulties.

At the American Indian National Conference on Child Abuse and Neglect,
Tblsa, Oklahoma on May 9-11, 1984, it was reported that approximately 90% of all
ICW families define alcohol abuse as the primary cause of family breakup and of
outside intervention and referral. Removal of Indian childrer, from their families
and culture; does not occur just on or near the reservation but in the cities also.

The Native American Rehabilitation Association has encountered several
difficulties in operating under the Act and in implementation activities. They
are as follows:

PROBLEM

The Single State Agency in charge of Children's Services is not
thoroughly aware of the intent of the law and sane caseworkers
do no know and have not followed the procedures set forth in the
Act.

Currently the Indian client must know about the law and establish
that their children are enrolled or eligible for enrollment before
it is assured that the Oregon State caseworkers involved observe
the steps required to assure that Indian Children are removed and
placed appropriately.

There appears to be passive resistance to change on the part of
the courts although there has been introductory training initiated.
Their failure to follow through and carry out the intent of the law
has resulted in many caseworkers and judges being unfamiliar with
the law and therefore, unable to carry out the procedures set forth
by the law.

46
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RECOMMENDATION

The recommended solution might be to stipulate that state agencies
and the courts must provide information and training on the Indian

Child Welfare Act in order to be in contract compliance and receive

any Health and Human Service Block Grant Revenue.

PROBLEM

The level of funding for each Indian Child Welfare project is
inappropriate and inadequate for the scope of work. Under

Subchapter 11, Section 1931, a minimum of eight types of child
and family service programs are listed. It should be obvious
to any administrator that a basic funding level is needed to
operate every component of social services whether it is two or

eight.

Tribes and urban programs are being funded at a level that will
cover one component of services under the Act, but due to grant

competition, need and other factors, are actually being required
to provide services from four or more components.

Exampfe; Cue person alone may be required to run an Indian Child
Welfare program which encanpasses counseling, child pro-
tective services, para-legal services, administrative and
foster have recruiting and placement, etc. Thus what

occurs is the creation of an illusion that the programs
have been ineffective, when actually the expected scope
of work is such that only a complex service delivery
system could address it.

RECOMMENDATION

The recommended solution would be to provide adequate funding, at

an appropriate level, based on entitlement rather than size, location

of the program, or competitive methods.

14 a chUd 64om a small thibe oh tabu area any te44 impontant on

leas desehving os aenvice4 than a child ihom a taAge tebeavation?

Since the enactment of P.L. 95-608 the primary problem has been a lack

of a congressional appropriation. Without adequate funding to implement and carry

out its purpose the law becomes moot. Indian Child Welfare needs were gravely

illustrated and overwhelming evidence was presented to Congress six year ago,

hence the Act. The needs haven't changed and neither has the struggle for funds.

The process for allocation of ICWA funds is based on a competitive process causing

inconsistency of program continuity and lack of services for many Indian children

on and off reservations. Stop-gap, band-aid levels of funding reallocated from

other programs within the Bureau of Indian Affairs cannot provide enough help to

the American Indian Children.
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Senator Mark Andrews, Chairman
Select Committee on Indian Affairs
U.S. Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

ATTENTION: Pete Taylor

Dear Senator Andrews:

Nags. WI 541511

May 23, 1984

The administration of the Indian Child Welfare Act has been difficult
from the beginning. Appropriations for the inplemenation of the Act have
bean far from sufficient and the funding levels have been decreasing regularly.
The number of Indies children in the system is increasing steadily and the
Indian Child Welfare Program cannot perform the service to the individuals
that is required to implement the Act.

Due to insufficient funding, there is only one staff person in our
program who is just overburdoned by the ever increasing. caseload.

The purpose of the Indian Child Welfare Act must be supported financially
and an increase in the allocation would provide the opportunity to properly
administer the Act to the extent that it was intended.

TB/tf

Thank you for the opportunity to present this testisony.

Sincerely,

ONEIDA TRIBE OF INDIANS OF WISCONSIN

Tony Benson, Council Member
Oneida Business Committee

3 4 d
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May 23, 1984

Senator Mark Andrews, Chairman
Select Committee on Indian Affairs
U.S. Senate
Washington, O.C. 20510

Attention: Pete Taylor

Dear Senator Andrews:

Oneida. WI 54155
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I am writing this letter with regards to the Indian Child Welfare Act

(P.L. 95-608).

Presently I am the Coordinator for the Indian Child Welfare Program for

the Oneida Tribe of Indians of Wisconsin.
First of all I would like to acknowledge the primary purpose and intent

of the Indian Child Welfare Act. Many people know of the existence

of the ICWA but few (besides the Tribes themselves) are able to con-

ceive the intent. The ICWA was originally brought forth due to the

number of Indian children being arbitrarily removed from their families

and communities. The ICWA surfaced due to the experiences and conse-
quences of the experiences of those children who were removed from

their families. Consequences being alcoholism, family dysfunction,
domestic violence, emotional, psychological, and physical damage, be-

haviors of child abuse and child neglect, incest, early teenage preg-

nancies, confusion, identity problems end suicide. Most important the

ICWA protects what is considered to be the most prized possession, the

Indian family unit and Indian children.

After the many years of ego, cultural and self-esteem destruction which

has been placed on Indian people by the dominant society. the ICWA is

only one step of re-establishing and building families. and the pride

of being Indian.

avoids %ids a/ 9.5liangt 411 Widow4414
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Patterns of Indian families can be very strong and positive. The
influence and interactions of the elderly, of aunts, uncles, other
extended family and community is beneficial in terms of support,
guidance,confidence and role models. Through the years of cultural
deprivation many Indian people have lost sight of the positive effects
of extended family. Although sight has been lost Indian people can
once again start using these basic family tools.

As a Coordinator of the Indian Child Welfare Act in my community I
still see attempts to place Indian children in non-Indian foster
homes. I see state and county people talking of the act as a problem
rather than in a positive nature. I see Indian children still being
adopted into non-Indian homes. I see no centralized recordkeeping
for Indian adoptions. I also talk with and see the social problems,
the confusion and the sense of no-identity of adults who as children
were adopted out to non-Indian homes. These people search for some
identity of what being Indian means; an answer they may never come to
understand or find. One learns cultural values as he is being raised
by extended family members and living within the community. There are
non-Indian families who have adopted Indian children and have treated
them as non-equals, who have never allowed them to explore their cul-
ture and who know nothing of Indian people. Yes, these situations still
exist.

With the ICWA they do not occur quite as often as before. Our tribe
does not license our own foster homes, but the counties have licensed
some Indian homes for the use of placing Indian children. You see
the ICWA needs to grow and become stronger rather than diminish. With
the ultimate goql,of preventing as well as stopping arbitrary removal
of Indian children from their homes, establishing strong family ties
and to prevent the major social problems that occur as a result of re-
moval from one's culture. It took generations and generations to
breakdown the family structures of Indian families and it is impossible
to rebuild those years of oppression in six (6) years.

One of the main problems we are faced with at this point is the cutbacks
in funding. At present the population of Oneida is 4,393 (1983 popula-
tion estimate) with 1,577 children under 18 (1983 population estimate).
I have a caseload at present of 75 children and families. There
exists one Indian Child Welfare worker, which is myself. The caseload
of 75 includes cases of which are presently being worked on and cases
which are in need of follow-up.
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With such a large caseload and the responsibilities; one must ques-

tion the quality of time allocated for clients and the quality of

follow-up.

It has always bean, and still is, considered that the children are

the most prized existence of an Indian community. I feel that the

Indian Child Welfare Act is at this time beginning to make the posi-

tive impact on Indian families and IndianTcommunities, that 'seems so

natural for Indian people.

Indian Tribes are still in the process of developing systems for foster

homes, adoptions and developing a system.(bnce again) to have Indian

people help themselves. Rather than considering defunding the programs,

I ask that with your hearts look at our requests to increase if not

maintain present funding. I could continue on with more testimony

but I have a number of investigations to complete and home visits to

make. But I ask that as you read or hear this you listen for the words

that are between the lines.

Respectfully submitted,

Kathleen E. King, Coordinator
Oneida Indian Child Welfare Program
ONEIDA COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER

KEK/dct
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Senator Mark'Andrews, Chairman
Select Committee on Indian Affairs
U.S Senate.
Washington, D.C. 70510
Att: Peto Taylor

Dear Mr. Andrews/Taylor:

Quid& WI 51131

RECEIVED 3 3 19.fr

May 22, 1984

I as writing this letter in behalf of the Indian Child Welfare
Act. for testimony.

I presently sit on the Indian Child Welfare Act Board in Oneida
Wisconsin. I am presently in charge of a Indian foster child. I
have an adopted son who is half Winnebago and half Oneida. I am an
enrolled Oneida member of the Oneida Tribe of Indians of Wisconsin.

The act has given Indian people the opportuntiy to step in and
determine the future of their own. The act gives Indian people an
initive to appeal and a standing stone to fight decisons they may not
have before had they not the feeling someone was backing them and their
children up.

Finally, our Indian children belong to us and no non-Indian has
the right to make those decision for us.

Sincerely,

#144.4%, agAowi--
Debra Powless,
Oneida Child Protective Board

EESI
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Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribal Council
lest Office Box 2541

Nixon, Nowa 119424
Telephone (702) Nixon No. 3

May 15, 1964

RECEIVED
MAY 2 1 19114

Senator Mark Andrew, Chairman
Select Committee on Indian Affairs

/kited States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20610

Attention: Pete Taylor

Dear Senator Andrews,

As an Indian Tribe that has been in receipt of a grant under P.L. ess-sos,

the Indian Child Welfare Act, since 1960, I wish to address my personal ex-

perience with the benefits received, as Tribal Chairman.

The Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe leas utilized their Indian Child Welfare

Grant to eetablish a much needed Day Care Center on the Reservation. This

Center is providing care to children ages birth through twelve years who are

considered to be at risk in their hoes situation. These are usually children

from a single parent family.
The Day Care Services enable the parent to continue education, accept full

or part-time employment or receive a muctmeedcd break fran the very demanding

schedule of raising mall children.
The Services provided to our children and families through the Indian

Child Welfare Grant have had a very positive impact upon the stablization

and maintenance of children within their immediate family setting.

I would implore you to weigh carefully all evidence presented to you as

an investigative eannittee add feel certain you will find the appropriations

for the Indian Child Welfare Grants to be well worth continued funding.

Thank you for your consideration.

(11 (X (/),

Roy . Garcia
Tribal Chairman
Pyramid Lake Tribal Council

RG/sh
c c: Association on American Indian Affairs, Inc.
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PYRAMID LAKE PAIUTE TRIBE
SOCIAL SERVICES PROGRAM

P.O. Box 256
Nixon, Nevada 89424

(702) 476-0188 (702) 476-0182

May 15, 1284

Senator Mark Andrews, Chairman
Select Committee on Indian Affairs
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Attention: Pete Taylor

Dear Senator Andrews,

As an Indian Tribal Social Worker, I have had much experience
with the Indian Child Welfare Act itself, as well as the pro,
established through the Grant portion of the Act.

I have worked with Tribes within the isolated areas of Nevada
for the past four and one-half years. I can testify to the fact
that without the grant funds appropriated through the Indian Child
Welfare Act, many, many Indian Children would be in foster care
today. Instead, programs funded through the Act have intervened
successfully and provided the guidance and assistance necessary to
stabilize the family, enabling the children to remain.

One very important aspect of the Act is that all funds are used
for on-Reservation programs. There are no administrative funds
which are used to fund Bureau of Indian Affairs personnel or other
governmental agency costs. All funds are used to directly benefit
the Indian children and families. This is very unique, as well
you know, among government programs.

I feel it would be a grave mistake as well as a miscarriage of
justice to diminish the funds appropriated through the Indian Child
Welfare Act. It was an Act established through need and necessity
to promote and safeguard the Indian Family as a viable, healthy
unit capably of rearing children with a sense of pride, dignity and
self-worth. Please do not deny the Indian Family the opportunity
to SUrViVV.

Your consideration is greatly appreciated.

37-608 0 - 84 - 23

Sincerelj,

ri.),)JJM

Susannah Howe
Director/Social Worker
Pyramid Luke Tribe
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The Stagined C.hippevIa Incian lhbe
7070 EAST BROADWAY

The honorable Mark Andrews
Chairman
Select Committee on Indian Affairs
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

MT PLEASANT. MICHIGAN 48858 (517) 772. 5700

May 16, 1984

RECEIVED MAY 2 1 SI%

RE: Oversight Hearings on Implementation of the Indian Child

Welfare Act of 1978

Dear Senator Andrews:

The Saginaw Chippewa Indian Tribe of Michigan is a federally recognized

Indian Tribe in the State of Michigan, operating under a tribal constitution

adopted March 8, 1937 and.approved on May 6, 1937. Our tribe has a community

court that operates under a tribal code with six separate titles.

In 1979 the tribe implemented the Indian Child Welfare Act, by appointing

a child welfare committee, which now has five members and five alternates.

This child welfare committee is a wholly voluntary group, because there are

not adequate funds available to pay for their services. The members of the

child welfare committee are often undertaking tiring and thankless jobs.

because of this the turn-over rate is higher, because the incentive is low.

Members of the child welfare committee fully realizes how important their

task is, but it is hard to maintain self-esteem in such a position where the

return is often negative.

In spite of those negative factors involved, our child welfare committee

has cooperated with our community court and Inter-Tribal Council of Michigan,

Inc., in forming an excellent child welfare program. We are very proud of

being one of the leading states in child welfare activity.

The main problem as we see it is that it appears that the present

administration is not committed to the spirit of the Indian child welfare

act of 1978. In fiscal year 1984 the urban and reservation Indians in

Michigan have taken a 38% cut in funding, of that 38% the Inter-Tribal Council

of Michigan has taken 48% cut. Michigan took a 53.29% cut of the total amount

allocated to Minneapolis Area Office.

It seems that we are now being rewarded for supplying some of the finest

services in the nation, by having our programs emaciated. This is almost

unconscionable when you consider how important the task of our child welfare

programs are.
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The Honorable Mark Andrewa
Chairman
Select Committee on Indian Affairs
Page 2
May 16, 1984

Up to this fiscal year we'haVibeen able to provide the following
services to implement the child welfare program in Michigan:

1. Legal services;

2. Placement services;

3. Training of committees and workers;

4. Social services; and

5. Technical assistance to State courts.

In addition to the services provided the Michigan tribes have
implemented Title I to the child welfare act, through the following:

1. Providing exclusive jurisdiction to tribal or
community courts by implementing procedures and
adopting a children's court.

2. Provided liaison with those State probate courts
that have the heaviest volume of Indian child
welfare cases.

3. Adopted procedures for intervention in State
court proceedings where Indian children are
involved.

4. Pro..ded the State with alternative for placing
Indian children, when jurisdiction is not actually
transferred to tribal courts.

5. Provided procedures for transfer of jurisdiction
from State to tribal courts.

6. The Inter-Tribal Council of Michigan, through its
child welfare attorney, Michael C. Parish, has been
conducting negotiations to develop State-Tribal
Agreements as provided in Section 109 of the act.

2

The basic problem the tribes have had is lack of alternatives in dealing
with child welfare cases. This is because we do not have all the resources
available to us that the States do in dealing with children's problems. For
this reason we sometimes, merely intervene and do not ask for transfer of
jurisdiction, especially when we know that our courts do not have the resources

e available to handle the wide variety of child welfare cases that come out.
Some of the children's problems, are just too much for our Pre-1984 resources.

Given our lack of resources to assist in the handling of children
problems it is unconscionable for the administration to propose cuts that
will further reduce our ability to provide services at a critical time when
more is needed not less. We believe that our children are our most important
asset and we should be doing more not less. Th &nk you.

Sincerely,

(4/1, .1 4.- ,e

Arnold J. Sowmick, Sr.
Tribal Chairman
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF SAYE THE CHILDREN
SUBMITTED BY DR. HELEN N. SCHEIRBECK, DIRECTOR

AMERICAN INDIAN NATIONS PROGRAM

On behalf of Save the Children Foundation (SCF), I would like to submit

for the hearing record of the Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs the

following statement on the Indian Child Welfare Act. As you may know, Save

the Children Foundation is a private, nonprofit organization. During the

past five years it has sponsored the National Indian Child Conference -- an

important forum for the exchange of information on current developments in

areas of community development and child welfare unique to the Indian

population.

At the present time, the American Indian Nations Program of Save the

Children operates in eight field offices which serve sixty Indian tribes and

communities. The experience of these field offices confirms the need to give

continued high priority to administration of the Indian Child Welfare Act.

For, adoptions and fester care placements remain a critical problem in the

area of Indian Child Welfare. Recent statistics indicate that despite the

efforts on behalf of Indian children under the Indian Child Welfare Act that

much work remains to be done. To be more specific,

* The rate of Indian to non-Indian placements is up to

27 times higher in at least one state.

Overall, the rate of Indian to non-Indian placements

is four times higher.

Twenty-five to thirty-five percent of all Indian

children are separated from their homes and placed in

adoptive homes, foster homes, or institutions. Many

of these children are placed in non-Indian homes ann

face serious social and cultural adjustments as a con-

sequence.
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We feel that there are two aspects of the Indian Child Welfare Act

that warrant the attention of this Committee: (i) the substantive and

administrative provisions of the law which require clarification; and (ii)

the adequacy and accessibility of federal funds to carry out the objectives

of the law. With regard to the first, we note that many of the witnesses

that testified at the April 25, 1984 hearing have already detailed technical

amendments to more clearly delineate the scope of state and tribal authority

and to clarify specific provisions of the Act. Thus, our comments will focus

on the second aspect: funding.

During the years that the American Indian Nations Program of SCF has

worked at the community level, it has found that the area of services

demanding the largest allocation of its program budget is social welfare.

(Among the areas of program activity covered by this program division are

welfare, education, public works, housing, health and nutrition, and

agriculture. Of the program's total budget for these activities, social welfare

accounts for almost 50% of its expenditures). Funds budgeted for social

welfare are allocated for both direct services and developing community-based

institutions to ensure such services are available on an on-going basis.

On the basis of our experience at the community level, we feel that if

the goals of the Indian Child Welfare Act are to be attained then additional

funds must be mane rvailable to undertake activities that facilitate the

maintenance of the family unit in addition to the crisis intervention activities

currently carried out under the Act. (i.e. foster placement, adoption, and

adjudication of alle ged child neglect and/or abuse).

Within most Indian tribes and communities today there are numerous

factors contributing to the disintegration of the family unit. At the head

of the list is epidemic unemployment. Despite this, as the testimony of witnesses

appearing before this Committee on April 25, 1984 confirms, the services central

to reducing the likelihood that an Indian child will have to be removed
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from the family unit, (i.e. supportive, preventive, and rehabilitative services),

are those which ICWA programs are often least able to provide due to a lack

I

of funding.

If one were to evaluate successful child protection/family assistance

programs currently operating in mainstream that evaluation would disclose

that a wide range of services must be in place if troubled families are to avoid

dissolution. These services include but are not limited to,

Access to telephone counselling services twenty-

four hours a day.

* Access to family and individual counselling

services on a regular basis.

Access to professional counselling on alcohol and

substance abuse.

Shelters for abused spouses and children.

* Job and personal finances counselling.

In contrast, these services are either not available to most Indian communities

or are operated on an intermittent basis at locations that are not

accessible to Indian people. Moreover, in light of program budget cuts in

recent years, Indians who move off the reservation and into urban areas are

most likely to find that family/child welfare support services are not available

wnen they are most needed.

If tnis Committee shares our belief that the interests of Indian children

are best protected by a program that combines crisis intervention with aggressive

efforts to eliminate those factors which give rise to families in crisis,

then its oversight authority might be profitably exercised in the following

areas:

Cf. Statement of Ethel Krepps, President of the Oklahoma Indian Child

welfare Association at p. 3, Statement of Melvin Sampson, Confederated

Tribes and Bands, Yakima Nation at pp. 3-4.
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* An assessment of the current level of need in Indian

tribes and communities for preventive, supportive, and

rehabilitative services,the level of unmet need, and

the minimum per capita expenditure that would be re-

quired to adequately address identified needs and

develop a service delivery infrastructure.

* An assessment of the current level of federal inter- and

intraagency coordination state and tribal funding for ICWA

related activities.

* An assessment of how the changes in program structure

and funding levels of federal family/child welfare related

programs have impacted upon implementation of the ICWA.

* An assessment of whether the rights of Indian children

are inadequately protected under current administration

of the Act as a consequence of their moving and living

off of the reservation.

* Requirement of a program impact statement by agencies or

agency divisions with primary responsibility for adminis-

tration of the ICWA when reductions in fiscal year funding

levels are requested for program areas that directly impact

upon implementation of the ICWA.

We firmly believe that because children are so vulnerable and so

powerless in our society, the goals of the Indian Child Welfare Act are

best attained by a two-pronged approach. For families in crisis, the

, interests of Indian children must be protected in a manner that respects

Indian culture and values. However resources must also be allocated to

prevent such family crises from occurring or escalating to the point that

the future of the child within that family unit is in jeopardy.

The most responsive legal system and the most flawless foster or

adoptive placement system are commendable goals. However, they offer no

guarantees that the damage done to a child during a period of. family upheaval

and attendant termination of parental rights can be undone.
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PliEPAIU'D TESTIMONY SEAVIT.F. INIIIAN .IAXES PRICE, (11AIRMA.N

OF 11(1'. B(MR11 (TLINGIT); lit()NZON, EXECiffIVE (11.1Ncrr);

11A.MONA IIENNE1T, FAMIIN SERVICE

Perhaps the most important consideration for Urban Indian Child Welfare programs

at this time is the issue of under who's rules and regulations we can best pro-

vide services. The Bureau of Indian Affairs has been a reluctant host, we have.

suffered illegal and insensitive handling of our funding applications. The reg-

ulations interpreting our eligibility were misinterpreted, and our clients the

children were at risk of losing the Indian families licensed through our agency.

'rho alticv of Human Developma,nt Services, formerly H..W. was considered the most

sensible viable agency for administration of P.L. 95-608 during early Indian

Testimony, because of the initial hostility toward the act displaycal in Bureau

Testimony to Indian efforts establishing protections for our most important re-

source, our children.

Time ha. paf...ed and we have learned that there are no Urban Indian children, these

children are Tribal children who have rights and resources within their corporat-

ions, villages and reservations. The right to a positive identity and the extend-

ed family as a resource are important considerations in planning the future for a

child.

Our actual tdsks include; holding families together with emergency counseling and

seri:tit 4, rescuing children already identified by Children's Protective Services

as nealeited, abandoned or abused and seeking Native families to help these child-

ren the next few weeks or the rest of their childhood. if that's necessary.

The Seattle Indian Center will always be appreciative of the opportunities provided

by the Administration for Native Amercans to organize, plan and assess on behalf of

the thousands of Native Americans within our service area, however, the children

,iv on nut Family Services Division for actual life saving services. We have pre-

ventd hundreds of Indian children entering the foster care system and have arranged

adoption,. and luster placements to serve hundreds mote. We cannot survey their

needs, the needs are obvious and emergent. The regulations governing A.N.A. at this

time would /iv our hands for delivery of services.

be.pite the Bureau of Indian Affairs history of war, isolation, relocation and the

sanctidninu of child removal through tens of thousands of intetractal adoptions

alre.eiv orrd I hi "ugh tit.ltf court (Ow; t Nat ion they hove regula-

r;h, rho permit ..etclie.; to be provided. We .ffe ielviug on the develpmoul of

fnpufoli/vd of identifying tribal affiliations. We are relying on facil-

tire, hi iny, dceloped on reservations to serve the disturbed victims of these mul-

tiple disruptions. We are relying on the birth el advocacy within the Bureau

ranks. During the last three years the staff within the Bureau have gone through

a very intensive sensitivity training and these change: may very well occur.
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A meeting was held on the Yakina Reservation on March 26, 1984. The Seattle

Indian Center representative along with representatives from several Washington

State Tribes formulated the following recommendations.

We request that definition of Indian be expanded to include Indian children

who are acknowledged by an Indian tribe or Indian community organization so that

services under P.L. 95-608 may he offered particularly if that child is over 1/4

blood degree but ununrulled, and further to include Canadian Indian people, as

aulhori/vil by the Jay Tteilly or at least require notification to bands of court

actions.

To include Indian children in juvenile justice systems and to permit tribal-

state agreements to allow for Tribal Court jurisdiction and utilization of state

resourcen for tribal children requiring services not available within the reser-

vations, also include a proLess in the Act for tribes to reassume jurisdiction in

juvenile justice issues (particularly in 280 states).

Establish separate funding authorization to remove the controls and limita-

tions of the Snyder Act, and also establish an authorization level of 54 million,

as recommended during the initial hearings, and establish consistency in funding

frum year to year on a three year cycle.

We request consideration of a minimum of .54 million per year for fiscal years

1985, 1986 and 1987, with 30 million entitlement to tribes and organizations, and

24 million merit for tribes and organizations. Consider eliminating the grant

process and accept the work plans us developed by tribes and organizations con-

siqtent with 91-60m. Evaluations should he based un individual program merit

with guidelines established and consistent for all projects. The evaluators should

be qualified, trained and representative of the service area population. These

prole. t., 4110 !educing future social problems by stabilizing children with appropri-

ate Indian tole models. Increasing funding is an investment in a better educated

mot ' 41,11 -,nt t ti tent `.at ire future.
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THERE MUST BE NOTIFICATION OF BOTH VOLUNTARY b INVOLUNTARY PLACEMENT PRO-

CEEDINGS

We must have federal protections for Indian children including mandates re-

quiring proper identification of who is Indian, Indian blood quantum records on

a federal :omputer, standardized enrollment procedures, controls for compliance

on private agencies, notification state-to-tribe and tribe-to-tribe, dollars for

and requirements for B.I.A. monitoring in this area with notice to local Indian

child welfare programs, and prior to going into court, at the time of intake man-

date that both public and private agencies give notice to the Tribes and local

Indian Child Welfare programs including children over 1/4 blood degree but not

enrolled. Also other systems/individuals who are involved. We must continue to

serve and preserve the rights of unenrollable Indians.

Upon notification of contact, the tribes shall have access to the following

information: the child's birth name and any AKA's, birthdate, tribal affiliation,

birth parents, the social history and the case plan currently under consideration.

The Tribes to abide by the ethical and professional standards of confidentiality.

in Title II, Section 201(a)(3), include cultural and family-enriching activi-

ties.

Inheritance Issues - We areconcerned about all aspects of, including; ter-

minations, enrollment, trust accounts, tribal constitutions, and land holdings.

Appendix A (iv) pg. 2 should be revised to read;

... parents unless such placement terminates a child's rights of inheritance,

enrollment, or cultural reinforcements and add definition of qualified expert

witness to read;

An individual with experience in Indian child development, psychology, child

rearing, with the additional qualifications of knowing Indian customs, tra-

dition"; and laws. and appointed by the child's tribe, Indian Child Welfare

program, or other Indian organization (i.e., LICWAC).
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In the transter of luriadiction from state of tribal court we are concerned

with the misuse of definition of good cause to the contrary. The burden of proof

in racist court proceedings should rest with the parent(s) in objections to the

transfer, to show good cause. Notices should include off-reservation programs,

when notice goes out to the child's tribe(s) the tribes can innect with local

resources immediately to reduce trauma for the child and family.

P.L. 9h-272 or any other federal or state law governing child placement must

never by used contrary to the best interest of the Indian child as defined by

P.L. 95-608,

The Act should mandate B.I.A. in onjuction with tribal and Indian organiza-

tions to establi:41 a stat -by-state monitoring committee to ensure compliance of

provisions of Art. Public agencies, private agencies and state courts are not

complying with the Act and the ICW's are not privy to the information gathered by

the Bureau. The Art could be revised to establishment of tribal and off-reservation

committees to oversee the monitoring procedures of the Bureau and assist with the

operation monitoring plan. Individual state regulations should be reviewed annual-

ly. State court/agency reporting system should be reviewed annually.

When guardians ad litem are appointed for Indian children, they shall Meet

the rritetia destribd fur expert witnesses (see number 11). We strongly recom-

merit the following; adoption/penalties (new section to be added to "Definitions.")

A. Failed Adoptions

1. Any out of home placementof an Indian child who has been adopted in-

.Iuding consent to place, u criminal incarceration, a relinquishment,

termination deprivation, any court ordered (tribal or state) out of

home platenNla requires:

A. Notice to biological parents

R. Notice to Tribes of origin

%.11, h, M.A.

d. :vtllt 10 i.t.11 indlAn Chlid W(.1idr AdoptIve Services

B. ip,u 1,118.1niNhment or termination ut Indian child us defined by P.L.

o)-o-c the -aiperision/tuhtotly must he transferred to a local Indian

Child Wyltare Agency managed by a trtbe or an Indian organization.

. pendilips dnd compliance regulations

All Are . m..1111% laohlems tol the Indian Child Welfare agencies

.ire; h i -./: ,pt

'AS Wing.' 1.1,P VOII! attlfilloll And luck forward to these much ovdd improve-

moors to tht lite ,1%ing low.
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Sitka Community Association
A ROM MOM MI

Soz 4390
Mt. Edgactunbe. Abdul

99681
Tel: 901-7474191

April 12, 1984

RECEIVED A:.1 1 7 SA

Senator Mark Andrews, Chairman
Select Comaittee on Indian Affairs
SO-138 Bart Senate Office Bldg.
Weahington, D.C. 26518

Dear Senator/Mews:

As a result of Public Law 95 -668, the Indian Child Welfareract, the
Sitka Community Association Federal Indian Tribe wishes to apprise the
Committee of the following:

1) This Tribe has been funded by the Bureau of Indian Affairs for
Indian Child Welfare programming for three years at a level of 51,618 per
year.

2) Funding is to cover the salary of one Indian Child Welfare worker
plus aid:doe direct services budget for legal assistance to children and
families caning within the act, and foe adoptive subsidies to Indian families.

3) To meet part of the gap in needed services the Alaska native
Brotherhood, Sitka Camp 61, and the American Legion, Sitka Post 13, have
responded to requests for money support to the extent their modest resources
allow.

4) The Tribe has applied for and obtained Community Services Block
grant funds from the Department of Health and Human Services to further
supple eat the available funding.

5) As a Tribal response to the Act, the Tribal Council delegated to a
Tribal Children's and Mastic relations Court a portion of the traditional
decisiormmaing powers of the Coureil.

6) To support the efforts of the Tribal Children's Court and Domestic
relation's Court, a Sitka Community Pasociation Tribal Indian Child Welfare
Agency was created by the Council to provide supervision and services to
children and families before the Court, to effect permanency planning where
possible, to provide services to families in crisis and/or at risk for
sainteumwe of family integrity, and to serve as Court liaison with state
agencies.

7) Am a result of Block grant funding the Tribe has developed and
enacted a Children's Code, Dcaestic Relations Code, Standards of Care Outside
the Home for Children, and a Civil Code. Work is ongoing with the U.S.
Children's Bureau, with the help of a sell grant from that agency, to upgrade
Codes and Standards of Care. Judge Jim Bowen of the Puyallup Tribal Court is
our interface consultant in this effort.

8) The State of Alaska does not recognise our Tribe or it's
jurisdiction within the Act. At a local level, however, the State Department

3 6 , 5
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of Family and Youth Services has been most cooperative in notifying the Tribe
of children and families caning before the State Superior Court and in mutual
case planning to provide services to such children and families within the
intent and meaning of the act. There have been over 100 such notifications
and mutual planning efforts over the three year funding period.

9) There are approximately six hundred members of the Sitka Tribe in
absentee status in other States than Alaska. We have handled court cases in
Washington, Oregon, California, Idaho, and New Mexico on behalf of children of
the Tribe before those courts. Full faith and recognition has been extended,
mutually, in all cases outside Alaska; a total of 46 at this writing. We have
been successful in all cases outside Alaska, one of which required appellate
action to the Supreme Court of the United States.

10) In two of the cases in the 'south 48' it was necessary to hold
Tribal Court hearings in those states. In one, a judge pro.tem, was appointed
to hear the case for the Tribe, and in the second, our Court was extended
physical facilities by the reciprocating State of Oregon. Both actions were
successful in restoring children to Indian families. Our Tribe engages the
services of competent Indian practitioners to give services and supervision to
children in responding states where return of the families and/or children to
Alaska would place a burden on the Indian families.

11) In three instances children have been returned to the Tribe as a
result of actions by other State Courts, but not as transfers of jurisdiction.
In each instance the Tribe was asked to monitor the case for the reciprocating
State Court and to act for that Court. This was accomplished with a resulting
re-establishment of intact Indian families in each case.

12) Despite the non-recognition of the Tribal Court program by the
State of Alaska, the Sitka Superior Court and the Sitka Bar require
notification to the Tribe and a written report to the Superior Court from the
Tribe in all Native adoptions coming before the Superior court. A full
adoption review is provided by the Tribal Indians Child Welfare Agency as an
arm of the Tribal Court in all such cases. These have totalled 43 over the
three year period.

13) The Tribe has approached the State of Alaska to attempt to reach
an administrative agreement on children's matters through the Governor. The
concept paper sent by the Tribe is attached. No action has been taken by the
State at this writing, although we are assured the matter is 'under study'.

14) In summary, the Indian Child Welfare Act is working. Even with
inadequate funding to completely address the intent of the Act this Tribe has
succeeded in carefully seleqting cases on a 'most in need' and 'most chance of
success' basis, and has been gratified with the results.

15) The intent of the act is to prevent the breakup of Indian families
and to provide intervention before the need for court action exists. We are
making measurable progress in that direction.

16) The present competitive grant process for Indian Child Welfare
monies used by the Bureau of Indian Affairs tends to reward those Tribes which
can afford grant writers and to deprive those tribes most in need of Indian
Child Welfare programming.

17) The method for securing BIA legal help to Indian families and
children before the courts is too cumbersome and too slow to provide such help
within the normal notice period for process used by the majority of courts.

18) We, the tribes of Alaska, need help decperstely in securinq
recognition of tribal jurisdiction in family and children's matters by the
State of Alaska. The full intent of the Act will never be achieved without
such recognition.

19) Those funds presently used for care of Indian Children and
services to Indian families by the State of Alaska from federal sources should
be made available to the tribes for provision of those services in a
culturally relevent context under tribal programming.

Very truly yours,

Andrew Hope III
Vsecutive Director
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GOVERNOR
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STATE OF ALASKA
arricE OF THE GOVERNOR

sly n iswv

March 288,74aMNimal,
AR 8 0 1984'

Mr. Bill Brady
President
Sitka Community Association
Box 4360
Mt. Edgecumbe, AK 99835

Dear Mr. Brady;

Governor Sheffield has received your corres-
pondence regarding the relations between
Sitka Tribe and the State of Alaska for
service to children and asked me to reply.

He has asked that the issue be reviewed, and
a response will be sent to you shortly.

Sincerely,

36/

//-

Special Staff
Assistant to
the Governor
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To Mr, John Shively, Chief of Staff
Office of the Governor

Mr. John Pugh, Deputy Commissioner for Social Services
State Department of Health and Social Services

Dote March 10, 198$

Re Conceet Paper: Relations Between Sltka Tribe and
State of Alaska for Service to Children

Proposal To meet the needs of children of the Vika Community Assoc-
!allot, tribe in the realms of child protection, custody, adoption,
permanency planning other than adoption, family services, and
full social services to children

Rationale Under the provisions of the Indian Child Welfare Act (P. L.
95-608), the Slam Community Association Is fully prepared to
handle all the needs of tribal children. We hove a Tribal
Children's and Domestic Relations Court, a fully staffed and
competent Indian Child Welfare Agency. tribal codes for
children, domestic relations, standards of care

We ore asking the Stote of Alaska to make available those funds for the care of
tribal children which would be used If the same children were serviced under
the Deportment of Health pnd Social Services.

We will meet or exceed standards of service required by the State. No staff
expenses, administration or support expenses ore requested.
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May 23, 1984

WRITTEN TES'rIMONY

COINENTS AND 111:03IMEMATIMIS

Subnitted By

'ME L1 4N IMAN COUNCIL

m
CCIallESSIOAL OVERSICaff CCIIMITTEE

CAI the Indian Qpild Welfare Act of 1978

iiirmable Senator Mark Andrews and Members of the Oversight Cannittee:

This testimony has been prepared by Claudia Long, M.S.W., Coordinator
of the Urban Indian Council's INDIAN CHILD WELFARE PROGRAM in Portland, Oregon.
We share in the concerns for our 7,890 Native Americans identified by the 1980
Census--which constitutes a larger concentration of Indian People than is con-
tained in any of the state's reservations and undercounts the area's actual
population by approximately 25%. The amin trust of this docsnent is in support
of increased funding and in consideration of the following proposals.

1. Inc/teased Funding Level. Would allow programs an opportunity

to fulfill quality service-delivery. The impact of limited funding
restrictions is evidenced by our 1983 ICW program which was prohibited
in purchasing needed legal and mental health services, as well as needed
training for program staff. lack of training and consultation hinders
any program performanceand especially true for agencies responsible
for protecting and ensuring the rights afforded by federal mandate which

is unclear, and many times misinterpreted.

2. EatitAialia.Ree.:y,Iii_Inditeuit.tcycte. Would allow funded
prcamus the opportunity to gain consistency and stability within the

merunity it serves. The detrimental impact of a year-to-year funding
cycle is evidenced by our program in that the 7,890 eligible client
population---and specifically the (30 families and 200 youth served
during FY 83--will hUW be without the supportive services offered by
our program, due tO-Mk of funding, and limited funding cycle.

3. Establiah a non-competitive, "enUttement method of Aunding.
This method would allow tribes and urban programs to re-focus on entitled
quality program samjamis and would increase the incentive to foster
moperation a- colygues within the field of Indian Child Welfare, RATTIER
than foeus on competition and. therefore, producing rivalry between program

opponents.
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We concur with the Native American Rehabilitation Association, Portland,
Oregon, that the Act, without allocating adequate funding to Indian organizations
and tribes, that complications will continue to resultininadequate social service
delivery and inappropriate judicial decisions.

During FY 83, our ICW Program has developed and provided both treatment
and preventative services to the tri-county area. Major accanplishments am the
development of increased awareness of the Act by the ccenenity, and counseling pro-
vided to 60 families experiencing potential disruption and/or are in the process
of regaining their family. We provided advocacy to juvenile and tribal court
systems. Ten child abuse cases were investigated and docunented and identified
as high priority. Within the Preventative Education, 35 clients participated
in semen's crisis education, 20 participated in child abuse information classes,
15 adolescents participated in skills for emergency situations and 5 participated
in teen parenting support groups. In addition, our Youth component offered
alternatives and information to 200 youth and their families through cultural
and recreational activities (i.e. basketball, softball) and the opportunity to
participate actively in perspectives of Native American philosophy and spirituality,
beadwork, drunning and dancing fran Indian Elders and 'Matchers from the Indian
Causality.

OTHER CONCERNS

It is relevant to suggest that because more than half of all Indians
do live in urban areas, that cities be given the opportunity to serve Indian
Children and their families -- -not just those on or near the reservation.

We share concerns faced by other ICW programs that both public and
private agencies are unaware of the intent of the law and moat caseaorkers
-(and their supervisors) are unfamiliar with procedures set forth by the law.
Information and training must be provided on the Act in order to be in contract
compliance --- including enforcement by penalty for non-canpliance.

SUMMARY

Again, inadequate funding, limited yearly cycle, and competitive

status restrict implementation by programs in providing services (in support

of the Act.)

I respectfully submit this testimony in behalf of the Urban Indian

Council Indian Child Welfare Program which has been terminated because of lack

of funding; and in response to the Portland ccemunity--both Indian and non-

Indian afro are concerned for the welfare of Indian Children. Copies of support
letters are attached and high-lighted for further insight of the tragedy the

Indian families muy experience because of present funding restrictions.

37-608 O - 84 - 24

Very Respectfully Yours,
URBAN INDIAN (XX2CIL, INC.

Claudia R. Long, M.S.W.
Indian Child Welfare Program Coordinator
1200 S.E. Morrison
Portland, Oregon 97214
(503) 230-0861
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Wive firnerican Program

OREGON LEGAL SERVICES CORPORATION

Nelson Witt
Bureau of Indian Affairs
Social Services
Portland, Oregon

Dear Mr. Witt:

2328 N W Everett

Portiortd Oregon 97210

(503) 223.9483

January 11, 1984

This letter is in support of the Indian Child Welfare Program of the

Urban Indian Council.

Our office provides legal training and information on the Indian Child

Welfare Act. We have conducted training on the legal aspects of the
ICWA for the staff of the Indian Child Welfare Program. We also are

available to consult with them on any legal matters that arise.

We have been happy to respond to the Program's requests for our assis-

tance, and we have been impressed with their dedication to the needs

of Portland's Indian children.

We fully support the Program, and hope that it will be given the necessary

resources to continue its vital work, perhaps even to expand the services

it now is able to offer.

Yau s sincerely

Ga Forrest
Director

GF:sjr
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865

PORTLAND PUBLIC SCHOOLS
3315 E. 14th Avenue / Ponldnd. Oregon 47214
Phone 1303)232-4424. Exit. 4640

INDIAN EDI. CATION ALT PROJECT

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

I am writing this letter in support of the Urban Indian Council Indiar Child

Welfare Act Projects' application for fundino from the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

We strongly support their preventic ltment activities and view them

as an intergral part of the social service network that serves Portlands' Indian

Community. We have been working 'osely with !CM staff to develop a cooperative

package of social services and acti,ities.

The school drop out rate among Merican Indian Students in our district is

nearly fifty percent. We know that social factors such as broken families and

cultural breakdown have a significant and detrimental effect on the progress of

many Indiag students in school.

Again,'I would like to urge your serious consideration in funding this impor-

tant program, Thank you for your time and Consideration.

ref
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A United Way Agency

FOITER PARENTf AffOCIATION
NL 5C Pr.-,rilaria. Oregon 97:13 (503) 232-8383

January 12, 1-''

Bureau of Indian Affaiis
Social 3ervices
A 'irban Indian Health Clinic
1200 S.E. Morrison
Portland, OR 97214

Subject: Letter of Support

Tn whom it may concern:

The Foster Parents Association serves approximately 1400 foster families
in the metropolitan Portland area, those families providing care for about
1.,00 children each day. As an agency with a strong focus on the areas of
training, peer support activities, and advocacy for children in foster
::are, we work with numerous agencies, both private and public, to assure
appropriate service delivery to children needing substitute care.

Indian Welfare programs that 4-1clude both prevention and treatment
aspects have been instituted locally and now seem to have a broad base
upon which to build within the Indian community in the area of developing
foster homes speci:cally trained and especially able to care for native
American children. Cooperating with the Oregon Children's Services
Division and the Indian Child Welfare Program, the Foster Parents Associ-
ation encourages efforts aimed at recruiting ane training such foster
families as well as of support groups that evolve out of common needs
and experiences in providing care to foster children.

Additional program proposed by the Indian Child Welfare Program that
should have long-term beneficial results in helping youngsters includes
the Big Brother/Big Sister program.

Sincerely;

72.eve CL7WC,
ny White

Training/Volunteer Coordinator

Jet fc:csi siO
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Department of Human Resources

CHILDREN'S SERVICES DIVISION
Child Protective Services Branch

1031 E. BURNSIDE. PORTLAND. OREGON 97214.1380 PHONE (503) 238.7555

January 11, 1983

Bureau of Indian Affairs
Social Services Department
c/o Urban Indian Council
Indian Child Welfare

To Whom It May Concern:

I am a caseworker with the State of Oregon's Children's Services
Division and have worked with the staff at the Urban Indian
Council for a number of years in regard to Indian children in my
caseload. I have found the Urban Indian Council and the Indian
Child Welfare to be an invaluable resource for Indian families.
They have provided free health care, psychological evaluations
and ongoing counseling, parenting and self-esteem classes, foster
home recruitment, home visits, supervision of parent-child visits,
assistance in developing a workable service plan for families, etc.,
etc. They have worked well with my clients, establishing trust
and rapport with them and easing the often-felt strain between
Indian families and C.S.D. The Urban Indian Council has encouraged
inter-agency cooperation and strives to improve the quality of
its services. I am in strong support of any attempt on their
part to broaden the scope of the services they provide and hope that
funds will be made available to them for further program development
into areas such as a homemaker program, Big brother program, and
Indian grandparent recruitment and support.

Sincerely,

Bart Wilson, Manager
Cold Protective Services

."Lt2W.4
Elizab Pierson, Caseworker

EP/mk
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January 10, 1984

Bureau of Indian Affairs
P.U. Box 3285
Portland, Oregon 97201

Dear Sir:

This ls a letter of support on behalf of the Indian Child Welfare
Program. They have been supportive in helping us with a Warm Springs
Indian child in long-term residential treatment, by providing
consultation, play therapy and Big Brother resources. We have found
their expertise essential in our understanding of cultural and ethical
concerns affecting treatment directions in our interactions with the
Warm Springs Reservation Tribal Court.

Their services of prevention, treatment and referral are greatly
needed in this community. Their highly professional staff of therapists,
psychologists, psychiatrists and youth workers will require your
continued support and endorsement if they are to carry on this good work.

Most cordially yours,

Donald k. Ebert
Family Therapist. B.S., M.Ed.
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RECE19P.Co'9et 2 1984

Mr. Pete Taylor
Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs
United States Senate
Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Pete:

Please find attached a complete packet of testimony materials
reflecting preparation and discussions involving tribal novernments,
Indian organizations, and the Washington State Department of Social
and Health Services from December 1983 to Aoril 1984.

I believe the attached material contains significant details from
both the Indian and state agency perspectives here in Washington
and should be made part of the record. It is my understanding that
the complete packet may have been already submitted during the hearincis.
However. I am also sending the material directly to the Committee lust
in case.

Please feel free to contact me at (206) 754-1698 if I can be of

runner assistance,

Attachment

3 7 ;I

Sincerely,

Don Milligan, MSW
DSHS Indian Affairs Section
nB 14
Olympia, WA 98504
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STATE AI WASiWON

DEPARTMENT Of SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
PAIMOIANDUM

TO Don Milligan, Chief DATE. January 12, 1984
Office of Indian Affairs
N.S. 08-44G

FRO i Winif4d)Wiatrak, Regional Administrator
Region 6, KR-23

1AXN 11.410.4
*opt"

SUBJECT: INDIAN CHILD WELFARE ACT

In response to Bob Lolcama's communication of January 3, 1984, I have asked all
CSO's in Region 6 to respond per his request. Several offices have responded
with positive aspects of the current act as well as recommendations for enhance-
ments. These are summarized below:

- The single most important aspect of the current Indian Child
Welfare Act has been the creation of Local Indian Child Welfare
Advisory Committees. Offices with active committees find that
communications and planning for Indian children has been greatly
enhanced through committee activity.

- Placement and custodial requirements set forth in the act have
brought about greater awareness on the part of non-Indian DSHS
staff of the special needs of Indian children entering the social
service system. Through information And committee activity the
department is better equipped to address those needs.

- The current act supplies no funding or inadequate funding to allow
committees to implement programs within the Indian Child Welfare
Act. Examples include extensive coverage responsibility for
existing Indian social service staff, gaps in due process because
of lack of attorney resources to Indian tribal courts and trans-
portation problems effecting return of Indian children to proper
jurisdiction.

- The act does not address the needs of Canadian Indian children.
VII state act addresses Canadian Indian children but other
sorder states may also benefit from recognition at the federal
level of these special circumstances.

- The lack of specific procedural information lends itself to con-
fusion regarding the role of DSHS when the child's tribe assumes
jurisdiction and the child remains in a DSHS foster home.

- Delays in tribal court action or council action sometimes cause
problems in meeting the rigid deadlines of P.L. 96.272.

- The requirement to research enrollment eligibility for Indian
children when potential tribal affiliation is with tribes outside
the State of Washington causes delays and staff frustrations.
The Bureau of Indian Affairs is notably lacking in timely response
to research requests.

Thank you for the opportunity for input.

c: Don Gamble
Bob Utter
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STATE Of VSAStOsCION

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
Olympia ltdVINgicin 'WSW

April 12, 1984

INDIAN CHILD WELFARE ACT HEARINGS ALIAT

HEARINGS
51777iiFr recent information indicates
Committee on Indian Affairs will hold
Child Welfare Act:

Date and Time --- April 25 at
Place --- 124 Dirkson

Washington.

that the Senate Select
a hearing on the Indian

10:30 a.m.
Senate Office Building
D.C.

TESTIMONY
frelirrrnd attached a complete eacket of material covering
testimony preparation carried out by representatives of tribes
and Indian organizations in Washington State.

Attachment PI is the final draft of recommendations covering
eastern and western Washington Indian discussions summarized by
Betsy Redbear, Michelle Aguilar, and Ramona Bennett (olus comments
by Nancy Tuthill, American Indian Law Center).

You are requested to review this material and submit tribal and
organizational resolutions in support of attachment 41. One copy

of your resolutions plus attachment 01 should go directly to:

Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs
U.S. Senate
Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
Attention: Pete Tayler

A second cony of your resolution should be mailed to:

Betsy Redbear
Nak-Nu-We-Sha
P.O. Box 151
Toppenish, WA 98948 Phone: (509) 865-5121

Betsy will attach your resolutions to testimony that will be
presented by a member of the Yakima Tribal Council at the hearing.

Attachments 02 through 05 will be attached to the Yakima Tribe's
testimony for the hearing. These attachments are attached here

to provide you with sunolemental support data for any additional
testimony your tribe or organization may wish to submit for the
hearing. You are encouraged to submit your recommendations directly

to the Cummittre.

381

Don Milligan
05115 Indian Affairs

:Milstop 08 14
Olyinnia, Washington 98504

(206) 154.1698
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WASHINGTON STATE TRIBES INDIAN CHILD WELFARE ACT RECCOMENDATIONS

Definition of ladian - Washington State Definition preferred
A. Include Indian Children who are acknowledge by an Indian Tribe or

Indian community organisation

B. Include Canadian Indian.Feople, as authorized by the Jay Treaty or
at least notify tribe of court action

# 2. Include Indian children in juvenil justice system
A. Tribal-state agreement to allow for Tribal court jurisdiction

and utilization of state resources

B. 11clude process in Act for Tribes to reassume lurisdiction in
juvenile justice issues (particularly in 280 states)

.0 3. Funding.
A. Establish separate funding authorization (current authorization is

pursuant to the Snyder Act.)

B. Establish an authoriztion level of 54 Million.

C. Consistency in funding from year to year on a 3 year cycle.

D. Minimum of 14 million per year for fiscal year 1985, 1986 6 1987.
1. 30 million entitlement to Tribes and organisations.
2. 24 Million merit Tribes and organizations

A. Eliminate grant process and accept work plan as
developed by Tribes 6 organizations consistent with
P.L. 95-608.

B. Evaluation based on individual program merit.

1. Evaluation guidelines will be established and consistent

2. Evaluators will he qualified, trained Lnd representative
of the service area population.

382
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Y4.

NOTIFICATION/BOTH VOLUNTARY 4 INVOLUNTARY PLACE ENT PROCEEDINGS

I. IDENTIFYING WHO INDIAN
2. ENROLLMENT PROCEDURES

3. CONTROLS FOR COMPLIANCE ON PRIVATE AGENCIES

4. NOTIFICATION STATE-TO-TRIBE, TRIBE -TO -TRIBE

S. TIGHTEN UP ON BIA MONITORING IN THIS AREA
b. PRIOR TO GOING INTO COURT/AT THE TIME OF INTAKE

MANDATE THAT BOTH PUBLIC & PRIVATE AGENCIES GIVE NOTICE AT THE
POINT OF INTAKE:
ALSO OTHER SYSTEMS/INDIVIDUALS WHO ARE INVOLVED

A. lTun notification of contact, the tribes shall have access to the following
Information:

1. Child's birth name and any AKA's, birthdate, tribal affiliation(s)
Birth parents.

I. Social history

3. case plan

8. TLe tribe will abide by the ethical and professional standards of confidentiality

#5.

In title ll, Sec. 201 (a) (3), include cultural and family-enriching

dytIVItivs

A. Cntiuue to ,wrve and preserve the rights of unrollable indiang

Ph,

Inheritance issues - all aspects,

A. tetminattuns
B. enrollment
C. Trust accounts
D. tribal constitutions
E. land holdings

al. Aprvndix A (iv) pg. 2 (to read)
parents unless such placement terminates a child's rights of inheritance

enrollment, or cultural reinforcements

OS. Add defintion of qualified expert witness
A. An individual with experience in Indian Child development,

psychology, child rearing, with the additional qualifications
of knowing Indian customs, traditions and laws, and appointed
by the child's tribe, Indian child welfare program, or other
Indian ..iAani:ation (i.e. LICWAC)

BESi C64- V fie itaLitt
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Transfer of jurisdiction

State to tribal court

A. Problems with the definition of good cause to the contrary

S. The burden of proof shall rest with the parent(s) objecting to the
transfer to show good cause

2. Secondary back up by off-reservation programs when jurisdiction is denied by
a Tribe, when notice goes out to the child's tribe(s names and location of
Indian child welfare services and tribes will be included,

010

Pt 96272 or any other federal or state laves governing child placement must never be
used contrary to the best interest of the Indian Child as defined by Q5 -608

011

Act mandate B.I.A. in conjunction with tribal and Indian organization establish a
State-by-State monitoring committee to enusure compliance of provision of Act

A. Public agencies
B. Private agencies
C. State courts
D. Establishment Tribal and Off-Reservation committee's to oversee the

monitoring procedures of the Bureau and assist with the operational monitoring
plan

I. Individual state regulations reviewed (annually)
2. State court/Agency reporting system (annually)

12
When guardians ad litem are appointed for Indian Children, they thail meet the
criteria described for expert witnesses (see numberll)

913

Adoption/Penalties (new section to be added to "Definitions"
A. Failed Adoptions

1. Any out of home placement of an Indian child who has been adopted
including consent to place, a criminal incaceration, a relinquishment,
termination deprivation, any court ordered (Tribal or State) out of
home placement requires:

A. notice to biological parents
B. notice to the tribes of origin.
C. notice to the B.I.A.
D. notice to local Indian child welfare adoptive services.

B. Upon relinquishment or termination of an Indian Child as defined by PL 95-608
the supervision/Custody must be transferred to a local Indian Child Welfare
agency managed by a tribe or an Indian organization.

C. Establish Penalties and compliance regulations.

38.i
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AMERICAN INDIAN LAW CENTER INC.
P.0.00% 4411111- STATION A

1117 IIITANPoPO. N E.
ALERJOLNIAOLIE. NEW MIX= S71 SS

PNONS t15051/77.34SE

MEMORANDUM

TO: Roger Jim, Chairman
Yakima Tribal Council

FROM: Nancy M. Tuthill, Deputy Director

RE: ICWA Oversight Hearing

DATE: April 2, 1984

Pursuant to the request of Ms. Elizabeth RedBear, Yakima
Nak-Nu-We Sha Program, and other Committee members who met Marcia

26-27, 1984, to discuss the ICWA Oversight Nearing, I have pre-
pared comments on their consolidated recommendations as well as
comments on other areas of concern. My comments address the
thirteen tribal recommendations.

1, Definition of Indian - The expanded definition is commend-
able in that it seeks to fill the gap wherein some Indian
children fall through the cracks of ICWA. I do not, how-
ever, think that Congress will expand the definition to in-
clude Indians that fall outside the federal definition of
member or eligible for membership in a federally recognized
tribe and the biological child of a member., I would recom-
mend that the definition be expanded to include children who
are members or eligible for membership and the biological
child of a member or parent who is eligible for membership.

I am aware of one controversial case in Washington that
could have been more easily resolved had the ICWA applied to
the child whose parent was eligible for membership. But the
child was not eligible until the parent chansed tribal mem-
bership after the case was litigated.

2. Juvenile Justice Issues - wholeheartedly recommend that
2.b. of the recommendation on the reassumption of jurisdic-

tion in P.L. 83-280 states be expanded to include juvenile
offenders/juvenile delinquents and status offenders. When

Congress authorized reassuming exclusive jurisdiction over
child custody matters, they ended up giving only half of the

pie to tribes. Children are a valuable resource of tribes
and as such, all Indian children could benefit from return-

ing to their tribe's reservation. The arguments against
such an expansion of ICWA are that the ICWA was not intended

RECEIVED
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to include those other children and that it will cost a lot
to improve tribal juvenile justice systems to accommodate
exclusive jurisdiction over such cases. Some tribes do not
have juvenile detention facilities; nor do they have shelter
care facilities; therefore, such an addition may not be
feasible for some tribes without additional time to plan and
additional money to develop resources. The types of cases
would probably be necessarily limited to misdemeanors, as
the U.S. Attorney's offices would frown on exclusive juris-
diction over a case involving a major crime because they
would have to prosecute the cases in federal court. In
spite of the potential arguments against reassumption of ex-
clusive jurisdiction over juvenile offenders, it would be
left. up to the individual tribe to determine whether they
have the resources to accommodate such cases.

The other issue under juvenile justice suggests that tribes
be allwwed to enter into tribal-state agreements on juvenile
offenders and that they be allowed to access state re-
sources. The ICWA authorized agreements regarding issues of
jurisdiction primarily because the Indian Civil Rights Act's
amendment to P.L. 83-280 prohibits the giving" uplof tribal
jurisdiction without certain conditions being met. The
ICWA, in effect, supercedes those conditions or prohibitions
in child custody matters only. Tribal-state agreements were
not invented under ICWA, they have been entered into for
many years and on many subjects; therefore,' tribes can nego-
tiate agreements on juvenile offenders provided that they do
not violate the Indian Civil Rights Act's amendment to P.L.
83-280. Many tribes use state resources and it may be by an
agreement on reimbursement of cost for use'of such resource,
e.g., juvenile detention center or juvenile diagnostic fa-
cility. The issues of accepting a tribal court order for
placement. in the state facility and the subsequent payment
for placement by the state are hard issues. It is unlikely
that Congress would require full faith and credit of tribal
court orders in such placements unless the tribe agreed to
pay for the placement. Such action would be analogis to the
federal courts or other state courts ordering x state to ac-
cept a placement and having x state pay for the placement.

3. Funding. - One primary criticism that I have had of ICWA
since its enactment has been the statutory funding authori-
zation under the Snyder Act. The BIA has continually robbed
Peter to pay Paul under ICWA Titie II because ICWA's funding

37-608 O - 84 - 25
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authorization is the same authorization as the entire BIA.

Congress should have authorized separate funding, which
would have partially eliminated the problem with ICWA fund-

ing level. The recommended CB0 funding level of ICWA was
$125 million spread over a five-fiscal-year period, with ap-
proximately $80,000,000 for construction. Rep. Udall amen-
ded the bill, HR 12533, to eliminate the construction costs
and projected expenditures of $44 million spread over five
fiscal years. See Congressional Record H12854, October 14,

1978.

Congress sometimes puts the cart before the horse and in the

case of ICWA, they did just that. They should have author-
izee and appropriated dollars for tribal program development
before mandating transfers to tribal court under ICWA. The .

jurisdictional mandates of ICWA placed the tribes in a pre-
carious situation of deciding whether they should accept or

request transfer from state court. Also, this decision
should be based upon an assessment of available resources,
e.g., availability of foster homes, money for foster care
payments, willingness of extended family members, etc. A

higher funding level, consistency of funding and a three-
year funding cycle would greatly assist tribes in making the
decision of accepting or requesting transfer.

The tribes' requested funding appropriation level of $54

million per year would be nice but is unrealistic, especial-

ly since the recommended funding request was $15 million
from the western tribes. A funding level of $54 million
would cost approximately $38.00 per Indian person who was
counted under the 1980 census. But what percentage of those
persons counted or uncounted in the 1980 census would be
served under ICWA by tribal or Indian organizations? There

should be a clear justification for requesting $54 million,

e.g., according to AAIA's 1976 statistics Indian children

have 200-1 odds of being placed out of home as compared to
other children; therefore, because of this risk, a higher
level of dollar funding is necessary to prevent the removal

or to reunify the family. I don't know what the odds are,
how many families will come into contact with the state sys-
tem, or how much money is realistic as to cost per person,
but to provide Congress with better data at the oversight
hearing examples, cases or statistics should be used. A

general statement may not be good enough for Congress. They

need to hear the horror story, the real, live here-and-now

38/
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of how ICWA hasn't worked and how it can be improved by ex-
pended more dollars to save the most valuable resource the
tribes have - their children. Rep. Udall projected costs of
$44 million over a five-year period will be hard to overcome
but examples are a must.

The evaluation process of ICWA, Title II grant applications
has been a critical concern of many tribes. There needs to
be a more consistent method of evaluation, but again, exam-
ples should be used to bolster the argument of how to im-
prove the application process.

4. Notice - The issue of adequacy and proper notice to tribes
of IOWA has caused many debates across Indian country. One
clear issue on notice is the requirement or non-requirement
of notice to tribes in a voluntary placement. Congressap-
parently felt that notice to tribes in voluntary placements
was not necessary, as the statutory language 4ffes not appear
to mandate such notice. This omission of notice to tribes
apparently was based uponthe issue of rights of parents to
request of anonymity, etc. The Act does not prohibit inter-
vention by the tribe in voluntary placements nor does it en-
courage intervention. If a tribe finds out about a volunta-
ry placement through 'the moccasin telegraph, they could re-
quest transfer and intervention but I suspect that the par-
ent would object to transfer and the state' court might re-
fuse the right of intervention. I am aware of at least ene
state court allowing such intervention but that state court
should not have been adjudicating the case because it was a
clear case of exclusive tribal jurisdiction.

One major gap of ICWA is that notice to tribes is not man-
dated until an action is initiated in the state court. This
prohibits consultation and assistance by a tribal agency or
Indian organization in prevention or reunification activi-
ties. If a state CPS caseworker could utilize tribal agen-
cies or Indian organizations to prevent removal or reunify
the family prior to the filing of a petition, it would be in
the best interest of the child. Congress has identified the
need for permanency planning by its enactment of P.L. 96-
272, Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act of 1980,

since its requirements suggests that prevention and reunifi-
cation are priorities. ICWA should provide for notice to
tribes upon first contact with an Indian family, as waiting
until the petition is filed creates problems for the child,
family and tribe.

388
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Whether or not notice is properly and timely provided to
tribes should be monitored by the BIA or another identified
agency or group. If notice is not properly provided, the
case could later be invalidated in-an appellate court.

5. Title II Activities - Including cultural and family-enrich-
ing activities'in Title II grant programs is appropriate but
it is doubtful that Congress would authorize expenditures on
non-federally recognized families.

6. Inheritance Issues - Inheritance issues are of utmost impor-
tance in ICWA adoption cases. Without proper notice to
tribes and BIA, a child could lose money and their rights to
property. Thisjs very critical if a tribe requires member-
ship verificatibn and the tribe did not receive the required
membership information on an adopted child.

7. Ado tion Placement - I'm not sure that adding "parents un-
less suc p acement terminates a child's rights of J.nheri-
tance, enrollment or culturC. reenforcements" to Sec. 4(1)
iv. will accomplish its apparent intent. The proposed lan-
guage needs to be reworded and its intent clarified by exam-
ple.

8. Qualified Expert Witness 7 Adding a definition of "qualified
expert witness" would assist state courts. But I think it's
unlikely that Congress would tell state courts who an expert
witness must be in an ICWA case.

9. Transfer of Jurisdiction - The legislative history on "good
cause" for denying transfer to tribal courts indicates that
state courts are to use a modified doctrine of forum non
convenieus. The state court guidelines, F.R. November 26,
1979, set forth good examples for the state courts to use
when finding good cause, but many state courts are not fol-
lowing those "guidelines." It would be nice if there were
some way to force all state courts to use the same standard
for finding good cause.

The issue of requiring a parent show good cause when they
object to transfer to tribal court is not open to much de-
bate. It is highly unlikely that Congress would require
that a parent show good cause; their objection to such
transfer would be enough to prevent the transfer. Even
though ICWA recognizes the importance of tribes having a say
in the future of their children, Congress also recognized
the rights of parents.
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I'm not sure of the purpose of notifying an off-reservation
Indian program if a tribe refuses to accept transfer of an
'ICWA case. This issue should be more clearly stated.

10. Federal and State Child Placement Statutes - The issue of
federal or state laws that are or appear to be contrary to
ICWA may not be a valid concern. ICWA would clearly oust
any contrary state law under the Supremacy Clause of the
U.S. Constitution. Federal statutes that expressly contra-
dict ICWA is a harder issue to resolve. Although P.L. 96-
272 appears to contradict ICWA, I would argue that it en-
hances ICWA because of the focus on prevention and reunifi-
cation. The one major issue under P.L. 96-262 is its affect
on TPR petitions after the child has been in placement 18
months. Even though a TPR petition is filed, the standard
of proof under ICWA of "proof beyond a reasonable doubt"
will still be the required proof.

11. Monitoring Committee - As stated under Number 4 of these
comments, there needs to be some sort of monitoring system.
Establishing such a system outside of the government, e.g.,
MA or INS would be unwieldy and costly. It might be diffi-
cult to persuade Congress to set up such a system.

2. Guardian ad Litwin - It would be extremely difficult to con-
vince Congress that a nonlegal trained person should always
serve as a guardian ad litem in ICWA cases.'

13. Adoption/Penalties - There needs to be a method of prohibit-
ing doctor and lawyer adoption placements. In particular,
these placements should not be made without home studies or
without following ICWA. Establishing civil or criminal
sanctions might prevent such placements but how will the
sanctions he enforced, if the lawyer intentionally fails to
aavise the state court that the child is an Indian child? A
great deal of thought needs to be given to enforcement of
sanctions.

NMT/bj

cc: Elizabeth RedBear
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IOHN WU/AM
Governor

Stall Of WAfkiNGTON

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
(74mple. WaWron 96301

December 27, 1953

TO: Indian Child Welfare Programs

FROM: Doe Milligani'.11k

SUSJSCT: PISPARATION POR MATS NIARISGS OM ANDIDICIIT,Oi TVS
DIM" MILD VILPAU ACT

As most of yon know. we have been told that the Senate will be
holding hearings regarding the possible amendment of the Indian
Child Welfare Act and its regulations possibly some time in
late February or March, 19114. The specific focus of the hearings
has not been set yet, but we should probably proceed looking

at all aspects of the act.

At the request of Mosel Jim Sr.. Yakima Tribal Council: I have
scheduled a work sesSion fee January 19 and 20 to provide tribal
and off-reservation Indian Child Welfare Program staff the oppor-
malty to share their ideas. concerns, monneseetloss and
sits to prepare for the hearings. See map for location.

First, we are asking that can of you review your own experience.
and concerns with the act since 1978 in such arose as funding level,
grant application process, state court issues, state and private
agency issues, tribal court issues, federal agency issues, etc.
Second, we are asking that each of you obtain a tribal or board
resolution containing recommendations for amending the Indian Child

Welfare Act based upon your own program experiences. Please bring

extra copies to the work session.

During the work session we will ask participants to share their con-
cerns and recommendations.

All participant recoemendstions will be compiled with summary common-

cary into oar document. This document will be distributed to all
Indian Child Welfare Programs with the request that you work with
your tribal council or board of directors to pass a resolution in
support of the combined document. In addition to each tribe/organ-
isation sending your resolution and the combined document to the
Senate hearings and to your legislators. we are asking that each of

you send a copy of your resolution to me. Z will mu to it that it
is attached to a combined document with all resolutions from Washington
State tribe and organisations and presented by a tribal leader during

the hearings in Washington D.C. in February.

Those of you who cannot attend the work session please send a copy of
your resolution and recommendations to me and it will be distributed

there. You will also receive combined document.

For your convenience, I have attached some material related to possible

amenJments.

Attachments
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INDIAN CHILD WELFARE ACT
WORK SESSION AGENDA

January 19 6 20, 1984

January 19. Thursday

Presentations:

9:30 - Evelyn Blanchard, Association of American Indian and
Alaska Native Social Wotkers

10.:00 - Goldie Todd, Quinault Tribe, and /Gee, 14440 "44-44"
twva44.

Tribe, and SK4'evo-Z-A

Panel
)844w444..

c.644,4 Lovv-t&ot

11:00 - Debbie VanBrunt, Lumml Tribe
Larry Lamebull, Puyallup Tribe
Marie Starr/Karen Hausrath, Muckleshoot
Panel

12:00 - Lunch

1:30 - Gwen Gua, Colville Tribe
Georgia Peone, Spokane Tribe
Betsy Red Bear, Yakima Tribe

2:30 - Esther Crawford, United Indians Of All
and Panel

3:30 - Additional Participant Presentations

4:30 - Adjournment

January 20, Friday

9:00 - Discussion of Recommendations

11:00 - Strategy Discussion

12:00 - Adjournment

Tribes,
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Rough Notes
January 19 and 2ff, 1984

Quinaplt Tribe

J. Need access to OSHS files prior to tribal intervention (documenta-
tion of effort).

2. Court and DSHS notification of tribe untimely in several instances.

3. Need adequate definition of expert witness, e.g., must be Indian or
designated by a tribal government.

4. Unwed parents/transfer issue.

- Fathers (non-Indian) who have not declared paternity have frus-
trated transfers from state to tribal courts.

S. Divorce.

- Non-Indian mothers obtaining custody in state courts.

6. Refusal of tribal courts to accept jurisdiction in some instances.

- Training of tribal judges.
- Protection of unenrollable Indian children.
- Handling of children from other tribes.

7. Conflicts among various children's codes, e.g., Indian Child Welfare
Act, MAC, PL 272, HB 2768, tribal codes, etc.

8. Lack of understanding by some tribal courts regarding higher stan-
dard of care provision, e.g., MAC.

9. Failure of some tribes to notify other tribes related tc interven-
tion.

10. "Good Cause to the Contrary' provision.

- Obj .son of the non-Indian parent should not result in automatic
non-transfer to tribal court.

11. P.L. 272 vs. Indian Child Welfare Act (Group Care).

- Tribe must turn custody over to OSHS to receive benefits.

12. Under P.L. 272 if tribal courts do not do a timely review foster
parents licensed by state-certified Indian programs do not receive
state payments.

13. Clarification of roles of tribal court and social worker (program).

14. Variation of DSHS implementation of WAC from office to office.

sor
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is. Voluntary agencies:

Some ignoring the ICW Act.
- Some not giving notice to tribes.

Swinomish-Nooksack-Upper Skagit Tribes

1. Conflicts develop when more than one tribe involved (need for inter-
tribal agreements).

2. Unawareness of Courts and DSHS workers:

- Need to share information prior to intervention.
- Notification when CPS case is opened.

3. Courts not meeting standards of evidence.

4. Tribal access to court documents and DSHS.

S. Court orders should specify cooperative effort between DSHS, state
court worker, tribal/off-reservation Indian programs.

6. State dumping responsibility on tribes, 0.9., CPS investigation.

7. State refusal to investigate Indian cases.

8. Placement preference:

- Inconsistency of federal AFDC regulations retarding "definition
of relatives," tribal definitions, state implementation, and
intent of ICW Act, i.e., no payment to relatives if they do not

meet AFDC definition.

- Clarification of extended family needed.

9. Placement preference not always being followed by DSHS, nor is

consultation with tribes always obtained by DSHS.

10. Placement in tribally approved homes should be a requirement.

11. Hidden placements in AFDC.

12. Paternity problems:

- No paternity established.
- Removal from paternal relatives.
- Threats of removal.

13. Recognition of tribal standards for establishing paternity -
inconsistency from DSHS office to office.
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Nakah Tribe

1. Funding for services.

- Relative payment and other services.

2. P.L. 272.

- DSHS dictating to tribal court regarding content of order in
order to yet DSHS payment.

3. No provision in tribal court or code for Canadian Indian children.

4. Funding:

- Recognition for success of funded programs.

5. Competitiveness for funding jeopardizes on-going programs.

Skokomish Tribe

1. Failure of BIA to take leadership regarding implementation of ICid

Act.

2. Absence of a reporting system that accurately reflects activities

of tribal programs.

3. State court failure to give notice to tribes.

4. Services to people who live off-reservation.

- Not receiving service.

5. Expert witness credentials.

6. Voluntary placements.

- No information being given to tribe and relatives.

- Parents not receiving counseling regarding tribal resources.

Lummi Tribe

1. Funding.

- Need for three year funding cycle.

2. ICU Act education needed for tribal governments.

711r rs. .
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3. Jurisdictional problems:

- Problems with tribal, state, federal courts accepting Jurisdic-
tion: rape, incest, physical abuse, geographic location of
offense.

4. Broaden definition of 'domicile" to avoid Jurisdictional problems.

-6. Dependent ward of court placed off reservation.

- Problem with county court system honoring tribal court order
regarding child pick up.

6. Education of state court system (Judicial Qualifications Committee).

7. Whatcom County:

- Court and Prosecutor's office fail to respond to requests for
assistance unless processed through the county court.

8. Legal assistance for child in voluntary relinquishment.

Puyallup Tribe

1. Jurisdiction - problem with state courts regarding transfer.

2. Training of state court judges and attorneys general needed.

3. More adequate funding cycle.

4. Need for legal assistance.

5. Tribal delegation of expert witness:

- Indian
- Tribal specific

6. Use state Inter-Local Cooperation Act regarding transfer of protec-
tive service investigation.

7. Requirement that all tribal judges have special training on ICW Act
and sexual abuse.

8. Act should include sanction of courts and agencies who do not notify
tribes.

9. Need for Inter-Tribal Agreements.

10. Legal Assistance (federal, state).
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Muckleshoot Tribe

1. Funding.

- Restrictions on population figures used.

2. Competition causes friction between programs.

3 year cycit
- set aside for on-going programs

3. Grant application process.

4. State Court:

- Trouble with youth perpetrators. Forced to use state courts for

resources.

S. Notice:

- Review hearings/kids who have been in care for a long time.

6. Teeth in guidelines to get courts to comply.

7. Monitoring of private agency needed.

8. Confidentiality - what assistance given to parents to learn resources

of tribes.

- Tribe confidentialtty.

9. Need for broadening of
tribal/state agreements in cases of group

home services.

10. State custiv*, of children in group care.

- State law - no alternative to public agency (P.L. 272 undoing

parts of ICW Act).

11. BIA should be monitoring public and private agencies and state

courts.

12. Tribal courts - getting other tribal courts to recognize tribal

membership.

13. CPS workers cannot directly file petitions in tribal courts.

14. Identify notification problem in Pierce Count (tribal and state

courts).

;
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15. Notification of tribes is a problem.

16. Requirement of inter-tribal agreements.

Colville Tribe

1. S1 million should be reinstated.

2. Include 'voluntary' removals.

3. Monitoring for compliance to the ICW Act - establish committee.

Yakima Tribe

---1. Training on P.L. 272 (Court-State-Tribal Program).

2. Emphasis on cultural relevance in program and courts.

3. Custody issues between relatives.

4. State forcing tribe to adhere to state standards.

- Beyond licensing standards.

5. Clarification of tribal enrollment in adoption.

Spoken. Tribe

1. Funding - ADC.

2. When state court places Indian child within the jurisdiction of a
tribal court does the tribal court assume jurisdiction? Clarifica-
tion of tribal right to assume Jurisdiction needed.

3. Divorce proceedings in tribal courts - custody matters. Amend Act
to address custody issun.

United Indians of All Tribes Foundation

1. Guardian Ad liters: Judges place a lot of weight on the recommen-
dations of unknowledgeable non-Indian GALS.

2. Private agencies are not in compliance with the ICW Act. Notifica-

tion of tribes is a problem.

3. Training of state Judges and attorneys.
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4. Increase funding.

5. Monitoring of state courts and private agencies.

6. Provision for intervention by urban programs on behalf of tribes.

7. Transfer of jurisliction to urban programs and tribal council.

8. Private agency compliance should be identified in the ICY Act.
Minimal monitoring by DSHS for compliance.

Suquam!sh Tribe

1. Funding.

2. Juvenile Court cases held off reservation.

- Intervention prevented.

3. Definition of Indian should include unenrollable Indians.

4. Some tribal court orders not being accepted by state courts and
agencies - tribes have to pay for some services.

5. Canadian Indian issues of transfer and services.

Lower Elwha Tribe (via Jan GoslIn)

1. Funding.

2. Alternative funding sources - pay for work done by tribal program
for DSHS.

3. LICWAC seen as arm of the tribe. There Is a need for tribal commit-
tee to work with DSHS in instances where parents refuse staffing.

4. Notification to tribes within 72 hours of involuntary placement.

5. Lack of Indian foster homes.

6. DSHS notify by telephone and follow-up with registered letter.

Miscellaneous

1. Designation of a tribe as a public agency would provide tribe with
access to confidential information.

2. Monies for children with special needs in P.L. 280 states.

3. Problem of late identification of some Indian children due to
appearance.

4. Definition of Indian.

DSHS

See attachment of DSHS comments.
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STATIC.wAsmaraN

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
owl* WAWAINin N3Of

February 16, 1914

TO: Participants February 10, 1964. Indian Child
Welfare Work Session, Yakima Indian Nation

FROM: Oon Milligan
DSMS Indian fairs

Karen RAM
/031111111
Won

Please find attached the "allowing item:

1. Outline notes prep:Ped by Barb News, Kalispel Tribe, based
upon the work session discussion.

Z. Resolution submitted by the Colville Tribe.

3. Attendance list for the work session.

Evelyn Blanchard, Association of Appian Indian and Alaska Native

Social Workers, and Betsy Ned leer, CI:Ordinate, of the Eastern
Washington work session, strongly encourage tribal governments, tribal

child welfare programs, and offreservation Indian organizations/programs
to do the following:

1. Prepare your separate testimony to submit to the oversight
hearing and appropriate legislators using the outline notes

as a basis.

2. Submit letters of support and tribal resolutions supporting
the attached work session recommsedatims as soon as possible
to letsy Red Mar.

3. Review and support the work session readmodattens developed
by tribes and Indian organizations in Western Washington on
February 24, 1954. Plans are to consolidate the Epstrrn and

Western Washington work session recospendatIons into one

package for the oversight hearings. It is my understanding

that lietsy Red Near and Ooldie Todd will be coordinating the
consolidation.

However, it is important that tribe, proems, and organiza-
tion submit their own tostimonT1W the hearing in order to show
widespread interest and support to the U.S. Congress.

Attachments lit u+4?` # 3
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EASTERN WASHINGTON TRIBES MEETING FEBUARY 10, 1984

A.) REVIEW OF CURRENT FINDINGS FROM SEATTLE 19 620 MEETING:

1. Funding

2. Voluntary proceedings/Notice

A. Both Private 6 %Into AgOrtriet

-confidentiality

B. Tribal Children's Codes to specify guidelines

-coordination effort for all Tribes

1. Domicile

2. Enforcement within the Act, "Model" guidelines

3. Enforcement 6 Monitoring by the Bureau

C. Custody Issues, considering the rights of both

parent 6 child

3. Monitoring/compliance

4. Role of the Local Indian Child Welfare Advisory

Committee (LICWAC), within the Act the only reference

made in this area is as a Higher Standard of Protection.

A. There is a need for the issue of an advisory com-

mittee to be specifically addressed in the Act.

B. Stress the need for Indian participation on off-

reservation LICWAC's

5. P.L. 96-272 contradicts the Act on maintaining juris-

diction of Indian Children

A. State 6 Federal money

B. If Tribes had appropriate funding!

6. Enrollment Issues

A. Relinquishment/set requirements for enrollment and/

or verification 5f Indian blood.

7. Placements/State gnidelines encourage foster care place-

ments over extends: family by giving more money for that

type of placement

A. Can be addresses in P.L. 96-272

B. Standards for fatter care, to compare with State

8. Clarification of Skate Court Transfer (s): to Tribes

A. Expand Notice procedure (definition) to also inc.ude

cases that dor get into Court

401
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9. Domestic Relations/Divorce Proceedings

A. Custody to non-Indian parent

10. State-Tribal Agreements

Need for extended definition/clarification

A. Open for both concurrent 81 exclusive jurisdiction

Tribes

B. Open for Urban/Rural Indian programs and organi-

zations

11. Urban/Rural (Off-Reservation Indian Issues)

A. Secondary protection procedure i.e. when jurisdic-

tion is denied by a Tribe, the Off-Reservation

program can assume the jurisdiction over the Indian

child as an added safeguard

B.) SUMMARY/RECOMMENDATIONS:

1. Funding

A. Current: competitive

-appropriated amount

-638 Social Service Funds

-Tribal

-Administration for Children, Youth d Families (ACYF)

-IHS

-ANA

- State Grants

-Local funds

S. Need guaranteed funding

- based on our proposed level

-entitlement monies

-adequate funding based on need

C. A procedure be developed for distribution of funds

pursuant to needs

- BIA /HHS coordinate funding (a mandated allocation

plan)

2. Court-Rel..'ed Issues

A. Notification/Both voluntary & involuntary proceedings

1. Identifying whos Indian
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2. Enrollment procedures

3. Controls for compliance on Private Agencies

4. Notification State-to-Tribe, Tribe-to-Tribe

5. Tighten up on BIA monitoring in this area

f6. Prior to going into Court/at the time of intake

7. Mandate that both Public 6 Private agencies give

notice at the point of intake;

also other systems/individuals who are involved

in the placement process.

B. *miffing
1. Problems with the definition of Good Cause to

the Contrary

2. Expert witness definition included

3. Secondary backup by Off-Reservation programs

when jurisdiction is denied by a Tribe

4. Based on Tribal Soveriegnty, a child who falls

within the definition of "Indian" will automati-

cally be eligible for transfer and/or one parent

is Indian, that child/case will be eligible for

transfer/Notices included

C. Legal representation for/by Tribes

3. State/Tribal/Urban/Off-Reservation

A. Establishment of (independent) LICWAC systems/

consultants

1. Uniform guidelines, Tribal first, Off-Res. second

2. Indian membership

3. Assist with monitoring responsibilities

B. State-Tribal Agreemen.A

1. Need for extended definition/clarification

-open for both concurrent 6 exclusive jurisdiction

Tribes

-open for Urban/Rural Indian programs and organi-
.

sations

-establish uniform guidelines/standards

4. Compliance Regulation (use supplement)

A. Mandatory operational 6 monitoring procedures

B. Definite line of authority

C. Establishment of Tribal and Off-Reservation

committee's to oversee the monitoring procedures

of the Bureau and assist with the operational

monitoring plan

1. Individual State regulations reviewed (annually)

2. State Court/Agency reporting system (annually)

, .
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SUPPLEMENT/COMPLIANCE STRUCTURE

AMONITORING & IMPLEMENTATION RESPONSIBILITIES)

CONGRESS (TWO OVERSITE COMMITTEES)

_,,CENTRAL
BIAC-- AREA

AGENCY

HEW (HHS)

-IHS

-CHILDREN'S BUREAU

STATE COURTS (SYSTEM)/ Private Attorneys

PUBLIC AGENCY (DSHS)

LICWAC

PRIVATE AGENCY

URBAN INDIAN ORGANIZATIONS

TRIBAL COUNCIL ..,.ADVISORY COMMITTEES
TRIBAL PROGRAMS

TRIBAL COURT

CHILDREN'S COURT

PROSECUTORS

PRIVATE ATTORNEYS

LAY COUNSEL

PUBLIC DEFENDERS

PARENTS/EXTENDED FAMILY/RELATIVES

INDIAN CHILDREN
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RESOLUTION
WHEREAS, the Colville Business Council is the governing body of the

Confederated Tribes of the Colville Indian Rese'vation, Washington, by
authority of the Constitution an)! By -laws of the Tribes as approved on
February 26, 1938, by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs; and

WHEREAS, "The Indian Child Welfare Act of 1918 (P1. 95-608) wan
enacted by the U.S. Congress to establish standards for the placement of
Indian children in foster or adoptive homes and to prevent the breakup
of Indian families;"

WHEREAS, "the U.S. Congress has declared that it is the policy of
the Nation to protect the best interests of Indian children and to promote
the stability and security of Indian tribes and families by the estab-
lishment of minimum federal standards for the removal of Indian children
from their families and the placement of such children in foster or
adoptive homes which will reflect the unique values of Indian culture;"

WHEREAS, "the states, exercising Jurisdiction over Indian child
custody proceedings through administrative and judicial bodies, have
often failed to recognize the essential tribal relations of Indian people
and the cultural and social standards prevailing in Indian communities
and families;"

WNgREAS, in order to accomplish the above goals Indian tribal
governments, Indian organizations, and the Bureau of Indian Affairs must
develop and implement a system for monitoring and technical assistance
to state courts, state agencies, and private agencies;

WHEREAS, the Colville Confederated Tribes obtained Exclusive
Jurisdiction of Child Welfare matters on February 14, 1980.

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that we the Colville Business Council
meeting in Session this th day of January, 1984, at the
Colville Indian Agency, Nespelem, Washington, acting for and in behalf
of the Colville Confederated Tribes, do hereby authorise a committee
to develop methods of monitoring State Courts on Child Welfare pro-
ceedings on & State by State basis.

The foregoing was duly enacted by the Colville Business Council by a
vote of FOR AGAINST, under authority contained in Article V,
Section 1(a) of the Constitution of the Confederated Tribes of the Colville
Reservation, ratified by the Colville Indians on February 26, 1938, and
approved by.the Commissioner of Indian Affairs on April 19, 1938.

ATTEST:

Al Aubertin, Chairman
Colville Business Council
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.71ffi Hated Cribes of Northwest Indians

RESOLUTION NO. 21

WHEREAS: "The Indian Child Welfare Act of 197$ (PL 95408) was enacted by
the U.S. Congress to establish standards for the placement of Indian
children in foster or adoptive Miles and to prevent the breakup of
Indian families ;"

WHEREAS: the U.S. Congress has declared that it is the policy of the Nation
to protect the best interests of Indian children and to promote the
stability and security of Indian tribes and families by the estab-
lishment of minimum Federal standards for the removal of Indian
children from their families and the placement of such children in
foster or adoptive hoses which will reflect the unique values of
Indian Culture;"

WHEREAS: the states. exercising Jurisdiction over Indian child custody
proceedings through administrative and judicial bodies have often

Ifailed to recognize the essential tribal relations of Indian people
and the cultural and social standards prevailing in Indian communi-
ties and families;"

WHEREAS: in order to accomplish the above goals Indian tribal governments,
Indian organizations. andihe Swum of Indian Affars must develop
and implement a system for monitoring and tezhnical assistance to
state courts, state agencies, and private agencies;

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Affiliated Tribes of Northwest Indians
authorizes a working ccomittee of tribal and Indian organization representatives
to meet with the BIA Area Director to develop a joint monitoring committee to
provide monitoring of and technical assistance to state courts, state agencies,
and private agencies on a state-by-state basis.

CERTIFICATION

The foregoing resolution was duly adopted by the Executive
Northwest Indians Spring meeting held in Tacoma. Washing
with a quorum present and voting.

44114iiiticT res. en1f164. 9irginfeiRyan, Executive Dfrector

044111-slt
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MUCKLESHOOT INDIAN TRIBE
210015 1712N0 AVENUE 9.9. - AUBURN. WASFINGTON 99002 - ROM 939-33.1.1

INDIAN CHILD WELFARE ACT ISSUES

1. Funding level: We would hope that the SIA would allow the
Tribe to use population figures based on populations we
serve to enable us to obtain funding which would allow for true

,ee 140 116491. tr. AA%keit:MO a01.1.

preventative work with families. at this time
is more,of a "holding" level....0*444444 -46==tirjr"/
2. Grant application process: The Tribe would support a erant
application process involving a three year cycle, rather than
yearly as is the current process. We find that much time and
energy is devoted to the annual application for ICWA funds that
could be more profitably spent serving youth and families.

3. State Court issues: We are concerned about the possibility
of not be notified for review hearing of children who have been
in the system for many years. We are also concerned about the
lack of Court rules standardising and including ICWA requirements
for State Court preceding..

4. Private agencies: Who monitors these agencies for compliance
with ICWA? Confidentiality issues are becoming more and more
evident when parents request that Tribes not be notified, yet
with a private agency/state agency, has there been proper attempt
to work with the families concerning Tribal notification of the
preceding?

5. State agency/DSHS: Tribal-State agreements seem to be set
up by the State as Tribal-Regional agreements; CPS portions of
agreements fit into regional arrangements for Nuckleshoot,
foster care and group care issues cover larger areas. We are
concerned about custody issues, especially group care. As per
Substitute House Sill No. 848, RCW 74.13.080. and MAC 388-70-013,
the State of Washington, DSHS must have custody of all children
in Group cave in order for the group cove facility to :receive
payment. The Nuckleitioot Youth Home, a group care facility, must
give DSHS custody of Nuckleshoot children who need group care
at the Nuckleshoot Youth Home. To give DSNS custody of our child-
ren in order to be eligible for group care payments seems to
contradict the language and intent of the ICWA.

6. Federal agency/SIA: Is it the SIA's responsibility to
monitor private agencies, state Courts? Now does the regulation
concerning the use of attorneys and 638 funds affect ICWA work
needing attorneys?
7. Tribal Court: Our main concern here is the inability for

' the Tribal Court to order services for families, children,
and teenage offenders. Tribal Court may request services.
Tribal Court may not order a teenage offender into a State
facility for juvenile offenders, which then leads to the
need for the Tribe to use the state system for these offenses.
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THE SUQUAKISH TRIBE
PORT MADISON INDIAN RESERVATION

RESOLUTION 884-002

WHEREAS, the Suquamish Tribal Council is the duly constituted
governing body of the Port Madison Indian Reservation by authority
of the Constitution and Bylaws for the Suquamish Tribe of the Port
Madison Indian Reservation as approved July 2, 1965, by the Under-
Secretary of the Interior; and,

WHEREAS, under the Constitution and Bylaws of the Tribe, the
Suquamish Tribal Council is charged with the duty of protecting
the health, security, and general welfare of the Suquamish Tribe
and all Reservation Residents; and,

WHEREAS, the Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978 (FL 95-608) was
enacted by the U.S. Congress to establish standards for the place-
ment of Indian children in foster or adoptive homes and to prevent
the break-up of Indian families; and

WHEREAS, the U.S. Congress has declared that it is the policy
of the Nation to protect the best interests of Indian children and
to promote the stability and security of Indian Tribes and families
by the establishment of minimum Federal standards for the removal
of Indian children from their families and the placement of such
children in foster or adoptive homes which reflect the unique values
of Indian culture; and,

WHEREAS, the current funding levels provided for this purpose
are wholly inadequate, and further proposed reductions seriously
imperil the ability of Indian Child Welfare Act programs to provide
the basic services required in pursuit of the above policy goals;

THEREFORE BE ITIRESoLVEDAhat the Suquamish Tribe requests
that Governor Spellman communicate with the Washington Congressional
delegation regarding the need for:

1. Restoration of the $1 million cut from the Indian Child
Welfare Act program appropriations for Fiscal Year 1984;

2. .An appropriation of $15 million for.indian.Child Welfare
Act programs for Fiscal Year 1985; and

3. Regional hearings to provide Congress with information
necessary to ensure equitable and knowledgeable decisions
regarding the fliturn of these programs.

408
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CERTIFICATION

The foregoing resolution was duly enacted by the Suquamish Tribal

Council, meeting in REGULAR SESSION on this kl_cokh day of 1,103
1913, Ly a vote of FOR, cm AGAINST,

ABSTENTIONS, at which a quorum was present.

q7t.47V/Z4f.1114
Lawrence A. Webster
Tribal Chairperson

Date Mailed to BIA

BEST COPY AVAILME

ATTEST:

BHnnie J. ArmStkong
/Tribal C,31IncirSecretary ./
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RESOLUTION
WHEREAS, the Colville Business Council is the governing body of the

Confederated Tribes of the Colville Indian Reservation, Washington, by
authority of the Constitution and By-laws of the Tribes as approved on

:.February 26, 1938, by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs; and

WHEREAS, "The Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978 (PL 95-608) was
enacted by the U.S. Congress to establish standards for the placement of
Indian children in foster or adoptive homes and to prevent the breakup
of. Indian families;" and

WHEREAS, "the U.S. Congress has declared that it is the policy of
the Nation to protect the best interests of Indian children and to prorote
the stability and security of Indian tribes and families by the estab-
lishment of minimum Federal standards for the removal of Indian children
from their families and the placement of such children in foster or
adoptive hones which will reflect the unique values of Indian culture;"
and

WHEREAS, "the states, exercising Jurisdiction over Indian child
custody proceedings through administrative and judicial bodies, have
often failed to recognise the essential tribal relations of Indian people
and the cultural and social standards prevailing in Indian communities
and families;" and

WHEREAS, in order to accomplish the above goals Indian tribal
governments, Indian organizations, and the Bureau of Indian Affairs must
develop and implement a system for monitoring and technical assistance
to state courts, state agencies, and private agencies; and

WHEREAS, the Colville Confederated Tribes obtained Exclusive
Jurisdiction of Child Welfare matters on February 14, 1980.

THEREFORE, BE.IT RESOLVED, that we the Colville Business Council
meeting in Session this th day of January, 1984, at the
Colville Indian Agency, Nespelem, Washington, acting for and in behalf
of the Colville Confederated Tribes, do hereby recommend an appropriated
amount of $15 M for purposes of implementing the Indian Child Welfare
Act.

The foregoing was duly enacted by the Colville Business Council by a
vote of FOR AGAINST, under authority contained in Article V,
Section 1(a) of the Constitution of the Confederated Tribes of the Colville
Peservatioriratified by the Colville Indians on February 26, 1938, and
approved by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs on April 19, 1938.

37-608 0 - 84 - 26

ATTEST:

Al Aubertin, Chairman
Colville Business Council
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194b Yale Place East
Seattle, Washington 98102

February 07, 1984

Mr. Don Milligan
Indian Affairs
Mailstop 01114
Olympia, Va. 98504

Dear Don:

The Indian Child Welfare Advisory Committee is an Advisory Committee

to the Department of Social and Health Services - Region IV. We are

a voluntary group of Indian people who have concerns about the welfare

of Indian children in foster care. It is our primary goal to implement

the repletion. of The Indian Child Welfare Act of 1976. In our effort

to do this we have some barriers to implementation, our concerns are:

BEST Cu;'

I) Judges are insensitive and uninformed about the

mandates of The Indian Child Welfare Act. Often

they need to be educated on the spot.

2) Guardian Ad Litems Attorney's are unaware of The Act

and need to be sensitised to the significant importance

of this law.

3) Private agencies are not aware of the Act and (again)

don't realize the importance. We have begun talking

with private agencies, but monitoring their follow -

through activities is not always possible. Often

notification to Tribal Courts from private agencies

is not done.

4) Grant process is difficult and the funding level

inadequate. Tribal and Urban Indian Child Welfare

Programs are in jeopardy. Funding is not sufficient

to meet the overwhelming needs.

5) Expert witness needs to be better defined, "How do you

qualify." The court does not acknowledge elders and

Spiritual leaders as expert witness and these people

are expert witnesses.

RECEIVED

FEB 9
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6) Canadian Indian Children and families are not

protected. Many of our children are from Canada.

The Indian Child Welfare Act does not attempt

to protect them. Our Washington State Administrative

Code protects them but we need Federal protection

for these young Canadian Indian children.

We need to amend the Indian Child welfare Act to address these

:concerns. We as a Committee would like to recommend that the Act be

amended to address these issues; inclusion of Canadian Indian children,

more clarification of "expert witness", to include elders and spiritual

leaders and increased funding level.

Increased funding to train and educate privatsragencies and monitor

them. Training to educate judges and lawyers and C.A.L.S. Lastly,

. continued funding for Indian Child Welfare Programs, both Urban and

Tribal. We should not have to beg for money each year.

cc: ICWAC Members
D.S.H.S., Indian Desk Region IV

Cordially,

74'

Esther Crawford,
Chairwoman
Indian Child Welfare Committee
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STATE 01 wAsoNCTON

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES

010vphs. Wahrw'cre W504

February 14. 1983

Greg Argil 624 - 870
Association on kerrfcan

Indian Affairs
432 Park Avenue South

Mew York, New York 10014

Oear Greg:

Per our discussion I am submitting some initial recommendations of issues

that may need to be addressed through mendment of the Indian Child

Welfare Act:

1.

rir.ftrr
,Jit

2.

3.

Canadian Indians

Out to our geographical
location we have a fair number of child

welfare cases involving Canadian Indians.
The federal law does not

protect Canadian Indian
children and families. Our Washington

Administrative Code attempts
to yootect them, but we are in need of

legislative relief.

Funding

The continuation of
funding for both tribal and off-reservation

Indies child welfare programs
is a priority issue. If the funding

is reduced and then
eliminated as we understand

the plan to be, the

Indian Child Welfare
effort will rev,..rt to the

1940's era and

before.

Monitoring

There is dire need for a legislatively established
system for monitor-

ing state courts', state
agencies'. and private agencies', compliance

with the Indian Child Welfare Act. My recommendation is that Joint

monitoring/technical assistance
committee composed of Indian and 8IA

reposentatives be established
for each 8IA Wee Office Jurisdiction.

4. A discussion with
Barbara Wright from our

brmicy's Assistant Attorney

General's staff identified the
follomIgn issues:

a. VoluntaryRelinguisheents

Currently, Indian Tribal
Councils and Tribal Courts do not

receive notice of voluntary relinquishments.
Although, the issue

/atiet,04,5?-

ytql:"" Arlir
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of "confidentiality" is involved, we are also concerned that this
perpetuates a 'loophol for inappropriate placement of Indian
children into non-Indian homes. At a bare minimum, there should
be a requirement for Indian-oriented counseling of parents prior
to their final decision to voluntarily relinquish a child.

b. Expert Witness

There appears to be too much flexibility in respect to:

1. Who qualifies an expert witness?

2. What is an expert witness?

Our concern is that "anti-Indian" expert witnesses on Indian
Child Welfare cases may be brought in for the purpose of over-
riding positive Indian Child Welfare planning.

c. CPS Emergency Removal/Exclusive Tribal Jurisdiction

There appears to be a questionable gap in the current legislation
in situations where a tribe has exclusive tribal jurisdiction but
may not have the program resources to respond rapidly to the need
for a chill protection sorvices ewer enc removal situation. In

Washington, it appears that the ASS stain Attorney General's
Office has continued to cite the state's responsibility to do
child protection/abuse investigation on reservations where tribes
have exclusive jurisdiction even though the state does not have
the authority to remove a child in emergent danger nor refer the
matter for court action. Perhaps, this issue should receive some

attention.

I will forward any other issues brought to my attention.

Sincerely,

4771.4iCT.

Don Milligan
DSHS Indian Affairs
MS OB-14
Olympia, Washington 98504

cc: Barbara Wright
Evelyn Blanchard
Goldie Todd
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STATE Of WWINCTON

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
. mfrom Wahreiren SUN

December 28, 1983

TO: Regional Administrators

FROM: BoydSUBJECT:

REQUEST FOR RECOMMENDATIONS RELATED TO THE POSSIBLE AHEM:MINT OF
THE INDIAN CHILD WELFARE ACT

It is my understanding that the U.S. Senate will be holding hearings possibly
in late February or March 1984 on potential amendment of the Indian Child
Welfare Att.

I am asking each of you to obtain recoemendations from your regional office
staff, CEO administrators, caseworkers serving Indian cases, Indian community
workers, and local Indian child welfare advisory committees. Focus on those
aspects of the act that have encouraged progress and those aspects of tht
act which have resulted in implementation problem for $115, Stilt* courts,

tribal courts, and Indian child welfare programs from your point of view.
Your recommendations end comments will be shared with Indian representatives.

Please have the recommendations to Don Milligan, Office of Indian Affairs,
mail Stop 011 14, by January 13. 1984 because they are needed for discussion
at a meeting of Indian representatives on January 19. Thank you.

cc: 114a Milligan
Wars Wright

415
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OFFICE OF THE
ATTOFtNEY GENERAL

0 Opr4V.Nos Conommulimes DON January 17, 1904

Don Milligan

Row Barbara Wr

swot The Indian Child Welfare Act, Concerns and Recommendations

The concerns and recommendations I have listed in this memo are my
personal opinions rather than opinions of the Attorney General's
-Office, and are based upon 4 1/2 years of working with the ICWA in
-the Attorney General's Office.

The intent and spirit of the Indian Child Welfare Act is to have
Indian children remain with Indian people. A basic concern that I
have, as do others in my office who work with the ICWA, is that the
-lack of funding to tribes serves to undercut the tribes' (and the
State's) ability to carry out the purpose of the Act. In addition,
Public Law 96-272 is in direct conflict with the intent of the ICWA
because it imposes continuous State supervison and control over the
licensing and payment process and.does not lead to tribal autonomy
in the child welfare area.

The Act gives tribes that have exclusive jurisdiction over child
custody proceedings, jurisdiction over "an Indian child who resides
or is domiciled within the reservation." From this I assume that
such tribes have jurisdiction over Indian children who are not tribal
members. It is unclear whether the same applies to tribes with con-
current jurisdiction, because the Act does not address that specific
issue.

Section 1912 of the ICWA requires that notice to an unknown or un-
available parent be given to the Bureau of Indian Affairs. The BIA
does not seem to be very effective in finding parents and transmitting
information to parents.

Section 1915 allows the placement preference of the Indian child or
parent to be considered where appropriate in a foster or adoptive
placement. The court or agency is also to give weight to a consenting
parent's desire for anonymity in applying the placement preferences.
The result is that the State caseworkers are often put in a very
difficult position when trying to place a child pursuant to the place-
ment preferences; and on many ocassions the desire of the parent or
child has effectively overriden the intent and the placement pre-
ferences of the ICWA.

416
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In summary, my strongest recommendations are that tribes be given
enough money to implement the Indian Child Welfare Act and that
federal laws which act to undermine the Indian Child Welfare Act
be ched.

I also recommend that the Indian Child Welfare Act be specific as
to how much authority tribes with concurrent jurisdiction have
over Indian children who are not their tribal members. All Indian
children within a reservation should be covered by the authority
of tribal courts regardless of exclusive or concurrent jurisdiction

status of the tribe. It would then be up to the tribe to chose to
assert such jurisdiction based upon their funding, court structure,

and so on.

The placement preferences and desire for anonymity of the Indian
parent should not be allowed to override the intent and the place-
ment preferences of the Indian Child Welfare Act.

cc: Bruce Clausen
Teresa Kulick

r. Ka
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Karen peaUMW
S-ATF OF WASHINCTCF4

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES

MEMORANDUM

TO. Don Milligan
Office of Indian Affairs
MS OB-14

FROM Thomas J. era
Admin
Spok dfr770

CIATI. January 12.1984

SUBJECT' RECOMMENDATIONS RELATED TO
THE POSSIBLE AMENDMENT OF
THE INDIAN CHILD WELFARE ACT

My staff have contacted numerous local individuals regarding assessment of
helpful or deterimental aspects of the Indian Child Welfare act. These
individuals included Community representatives, local Indian Child Welfare
advisory committee members, the DSHS liaison to the local ICWAC and other
staff members in the CSO.

The DSHS liaison to the local ICWAC plans to ask the committee as a whole
to send recommendations to the Office of Indian Affairs. The liaison is
aware of the January 19, 1984 statewide meeting of Indian representatives
and will encourage the local ICWAC to sand recommendations in prior to that
date.

CSO staff recommendations relate to the application and some procedures under
the law rather than the law itself. In general, caseworkers agree with the
purpose and philosopy of the Act. The local ICWAC has been supportive and
staff view the required staffing with ICWAC to develop a case plan as positive
procedure.

The problems noted by staff center around the time needed to complete the
additional required forms and stuffings for Indian children. The operation
of giving notice to the tribe is of particular concern because of the
difficulty and the time required in determining what tribes to notify.
Finally, questions have been raised about the need to have a representative
from the child's particular tribe involved in the planning in addition to the
local 1CWAC.

In summary, the CSO staff's recommendations are to streamline the process
required to comply with the Indian Child Welfare Act. Also, I would suggest
contacting the AtTorney General's Office for specific recommendations about
the law itself.

TJB:cb

cc: Bernard O. Nelson, Regional Admin.

RECEIVED

JAN &I
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ST Alf WAVV.(ION

DEPARTMENT Of SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES

MEMORANDUM

11) Don Milligan UalE January 11, 1984
Office of Indian Affairs - OB-14

Flaw James A. Ross. Administrator
Spokane North CSO

Karen Rai

PI XI X ULU
r.

SUBJECT REQUESTS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS
RELATED TO THE POSSIBLE
AMENDMENT OF THE INDIAN
CHILD WELFARE ACT

This request was discussed with staff. The Indian Child Welfare Act
was reviewed in relation to the areas suggested. It was determined
we have not had any outstanding problems in the implementation of the
Act. Therefore, we did not arrive at any changes to recommend.

JAR:ES:se

cc! Re-nard 0. Nelson, Reional Administrator

-0
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RECEIVED

JAN 1.
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STATE OF WASHINGTON

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES

AAWORAPICOUR

R ) Dan Milligan, Office of Indian Affairs
Mail Stop OB-14
Olympia, WA

FRC1 can Dunhaver, AdministratorDGrant/Adams Administrative Unit
Moses Lake CSO B13 -2

DATE. January 9, 1984

SUMECT. INDIAN CN11D
WELFARE ACT

The following are concerns the Grant/Adams CSO has about the current
Indian Child Welfare Act:

1. The legal process on Indian children is slow
and children remain in foster care too long.

2. There are not enough Indian foster homes to
meet the criteria sat out in the Act,

The Act addresses a definite need and is a positive step

JD:RET:gy

cc: Bernard 0. Nelson, Regional Administratnr, Region I

me:CEA/ED

JAN 1
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Sf Ali Of WASHING t(

DEPARTMENT Of SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES

MEMORANDUM

TO Don Milligan DATE. January 12, 1984

Office of Indian Affairs, Mail Stop OD -14

FROM en, AinietretOr
hes CSO

Li'

Karen Raha
RmemmEMB

marry

SUBJECT RECOMMENDATIONS RLLATED TO
NeleMENT or INDIAN CHILD
WELFARE ACT - YOUR MEMO OF
JANUARY 3, 1984

The one area in which we have had the most difficulty relates to Adoption
Planning for Indian Children, Manual G 36.38. It is often diffiCult to ascertain

eligibility for enrollment. This requires much correspondence.

The other area is that of thm Unenrolled Indian2/fhat also requires in-depth
research.

It would be helpful to us if the definitions of tbgee criteria)Lere spelled

out more fully.

BG:GEles

cc Barnard 0. Nelson
Region 1

.1"....« 0(4.1.
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MANUA'S
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STATE Of WASM4GTON

DEPARTMENT Of SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES

MEMORANDUM

TO Don Milligan
Office of Indian Affairs
Olympia

08 -14

FROM Kathy McCrack inistrator

Okanogan CSO

DATE

WHIM

January 11, 1984

REQUESTS FOR
RECOMMENDATIONS
RELATED TO
THE POSSIBLE AMENDMENT
OF THE INDIAN CHILD
WELFARE ACT

In this area we could find no consensus nor strong otliolons about recommended
amendments to the Indian Child Welfare Act.

We found concern expressed on basically three aspects of the law by some
individuals:

i. There are still too many Indian children being placed in non-Indian
homes and perhaps it would improve if the law had a stronger way to
compel that the law be followed.

1. The opinions and advice of the extended family regarding planning
for the children has not always been given serious consideration.

. 3. There is a lack of tribal control or right to intervene in adoptions
where individuals have relinquished a child directly to other individuals.

Most of the contacts with C50 staff, community representatives, and some
ICWAC members indicated that the .118.8. no real critIcism of the law but there
was a lot of concern about the mplementation of the Jct., It was felt that
Perhaps the terms of the law were Fol interpreted as Clearly and as strictly
as the law allowed and that cle..r guidelines and resources be provided with
the law for a smoother implementatio*.

KM /nh

Attachment

cc: Bernard O. Nelson
Ella Medonich

RECEIVED

JAN 16
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DEPARTMENT Of SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES

MEMORANDUM

TT) Don Milligan
Office of Indian Aff irs
Mail Stop 08-14
Olympia, WA

Tiomi Elaine White, A tor

Colfax C.S.O. ranch Office

DATE January 10, 1984

SUBIECT Possible Amendments to
Indian Child Welfare Act

We have contacted r casework staff, and Community resources in an effort to
gather feedback on possible amendment to the Indian Child Welfare Act. Of

course, it must be noted that our catchment Are, does not afford us with a
great many opportunities to exercise the-1CWA. Oor volume of cases involving
Native American children has been three children in the last two years. There-

fore, each time we do encounter the.pesOLto-cemstlt the Act we basically need
to relearn the process.

We were able to get some feedback that reflects a positive attitude on the
part of caseworkers who work with the LICWAC in terms of having a good rela-

tionship.

Concerns that were expressed by the member of the local committee were more

, general in nature and scope. These concerns dealt with a perceived need to

I
address the issue of using GUardians ad Literi,itho were either Native American
or sensitive to Native American Issues. kpossible problem area, and past
concern, was that courts tend to give more weight to the recommendations of
the Guardian ad Litem, regardless of the recommendation of the LICWAC. It

is suggested that amendments may possibly address this issue.

In addition, concerns also dealt with the issue of priyatttriirganiz ions going

onto the reservations and dealing with families for iovate ado t . Currently

there is no check or safeguard to ensure that people Ivo on the reserva-

tions are not mis!ed or exploited by religious groups or private organizations.

We hope these thoughts will be helpful to you.

EGW:DRW:Cr

cc: Bernard 0. Nelson
ReOon I RECEIVED

JAN IR
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STATE Of WASE4NGTON

DEPARTMENT Of SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES

MEMORANDUM

TO Don Milli an, DATE January 13, 1984

Of ndians Affairs OB-14 ---

ashington

4.+ I (JIM
les1/46,7

SUBJECT REQUESTS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS
RELATED TO THE POSSIBLE
AMENDMENT OF THE INDIAN
CHILD WELFARE ACT

This is in response to Bernard Nelson's memorandum of January 3, 1984 on
the above subject.

I would like to see safeguards for the rights of Indian children and families
involved in dependency proceedings. A guardian ad litem appointed for the
child would protect their rights under the state or tribal system.

Provisions of Public Law 96-272 and the protection therein should be extended
to the children and families under the jurisdiction of tribal court.

JT:skl

Attach.

cc: Bernard Nelson

thAt VI }I /.

RECEIVED

JAN 17
O." 0,Ki.o.
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STATE of wAsiincioN

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
A4A*DRAACeme

Robert Lolcama, Deputy Assistant Secretary DATE.
January 12, 1984

Community Services MS 08-44D

r;
Ralph E. eaCkey, Regional Administrator
Region 2 ' MS B39 -6

%ovary

SUBJECT. INDIAN CHILD WELFARE ACT

Thank you for this opportunity to comment relating to possible amendments of
the Indian Child Welfare Act. We find the act to provide useful guidelines in
working with Indian children and families. There are several areas, however,
which are not entirely clear or about belch questions have arisen in the field.

(1) One of the most difficult barriers we find to full implementation
of the intent of the Act is the shortage of funding for the Indian
Child and Family Service Program as described in Section 201. As you
know, although the Yakima tribe has exclusive jurisdiction, the child

and family program is not fully funded. This situation leads to frus-
trated expectations for both tribal members and other community agencies,
as well as leaving the department to provide services to a number of
Indian children and families, who, given adequate funding, could be
served by their tribal program instead.

(2) There seems to be some ambiguity about jurisdiction in the case of
an Indian child belonging to one triue and domiciled on the reservation
of another tribe. This comes up when the Child's parent objects to
the local tribal court's hearing the case, preferring it to be heard
in state court. Do they have this right? Would agreements between
tribes regarding assumption of jurisdiction for child welfare cases
influence parents' freedom, if any, to chose the court?

(3) Does section 301, concerning record keeping on adopted Indian children,
conflict with state adoption statutes providing for confidentiality?

(4) Is there a conflict between 95-608 (e.g., section 101 (a)) and state
law which requires that the department have custody Of all children
Placed in group care when we make payment?

(5) Most of the Act seems to address practites in state court, rather than
internal tribal court practices. Should the Act concern itself with
guidelines for tribal court, especially in the area of legal counsel
And notice of hearings?

(6) The Act does not seem to address investigation of Child Protective
Services complaints very fully, particularly for children domiciled
on a reservation.

(7) Expert witnesses, as referred to in sectigaifitys not defined.
.

cc: CS0 Adm. JAN 17
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TO

STATTcxwaSivicTON

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES

MEMORANDUM

DATE January 13, 1984Don Milligan
Office of Indian Affairs 08 14

FROM Jane Hawkins, Acting SOC I
Region 3 N31-7

Al AN 1 ow

RECEIVED s'""'"

JAN 2 3

WAVAIRP

SUBJECT Indian Child Welfare Act
Amendment

Following are our recommendations related to the possible amendment of the
Indian Child Welfare Act:

I. More adequate and consistent funding is needed for staffing and program
development to prevent personnel turnover and to ensure continuity.

2. Encouraging training, adequate staffing and a tribal support system that
could accept jurisdiction and be able to deal with the notices in a
timely and effective way.

3. Continue the appropriate training of state judges and the Attorney
General's offices with reference to this Act.

4. Encouraging the Indian groups to assume more responsibility for continua-
tion of major service provision.

5. Training and orientation of tribal court judges to their role in the
juvenile family arena.

6. Continuation of healthy communication channels between tribes, Indian
organizations and the state legal system.

7. Continue to serve and preserve the rights of bi-racial persons who would
choose to be considered Indian, whether or not they are enrollable.

8. Preserve the safeguards that have been provided so that the Indian parent
may reconsider and retrack earlier decisions that may not have been made
with clear understanding and considered judgment.

9. The 1CWA needs to spell out in more detail the necessary response required
of state judicial systems to honor tribal courts and their orders without
jurisdictional hang-ups.

10. Cooperative or reciprocal agreements should be negotiated across the
international boundary to preserve the cultural variance when it does exist.

1:. In C, Criteria' and Procedures for ruling on25 USC 1911 (b) Transfer
Petitions remove "unless either parent objects to such transfer" and
instead assume that if one parent wishes transfer that is sufficient reason
fur tra.sfer.

Jii:cb

17-608 n 84 27
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DEPARLAENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALFH SERVICES
NiEMORANDIJM

1() Don Milligan, Chief
Office of Indian Affairs 05-14

MAI John`
Centr

BATE January 16, 1984

Administrator N56-1 SUBJECT Amendments to the Indian
en's Service Office Child Welfare Act

In reviewing the Indian Child Welfare Act and the implementation of, our
primary concernis the lack of compliance by a significant number of public
end private agencies. This concern Ls based on situations esperientint-try
the Region 4 kridian Children's Unit.

Several obstacles have been encountered in following the mandates of the Act.
and in enforcing the policies set forth in WAG. Specifically, Judges in King
County appear to lack understanding of the Act. Thar is a worn lack of
recognition for the unique political and cultural status of Indian people.
Court decisions have been rendered which have gone against the intent of the
Act. Bad precedents have been set for future cases (e.g. maintaining Indian
children in non-Indian placements when fam!ly or Indian resources were avail-
able). It's recommended trainint be made ..andatory for Judges who preside over
Indian Child Welfare cases.

A related area of concern has been the Guardian Ad Lite. (CAL) program. At

times Gal.'s assigned to Indian cases appear to lack understanding of the Act,
as well as a lack of cultural awareness. The Guardian Ad Lite. program provides
a valuable service, but certain recommendations in Indian cases have proven
problematic when those recommendations go against the mandates of the Ant,

Indian eases serviced by private agencies is another area of concern. There
have been number of instances of non-compliance by private agencies. Presently,
there is not a system to monitor private agencies. Region 4 DSHS and the LICWAC
have sought to establish informal agreements with the various private agencies
to staff their Indian Cases. Unfortunately there has been a number of problems.
A legally mandated system of monitoring needs to be considered.

Specific items in the Act itself needs add 'tig. First, it's recommended
Canadian Indians be covered under the provisions of the Act. Washington State
law has some limited provisions, but federal legislation is needed to ensure the
protection of Canadian children. Region 4's Indian Children's Unit services
number of Canadian families.
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In Section 105 (a) and (b) the phrase "in the absence of good cause to the
contrary" refers to placement preference. This phrase his been used when

the preference was not follower'. The interpretation of this phrase has been
the basis for non-compliance with the pref.?' nce and has resulted in prolonged
non-Indian placements of Indian children. s phrase should be eliminated or

revised to reflect the importance of placement priorities. A related item is

the need to clarify the order of placement preferences. It should be made clear

the preference is to be followed in "sequence" from Item i to Item iv in Section

105 (b) and not that there exists "choice" amoung the preferences.

Clarification of an agreed dependency orders are needed. It is unclear if en

agreed dependency order needs to be signed in the presence of a judge. Also,

there is concern about the provision allowing voluntary relinquishment to

be withdrawn prior to a termination order and/or adoption decree. Precarious

situations have occurred for both the child and the prospective adoptive family.

These two items have been raised for future discussion, no specific recommend-

ations can be given at this time.

The Region 4 Indian Child Welfare Advisory Committee has received materials

regarding the upcoming Senate Hearings. Members plan to present their recommend-

ations to Indian representatives at the scheduled meeting on 1/19/84 and 1/20/84.

The Indian Child Welfare Act is vital to the preservation of Indian families

and we look forward to continued coordinated efforts in assuring its implementation.

..101:cks

cc: Palph Punbar
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DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
MEMORANDUM

To Don Milligan
Office of Indian Affairs
M/S 0 4

FROM

41,

Bernice orehead

Regions Administrator
Region 5 M/S N 27-5

DATE January 12, 1984

SUBJECT RECOMMENDATIONS RELATED TO THE
POSSIBLE AMENDMENT OF THE
INDIAN CHILD WELFARE ACT

The following recommendations and comments were obtained from our local Indian
Child Welfare Advisory Committee members and Indian Community Worker.

The Indian Child Welfare Act is, in and of itself, viewed as a positive more
to protect the best interests of the Indian child and his/her unique culture
and heritage. Certainly it has heightened awareness in our communities for
both Indian and non-Indian people and has improved Department child welfare
services to children and their families.

Aspects of the Act which have resulted in implementation problems include:
1) The act did not provide funding for education. As a result, it has taken
a long time for DSHS staff and community agencies staff to familiarize them-
selves with the Act, relevant WAC and Manual material. The need for education
Is constant as new staff become involved with Indian children. 2) When a
child is placed into out-of-home care the Tribe must be notified. There is
no language in the Indian Child Welfare Act stating that the Tribe must respond
to the notification. A requirement for response from the Tribe within a limited
time frame would be helpful. 3) The Act does not delineate responsibilities to
Canadian Indian children. Because this is overlooked in the Act, some Canadian
Indians in the United States suffer from lack of services. 4) For children
in the custody of Tribal Courts, the Act would be improved by including language
to mandate a structure similar to the Interstate Compact. This would allow
children from other States to be served more equitably. Because there is no
interstate agreement, or funding, some children are stranded away from their
Tribes.

Local difficulties in implementing the Indian Child Welfare Act include: A) A

need for stronger representation from local native American communities on the
local Indian Child Welfare Advisory Committee. B) Obtaining sufficient infor-
mation to determine a child's Indianness as it is defined in the Act and the
broader State definition.

If yo'; 'lave questions or need additional information, please contact Kristy
2oellc Social Service Coordinator at Scan 462-2922.

cc: Robert Lolcama

.
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Wisconsin Winnebago Business Committee
Department at Health 8 Soctal Sezwes

P O Box 311 Tomah Wisconsm 54660

May 30, 1984

u $ Met
Senator Mark Andrews, Chairman
Select Octunittee on Indian Affairs

United States Senate
Kashington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Andrews:

RE: Indian Child Welfare
Oversight Hearings

The Wirtonsin Winnebago Tribe need to be heard on this issue. The

Ttele does not have a reservation in Wisconsin. We have scattered

settleuents within a fourteen(14) county area in central Wisconsin.

This is the area I, as Indian Child Welfare Worker, must cover, plus

the urban areas such as Milwaukee, Chicago, and Minneapolis/St. Paul.

I also have cases in California and Montana. My 1984-85 Indian Child

Welfare proposal was funded for $35,770. Now is one Worker supposed

bo effectively serve 3200+ Winnebagos in this geographical area with

wry little funding.

I wrote 1984-85 I.C.W. proposal for $49,437.36 using statistics(pop-

elation) from 1981,13.1.A. Labor Task Force Dort, which is 1,718.

A very minimal ritimber LecaU9e B.f.A. does nct slow OE to use the

actual nuzber which is 3200+. If we were to use the actual number,

we would be eligible for up to $150,000. Proposal I had written

for $49,437.36 was based an very minimal salaries(one I.C.W. Wbrker

and one part-time assistant), travel, space cost, and other costs.

Even ten it was reduced to $35,770. The lack of funds definitely

effects delivery of service to the Winnebago Trite. I have broken

down these areas of the Indian Cnild Welfare Act:

I. Intervention
A. Court notices

1. Legal counsel
2. Travel and/or trans!trtation
3. Follow -up; supervision

4. Counseling for parents and children

5. Locating and camunicatinq with extended
family merrbers

6. locating adoptive home when term dnation of

parental rights occurs
7. Having consistent working relationship with

the 14 counties(cooperation)

8. Time to locate or start resources fct Indian

children i.e specialized foster heves. Indian

group haws, facilities for tun-it:on/01y disturthKi

and/or special needs children

11. :hulnerent of fester hoops
A. iOinq to the four(4) rawr areas to Ice.ate Ind:an

foster Is

1.. 7 'T is 9)? 711
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B. Going to the counties, to work with Indian
people on licensing
1. Educating state, regional, and county

departments of health and social services
staff on Winnebago culture and values
a. Oonsultants
b. Workshops and seminars

C. Alternatives in licensing procedures that would
fit the needs of our cultural values

III. Providing supportive services in all our communities
A. Support groups for parents and their children

1. Alsc for foster parents
B. Wbrkshops and seminars for these groups

1. Cultural and/or counseling type
a. Involvement from tribal elders
b. As well as those from helping

professions
N. Training expenses

I am really caught in a dilemma. Ashland Area Office of the
Bureau cf Indian Affairs keeps telling us budgets are being
reduced, but it doesn't seem to effect their salaries and retire-
ments. The Wisconsin Winnebagos need at least two(2) I.C.W.
workers and one full-time secretary/assistant. The fourteen(14)
county area can be divided between the two(2) I.C.W. workers
and the secretary/assistant can manage the office. As it is
now, one worker has to to try to cover as much as possible.
Many times I spread myself pretty thin. I feel hurt because
I know I am not serving the people as well as I should. I hope
you sincerely consider our testimonies for the sake of Indian
children and their families.

If any of the points I mentioned are not clear, please contact
me and I will clarify them for you.

Thank you.

Respectfully submitted,

/:, t1( A (4
Faye under
Indian Child Welfare Coordinator.
Wisconsin Winnebago Tribe
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P.O. Box 248 * Marty, South Dakota 57361 Phone No. 384-3804
384-5687

RECEIVED MAY 1 5 SA

May 10,1984

Select Cocuzittey on Indian Affairs

Mr. Mark Andrews, Chairman
U.S. Senate
Waihtngton, D.C.

Dear Sirs:

we otter our appreciation for the opportunity to provide you with our testimony re-

gaiding the deficiency's in the Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978.
our testimony shall only address the Title II component of the Act. The remaining lit!,.

1,
III and IV, we request another time and place in which to address the deficiency'. in ,beb

area's.
fhe biggest problems we are facing, when providing an already determined needed

Welfare Service, is that of the funding criteria.
We strongly feel, that the Title II funding component should not be a competitive grant

award, but rather an entitlement to all federally recognized or urban Indian population..

The funding criteria change, would enable a Tribe or any Indian Child Welfare S.rvice

Program to provide a consistent cultural relevent service to its children and families. this

is one of the basic intents of the Act. Currently a Child Welfare Program does not have the

financial security it needs, to continue providing consistent service after a year. Mont tb11.1

Welfare rases require an on going service.
F.,;thvt, the fundtuis level ix extEvawly low when ,onsidering the p...polatin, ",

example of this is that our Tribe has an enrollment of approximately 5,500 and our towline

consideration is based on, on-reservation population. This is in no regard to the Lot (1,1i

we serve our tribal people no matter where they are. We request that the funding level b,

reconsidered, which would enable a Indian Child Welfare Program to provide a competent and

capable program.
With these factors addressed accordingly, we feel we can provide a beneficial seivii.

our children and people.
the remaining Title of the Act again, we request more time to prepare our testimony.

l thank-you all for your help.

Sincerely,

a?
Alvin R. ze er

Y.S.T. Chairman

tee,
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